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As you begin your search for the ideal home theater audio system, ask yourself what's important:

It has long been assumed that bigger equipment means better sound. Not anymore. Bose® Lifestyle®

systems allow you to enjoy better sound with less clutter, less equipment and less complication.  Unlike

conventional "components' every part of a Lifestyle®

.ystem is engineered to work together as a whole. For

performance, each element is acoustically matched. For

simplicity, many controls are automatic, which means

you can do just about anything by pressing only one

button. And everything is smaller  A single, 2X" high music center replaces an entire rack of electron-

ics and includes a built-in CD player and AM/FM tunes  Tiny Jewel Cube® speakers are about the size

of a computer mouse. And hidden away out of view is the

Acoustimass® module for purer, more natural bass. Your favorite

111

music, movies and sports programs will come

to life in a way you simply cannot imagine.

 Home Theater Technology summed it up

by saying, "Everything is included and carefully thought out.... The performance

is awesome."*  Please call for your complimentary guide to our Lifestyle® music

and home theater systems, and for Bose dealers near you. Then compare the size

of Bose sound to the sound of the biggest equipment you can find.



Or is it the size of the sound?

_1I5WAE"
Better sound throucjh research.

1-800-444-BOSE Ext.581 www.bose.com
0 1997 Bttse Corpora, . IN't8107(; From a review of the lifestyle. 12 home theater system
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150 watts per channel

Dolby Digital Decoding

Dual-Room/Dual Source Operation

5 Video Inputs/S-Video Connection

K-STAT Discrete Audio Amplifier

Radio Data System

Graphical On -Screen Interface

Cool glowy buttons

1997 Kenwood U S A



GREAT.
WE DESIGN ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST

SOPHISTICATED RECEIVERS AND
THE REMOTE GETS ALL THE ATTENTION.

Four years creating a perfect receiver, and for
what? Introducing the FutureSet remote. It comes
with all of Kenwood's top AV receivers and, as hard
as it is for us to admit, it is pret:y remarkable. Besides

havirg its famous red buttons, FutureSet can actually

download operating codes for new components, like
a new CD player or a DVD player, directly from a
touch tone phone, eliminating the possibility of it
becoming obsolete. So go ahead and buy our receivers

for the remote. We lust don't want to Itiear about it.
For more information, visit the Kenwood website
at www.kenwoodusa.com or call I-800-KENWOOD.

KENWOOD

- .
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with built-in powered subwoolers flank
the 36 -inch Toshiba TV. and a Polk

CS275 center speaker sits on top. The
BelEOggetti B-740 A/V stand also
holds a Philips Magnavox DVD400AT
DVD player and a Sherwood R-925
Dolby Digital receiver. On screen: Mike
Myers and Elizabeth Hurley in Austin
Powers: International Man of Mystery.
now on DVD from New Line Home
Video. (Chair courtesy Sofa So Good.)

Photograph by Chris Gould
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STEREO REVIEW ONLINE

Join us at our site on America
Online and link up with thousands
of other people who are interested
in the same good stuff you read
about in STEREO REVIEW. Browse

our message boards and put in
your 2g worth ... or ask for
opinions about equipment or a
special CD. Search our archives

and find a test report from last year.
Somebody swiped the September
issue before you could get
to it? You can find lots of the
information you missed
on STEREO REVIEW ONLINE.

All you need is a computer,
a modem, and America Online
software. To sign up, call
America Online at 1-800-603-8181
for a free startup kit. Our
keyword is
STEREO REVIEW. c"
See you in cyberspace!

Stereo Review, Stereo. Hi Fi, High
Fidelity. and Backbeat are
registered trademarks of Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines. Inc.
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Stereo Review®

C Phase Technology Corp.

Virtual Reality

In Rome Entertainment
It's a jungle out there in home -theater
land!

Let Phase Technology be your guide to
movies, music and more with
critically acclaimed home theater,
audiophile and in -wall speaker systems.

Now presenting our latest crowning
achievement- the user -adjustable Model
PC -3 multi -purpose speaker. It's ideal for
front, rear and center use in any
multi -channel sytem.

Your hunt is over. Audition the Model
PC -3 and experience sound so real, yc
can almost see it.

TECHNOLOGY

1 -888 -PHASE TN

uww.pllasetecli.coni
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FEATURES
350 watts x 6 © 8ohms
500 watts x 6 0 4 ohms
3,4, 5 or 6 channel operation
RCA or XLR balanced inputs
1,050 joule power supply
3 year parts & labor warranty

Experts agree, the Cinepro 3k6 redefines the home theater
experience. Combining 6 channels of unprecedented
power, inspiring sonic transparency and the finest in
American -made craftsmanship, the Cinepro 3k6 will
literally draw you into the performance as never before.

Home Theater Magazine raves "You simply cannot buy
a more capable amplifier."
Call us now. You are only a few days away from the

ultimate musical and cinematic experience.

lent" Widescrven Review Sept 9

Audio/Video Shopper, Apra

e Theater Magazine, May a;

The CINEPRO 3k6
Available at the finest

Home Theater Specialists
worldwide or factory -direct.

Call today!
1-800-395-1222
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The horse, the automobile. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable MiniDisc. Record music Dn your home deck and play it
back anywhere. Just like tape. Digital sound and instant access to any song. Just
like a CD. Record or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs. All on one 2.5 -inch
MiniDisc. Then take it anywhere you go, and play it back on your car deck or
portable player. Now that's progress.

©1997 Sony Electronics Inc All rights reserved Sony is a trademark of Sony



DVX8000 MULTIMEDIA HOME THEATER
Experience DVD movies, DVD-ROM gaming, even the

[nternet with intense sound and graphics. DVX8000

manages and enhances your entire home theater set-up. Video

line doubler, 3-D graphics accelerator and audio technology

Dolby Digital is a trademark of Ddby Laborsories Licensing Corp



DVX8000

by Marantz® (including Dolby Digital""). All integrated with

powerful multimedia PC functionality. It's entertainment to

the extreme. Available at select dealers. For more info on

Philips Extreme Home Entertainment call 1-888-486-6272

or visit us at www.mmhometheater.com
01997 Philips Electronics North America Corp,



LETTERS
DVD and MIX
I am close to upgrading to DVD, but so far
I've encountered only one title with the THX
logo. I've also noticed that most DVDs are in
pan -and -scan format instead of widescreen.
That's not cool. If the movie was originally
filmed in widescreen, the disc should be in
widescreen, and if the company decides to
make pan -and -scan discs, the widescreen
version should be included, too.

Most VHS titles that carry the THX logo
are remastered versions of earlier releases,
but the laserdisc versions I've seen were
THX from the start. Why aren't DVDs be-
ing made the same way? Can we expect to
find many THX DVD titles later on as well
as selectable screen -format versions instead
of pan -and -scan only? Why aren't compa-
nies taking full advantage of the capabili-
ties that make the DVD format unique? If
this keeps up, there would be no point in
calling it Digital Versatile Disc.

ALBERTO LANDRON
North Wales, PA

Actually, the official name of the format is
just DVD: the letters don't stand for any-
thing. Whether to put widescreen versions on
a disc or to follow THX standards (and pay
the THX licensing fee) are marketing deci-
sions. So far there are at least ten THX DVD
titles, including Twister and Terminator 2.
Let your purchases convey your preferences
to the movie studios. Mastering a DVD is not
a trivial process, and there is a steep learn-
ing curve. As software tools to help automate
the process become available, more of the
DVD format's capabilities will he exploited.

Sampling for the Birds
In Ken Pohlmann's September "Signals"
column, he says that some experts consider
the 96 -kHz sampling rate of some proposed
digital formats "to be a waste of band-
width." I agree. I work at a radio station, and
we use computers to record digital audio for
broadcast. The computer has five sampling -
rate settings: 15, 21, 22, 44.1, and 48 kHz
(approximately). I found that only the audio
recorded at the 15 -kHz rate sounded unus-
able. Recordings made at the other four set-
tings sounded the same. Could that be be-
cause most humans can't hear sounds above
20 kHz?

CD's 44.1 -kHz rate is already plenty high,
and 96 kHz would be way too high. With all
of these numbers being thrown around, is
anyone paying attention to whether we can
hear the difference? DAVID B. SHERE

Cedar Falls, IA

Elvis Revisionists
On reading Alanna Nash's article on Elvis,
"Why the King Still Matters" (September),
I was taken aback but not too surprised by
the statement attributed to John Lennon,

"Before Elvis there was nothing." It is too
bad that Mr. Lennon couldn't witness the
success of Bob Wills in the 1930s, Ernest
Tubb in the 1940s, Webb Pierce in the 1950s,
or even George Jones in the 1960s. I re-
member when it started, and Elvis definitely
took the music down to a whole new level.

So what keeps the Elvis mystique, or
hype, going? Promotion, promotion, pro-
motion! The Elvis fans are still trying to
hang on to a time that was (or seemed) hap-
pier, and they'll buy a piece of whatever is
available, real or not, to recapture the mo-
ment. Presley will always make good copy,
while some of the greatest talent will barely
get a whisper. RAY E. STRODE

Brunswick,GA

If it wasn't for the sinister racial climate that
permeated every facet of American society
in the 1950s, and the outright devious mach-
inations of the American record companies,
there wouldn't have been an Elvis Presley.
His whole career was built around putting a
white man's face on a music idiom originat-
ed by black Americans. KEN WILLIAMS

Jacksonville, FL

Ambiophonics Revisited
I appreciate Corey Greenberg's kind words
about our book on the Ambiophonic sound -
reproduction method in "The High End" in
September. It is, however, unfortunate that
he behaved like a subwoofer in a china shop
when he chose to disparage, unheard and un-
seen, the one high -end element of the tech-
nique, namely, the use of a small absorbent
panel placed on edge close to the listening
position and extending a few feet toward
narrowly spaced front speakers. This tech-
nique makes super -realistic music sound -
staging readily affordable.

Mr. Greenberg is too young to remember
that it was Don Keele, Jr., the preeminent
speaker reviewer for STEREO REVIEW'S sis-
ter publication Audio, who first proposed
the use of such a sound barrier to eliminate
the comb -filtering and Head Response Trans-
fer Function errors caused by crosstalk and
the way the 60 -degree stereo triangle inter-
acts with a listener's outer ears. Mr. Green-
berg neurotically hallucinates about press-
ing his nose against the edge of this barrier.
Mr. Keele's seminal AES paper included a
formula (reprinted in our book) that showed
you could sit I or 2 feet from the edge of
the panel and still enjoy the resulting natur-
al imaging and 120 -degree soundstage.

Today, you can purchase an attractive,
lightweight, folding panel designed for ex-
actly this purpose, called a Reality Buster
and available for about $300 from Echo
Busters of Melville, New York. My own
barrier was made for me ten years ago by
RPG, and, far from having to press my nose
against it, I routinely enjoy laserdisc operas
and ballets in my domestic opera house,

viewing a great high -resolution picture on an
8 -inch LCD color monitor mounted in the
ample space between the panel's end and my
very comfortable reclining chair.

RALPH GLASGAL
Northvale, NJ

Real -World Speaker Tests
When you test speakers, why don't you also
test them as they might be placed by the av-
erage, nonaudiophile home user? I would
never consider placing speakers 3 feet out
from any wall in any room in my house.
For one thing, my wife would go ballistic if
I even considered such a crazy thing.

I assume that you comply with manufac-
turers' speaker -placement recommendations
in order to compare their specs with your
results. But, hey, I want to know how the
speakers will perform in my home. I really
do not care how they sound in yours or the
manufacturer's test labs. If a fine -perform-
ing speaker degrades radically when placed
against a wall, I want to know about it. Con-
versely, if it still performs adequately, I
want to know that, too. OSCAR BOYAJIAN

Chino Hills, CA

Julian Hirsch replies: Like any other user, I
cannot always install speakers in the "ide-
al" location, or even the way the manufac-
turer recommends. And neither I nor anyone
else can tell you how a given speaker will
sound in your environment. All I can do is
compare each speaker I test with other speak-
ers evaluated in the same manner and try to
correlate what I measure with what I hear. if
you are significantly more (or less) critical
than I am, we may disagree totally. Ulti-
mately, it is your choice, which is why I al-
ways recommend listening to speakers at
home before buying them, or else buying them
only from a dealer who will let you exchange
them if they don't satisfy you.

Getting into Audio
Corey Greenberg's August "High End" col-
umn, "A Bridge to the Twenty -First Centu-
ry," got me thinking about how I got into
audio. I am 23 and bought my first copy of
STEREO REVIEW in August 1980 when I
was 7. (I still have it.)

My father did exactly the opposite of
dads who try to introduce their kids to hi-fi.
He had a very elaborate setup with a room
dedicated to it. He never tried to tell me
how good it was, and I was not allowed to
touch it. I could sit with him in the evening
and listen along with him. But I could not
touch anything on those shelves, and I did
not have any kind of stereo system myself.

Long evenings through my growing years
spent with my dad listening to his music
and his stereo made me an audiophile, now
even more passionate than he is. It also ex-
posed me to a very wide variety of music (I

12 STEREO REVIEW NOVEMBER 1997
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Philips DVX8000 Multimedia Home 

Theater is complete entertainment 
and manages all components in any 

home theater set-up: 

Extraordinary Picture Quality 

- Direct Digital Video Path 

- 
High Quality TV Tuner 

- High Quality Progressive Video 

Line Doubler 

- SVGA Output (RGB) for Progressive 

Scan Monitor - Resulting in Better 

Picture than a Separate DVD Player 

with Component Video Output 

- 
Excellent Graphics &Video Output 

to Standa-d TV (both Composite & 

S -Video Connection) 

-Trident 3-D Graphics Accelerator 

DVD-Video/DVD-ROM 

- Compatible with CD-ROM, CD -Audio 

- 
Entertainment Software T ties Included 

Audio Technology By Ma-antz 

- Direct Digital Audio Path 

- Dolby Digital" (AC -3) 

DVX8000 

MuL-r1neFED14=1 

- Dolby ProLogic TM 

- 
5.1 Channel Pre -Amplifier 

- Cinema Re-EQ from Lucasfilm 

- FM Tuner 

A/V Switching & Control 

- 
Marantz RC2000 Universal Learning 

Remote Control 

- On -Screen Menus for Selection and 

Programming of Preferences 

- 
Electronic Program Guide (One Year 

Free Subscription) 

- Automatic PC Reboot 
- 

Independent 

Control of AN Functions from 

PC Functions 

- 
Wireless Keyboard 

-Video in a Window 

- 
Multi -Room Audio Capability 

Multimedia PC 

- 
233 MHz Pentium MMXTm Processor 

-Windows 95TM 

-32 MB RAM 

- 
4 MB Graphics Memory 

- 
3.1 GB Hard Disk Drive 

- Floppy Drive 3-1/2", 1.44 MB 

- 
33.6 Kbps Dat2/14.4 Kbps Fax Modem 

- 
2 USB Ports at Front/Back Panel 

- 
I Gamilg Port at Front Panel 

- 
512 Kbytes Pipeline Burst Cache 

- 
16 Bit Sound Card with Wavetable 

Learning Remote Control 

- Capabil ty to Learn IR Codes 

- Large LCD Window Illuminates 

AJtomatically 

- LCD Displays as many as 32 Special 

Commands 

- Macro Keys Store up to 20 Commands 

- DSS Functions Provided for Popular 

DSS Equipment 

Other 

- Instant -On (No Need to Boot Up) 

-110-120V (60Hz) 

- UL/CSA Approved 

- Dimensions: 17-1/4" x 8" x 13-3/4" 

(W x H x D) 

Dolby Digital, AC -3 and Dolby ProLogic are trademarks of Dolby 

Laboratories Licensing Corp. Pentium and MMX are trademarks of 

the Intel Corp. Windows 95 is a trademark of the Microsoft Corp. 

Lucasfilm is a trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. DSS is a trademark of 

DIRECT,, Inc. a unit of Hughes Electronics Corp. Marantz is a trade- 

mark of Maran-z. Inc.. a wholly owned subsidiary of Philips Electrcinics 



SUBWOOFER OF

THE YEAR!
Audio/Video

International

Grand Prix

Product of the Year

Video Magazine's

1997 Home Theater

System of the Year

"...A DOWNRIGHT AMAZING PERFORMER."

"...POWERFUL AND IMPRESSIVE."

"ROCK SOLID AND DEEP AS A CHASM, BASS

NOTES CAME THROUGH AS I'D NEVER HEARD

THEM BEFORE." r; l'onnp, on 'Iv I'S IWO
claropink Guide How Theaor l4 2. Number 2

A!most overnight PARADIGM has become the new standard in high-performance subwoofers. As a world leader

in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what it takes to make great sounding speakers - from best -value budget

audiophile speakers right through to sensational PARADIGM° REFERENCE high -end systems. PARADIGM has

applied this comprehensive expertise to design and build the finest subwoofers available, at any price! And when

it comes to price, PARADIGM'S value is unmatched. In fact PARADIGM has been rated #1 in price/value for

7 consecutive years in surveys conducted by the distinguished trade publication Inside Track'.

Sophisticated bass driver technology utilizes AVS- diecast heatsink chassis' for higher power handling and much

lower distortion. Patented high current, high output amplifiers

ensure full power delivery at all times. Add solid

braced enclosures, full control features and

what you have is the pure, clean, articulate

and thunderous deep bass of PARADIGM'S

sensational powered subwoofers.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM

DEALER and experience these remarkable subwoofers today.

The difference is... simply better sound!
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was listening to Paganini when I was 9).
Best of all, my dad and I became buddies.

HARBIR SINGH
Blacksburg, VA

The Macintosh Way
In August "Letters," Pablo Decena asked if
a computer could be connected directly to
an A/V receiver, and you said, in effect,
"not yet." But the Apple Macintosh 7500,
7600, 8500, and 8600 computers have ste-
reo RCA input and output audio jacks as
standard equipment. Recording 16 -bit digi-
tal audio at 44.1 kHz is true plug -and -play
with the Mac system's built-in Simple -
Sound software. RON BREY

Rockford, IL

In September "Letters" you responded to
Jim Anderson's question about digital in-
puts in computer sound cards with a refer-
ence to one of that issue's "New Products,"
a sound card for PCs. Sadly, you forgot to
mention DigiDesign's AudioMedia II card,
which for years has allowed Macintosh
users to transfer digital data between DAT
decks. CD players, and their computers.
I've been able to use my system to archive
out -of -print vinyl onto CD -R just as Mr.
Anderson was hoping to do. In addition,
I've been able to add EQ and fades, and to
remove pops, where necessary. Just because
more people have Radio Shack speakers
than Martin-Logans doesn't mean Radio
Shack speakers are better. The same goes
for computers. BOB WALSH

Schaumburg, IL

Musk Surround
In "More Tail Than Sinatra" (July's "The
High End"), Corey Greenberg says that sur-
round sound will make music seem more
live. I can understand how surround sound
with video puts the viewer in the middle of
the scene, but at a live performance the lis-
tener is not in the middle of the musicians.
The sound comes from the front and natu-
rally reflects off the surrounding surfaces.

RONALD V. TANCREDI
Farmingdale, NY

Depending on the artist/producer's vision,
surround encoding for music recordings can
be used to put the listener in the middle of
the musicians or to recreate the natural am-
bience of the recording venue or performing
space. Mr. Greenberg's main point was that
the extra surround channels should be used
only to reproduce ambience. Reflections of
the output from a single pair of speakers in
a home listening room rarely produce any-
thing like the ambience of a concert hall or
other large space, but a good multichannel
surround recording can he quite convincing.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

u,e1ite: uww.pararligm.ra I lit LJL I 111.1A I t IN HIUH-I'Ll-IFOHMANCL SUUNU
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Paradigm Reference Wins
The Best of 1997 Awards!

unaVIDEO
I'm BEST 1"- Video Magazine's

OF 1191 ow

U-sw Home Theater System of the YearV
AudioVidee International

Grand Prix Product of the Year

"...combines solid bass with uncoloured midrange,
fine soundstaging, and a detailed, open top end...
definitely give the Studio/100 a listen."

- Tom .V.rton, Stereophile Vol 20.

"...state-of-the-art performance."
Joseph terntak Sensible Sound

"...an acoustically crisp, credibly realistic, and
untiringly musical performance."

- Don Kyle,ludio Magazine

"Phenomenal... Highly Recommended!"
- Don K -rle-4udio Magazine

"Skin Tingling...Truly Topnotch."
- Julian 'Hirsch, Stereo Review

"Outstanding...I Surrender..."
- Greg Han, Audio Adventure

"Extraordinary...Bravo Paradigm!"
- Andres, Marshall Audio Ideas Guide

fi

ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D facility,

Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest

speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm Reference...electrifying and

eminently satisfying high -end speaker systems that bring you closer than ever to

the live event!
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And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music, it

is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with the

arrival of digital AC -3 and DTS.

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and
experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater

sound for yoursdf!

ADP4S0
cserround Sebgenufer

PARADIGM' REFERENCE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH END SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEA-ER'.
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((..rde Paradigm. (01 (Iva,. Rd treallmdge 0. NI +r, 90,

Website: www.paradigm.ca
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TIME
DELAY
30
YEARS AGO

"We are using an 'old' medium
(print) to describe, discuss, and
criticize a 'new' one (recorded
sound)," wrote William Ander-
son in his November 1967
editorial. "I suspect that we are
safe enough for a while, how-
ever - or at least until records
are released with a musical
performance on one side and a
critique of it on the other."

An early videotape recorder,
Craig's Model 6401, appeared
in new products, priced at
$1,035. Accessory equipment
included a video camera
($248) and a 12 -inch TV set
($197). Acoustic Research
introduced its first electronic
component, a solid-state 120 -
watt stereo amplifier ($225).

Craig video equipment, 1967

I eatures ranged from "Music
of the Rococo" to "How Long
Should 'Long Play' Be?,"
in which critic Richard Freed
observed, "I suspect no one
really insists on 30 minutes per
side, and that nobody will kick
about an occasional I5 -minute
side.... Eight or 9 minutes,
though, might reasonably
be considered short weight."

Reviewing Marshall McLuhan
and Quentin Fiore's The Medi-
um Is the Massage, Peter Reilly
wrote, "As one who has been
lulled to sleep from time to
time by a 'good' book, I can
appreciate on one level the (not
bad) pun in the title of this disc."

20
YEARS AGO
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That's Julian Hirsch on the
cover of the November 1977
issue, surrounded by turntables
in preparation for his article
"Understanding Record Play-
ers," where he reported that
"the search is on for a Itonearml
material that is both light and
structurally solid." He noted
that some manufacturers had
already started using one
such substance: carbon fiber.

Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
tested the Mitsubishi DA -P 1 0
preamplifier ($290) and
DA -A15 power amp ($590),
concluding that the two compo-
nents together made "a beau-
tiful product." The ESS amt lb
speaker system ($398), with
its Heil Air -Motion Trans-
former tweeter, was "obviously
an excellent performer judged
both by ear and by test."

ESS speaker system, 1977

Kate and Anna McGarrigle,
who won a 1976 Record of the
Year award for their self -titled
debut album, told us that their
mother was "more serious"
about their career than they
were. Said Anna: "Yes, she
knows who all the critics are.
... She had Kate's STEREO
REVIEW award on her wall ..."
Kate: "... but I took it down
and put it on my wall."

10
ila Imo

tereo Review
FEW SHARAIFS

NOW TO 011.1 A TINFR
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Woman performers dominated
the November 1987 issue.
Suzanne Vega was interviewed
in the wake of her success
with "Luka," and two country

Meitner turntable, 1987

singers were praised by Alanna
Nash: Patty Loveless, "one
of the most promising names"
in new traditionalism, and
Rosanne Cash, whose King's
Record Shop, "a stunning
mix of the traditional and the
progressive," was featured in
Best of the Month.

Old formats never die? "I don't
ever foresee getting rid of my
turntable," mastering engineer
Bob Ludwig said in an inter-
view. And tape expert Craig
Stark, in the feature "Open -
Reel Recording," predicted that
"until digital editing devices
become economical enough for
nonprofessional users ... the
open -reel format will continue
to survive."

Rosanne Cash, Rodney Crowell
in King's Record Shop, 1987

New products included Meit-
ner's AT -2 turntable ($1,500)
and Yamaha's CDV-1000
combination CD Video/laser-
disc/CD player ($800). Julian
Hirsch tested NAD's 150 -watt
Model 7600 stereo receiver
($1,498), then the most powerful
on the market thanks to its
dynamic output of 400 watts
per channel and its bridged -
mono continuous output of 480
watts. "If any compromises
were made in its design," said
Hirsch, "we didn't find them."

Steve Simels called In the
Dark "the first Grateful Dead
record you don't have
to be a Deadhead to enjoy."

- Ken Richardson
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This is the DYD player that
brings the MOVIE EXPERIENCE HOME...

Spoimpt DVL-70G

PIONEER
The Art of Enterainment



Now, owning your own movie theater has become a reality.

Pioneer Advanced Home Theater combines the power, surround

sound and big screen excitement of the theater with the

advanced, all -digital performance of DVD (Digital Video Disc)

and the huge selection of laserdiscs. Pioneer knows there are

those who want more from home entertainment than just a TV

hooked up to a pair of speakers. That's why Pioneer offers

complete Advanced Home Theater systems (like the one pic-

tured to the right) that are engineered to bring the impact of

the movie experience home.

Pioneer's exclusive combination DVD/LaserDisc/CD player

delivers the unprecedented digital source quality of DVD.

Plus, with laserdisc capability, you can choose from 10,000

available laser titles. The Pioneer Dolby Digital A/V receiver

in this system unleashes six fully separate channels for

awesome surround sound. A 200 -watt, self -powered subwoofer

and five speakers bring new impact to explosions, testing the

limits of coffee mugs and drywall screws. Pioneer's 51 -inch

advanced projection television, with its 16:9 aspect ratio,

fills your living room with a theater presentation. It's all part

of the Pioneer Advanced Home Theater Experience. And you

al11111111k
OVOIEDICD Player 9 -bit DAC  500/425 tines Horizontal Resolution

AudiolVideo 6 -Channel Receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround P, MOS Amp

5/ Projection Television

Home Theater Speaker Package

Subwoofer-200 watts

DVL-700

VSX-1906S

SD -P57951

S -V505

S-1200

 



d it's the only DVD player with

10,000 AVAILABLE TITLES.



This combination DVD/LaserDisc/CD system delivers

another combination that's tough to beat: performance

and value. This A/V receiver makes the power of Dolby

Digital more affordable than ever-which means you can

feel surround sound from six fully separate channels-

more through your senses, and less through your wallet.

Five speakers deliver super -wide audio range, and a

self -powered subwoofer brings full theater thunder to your

favorite blockbusters. And villains come to life on a

55 -inch. high -resolution screen that features Pioneer's

exclusive optical system for images with a natural depth

and luster. This precision projection TV also features an

adaptive, 3 -dimensional comb filter. So you get the clarity

you want, with no interference or cross -colors from any

video source. It's all part of the Pioneer Advanced Home

Theater Experience. And you can bring it all home now!

DVD/tD/C0 Player 9 -bit DEC  500/425 lines Horizontal Resolution

Audio/Video 6-Chonnel Receiver w/ Dolby Digital Surround

Nome Theater Speaker Pochge

55' Projection Television

Subwoofer-200 watts

DV1-7110

VSX-160iS

CS -11505V





There's nothing like an all-out ac:ion flick at the theaters.

0- is there? Because now you can get the experience at

home-without the sticky flocrs. Fat less than you'd expect

fcr true home theater, this system w II pr. you smack in tie

middle of your favorite scenes and have you gripping at

your chair. Pioneer's DVO/CD player gives you the impres-

sine, all -digital source quality of DVD. Pioneer's receiver

with Dolby Prologic, five speakers anc a serious subwoofer,

create surround sound that's rid, -Jeep aid detailed. So

you don't miss any of the subtle nuances n explosions and

machine-gun fire. This Pioneer projection TV features a

super contrast, fine pitch screen wbich dramatically

improves horizontal resolution, delail and realism. The

result? This 50 -inch. high-resolut.ori teievision will brng

the helicopters home and keep fr erds -tinning for cover.

It's all part of the Pioneer Advancer Home Theater

Experience. And you can bring it all f r me new!

DVD/CD Player 9 -bit DAC  5D1 l nes Horizontal Resolution

511 Projection Television

Complete Home Theater Audio Package w/ MN Proligic Surround Receiver

and 6 -Piece Speake Package Including Subwoofer

DV -510

SD-P50A3

DTP -301





YSX-0466S DIM PisLim UV RECEIVER

1.3

o-o e 1(`-

VSX-05 06S All RECEIVER WITN DIGITAL SIGNAL PRICESSING

 -

VSX-0616S Only DIGITAL All RECEIVER

460

VS1-0906S STATE -Or IRE ART DOLBY DIGITAL A/V RECEIVER

S -V505

 Dolby' ProLogic Surround

 DSP (Digital Signal Processing)

 Pioneer Programmable SMART Remote"

 DSS/DVD Remote Operation Control

 CD Control Capability: Disc +/-,
10 -Key Access, Best Selection, Random

 Dolby' ProLogic Surround

 Pioneer Exclusive 5-1) Theater Processing
for Enhanced Rear Channel Surround

 DSP (Digital Signal Processing)

 Pioneer "Heads Up" SMART Remote
with Preset Codes and Learning Capability

 DSS/DVD Remote Operation Control

 CD Control Capability: Disc -/-,
10 -Key Access

 Dolby' Digital & Dolby ProLogic Surround

 Built-in Dolby' Digital Demodulator for
LD AC -3 RF input

 DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
5 Digitally Simulated Sound Fields

 Pioneer "Heads Up" SMART Remote
with Preset Codes and Learning Capability

 DSS/DVD Remote Operation Control

 Dolby' Digital & Dolby' ProLogic Surround

 Built-in Dolby' Digital Demodulator for
LD AC -3 RF Input

 DSP (Digital Signal Processing) 5 Digitally
Simulated Sound Fields

 Pioneer "Heads Up" SMART Remote
with Preset Codes and Learn* Capability

 DSS/DVD Remote Operation Control

 On -Screen CDTitler -100 Disc
Titling Capability

WN system
6-Pitet IPA SITELLITI/S1111111fE1 SYSTEM

 5 Compact, 2 -Way Bass Reflex
Satellite Speakers

 "Twin Driver, Bass Reflex
Passive Subwoofer using
6- Linear Power Response Drivers

 Maximum Power Handling: 160 Wads

 Complete System Video Shielded

CS-H505V

 Stereo: 100 Watts per Channel,
20Hz to 20kHz, 0.9% THD at 8 ohms

Front: 100 Watts x 2
Center: 100 Watts x I
Rear: 100 Watts x 2

 4 Video Inputs/5 Audio Inputs

 Full Discrete Output Transistors on all
Channels

 Stereo: 100 Watts per Channel,
20Hz to 20kHz, 0.9% THD at 8 ohms

Front: 100 Watts x 2
Center: 100 Watts x I

Rear: 100 Watts x 2

 4 Video Inputs/5 Audio Inputs

 Full Discrete Output Transistors on all
Channels

 Preamp Outputs: Center Channel x I
Subwoofer x I

 CD Control Capability: Disc +/-,
Best Selection, Random

 Stereo: 100 Watts per Channel,
2011z to 20kHz, 0.9% THD at 8 ohms

Front: 100 Watts x 2
Center: 100 Watts x 1
Rear: 100 Watts x 2

 4 Video Inputs/5 Audio Inputs

 Dolby' Digital inputs: AC -3 RF x I
SPDIF AC -3 Digital x 2

 On -Screen Tuner Titler and Play
Capability -30 Station Title Capacity

 Stereo: 100 Watts per Channel,
2011z to 20kHz, 0.9% THD at 8 ohms

Front: 100 Watts x 2
Center: 100 Watts x 1
Rear: 100 Watts x 2

 5 Video Inputs/5 Audio Inputs

 Dolby' Digital inputs: AC -3 RF x I
SPDIF AC -3 Digital x 2

5 -PIECE MINE TIEITEI SPEICEI SUM!

 Front Speakers
 12" Cone Woofers, 4-3/4" Cone Midrange,

2-1/2" Cone Tweeter
 Maximum Power: 120 Watts
 Magnetically Shielded

 Center Speaker
 6" Cone Woofer x 2, 2.12" Cone Tweeter
 Maximum Power: 150 Watts
 Magnetically Shielded

 Surround Speakers
 4" Cone Full -Range
 Maximum Power: 75 Watts

Also available: CS-H305V with 10" cone woofers,
3 -way and 100 watt power handling
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 DVD/CD Playback

 Dual Focus Pickup

 500 Lines Horizontal Resolution

 65dB Video Signal -to -Noise Ratio

 9 -bit Video Signal D/A Conversion

 96 kHz/20-bit Digital -to -Analog Audio
Converter

 DVD/LaserDisc/CD Compatible Playback

 Dual -Sided LD Playback with Digital
Memory

 500/425 Lines Horizontal Resolution
(DVD/LD)

 65dB/5IdB Video Signal -to -Noise Ratio
(DVD/LD)

 9 -bit Video Signal D/A Conversion

 96 kHz/20-bit Digital -to -Analog Audio
Converter

 3 Optical Disc Compatibility (LD/CDV/CD)

 Dual -Sided LD Playback

 425 Lines Horizontal Resolution

 49dB Video Signal -to -Noise Ratio

 AC -3 RF Output

 Independent CD Tray

 3 Optica: Disc Compatibility (LD/CDV/CD)

 Dual -Sided LD Player

 425 Lines Horizontal Resolution

 50dB Video Signal -to -Noise Ratio

 8 -bit Digital Field Memory

 AC -3 RF Output

 Independent CD Tray

 Multiple Scan/Search Functions

 Pioneer "Heads Up" Remote Control

 3 -Mode Search: Title, Chapter/Track, Time

 Condition Memory

 Multiple Scan/Search Functions

 2 Gold S -Video Outputs

 2 Cold Composite Video Outputs

 3 Digital Audio Outputs

 Pioneer "Heads Up" Remote Control

 Independent CD Tray

 Condition Memory

 Multiple Scan/Search Functions

 2 Gold S -Video Outputs

 2 Cold Composite Video Outputs

 3 Digital Audio Outputs

 Multiple Scan/Search Functions

 SR Remote Control

 2 Composite Video Outputs

 2 Composite Audio Outputs

 Optical Digital Output

 Remote with Shuttle Control

 2 S -Video Outputs with 3 -Line Digital
Comb Filter

 2 Composite Video Outputs

 2 Composite Audio Outputs

 Optical Digital Output

S -W100 IONE TRIM PIIIMI SIMMS S -W200 LPI PINE TIMIS 11111E1I1 $1111111111

 Bass -reflex Floor Enclosure

 12 -Woofer

 Continuous Average Power Output of 100 Watts,
min., at 6.3 ohms, from 30Hz to 20014z,
with no more than 1% Total Harmonic Distortion

 Continuous variable turnover frequency of
50Hz to 200Hz

 Auto Power Circuit Switch

Also available: S -W50 with 10'woofer and
continuous average power output of 50 watts, min.,
at 5.2 ohms, from 30Hz to 200Hz, with no more
than I% total harmonic distortion

 Bass -reflex Floor Enclosure

 Built-in 200 Watt Amplifier

 Dual 6 -Linear Power Technology Response Speakers

 Continuous Average Power Output of 200 Watts, min.,
at 4 ohms, from 30Hz to 200Hz, with no more than
10% Total Harmonic Distortion

 Continuous variable turnover frequency
of 50Hz to 200Hz

 Auto Power Circuit Switch

 Magnetically Shielded for Video Use

 See back page for more details on special offers.
Specifications and design subject to modification without notice.



SD-P50A3 50" PROJECTION TELEVISION

d7sfi

55" PlIJECTIIII TELEVISION

SO-P62A3 62 PNIJECTIIN TELEVISION

d'sfi

 50" High Performance PTV

 1000 Horizontal Lines of Resolution

 (1.72mm Screen Pitch

 Inserted Radius CRT With High
Resolution Phosphor

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 Subwoofer Output

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Ready Tuners

 55" High Perfonnance PTV

 1000+ Horizontal Lines of Resolution

 0.72mm Screen Pitch

 Inverted Radius CRT With High
Resolution Phosphor

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 Subwoofer Output

 62- High Performance PTV

100+ Horizontal Lines of Resolution

Screen Pitch

 Inserted Radius CRT with High
Resolution Phosphor

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 Subwoofer Output

 Picture -in -Picture

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Setting Color Thmperature Adjustment

 S -Video Connection

 Remote Control

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Ready Tuners

Picture-in-Pictme

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Setting Color Temperature Adjustment

 S -Video Connection

 Remote Control

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Ready Tuners

 Picture -in -Picture

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Setting Color Temperature Adjustment

 S -Video Connection

 Remote Control

FREE

ELEVISIONS
DISH Network'
Satellite TV System

crsia when you purchase any Pioneer PTV.*

NETWORK.
Nothing Else Compares'

All packages and programming subject to change without notice. Local and state sales and use taxes may apply. Programming is available for single-family dwellings locatedin the
continental United States. All DISH Network programming, and any other services that we provide, are subject to the terms and conditions of the Residential CustomerAgreement,
which is available upon request. Broadcast Networks are only available to customers in those areas not sened b, local network affiliates. Installation, satellite TV programming services
and shipping and handling are not included. DISII Network is a trademark of EchoStar Communications Corporation. Offer is limited. Please see store for details.



SD-P50A5 50" PIIJECTIIN TELEVISION

 50 -High Performance PTV

 1000+ Horizontal Lines of Resolution

 Tinted Protection Panel

 0.72mm Screen Pitch

 Inverted Radius CRT With High Resolution
Phosphor

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 First Surface Minor

 Subwoofer Output

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Ready Tuners

NNW. Om Campine

SD-P55A5 55" PIOJECTION TELEVISION

 55 -High Performance PTV

 1000+ Horizontal Lines of Resolution

 Tinted Protection Panel

 0.72mm Screen Pitch

 7' Inverted Radius CRT With High
Resolution Phosphor

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 First Surface Minor

 Subwoofer Output

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Ready Tuners

SD-P62A5 62" PIOJECTIII TELEVISION

 62 -High Performance PTV

 1000+ Horizontal Lines of Resdution

 Tinted Protection Panel

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 First Surface Minor

 Subwoofer Output

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Reach Tuners

 Picture -in -Picture

Nothing Om Gwyn,

 Picture -in -Picture

 Pioneer SMART/Pre-programmed Remote
Control

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Dimensional Comb Filter

 Vertical Contour Control

 3 -Setting Color Temperature Adjustment

 3 S -Video Connections (I on Front)

 Picture -in -Picture

 Pioneer SMART/Pre-programmed
Remote Control

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Dimensional Comb Filter

 Vertical Contour Control

 3 -Setting Color Temperature Adjustment

 3 S -Video Connections (I on Front)

 Pioneer SMART/Pre-programmed
Remote Control

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Dimensional Comb Filter

 Vertical Contour Control

 3 -Setting Color Temperature Adjustment

 3 S -Video Connections (I on Front)

SD-P5795W 57" 164 PIIJECTIII TELE/ISHII

Nobly Oa Campine

 57 -High Performance PTV

 16:9 Wide -Screen Aspect Ratio

 Automatic Screen Mode to Support
Multiple Aspect Ratio Formats

 1000+ Horizontal Lines of Resolution

 Remote Convergence System

 Auto Super Gradation Circuit

 Tinted Protection Panel

 Red and Green PURE Color Lens

 First Surface Minor

 Subwoofer Output

 Dual 181 -Channel Cable -Ready Tuners

 Picture -in -Picture

 Pioneer SMART/Pre-programmed
Remote Control

 Scan Velocity Modulation
(Red and Green CRTs)

 3 -Dimensional Comb Filler

 Vertical Contour Control

 3 -Setting Color Temperature Adjustment

 2 -Way Speaker System with 6 -i/2 -Woofers

 4 S -Video Connections (I on Front)

See back page for more details on special offers.
Specifications and design subject to modification without notice.



FREE
Ct7
NTETWORK

Nothing Else Compares:

DISH Network'
Satellite TV System
when you purchase

any Pioneer PTV.*

*Offer is limited. Installation and satellite 'a
service is additional. Please see store for

WR
P1/452 -1V 0 X A'

Up to 50% Savings on Laserdiscs*
Up to 50% off on select laserdiscs when you purchase a Pioneer DVD/LD Combination Player or LO Player. Ove

50 titles to choose from. Order form included in package.

S25 Rebate on First Purchase of Software*
Buy a Pioneer DVD/LD Combination Player or LD Player and receive a $25 rebate on your first purchase of DVD

or ID software. Obtain coupon from retail store and send with receipt for DVD player and software purchase.

regardless of where the software was purchased, and Pioneer will send you a $25 rebate. One rebate per customer

0% Financing
0% financing available upon approved credit and applies only if balance is paid in full within 12 months fror

date of purchase. Offer available only on specific Pioneer PTVs. Dealer participation and program dates may vart

' Promotional offers good on qualifying Pioneer products purchased between September 15. 1991 and January 31. 1998. Please see store for detail

For Dealer Referrals or Product Information:[8001 PIONEER

01997 PIONEER ELECTRONICS (USA) INC.

All rights reservist. Specife,tesis and design subject to modification without notice.
Dolby. Pro -Logic, and Dolby Digital (AC -3) are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

www.pioneerelectronics.com

CIO PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment



NEW
PRODUCTS

 JVC
The JVC HM-DSR100DU D -VHS

digital satellite recorder is a

VHS deck with the added abil ty :o

record digital MPEG-2 signals

from EchoStar's DISH Network

system. A built-in DISH Network

tuner receives digital satellite

broadcasts and sends the MPEG-2

bitstream directly to a D -VHS

tape. Other signals are recorded

in analog format through the built-

in TV tuner or AN inputs. The HM-

DSR100DU includes a satellite

dish and dual LNB (low -noise

block downconverter). Price:

$1,000. JVC, Dept. SR. 41 Safer

Dr., Elmwood Park. NJ 07407.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

POLK AUDIO 
The Polk Audio RT2000p has a

built-in pow=ered subwoofer

with two 8 -inch drivers and a 200 -

watt amp in a vented enclosure.

In the sealed upper chamber are a

61/2 -inch midrange and a 1 -inch

polymer soft -dome tweeter

laminated with vapor -deposited

aluminum and steel. Frequency

response is specified as 32 Hz to

25 kHz ±3 dB and sensitivity as

90 dB. The speaker measures 912

x 451,2 x 16 inches. Price: $950

each in black woodgrain vinyl.

$1.100 each in rosewood veneer.

Polk Audio, Dept SR. 5601 Metro

Dr., Baltimore, MD 21215.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

TOSHIBA
The Toshiba SD3107 DVD player

features component -video outputs

and Spatializer 3D Stereo

processing, which creates tre

illusion of surround sound in

systems with only two speakers.

Toshiba's Video Black Level

4 ADCOM
The Adcom GCD-750 CD player

has a rugged. high -mass

three -beam pickup design said to

be optimized for reliability and

superior vibration resistance.

There are both balanced XLR and

unbalanced RCA outputs and a

coaxial digita input. The D/A

rib

qb

expander circuit is said to

increase the picture's overall

contrast range, resulting in richer,

deeper blacks. Price: $799.

Toshiba, Dept SR. 82 Totowa Rd.,

Wayne, NJ 07470.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

circuits can decode standard or

HDCD-encoded CDs. Convenience

features include full remote

control. random play. and repeat

modes. Price: $1,250. Adcom.

Dept. SR. 11 Elkins Rd., East

Brunswick, NJ 08816.

 Circle 123 on reader service card
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Every home theater receiver company is screaming about how great Dolby Digital is. So how come
when you turn on their receivers the experience is more like so what than so cool?

The answer to that question lies not in technology, but in quality. From our Dolby

Digital ready TX-SV444 up to our THX certified TX-DS939 with built-in Dolby DigitalDoes It decoder, Onkyo quality makes the difference in Dolby Digital.

BetterThat means Low -Negative Feedback and Non -Negative Feedback circuitries

to minimize noise and distortion, so that
a bullet whizzing from the left to the right rear channel makes you

duck. It means oversized transformers and capacitors that deliver
enough power to handle even the most sophisticated intergalactic
weapons of mass destruction.

Onkyo quality is why our new receivers consistently deliver high
power levels into low impedance loads, with the greatest possible

transparency. And you can hear Onkyo quality, whether you're
listening to movies or music.

All you'll hear from our competition is excuses.

May The
Features All of this extraordinary build quality means Onkyo receivers can bring

you an extraordinary range of signal processing features. Like

Be With You Lucasfilm's Cinema Re-EQTM and Timbre MatchingTv Cinema Re-EQ
automatically insures soundtracks are properly equalized for home

playback, so that high frequencies that sounded fine in a large theater don't make your fillings melt at
home. Timbre Matching heightens realism by seamlessly blending the sound
coming from the surround speakers with the front channels. And our top model,
the TX-DS939, offers full THX certification.

High Definition DSP is another Onkyo exclusive. The result of the microprocessing

capabilities of the Motorola Symphony chip and the programming wizardry of
Onkyo, High Definition DSP lets you customize your room acoustics without having to take out a wall.

Until Onkyo invented Smart Scan, system setup and adjustment typically
required wading through a confusing sea of presets. By simply rotating the

Smart Scan controller, you can instantly select surround modes,Get parameters, output levels for all channels, delay times. center
channel mode, subwoofer on/off and test signals.

Smart Scan is the fast, easy way to dial up perfect
surround sound every time. And you'll never get a wrong number.

That's some inside information on what makes a great receiver. Your Onkyo dealer has the rest of
the story. Along with a demo you won't forget.

ONICYO.
Onkyo USA Corporation 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey. NJ 07446 201-825-7950 www.onkyo.co.jp E Mail: srdonkyousa.com



Our inside quality
doesn't give other receivers

an outside chance.

NEW TX-DS939 DOLBY
DIGITAL, MX RECEIVER

Ir. the October issue of Stereo

Review, Cavid Fanada reviewec

the TX-DS939 and concluded that

"at present, no other AV receiver

we're aware of is clearly superior.
It may no- even have any peers "

The flagship of th3 Onkyo line,
the TX-DE.939 is, qu to

the finest home theater receiver

you can buy.
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NEW TX-SV545 DOLBY
DIGITAL READY RECEIVER

\io other receiver offers the
3erformance level of our

TX-SV545 at such an affordable

trice. And it only gets better as
iou step up to its big brothers
-he TX-SV646 and full Dolby

digital TX-DS747. So nc matter

what your home theater budget.

here's an Onkyo receiver that

you can build around.



NEW PRODUCTS

A MAGNEPAN
Magnepan's Magneplanar

MG10.1/OR speaker (left in photo;

Model 3.1 shown at right for

comparison) is the company's

smallest. measuring 101/2 x 53 x

138 inches. A planar -magnetic.

dipolar speaker with quasi -ribbon

tweeters. it is intended to be used

with a subwoofer. Frequency

AMC
The AMC 3020 stereo integrated

amplifier, designed for multi-

media applications. has five audio

inputs. Its front -panel source

selector includes a Mix position

that combines the audio from

all five inputs simultaneously.

Rear -panel controls allow

the mixing level of each input

response is given as 80 Hz to 24

kHz ±3 dB and sensitivity as 86

dB. The speaker is available with

an off-white, black, or gray

fabric grille and natural or black

oak trim. Price: $1,275 a pair.

Magnepan, Dept. SR. 1645 9th

St.. White Bear Lake, MN 55110.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

to be preset. Pre-out/main-in

jacks are provided on the rear

panel along with a separate tape-

recording output. Power output

is rated at 20 watts per channel.

Price: $250. AMC/Weltronics,

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 80584.

San Marino, CA 91108.

 Circle 127 on reader service card

TERK 
The Terk FM Edge zntenna has

a low -noise amplifier adjustable

from 0 to 36 dB gain. It features

Dual -Drive Amplification. which is

said to reduce noise in the

FM signal before boasting its

strength. Price: $40. Terk

Technologies, Dep'. SR. 63 Mall

Dr., Commack. NY 11725.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

P

A CERWIN-VEGA
Cerwin-Vega's E-',12 three-way

speaker has a 1 -inch ferrofluid-

cooled soft -dome tweeter, a 5 -

inch polypropylene -coated

midrange, and a -12-inch paper -

cone woofer. Front -panel level

controls allow adjustment of the

tweeter and midrange. The E-312

100 MARK 11

200 MARK II

 LAT
LAT International's IC -100

Mark II (top) and IC -200 Mark II

have silver -clad shields around

two or four inner conductors,

respectively. that are made of

oxygen -free. high -conductivity

copper. The insulation between

the layers is Teflon, and the outer

sheath is PVC. Prices: IC -100

Mk11, $79 a pair: IC -200 MkII,

$139 a pair. LAT International,

Dept. SR. 317 Provincetown Rd..

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

measures 33 x 1478 x 121? inches

and is finished in black ash

woodgrain vinyl. Bandwidth is

given as 28 Hz to 20 kHz.

sensitivity as 95 dB. Price: $365.

Cerwin-Vega. Dept. SR. 555 E.

Easy St., Simi Valley. CA 93065.

 Circle 128 on reader service card
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RI Rogers & Hol la Wa.
POR THE LOCAT)ON NEAREST YOU CALL 1-708-748-6400

To place an order call 1-800-829-2600

 A STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATION OF A LEGEND IN MODERN DESIGN.

Movado watches

are exhibited in

these museums

around the world:

Staatiiches Museum

fur angewandte Kunst,

"Neue Sammlung",

Munich, Germany

Museum Moderne Kunst

Vienna, Austria

Museo de Arte Moderno

Bogota, Colombia

Museum Boymons-van

Beuningen, Rotterdam,

The Netherlands

Museo de Arte

Contemporaneo,

Caracas, Venezuela

Finnish Museum of

Horology,

Espool/Helsinki

Sezon Museum of Art

Tokyo, Japan

Museum of Decorative Art

Copenhagen, Denmark

Museo de Bellas Artes

Bilbao, Spain

Design Museum

London, England

Kawasaki City Museum

Kawasaki, Japan

Victoria and Albert

Museum,

London, England

Museum Ludwig

Cologne, Germany

Museum Beyer

Zurich, Switzerland

Museu de Arte

de Sao Paulo,

Sao Paulo, Brazil

T le Museum Trevir" Watch. Satin
fi iish stainless steel with textured
13K gold micron finish bezel, crown
p-otector and bracelet links: Deploy-
n-ent clasp. Swiss quartz movement.
Sapphire crystal. Water resistant to
93 feet. His or hers, $1295.

MOVADO
The Museum,Watch.

SWISS
www.movado.com



iNEW PRODUCTS
a MILK
The M&K SW -85 in -wall speaker

has a 5 -inch polypropylene woofer

and a 1 -inch soft -dome tweeter

mounted on an 11 -gauge steel

baffle. Frequency response is

rated as 80 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB.

A clamping system eliminates the

need for installation brackets.

Six high -power magnets fasten

the 10°/a x 7 -inch front grille.

Price: $350 each. Miller & Kreisel

Sound. Dept. SR. 10391 Jefferson

Blvd.. Culver City. CA 90232.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

APO

 LUXMAN
The Luxman L -505s integrated

stereo amplifier is rated at 70

watts per channel into 8 ohms

with less than 0.04 percent total

harmonic distortion. It has one

balanced XLR line input and six

stereo RCA -type inputs. The

phono stage has switchable gain

so that it can be used with both

moving -coil and moving -magnet

cartridges. A "record bus'

SCOSCHE k
The Scosche Soundkase SKSB-12

seatback CD organizer holds

twelve CDs, a portable player.

headphones, and batteries in

separate compartments. A 12 -

inch pocket is provided for other

items. The nylon organizer can be

folded into a carrying case. Price:

$29.95. Scosche Industries.

Dept. SR. 5160 Gabbert Rd..

Moorpark, CA 93021.

 Circle 132 on reader service card

-ea

permits recording a signal source

independently of the one being

amplified. The amplifier's tone

controls are designed to be

subtle. with a maximum boost

or attenuation of 8 dB. A tone -

defeat mode provides total

bypass. Price: $2,600. Luxman.

Dept. SR. 915 Washington Ave.

S.. Minneapolis, MN 55415.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

TRIBUTARIES 
The Tribute C2S from Tributaries.

when connected between a

video source and a monitor. can

convert composite -video signals

to S -video signals to simplify

component hookup and source -

switching. The converter/cable.

which requires no power source.

separates the chroma and

AZTEC AUDIO
Aztec Audio's Silencer, which

plugs into a modular telephone

jack. can monitor one or two

phone lines and automatically

mute an audio system

connected to it when either line is

ringing or in use. The Excluder

accessory allows extension

phones or a fax or modem to be

luminance information from a

composite signal using passive

filters. Screwdriver controls

are provided for adjusting the

luminance and chroma channels.

Price: $100. Tributaries, Dept.

SR. 1307 E. Landstreet Rd..

Orlando. FL 37824.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

used without triggering the

Silencer. Both products

are powered by the phone line.

Prices: Excluder. $34.95 (one

line). $49.95 (two lines):

Silencer. $49.95. Aztec Audio.

Dept. SR. 13236 N. 7th St..

#4-252. Phoenix. AZ 85022.

 Circle 133 on reader service card
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SONY
LEGE1MRRY PERFORIMMCE The Sony DVP-S7000 plater has already teen hailed as

"the reference standard' for DVD performance. Now, thanks to ou- Dolby Digital ES receiver with Digital

Cinema SoundI"' and a Trinlron XBR to evision with component video technology, the S7000 delivers even

greater color clarity and stunr wig sound quality. It all adds up to the Lltimate home entertairment experience.

It's just another way Sorry makes great things happen.

-_

--mom e11.

grammosmosim. ----
.4111111111,

41111111111111111i

MRXIITILIITI TELEICSIOR, Ont
FROM Sony

1
MAXIMUM TRU xi)

)1997 Sony Elsetronoz Inc (ii rights reserved. Sony, Cgitol )tiara &ord. Innitron, 4111 and Mitanion 1 hmrri,ri OAtonal, 01 Suit'
Debt' is a tradiam d Doby atuatones Lice nsng Down -bon mum ul the Fall 1019$ TriStar kites, Inc AI nit% mew] Leyinds ol the FRI som imitable nil-i.)



NEW PRODUCTS

A YAMAHA
Yamaha's CDR400 series CD -R

drives come with Adaptec's Easy

CD Pro and DirectCD recording

software for the PC and Toast

software for the Mac. Each drive

can record to write -once CD -R

discs and play them back at 6 -

speed. Packet -writing capability

lets files be written to a CD -R as if

BELL'OGGETTI 
The Bell'Oggetti SP -100 speaker

stand is made from heavy -gauge

metal and features removable

spiked fee.. Height is adjustable

from 31 to 43 inches. and it

can hold speakers weighing up to

100 pounds. Price: $180 a pair.

Bell'Oggetti, Dept. SR. 711 Ginesi

Dr.. Morganville. NJ 07751.

 Circle 135 on reader service card

PSB
The PSB Stratus Gold,. a refined

version of the popular Stratus

Gold vented three-way speaker.

has a 10 -inch woofer with a

treated -felt cone. a 61 2 -inch

midrange with a polypropylene

cone. and a 1 -inch aluminum -

dome tweeter. Frequency

response is specified as 31 Hz

to 21 kHz ±3 dB and sensitivity as

90 dB. The Stratus Gold,

measures 43 x 121 2 x 17 inches.

Price: $2.399 a pair in black ash

or dark cherry. $2.699 a pair in

high -gloss black finish. PSB.

Dept. SR. 633 Granite Ct..

Pickering, Ontario L1W 31(1.

 Circle 137 on reader service card

it were z floppy diskette. Prices:

CDR400 i-PC (internal SCSI

for PC(. S799: CDR401ti-PC

(intern IDE/ATAPI for PC(. $799:

CDR400:x-PM (external SCSI for

PC or Macintosh(. $899. Yamaha.

Dept. SR. 6600 Orangethorpe

Ave., Buena Park. CA 90622.

 Circle 134 on reader service card

A SOUND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
The IBS -10 subwoofer from Sound

Related Technologies features a

water -filled bladder that is said

to boost bass response and

produce tactile vibration. Two

opposing 10 -inch woofers

generate sound waves that act on

the water. The resulting vibration

is then coupled to tt-e floor on

 PROTON
The Proton AS -2620 Dolby Digital

AN preamplifier has a master

volume control, and each of the

six channel levels can be stepped

up or down 1 dB at z time with a

range of ±9 dB. Surround -channel

delay can be set from 0 to 30

milliseconds and center -channel

delay from 0 to 5 milliseconds.

which the enclosure rests. The

IBS -10 has a nominal impedance

of 4 ohms. When tilled with 11' 2

gallons of water, it weighs 172

pounds. Price: $999. Sound

Related Technologies. Dept. SR.

228 N. Lynnhaven Rd.. Suite 130.

Virginia Beach, VA 23452.

 Circle 136 on reader service card

The AS -2620 has five analog

AN inputs. an S -video input/

output. and tour digital inputs:

one optical. two coaxial, and one

RF. A full -function remote control

is supplied. Price: $999. Proton

Dept. SR. 13855 Struikman Rd..

Cerritos. CA 90703.

 Circle 138 on reader service card
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Free
DVD

II Movies

Nil

jwAtailw

Danasonic offers you a
whole new way to see

movies - FREE. Buy the
DVD-A100 and we'll

reimburse you for tie
purchase price of one

 DVD movie title, up to
$25. Buy the DVD-A300
and we' I reimburse you

for two movies, up to
$50. There are hundreds
of movies already avail-

"! able. We know you'll
enjoy them. And geting

them f-ee will let you
enjoy them even more.

Time is limited. All purciases
must be made by 1131198_ See
in-store coupon at participating
Panasonic dealers for cetails.

Panasonic
ust slight y ahead of our lime

AUDIO CI & A
IAN G. MASTERS

DVD Connections
01%My receiver has pre -out and main -in
Mijacks for all channels. I plan to buy a
DVD player with a built-in Dolby Digital
decoder. Can I connect this to my present
receiver? If so, do I put the receiver in the
Pro Logic mode or stereo or what?

MANUEL GRACIA
Anaheim, CA

AYou will be able to use such a player
with your receiver if it has pre -out/

main -in facilities for five or six channels,
which is likely only if it is a recent "Dolby
Digital -ready" model. Just how you config-
ure it depends on how it patches the pre -out
jacks to the main -in jacks. If it uses U-
shaped metal jumpers that you have to re-
move to get at the amplifier inputs, it mat-
ters little how you set the receiver because
you will have disconnected everything but
the volume control and amplification stage.
That means you'll have an awkward task of
repatching if you want to use the receiver's
Pro Logic circuitry or listen to other sources.
Newer receivers will let you switch between
the internal circuits and an external Dolby
Digital decoder, whether it's built into a
DVD player or freestanding.

Speaker Equalizers
CAMy speakers include a dedicated equal-
izer connected to my receiver. To up-

grade them to digital, one dealer told me, I
could replace the equalizer with one de-
signed for the next generation of the speak-
er, while another said I could use any equal-
izer. Who's right? Also, I notice that when I
use any other speakers with the receiver, the
equalizer seems to remove the midrange. Is
that normal? RANDY HIRSCH

APO Germany

/laA
Unlike conventional graphic equalizers,
the dedicated equalizers supplied with

speakers such as yours are not intended to
be used to tame room problems or to create
a more dramatic sound. Instead, they are
specifically designed to offset deficiencies
in the speaker's inherent frequency re-
sponse. If, for example, the speaker inher-
ently has a midrange that's louder than the
frequency extremes, the equalizer will have
a corresponding response sag to flatten
things out. That's why when you send the
equalized signal to a speaker that doesn't
need that correction, it produces the re-
sponse anomaly you hear.

Dedicated equalizers are very carefully
matched to the speakers they are intended to
work with (or at least they should be), so us-

ing any other equalizer is likely to degrade
the sound rather than improve it. The only
exception would be if an upgraded version
of the speaker had the same response and
thus needed the same correction. That would
be very unlikely, but if it did happen, the
new equalizer wouldn't work any better
than the old one.

Incidentally, it's a myth that you need to
upgrade your speakers for digital sound -
unless you intend to play your music so
loud that there's a danger of blowing up
your equipment. Speakers that were appro-
priate for high -quality analog sources will
handle digital ones just fine.

Magnetized CDs

Qls
it true that / should store my CDs

some distance away from my speakers,
and if so, how far away and in what direc-
tion? And is it only the speakers that can be
harmful or other components as well, such
as the CD player itself? AMGAD ELGALI

Powder Springs, GA

ASpeakers, TV sets, and power amplifiers
can emit strong magnetic fields, which

may degrade the signal on tape cassettes that
are stored too close, but not CDs. A compact
disc is made up of plastic, aluminum (or
gold), and a bit of ink, none of which are af-
fected by magnetism. And even if, by some
chance, a disc did pick up some magnetism
(in the metallic components of some exotic
ink, if such a thing even exists), it would
have no effect because magnetism plays no
role in the way data is stored on a CD.

To Sub or Not to Sub
Oa I would like to use a subwoofer in con-

junction with my planar speakers, but
their manufacturer advised me not to be-
cause using a sub with an electronic cross-
over would "muddy up the bass" of the
panel speakers. Is that really likely to he a
problem? RICK DESALVO

Bath, NY

ASince planar speakers are typically
weak at reproducing bass frequencies,

using a powered subwoofer with them is of-
ten a good idea. However, some powered
subwoofers have not only a low-pass filter
that restricts the signal fed to its driver to the
lowest octaves, but also a high-pass filter
that removes the low frequencies from a
line -level signal that's fed back to the main
amplifier. The purpose is to save the main
amplifier from having to amplify the power-
hungry low bass. Insofar as this alters the
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PANASONIC BRINGS YOU DVD.
IT WILL DO FOR MOVIES

WHAT THE CD DID FOR MUSIC.

  IN  II.

f.

Forliernoul I mu you heard
a CD? you thin': just hear the
difference, you felt it That's what
Fanasor ic DVD wil do for movies.
A DIGITAL PIC-URETHAT'S TWICE AS

SHARP. "ou know what most rental
movies look like. Ncw imagine one

that's twice as sharp.
That's the difference
DVD can make. DVD
is :capable of 500

lines of horizontal resolution" more than
twice that of the Indus ri standard fcr
most rental movies.

.4*

5.1 CHANNEL CIGIN.. SURROUND

SOUND. Ycu can :e you're watchinc a
movie on END w t- your eyes closet. Its
Dolby* Dig tal (F 3)t surrouni SOJ
has 6 chanr els, licliding one or a sub -
woofer for theatEr- ike sound a hone.
MOVIES ARE JUST T-IE BEGINNING.

DVD is more than j_ist the ultimate enter-
tainment mach ne pliaying movies and
music CDs. Ore D,,'D disc can hold the
equivalent cf 11, CC floppy discs. That
means for conpu:e7,., video games and
business the possio lities are eldles3.
And that's jLst -h oe,ginning For rrcre
information cal tdl f-ee 1-888 PANADVD.
For an informativE 'EX call 1-883-32
4872 Or see us :r -he web at ww\m,
panasonic corr Duce you know all hat
DVD can dc, tt-e-3s no looking back.

VDO
Made aossible by

Panasonic
just slightly ahead of our t me

4

ndirc os N. monitor and soft.vare content.
00134 Cifira. 'ready equipment
_Digral (4:2-3) is a registered tram.nark

tora_c-ics Licensing Cc --p.



low -frequency characteristics of the main
speakers, it might be said to "muddy up"
their sound. I'd expect the effect to be mini-
mal, if it were even audible at all, but if you
don't want to take the chance, you could
simply not use the high-pass feature and run
the main speakers "straight" and the sub in
parallel. Positioning the subwoofer and set-
ting its level and crossover point properly
will be vital, but those things always are.

Power Ratings: Watts Up?
Oil / have often heard that when it comes
Wto car stereo amplifiers, not all models
are what they appear to be, and that an amp
rated for a total power of 400 or 500 watts
may he capable of producing only 100 watts.
If that's the case, how can I be sure I'm get-
ting all the power I'm paying for? D. MAN

Biddeford, ME

A Wattage numbers on their own are
ia meaningless. Even crummy little amps
can put out high power for short bursts, es-
pecially if you don't mind gross amounts of
distortion or a very narrow bandwidth.

Makers of amplifiers for home use have
long been required to state extra details
when specifying power output, and while
things are freer in the world of autosound,
the better manufacturers specify their prod-
ucts in a similar way. The more such details
are provided, the more you'll be able to tell
what you are getting.

First, the rating should be for continuous
output rather than just musical peaks. It's
relatively easy to produce high -power
spikes, but hard to crank out the same level
over time without burning up. If the specs
mean continuous power, they will say so.

Total harmonic distortion tends to rise as
an amplifier reaches its upper limit, so if an
amp is specified to put out a certain number
of watts but at a high distortion level - 10
percent, say - then the usable clean power
will be much less. And home units must
specify the frequency range over which the
output is valid. Bass is much more power-
hungry than the rest of the spectrum, so if
an amp is specified for a range that starts at
40 or 50 Hz, rather than 20, chances are that
its overall rating would drop if the bottom
octave were taken into account. And beware
of specs that mention only a single frequen-
cy, such as I kHz. The load impedance used
for the measurement should be stated too, as
lower impedances may produce bigger num-
bers but not have much to do with real -
world operation.

The rating should also be of power per
channel, both (or all) channels driven. The
first is desirable but not absolutely neces-
sary; if you know the spec means total pow-
er, you can always divide by the number of
channels. But all channels must be driven
because, in normal operation, one power sup-
ply feeds everything. If you leave one chan-
nel silent, the other one can "borrow" some
of its power and produce a higher output.

A typical home power spec would read:
"100 watts per channel continuous into 8
ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, both channels driv-
en, with total harmonic distortion no greater
than 0.01 percent." The closer a car amplifi-
er comes to that formula, the better you will
be able to judge it.

Treating 78s
el I have some old 78 -rpm records and a
In three -speed turntable. Is there a surface
treatment I can use to get the best sound
from these oldies? MARK M. KIRKHAM

Salt Lake City, UT

A First, since 78s are heavy, awkward,
and brittle, I suggest you try to get one

good play from each disc and tape it for fu-
ture listening. Repeated playings of the old
shellac recordings are a dicey proposition.
Second, if the records have more than a min-
imal amount of wear, you won't get sound
quality that is much better than just okay by
today's standards.

But there are things you can do to opti-
mize quality for that one good pass. Start
with a stylus designed specifically for 78 -
rpm playback. You might be able to buy one
for your present cartridge (be prepared to
pay quite a few bucks for it), or you might
have to use a new cartridge. If so, it need not
be a super -quality model, given the nature
of the material it will be called on to handle.

Next, devise a way to record in mono so

Yo -Yo UNWINDS.

Cellist nonpareil Yo -Yo Ma loves listening to
beautiful music of all kinds. Here, he enjoys the
warm, lush sounds coming from his Harman Kardon
componentry and Infinity speakers. Once again,
the great brands of Harman International provide
the world's finest audio equipment.
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that any out -of -phase surface noise will be
canceled out. Simply switching the amp to
mono won't do it, as that still feeds stereo to
the tape outputs. Bridging the hot leads right
at the cartridge works, or use back-to-back
Y connectors between the amplifier and the
tape deck to accomplish the same thing.

Since there's not much in the top octaves
on 78s but noise, using a graphic equalizer
to remove everything above about 5 to 8 kHz
can be effective. I've also had some success
using cheap tape with relatively poor treble
response; this can be enhanced by overbias -
ing, which further rolls off the highs. If your
tape deck doesn't have a continuous bias
trim control, try simply using the Type II
bias position with Type I tape (if your deck's
switching allows this). You'll have to experi-
ment a bit to get everything right.

Finally, dampen the surface with distilled
water before playing, and make sure it stays
wet. Avoid using any other liquid. Some liq-
uids - especially anything containing alco-
hol - will dissolve the shellac. And make
sure you clean the stylus after every play, or
accumulated dust will dry onto it with the
consistency of concrete.

Nonrecording MiniDisc
QIn addition to a MiniDisc recorder, my
receiver is being fed by a turntable, a

CD player, and a VCR. I can record from
any source, including MD, to cassette, and
from any source except cassette to MD.

When I try to copy a cassette to disc, I can
hear the tape fine when I activate the tape -
monitor switch, hut what goes onto the disc
is whatever source I had selected before
switching to tape. What can I do to he able
to copy my tapes to disc? RAY VERNO

North Providence, RI

AYou don't say, but I assume your re-
ceiver has two tape -monitor loops. ap-

parently you have the MiniDisc recorder
connected to one loop and the cassette deck
to the other. A few receivers enable you to
record from one tape deck to another in ei-
ther direction, but most only allow one-way
dubbing, probably on the assumption that
most people copy cassette to cassette and
therefore don't need to be able to go both
ways. Your receiver seems to be of that sort.

To understand what's going on, you have
to envision what a tape -monitor switch does.
In a one -loop system, whatever source has
been selected by the main input control is
fed through the record/tape-out jacks to the
recording electronics of a tape deck. At any
time, regardless of what's happening later in
the chain, the deck can record that source.
Either that signal as it passes through the
deck's electronics, or an off -tape signal if
the deck is in the play mode, is fed to the
play/tape-in jacks. The monitor switch se-
lects either this signal from the recorder, or
the input source directly, and sends it to the
rest of the receiver.

With two loops, they're usually wired in

Stage Arena Nightclub

harman kardon

Stadium Studio
www.horman.ccm

series: Whatever the Monitor I switch se-
lects is fed to the record/tape-out jacks of
Loop 2. The Monitor 2 switch selects and
passes on either what's passing through the
second machine or the signal being fed
through by Monitor I.

With both switches in the Source posi-
tion, the main input signal is fed simultane-
ously directly to the amplifiers and to the re-
cord/tape-out jacks of both loops; it could
be recorded by either the MD deck or the
cassette recorder. With Monitor 1 in the
Tape position but Monitor 2 set to Source,
the main inputs are switched off and the out-
put of the MD is fed to Monitor 2, where it
can be dubbed to tape. But with Monitor 2
in the Tape position, the cassette deck's out-
put feeds only downstream to the amplifiers,
not back to the MD deck, whose input is
still connected to the main input control.
Whatever is selected there, it will record.

Simply exchanging the machines - MD
to Loop 2, cassette to Loop 1 - would al-
low you to do what you want, but not dub
MiniDisc to cassette. Alternatively, tem-
porarily connecting the output of the cas-
sette deck to a line -level input other than a
tape input would let you dub it to disc.

If you have a question about audio,
send i to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 3roadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

(1) Infinity
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The sound of choppers flying overhead. Laser beams
shooting over you. No, it's not the matinee at the Cineplex It's

just another night at home with Adcom and your favorite
movie.

At Adcom's level of critically acclaimed performance,

home theater components don't just produce surround sound.

They reproduce the life -like sounds of a real movie theater

(maybe better). And since it's an Adcom, the power and clarity

will make you think you're in the middle of the action without

leaving your chair. With an attention to detail that only Adcom

can deliver.

The GSA -700 easily converts your two -channel stereo into

a five -channel audio/video home theater surround sound
system. And with features like Dolby ProLogic® processing

(which can be upgraded to Dolby® Digital) and complete audio

and video source switching, you've got movie theater quality

sound. Or build an all-Adcom system from the ground up
starting with a GSA -700 and one of our legendary Adcom stereo

power amplifiers and experience the ultimate in separate
components.

So sit hack and forget your womes. Because no matter

how ':.)ad your day was, we can help you get to a place that
offers the total escape you need. The movies. And what's
playing isn't quite as important as where it's playing.

In the comfort of your own home

ADCOM
Designed for your ears.

And what's between them.
11 FJkim

Tel: 732-390-1130  Fax . ,,,,
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PERIPHERALS
PRODUCTS AND TRENDS THAT
GO BEYOND MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

Pick a Card, Any Card
BY KEN C. POHLMANN

In the beginning, Edison created
analog audio, and it was good.
Then, about a hundred years later,

the audio world suddenly reinvented
itself. The advent of powerful micro-
computer technology, coupled with
CD technology, initiated a thousand-
fold increase in the complexity of au-
dio systems. Audio circuits that were
fabulously expensive or downright im-
possible to build in the analog world
suddenly appeared in low-cost digital
chips mounted on plug-in
cards. When installed in a
personal computer and con-
trolled by software (a concept
essentially absent in the ana-
log world), these cards can
transform a computer into an
audio powerhouse. Today, a
properly equipped PC can per-
form audio tasks that would
have been brutally difficult to
achieve twenty years ago, and
simply unimaginable eighty
years before that.

All of the credit goes to
sound cards. On the face of it,
they are relatively uninspiring
circuit boards mainly populat-
ed by chips and connectors.
Traditional audiophiles, more
accustomed to appraising a
component by its weighty heft
or the gleam of its brushed metal front
panel, may be underwhelmed. Howev-
er, it would be a mistake to underesti-
mate the muscle hidden in these light-
weight, low-cost cards and the soft-
ware that animates them.

Although not all sound cards are
created equal, high -quality cards con-
tain a formidable array of processing
capability and can perform a wide
range of audio services. For example,
a good sound card will let you play
back an audio CD recording of Bee-
thoven's Ninth Symphony, make your
own acoustical recording of it, play
back a MIDI -synthesized version of it,
create your own synthesized version,

and control all the input and output
levels of that variety of sound sources
- and those are just the basics.

For example, consider the following
sound cards for Windows -platform
computers: the $199 Creative Labs
Soundblaster Awe 64 Gold, the $299
Guillemot Maxi Sound Home Studio
Pro 64, and the $500 Turtle Beach
Multisound Pinnacle, $549 with digi-
tal input/output (I/O). These cards are
representative of today's new breed of

from 5 kHz to 44.1 or 48 kHz. (In
many cases, the sampling frequency is
determined by the particular software
application.)

The cards also provide synthesis ca-
pabilities; this is needed, for example,
to create sound effects when playing
MIDI files or when playing games. All
three cards support sample -based wave -
table synthesis, which allows synthesis
and playback of both music and sound
effects via software. The Creative Labs
card also supports physical model -
based waveguide synthesis, in which
mathematical models are used to emu-
late the sounds of musical instrument.

Each card differs somewhat in its
specific synthesis ability. The Guille-
mot card, for example, supports 128
wavetable instruments, with 189 varia-
tion sounds and 9 drum sets using its
onboard 4 megabytes (MB) of RAM.
Moreover, sixty-four voices are sup-
ported, with multitimbral capability on
sixteen channels. Each of the cards
has a MIDI interface so that you can

connect it to an external MIDI
instrument such as a keyboard.
Finally, the Guillemot and Cre-
ative Labs cards contain built-
in 3-D stereo -enhancement cir-
cuitry. These proprietary sys-
tems, in greater or lesser de-
gree, increase the depth and
breadth of the stereo sound -
stage and broaden the "sweet
spot" where full stereo separa-
tion is perceived by the listen-
er. The Guillemot card also
provides surround -sound speak-
er outputs.

An electret condenser mi-
crophone (the same mike, in
fact) is included with both the
Creative Labs and Guillemot
cards. It's certainly useful for
capturing acoustical sounds.
Perhaps most interesting, how-

ever, is its use in Internet phone appli-
cations in which you can use a micro-
phone, speakers, and a modem to talk
to anyone else (with the same technol-
ogy) via the Internet. Both cards pro-
vide Internet phone software.

From a hardware standpoint, aside
from the chip collection itself, each of
these cards sports a variety of connec-
tors either on the card's mounting
bracket or on the printed -circuit card
itself. Generally, these cards provide
analog line -in and line-out jacks, a mi-
crophone input, and a game-pad/joy-
stick/MIDI connector. The Creative
Labs card has an SPDIF output con-
nector, which can be attached to a sep-

Quartz Audio Master SE is the main audio and MIDI -se
quencing program included with Guillemot's Maxi Sound
Home Studio Pro 64 sound card ($299).

sound card -a far cry from the vid-
eo -game noise makers that formerly
defined the industry.

Although there are many differences
between the three cards, they all offer
a similar array of features. They con-
tain stereo analog -to -digital (A/D) and
digital -to -analog (D/A) converters so
that analog audio signals can be input
and output from the computer's stor-
age devices. The converters are full -
duplex, allowing simultaneous record-
ing and playback. In some cases, a
digital input or output is also provided.
Signals can be digitized as 16- or 8 -bit
samples, in stereo or mono, over a va-
riety of sampling frequencies ranging
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arate SPDIF jack mounted on a sepa-
rate metal bracket. The Guillemot card
uses a separate card to add both digi-
tal input and output. The Turtle Beach
card can do the same, but the add-on
card must be purchased as an option.
Other common inputs and outputs in-
clude a CD -ROM -drive audio connec-
tor, a modem connector, and a PC
speaker output. The Guillemot and
Turtle Beach cards also have D -RAM
upgrade connectors. These allow you
to augment their onboard memory via
SIMM daughterboards (up to 20 MB
total on the Guillemot card and up to
48 MB total on the Turtle Beach card).
Extra memory may be needed, for ex-
ample, if you want to load in .WAV
files and convert them into custom
MIDI instruments, replacing the on-
board instruments.

Each of these cards is designed to
plug into a PC (or PowerPC) expan-
sion slot; like many other PC cards,
these demand a 16 -bit ISA card slot.
Although they can chug along with an
Intel 486 processor, a Pentium proces-
sor is recommended. Hardware instal-
lation of these cards is quite simple.
Simply pop the card into an empty ex-
pansion slot (separate or optional I/O
connectors may consume a second slot
position) and connect the various pe-
ripherals as needed. These may in-
clude a CD-ROM drive and, of course,
an audio playback system.

Of course, a sound card must be run
with the appropriate software, normal-
ly bundled with the card. The most ba-
sic part of the software -install regimen
is setting up the device drivers needed
to control the various components on
the sound card. Most users will install
the software into a Windows 95 envi-
ronment. The hassle is minimal (but
not always completely painless) thanks
to the Windows Plug and Play (PnP)
feature, which automatically detects
the components on the card and either
automatically installs, or prompts you
to install, the required device drivers.
Moreover, PnP figures out all the I/O
addresses, interrupt lines, and DMA
channels so that the card will not con-
flict with other devices.

The next step is installation of the
applications software, which is also
bundled with the cards. All of the
cards contain a mixer application so
that you can mix signals from a CD
player, line input, microphone input,
and so on, then route the mixed signal
to an output port. You'll also find a
comprehensive audio control system
that lets you adjust the volume of each

source and speaker output. Although
there is a seemingly endless supply of
specialized audio -software packages,
you'll probably want to start with the
programs bundled with your sound
card; each card provides waveform -
editing and synthesis software.

For example, the Turtle Beach card
is accompanied by WAVE SE II soft-
ware, which lets you record, edit, and
otherwise go crazy with waveform au-
dio. Specifically, WAVE provides a
four -band parametric equalizer, fast -
Fourier -transform (FFT) analysis,
graphic waveform drawing, sample -
rate conversion, crossfading, and ef-
fects such as echo, flange, chorus, and
distortion. The Sierra Audio Rack
software provides familiar home ste-
reo controls for the sonic aspects of
your PC; using on -screen buttons and
faders, you can play back CDs and
MIDI files, mix sounds, and so on.
The Mouse Player software displays a

Anyone who says that

all PC sound cards sound

bad probably hasn't

bothered to listen to one

of them recently.

music keyboard on the screen and lets
you use it to play MIDI instruments.
Turtle Beach also throws in a copy of
Digital Orchestrator Plus, which merg-
es a MIDI sequencer with multitrack
audio recording.

After you've mastered the bundled
software, you might want to upgrade
to more sophisticated third -party soft-
ware. For example, Sound Forge pro-
vides comprehensive sound editing and
CD -R mastering software, and Cake-
walk is great for MIDI sequencing.

In the old days (several years ago),
many consumer sound cards used ques-
tionable A/D and D/A converters and
casual circuit -board design. As a re-
sult, signal quality was not always
pristine. However, today's sound cards
are quite respectable. Even the cheap-
est card of this trio, the one from Cre-
ative Labs, fared quite well on the test
bench when installed in a Dell 166 -
MHz Pentium PC. For example, a test
CD yielded a playback line-out mea-
surement of 0.008 percent total har-
monic distortion plus noise (THD+N),
an A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio

(S/N) of 86.4 dB, channel separation
of 79.2 dB, and a frequency response
of +0.0, -0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 20
kHz. In a record and playback test, the
card delivered 0.013 percent THD+N,
an A -weighted S/N of 80.4 dB, chan-
nel separation of 78.2 dB, and a fre-
quency response of +0.0, -3.4 dB.
Anyone who says that all sound cards
sound bad probably hasn't bothered to
listen to one recently. In fact, sound
cards use circuits and construction tech-
niques that are similar to those found
in home CD players, and they perform
similarly to many CD players.

If you're not especially interested in
audio, then all CD players seem about
the same. However, as you dig deeper,
you'll begin to discover the differ-
ences. Likewise, if you're not really
into audio, then all sound cards seem
the same. Of course, they're not. As
with CD players, the different price
points generally define both signal
quality and features. In addition, dif-
ferent cards emphasize different fea-
tures; for example, some cards are bet-
ter for recording and playback, while
others offer more extensive synthesis
features. The Creative Labs Sound -
blaster Awe 64 Gold card demon-
strates that even budget cards can de-
liver clean sound and handle both
waveform and synthesis chores. The
Guillemot Maxi Sound Home Studio
Pro 64 card adds the all-important fea-
ture of digital input and output; if you
are serious about moving audio through
your computer, you'll need this fea-
ture. The Turtle Beach Multisound
Pinnacle card does all of the above
(with the optional digital I/O) and
adds 20 -bit converters, a Motorola
DSP56002 digital signal processing
chip, and a powerful Kurzweil wave -
table synthesizer; if you're looking for
serious MIDI synthesis capability, this
card will deliver it.

Powerful microprocessors, record-
able CDs, Internet audio, high -quality
synthesis chips, and multimedia tech-
nologies galore are transforming to-
day's audio scene. Although the days
of mismatched and inadequate hard-
ware and software are not wholly be-
hind us, advances such as Windows
Plug and Play take the sting out of
sound -card installation. Day-to-day
operation is reliable, and sonic perfor-
mance is quite good. If your PC has an
extra slot, a card such as one of those
evaluated here will open your door to
the world of desktop audio and the
modem way to perform audio record-
ing, editing, analysis, and synthesis. 
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SIGNALS
KEN C. POHLMANN

The Next Generation
My dad was a college profes-
sor. Therefore, of course,
when I was growing up the
last thing I wanted to be

was a college professor. That's normal (I
think), because it's the nature of youth to
rebel and go their own way. However,
now that I've been a faculty member for
more than twenty years, I am forced to
admit that I have followed in my father's
footsteps.

It doesn't seem possible that a tempo-
rary job intended merely to add an au-
thoritative line to my résumé would in-
stead consume my résumé, but that's the
case. For a time I took consolation in my
dad's being an expert in sociology, while
my forte is music engineering. That dif-
ference in our respective course descrip-
tions seemed to mitigate that I had other-
wise copied his career. However, as if ris-
ing out of some mysterious genetic se-
quence, I am finding myself taking a
increasingly active interest in sociology.

Specifically, sociology studies the or-
ganization and processes of change in our
society. If the price of avocados increases
by one cent, sociologists (using demo-
graphics) can estimate the increase in new
car sales in California. In other words, so-
ciologists can look at seemingly trivial
details and predict a much larger picture.
Now, I'm certainly not an expert in this
sort of thing, but from my college vantage
point, I think I've stumbled onto a few in-
teresting ideas about the next generation

' of electronics consumers.
My first insight occurred about eight

years ago. Few people outside of acade-
mia had heard of the Internet, and the
World Wide Web was still a twinkle in the
eye of Tim Berners-Lee. I was doing
some audio signal processing on a com-
puter (a fairly progressive thing at the
time), and I asked my students to fetch
me a short audio recording so that I could
test the program. Now, there was a com-
plete recording studio next door as well
as an archive of a thousand tapes down-
stairs. However, my students elbowed me
away from the mouse and within mo-
ments had logged onto a computer in
Australia and downloaded an audio sam-
ple for me. At that moment I glimpsed the
future. The power of networks hit me like
a brick. Moreover, I saw that these kids

correctly understood that networks are the
most expedient way to move data -
downloading music from Australia is eas-
ier than walking 10 feet into the next
room to grab a tape.

Since then, I've surveyed the Universi-
ty of Miami for more signs of the future.
Admittedly, my music -engineering stu-
dents are hardly typical; they enjoy top
SAT scores and are good musicians as
well. But they represent the cutting edge,
and many other kids will follow where
they go. Clearly, their generation is very
different from mine. Campuses were for-
merly filled with talk of stereo equipment
and whose speakers were bigger. Today,
stereo gear is no longer the yardstick of
social status. Instead, the PC is the meter -

computers for their entertainment. Video
games and other pastimes are computer -
based, and they also turn to computers for
music listening. Because it is an utter ne-
cessity in their lives, most of their income
goes toward computers. Because music is
very important to them, they make sure
their computers can reproduce high -quali-
ty music through a very high -quality
sound card and small but accurate loud-
speakers. My generation didn't have to
choose between a computer and a stereo
system. But this generation has a choice,
and it seems to favor computers.

Similarly, I've seen a generational shift
away from hardware and toward software.
Computers are esoteric boxes of chips de-
signed by specialists. The real excitement
in computing, the reason why a 450 -MHz
processor is attractive, is the way a com-
puter runs software. Students have thrown
aside soldering irons; few of them would
consider building a hobby -electronics kit.
Instead, they grab a mouse. They are ex-
tremely knowledgeable about commercial
computer programs and are anxious to
own the latest versions. Moreover, with
an eye toward their own careers, they
write their own programs. Whereas my
generation was content with a few lines
scrolling down a green screen, these kids
have artful eyes and design impressive

My generation didn't have to choose between a

computer and a stereo system. But this generation has

a choice, and it seems to favor computers.

stick of status. Macintosh is out, and any-
thing less than a 266 -MHz MMX Pen-
tium is passé.

Moreover, they crave networking -
and fast connections are a must. They
sneer at telephone modems and refuse to
touch them. They demanded that each
dorm room have a dedicated 10 -megabit -
per -second (Mbps) Ethernet connection
jacked into a fiber-optic backbone, and
the university wisely complied. It is speed
that matters (everyone is drooling over
the 450 -MHz MMX Pentiums coming
this spring). Whereas big speakers were
formerly desirable, today size is a distinct
negative. Kids want their PCs to be as
portable as possible, and the same goes
for their stereos and speakers. (Professor
Bose, I am sure, knows this and is thor-
oughly delighted.)

It seems odd, and it still amazes me,
that a group of young musicians (and fu-
ture professionals in the audio industry)
do not spend most of their time talking
about stereo equipment. Instead, the hot
topic is anything and everything associat-
ed with computers and audio. These stu-
dents use computers throughout the day
to study and learn and they also rely on

GUIs (if you don't know what that
means, you're not a member of their gen-
eration). They are bored by resistors, gob-
ble up PCs, and look forward to virtual
reality. Admittedly, the students I interact
with are gearheads, and they are more
technologically inclined than their peers.
But their preoccupation with computers is
another sign of the future. Traditional
companies such as stereo -hardware man-
ufacturers and record labels must under-
stand that in today's world, music and
other entertainment exists simply as files
of binary bits, and they must adapt if they
are to compete.

Meanwhile, as the technological toys
and trappings revolutionize each new gen-
eration, there is no denying the slow pace
of our biological clock. Clearly, I've in-
herited my dad's observant eye on society
and its constantly fascinating behavior. In-
terestingly, too, my mom was a profes-
sional nurse, and I'm finding myself in-
creasingly concerned about health issues.
Specifically, did you know that 20 percent
of young people have hearing loss? More-
over, that tragedy could have been avoided
if only those kids . . . jeez, now I'm start-
ing to sound like my mother.
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MovieWorks" 5.1 By Haig Moss

140 Watt. 12'
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For Bipole/Dipole Operation

hielded Two -Way
Main Speakers

Introducing MovieWorks 5.1,
The surround sound speaker system of the future.

Morielk. Orks 5/ is for people who want the ultimate

surround sound listening experience. It is a no -

compromise speaker system with high-performance,

high -output main, center and surround speakers - and

an awesome "room -shaking" powered subwoofer.

MovieWorks 5.1 is the first surround sound speaker

system to indude MultiPole `surround speakers that

switch between dipole and hippie radiation, depending

on the music or movie sound track being played. It is,

we believe. the surround sound system of the future.

High-performance main speakers.

The main speakers in Alork,11:Orks 5 / are a two-

way, shielded design with excellent tonal balance, wide

dispersion and pinpoint stereo imaging - everything

you'd want in a high -quality speaker to reproduce both

music and sound effects. They will fill even a large room

with accurate, natural sound...without filling the room

with big speaker boxes.

High -output center speaker.
The center speaker is a new high -output, wide -

range design with natural tonal balance and superb

dispersion. It has two 51/4" midrange tnidbass drivers

and a tweeter identical to that in the main speakers, for

seamless blending of soundtracks. Bass reach is

significantly lower than most center speakers. Its

dynamic range can handle even demanding

soundtracks, and dispersion is broad enough

to cover all listening positions.

MultiPole surround speakers.
The surround speakers in MovieWorks 5.1

are a high -output design using MultiPole technology

that allows you to choose between dipole (diffuse

radiating) and bipole (direct radiating) sound.*

With the growing popularity of Dolby Digital" 5.;

surround sound, which sends discrete signals to the left

and right rear speakers, there has been controversy

about what kind of radiating characteristic is best for

surround speakers. For virtually all of today's movie

soundtracks, we recommend dipole radiator designs

because they clo a superb job repmducing surround

effects so everyone in the room hears them correctly.

For some 5.1 channel mixes, however - those with

signals spread between the two surround speakers in

true stereo - bipolar direct radiators can be advanta-

geous. In particular, music recordings with vocalists

directed to surround channels sound better with our

MultiPole speakers set to their hippie position.

As Dolby Digital 5.1 technology becomes more

familiar to studios, it's difficult to predict what mixing

approaches will be used. But with the MultiPole

surround speakers, you're literally ready for anything.

Awesome powered subwoofer.
MovieWorks 5.1's powered subwoofer is amazing -

it's the one everybody likes. It has a heavy-duty, long -

throw 12" woofer and a robust 140 -watt amplifier with

electronic crossover. Boot says it "is an aural atomic

bomb...gracefully played frequencies down to an

awe-inspiring 21 Hz' nothing short of

phenomenal."

Factory -direct savings. No risk.
If you want a no -compromise sutmur.d

sound system that can deal with all present and
future software, MovieWorks 5.1 is the speaker

package for you. Because we sell factory -direct, with

no expensive middlemen, it sells for hundreds less

than competing systems. And it's backed

by our 30 -Day Total Satisfaction

Guarantee. Try it in your home for a

month - there's virtually no risk.

Factory -Direct Price: $1,799.99

 Unlike seemingly similar systems, our MultiPole speakers,
when switched from dipole to bipole operation, affect a very
broad range of sound - not just very high frequencies. This
difference is crucial to proper performance.

EcAmmuDG Freesm,iffivia.s

Catalog
Order, For A Free

Catalog, Or For The
Nearest Store Location,
Call...

1-800-FORHIFI
j 13-o

CAMBRIDGE
SOU NDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

ill Nuedium No\ ton, NL1 62161
Tel:I-mu-36%143-i Fax: 61--332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-H34 www.hifi.com
Outside U.S. or Canada: 61'-332-5936
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TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

Has Hi-Fi Reached Its Limits?
The pursuit of "perfect" sound re-
production in the home is pre-
sumably the aim of the high-fi-
delity industry and of the audio-

phile community that has grown up
around it. Unfortunately, although we
have made impressive advances toward
attaining that goal, audio's Holy Grail
continues to elude us.

Realistically, of course, perfection in
any human endeavor is impossible. Nev-
ertheless, the state of the art in music re-
cording and reproduction is astonishingly
good, and for all practical purposes it is
now limited mostly by nontechnical fac-
tors such as economic constraints or the
design and furnishing of our homes. If
cost, space, and appearance were no ob-
ject, we could come remarkably close to
perfection with current technology.

In view of the practical limitations on
the performance of affordable home au-
dio systems, it might appear that our
quest for "perfect" music reproduction
was about to reach its end. To be sure,
new audio components continue to make
their appearance, frequently offering the
happy combination of improved perfor-
mance and lower prices. But there have
been few, if any, fundamental advances in
the art of music recording and reproduc-
tion since the development of the digital
compact disc more than a decade ago.
That's not to say nothing is happening. To
the contrary, the recording industry is
working with audio -equipment makers to
come up with a new multichannel format
known as DVD Audio, which could lead
to a wave of new optical -disc -based play-
ers in the next couple of years. We'll have
to wait and see how that develops.

Meanwhile, you don't need a funda-
mental technological breakthrough to
make a significant improvement in an ex-
isting product or system. It is often more
logical to seek out its most serious weak-
nesses and concentrate on correcting
them rather than investing time and ener-
gy on developing additional features that
leave the weaknesses still in place. In the
case of audio, that means improving the
speakers, which remain the ultimate weak
links in the audio chain.

The question is, where do we go from
here? As every reader of STEREO RE-
VIEW knows, the emphasis of the con-

sumer -electronics industry has shifted to
home theater, which involves recreating
the movie experience at home. Of course,
these same multichannel systems can be
used to enjoy music as well.

However, when it comes to movies, in
many ways the video requirements are
easier to satisfy and more attainable than
the audio aspects. Regardless of the quali-
ties and content of the picture, the viewer
always knows that he is seeing a two-di-
mensional display. No one could believe
that he is actually experiencing the de-
picted actions even in special circum-
stances, such as a 3-D or Omni -Max film.

In contrast, we are often given the im-
pression that an audio -only program can
be reproduced with "concert -hall realism"
under certain circumstances. Although it
is possible under ideal circumstances to
come amazingly close to achieving that

You don't need a

technological breakthrough

to make a major

improvement in an existing

product or system.

effect, even this is more likely to mimic a
nonexistent hypothetical concert hall than
the hall in which the recording was made
(if, indeed, it was not made in a recording
studio). Fortunately for both consumers
and the hi-fi industry, perfect simulation
of a live musical performance is not really
a "must," and we are usually satisfied to
experience a believable simulation in
playing back many of today's recordings.

Reproducing movie soundtracks pre-
sents a somewhat different problem. In
most cases, the two-dimensional screen
display is dominant, accompanied by dia-
logue and environmental sounds that are
easily reproduced in the home without af-
fecting the understanding, believability, or
emotional impact of the viewing experi-
ence. Surround sound, used with discre-
tion, enhances the viewer's experience at
least to the degree that two -channel stereo
music reproduction surpasses mono.

Sadly, though, there is a growing ten-
dency for moviemakers to use bizarrely
excessive or exaggerated video and audio
effects, presumably to enhance the emo-
tional qualities of the viewer's experi-
ence. When effects are laid on with a
heavy hand, the result is analogous to the
"ping-pong" effects that helped sink the
hi-fi industry's ill-fated quadraphonic -
sound venture in the 1970s. Judging by
what I have seen, heard, and felt in some
recent films, it is not too difficult to un-
derstand why some recent A/V receivers
are so large and heavy. It takes a lot of
power to reproduce those rumbles and
other special effects.

I can't help wondering about the long-
term effects of this "video revolution." As
I've said many times in the recent past,
ergonomic (human -engineering) consid-
erations in some of the recent deluxe AN
receivers have been conspicuous by their
absence, as evidenced by arrays of tiny
black buttons assigned to arcane func-
tions and often identified, on a black pan-
el, merely with cryptic two- or three -letter
acronyms.

The operating versatility and features
of these technological wonders are as im-
pressive as their bulk, weight, and price
tags. But, when I think of the many peo-
ple I know who have not yet managed to
program their VCRs, and quite possibly
never bothered to read (let alone under-
stand) their relatively intelligible instruc-
tion booklets, I wonder how they would
cope with the seventy or so pages of in-
structions that come with some full -bore
A/V receivers.

While I am still in a critical mood, let
me also note that the tuner sections of
these deluxe receivers, both AM and FM,
typically resemble what I'd expect to find
in a department store "hi-fi" system, not a
serious audio component. Based on what I
have measured from many current receiv-
ers, I would guess that the FM tuner sec-
tions of most good receivers of the 1960s
would outperform those of today's more
expensive A/V models. Perhaps this re-
flects the current state of music program-
ming on radio, or maybe "cheaping out"
on the tuner is simply an easy way to cut
manufacturing costs.

On the other hand, the overall audio
performance of today's A/V receivers is
just short of awesome, especially when
driving a full surround -sound comple-
ment of speakers. In fact, tuner sections
and ergonomics aside, the overall im-
provement in receiver quality in recent
years parallels the advances in the perfor-
mance and value of speakers, amplifiers,
and CD players.

Summing up, it appears to me that our
mutual hobby is alive and well, albeit not
without some evolutionary growing pains.
Undoubtedly it will continue to advance,
and the consumer will be the beneficiary.
Stay tuned!
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Introductory Price

Great Sound.
No Risk. 0 '9999

PC Works multimedia speaker system
by Henry Moss.

PCTorks is our newest and most afford-
able amplified multimedia speaker system.
Designed by Audio Hall of Fame member
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent),

PC Works is the most affordable audio system
we know of that produces very accurate, very
realistic, wide -range sound - including
terrific bass.

Plug it into anything
with a headphone jack.

Connect PCWorks to a computer, 1V,
Tape/CD player or boom box - anything with
a headphone jack - for beautiful, realistic
stereo sound. It uses subwoofer/satellite
design, electronically contoured amplifiers
and biamplification to create breath -taking
sound from a very compact, very afforable
package. It has been carefully fine-tuned to
produce the natural, accurate, wide -range
sound normally associated with high -quality
component stereo systems. Frankly we are
amazed at how good such a small system
can sound.

:4 speaker system for S100 that should
make some 5250 systems nervous... The
shape of things to come: A set of speakers
for your PC that more than fill the bill.
and 110i crimp your budget."

Computer Gaming World

-PCB inks satellites deliver superior upper -
band response. with crystal-clear highs
and great midrange... bass response
within the 60Hz to 100Hz bandwidth is
pure acoustic heaven. }hull be hard-
pressed to find a better set of speakers for
twice the price.

Boot magazine

"Ibull be astounded. This speaker systen:
does a remarkable job...the S99 price tag
gives you outrageously good price -
performance value. Even without the low
cost, not many speaker systems come close
to the marvelous output of this system.
And at S99?Forget it. Attention. Alice
Lansing, Labtec, and all other speaker
manufacturers: the gauntlet has been cast.
.4 desktop speaker set that costs less than
S100. is subtly small. and sounds like it's
worth S500."

c/net GameCenter

Take it anywhere.
Because it works on 110 or 12 volts, PCWorks

can go literally anywhere - on vacation, on your

boat, or (with optional rechargeable battery) to

the beach.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
If you're not perfectly happy with PCWorks,

return it within 30 days for a full refund. There's

virtually no risk.

To Order, For A Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1800 -FOR -HIFI
1-800-30- 4 4

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Needham Street, Suite 102. Newton, MA 0216i
Voice:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 61-'332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hifi.com
Outside C.S. or Canada: 61'.332-5936
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Mem MUM
DIGITAL1 (COAXIAL)

Sony DVP-S3000 DVD
Player and SDP -E800
Digital Surround Processor
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

o hum, yet another tine So-
ny DVD player. While the
excellent video and ergo-
nomic performance of the

DVP-S3000 would normally send me
into paroxysms of praise, the real story
here is the SDP -E800 Digital Sur-
round Processor, to give it Sony's offi-
cial designation. It is one of the most
versatile Dolby Digital (DD) proc-
essors we've seen.

First, however, the DVD player. The
DVP-S3000 is a stripped -down ver-
sion of Sony's first DVD player, the
top -of -the -line DVP-S7000 (reviewed
here in May's "First Look at DVD").
The most significant feature omitted
from the new player is the earlier
model's component -video outputs: the
DVP-S3000 has only the now standard
DVD-player complement of one S -
video output and one composite -video
output. There are also coaxial and op-
tical digital audio outputs: both carry a
CD's stereo audio signal as well as a
DVD's encoded Dolby Digital signal,
which must be fed to an outboard
processor like the SDP -E800 or an A/V

receiver (or other component) with a
built-in decoder.

Retained are the older model's un-
usually complete disc -navigation fea-
tures (still -stepping, two slow-motion
speeds, and three fast -scan speeds, all
in forward and reverse), 10 -bit video
digital -to -analog (D/A) converters, a
dual optical pickup that enables play-
back of CD -R recordable CDs as well
as normal CDs and DVDs, and its nif-
ty on -screen video bit -rate meter. The
DVP-S3000 even adds a feature: a
menu default that makes the player de-
liver a DVD's multichannel Dolby
Digital data (if any) regardless of the

DIMENSIONS: DVP-S3000, 17 inches wide,
41/2 inches I.igh. 15% inches deep:
SDP -E800. 17 inches wide. 37Ai inches high,
14 inches deep

PRICE: DVP-S3000, $599; SDP-E80C, $399

WEIGHT: DVP-S3000. 131/2 pounds:
SDP -E800. 141/4 pounds

MANUFACTURER: Sony Electronics.
Dept. SR. 1 Sony Dr.. Park Ridge, NJ 07656;
telephone. 100-432-8005

disc's own encoded default audio play-
back mode (some discs default to two -
channel Dolby Surround outputs).

Just as important, the new player
has retained all of the video and audio
performance of its predecessor. In our
measurements and listening/viewing
tests, the DVP-S3000's combined DVD
video and CD audio performance was
unsurpassed by any other DVD player
we have tested and equaled only by
Sony's DVP-S7000. Add to that the
well-behaved disc -navigation capabili-
ties, still unmatched by any other play-
er, and the DVP-S3000 looks (and
sounds) like a winner.

Now for the SDP -E800 processor,
which comes equipped with almost
enough facilities sufficient to qualify it
as a full-fledged A/V preamplifier,
which is how I used it. It has four A/V
input connections, one for analog au-
dio and three for digital audio. While
there is a composite -video, but no S -
video, jack for each input, the audio
connections vary. The Analog input
(described as for a "VCR, etc.") gets a
stereo pair of standard RCA jacks.
The Digital 1 input, which is intended
for a DVD or laserdisc player, receives
data through either an optical or a
coaxial connection. The SDP -E800 has
a built-in RF demodulator, so Digital 1
also has an RCA jack that accepts the
AC -3 RF output of a suitably equipped
laserdtsc player. You can select among
Digital 1 sources, making it possible
to connect more than one digital audio
component to its inputs.

Digital 2, which is recommended
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Been there.
When most people go out to the

movies, they grab a bucket

of popcorn and a soda to

keep them company.

Yamaha sound field

engineers, on the other hand,

bring something a bit more

sophisticated along.

Equipped with an array of

advanced measuring systems, they record the
way sound waves behave inside
an actual theater-in the same way
they've measured concert halls and

other performance venues. Their research
captures the complex acoustic reflec-

tions that make the cinema

experience seem so
much larger than life.

Finally, our

engineers translate this
understanding of sound field behavior

into unique, sophisticated

new signal -processing

devices. Using Yamaha's

extensive semi-

conductor
design and

Yamaha
custom -designed
ASIC chips give
you cleaner sound
than general-
purpose chips
that are stressed
by running faster
and hotter in
the same job.

manufacturing capabilities.

Just how much
they've accomplished
you'll hear in the new
Yamaha RX-V2092. The

first A/V receiver ever

offered with on -board

Dolby Digital AC -3 decoding

as well as proprietary Yamaha
7 -channel Tri-Field Cinema

DSP.

Dolby Digital gives you 5.1

Me

Built this

Proprietary
Yamaha Tri-Field
Cinema DSP expands the
dimensions of a movie
soundtrack far beyond
the limits of your room.

F

CINEMA DSP
*Wig

SIM

discrete channels of surround
sound, positioned precisely
as the director intended.

While our 7 -channel

Tri-Field Cinema DSP

gives you rwair"."01.
El E E I,

the keys to CM NEL
0 \--.......-"----------'- the theater

by adding a whole new dimension of realism.

Tri-Field processing recreates the

asured that.
sonic environment typical of
grand movie houses our sound

field specialists have
measured. By employing
Yamaha -manufactured

chips expressly designed

for the job. Rather than less -
efficient general-purpose
chips that have to run faster

and hotter to handle the same tasks-
less cleanly. And the results?

Imagine the birds in a primeval forest

twittering in the treetops a hundred
feet above your ceiling. Or the

distant song of a steam
locomotive beginning
miles beyond your walls,

then hurtling closer until
it highballs through your
living room.

Better yet, give your

imagination a rest. Call
1-800-4YAMAHA for the

dealer nearest you and audition our
series of new A/V receivers. You'll

hear where we've already been. And
precisely how far

other home theater
technology still has to go. WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES.

YAMAHA
www.yamaha.com

©1997 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby and AC -3 are trademarks of Dolby laboratories licensing Corporation. Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. PO. Box 660. Buena Park. CA 90622.



TEST REPORTS
for a DVD player or a satellite -TV
tuner, has both a coaxial and an optical
digital connector. And Digital 3, in-
tended for connection to a CD player
or a digital recorder (DAT or MD), has
one optical input and one optical out-
put. All three digital inputs will accept
a Dolby Digital bitstream; the proces-
sor automatically recognizes DD sig-
nals and activates decoding. The Digi-
tal 3 output will feed stereo digital

(not Dolby Digital) data received from
the Digital 1 or Digital 2 inputs to a
digital recorder. The SDP-E800's oth-
er outputs are comparatively simple:
one composite -video output and the
standard six line -level, RCA -jack, sur-
round -sound outputs to an amplifier
(front left, right, and center; surround
left and right; and subwoofer).

The first of the SDP-E800's opera-
tional felicities is that its front -panel
controls are almost as complete as its
remote -control facilities. Aside from
controlling the volume and selecting
the input source, from the front panel
you can also select speaker -size set-
tings, turn the subwoofer output on
and off, match speaker volumes (turn-
ing on the test tone requires the re-
mote), and adjust a built-in multichan-
nel equalizer (there are separate bass
and treble controls for the front left/
right, center, and surround speakers,
each control with a variable turnover
frequency). From the front panel you
can also introduce distance -compen-
sating delays to the center -channel (0
to 5 milliseconds, or ms, in 1 -ms inter-

vals) and surround outputs (0 to 15 ms
in 5 -ms steps), turn off the front -panel
display, and select among the SDP-
E800's multitude of surround process-
ing modes as well as fine tune each
mode's sonic characteristics.

To this comprehensive array of con-
trols and features the remote adds
separate buttons to adjust the left/
right balance separately for the front
and surround speakers; to control

the levels of the center,
surround, and subwoofer
channels; to mute the
processor's output or turn
off its display; and to raise
or lower the amount of
digital ambience process-
ing added for surround -
sound playback.

It's the ambience proc-
essing that really caught
my fancy. Beyond full
Dolby Digital decoding
and, for older soundtracks,
digital Dolby Pro Logic
decoding, the SDP -E800
has a host of enhancement
modes. Although Sony di-
vides them up into six
"genres" (Dolby, Movie,
3D, Music, Sports, and
Games), it will repay a
user's effort to experiment
with "multicultural" am-
bience effects.

The Dolby genre com-
prises Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby
Digital decoding, which are automati-
cally selected according to the type of
input signal received. To such basic
decoding (the Normal mode) you can
add some simple phase -shifting be-
tween the surround channels to pro-
duce the Enhanced mode. This subtly
reduces the mono-ness of Dolby Pro
Logic's surround channels (similar to
THX decorrelation but not as effect-
ive). The Dolby Digital mode sounded
every bit as spectacular as always.

The Game genre has only one mode,
which is designed to "obtain maxi-
mum impact from video game soft-
ware," according to the manual. The
Arena mode of the Sports genre, re-
producing "the feeling of a large con-
cert arena," is said to be "great for
rock and roll," while the Stadium mode
provides the ambience of "a large
open-air stadium" and is said to be
"great for electric sounds." (Huh?
Thunderclaps? Transformer explo-
sions?) I found both Sports modes ex-
cessively echoey.

Not so with most of the Movie, 3D,
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Good news
for anyone who

entertains
in the dark.

if the

Yamaha

RX-V2W2

sounds

like it's

destined

for glowing

success, wait

till you see the

N. remote control

ihareeeng-
With it.

The RAV130 is a

compact. easy -to -use

component packed

with very advanced technology. It can learn up

to 57 functions to control virtually any brand

of comionent in your AN system. You can even

program custoRmacro routines to execute

sequences of up tso seven commands with a

single keystroke.

All of which ma s it very simple

to operate in broad light.

Of course we've also i4uded built-

in illumination.

Just to make things even mon.

exciting when

the lights YAMAHA
go down. WHERE HOME THEATER INES.

199;Aunalut Elminmics Corpoildin, USA. landia Electronics
PO. Box ISIS, Buena Park. CA 91E22.



TEST REPORTS
Before you buy stereo for

your home, get this catalog!

The

Pertect

Home

Theater
OM.

FREE
Stereo Catalog
Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?
The Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Infor-
mative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
paying for more than
oti \ an('

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home
Part catalog, part shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our well-

informed sales
advisors toll -free,
7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,
you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!

So what are you
waiting for? Get
your copy on its
way today!

Sony, Kenwooc, Pioneer,

JVC, Bose, Harman Kardon,

Infinity, Technics, Polk,

Carver, Yamaha, and more!

New! See why DVD

means movies at home

will never be the same!

Call now for your free copy!

1-800-955-9009
8 a m to Midnight iEastern time) 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

http://www.crutchfield.com

CRUTCHFIELD

and Music genres, which consist of
eight, four, and ten modes, respective-
ly. The Movie modes add ambience
processing to Dolby Digital or Dolby
Pro Logic decoding, again depending
on the source format (stereo music re-
ceives Dolby Pro Logic steering).

Within the Movie genre the most in-
teresting modes are those reproducing
the ambience characteristics of actual
Sony Pictures production studios. Re-
spectively, the Cinema Studio A, B,
and C modes give you the Cary Grant
Theater, the Kim Novak Theater, and
the Sony Pictures scoring stage, all in
the Sony Pictures lot in Hollywood
(actually, Culver City). There are also
a Night Theater mode (for listening at
lower levels), Mono Movie (producing
a theaterlike environment from mono
soundtracks), and generic Small, Med-
ium, and Large Theater modes.

The Music genre's modes include
small and large rectangular concert
halls, small and large opera houses,
small and large jazz clubs, a church,
Live House (a rock-and-roll club),
Acoustic (stereo with only the equaliz-
er tone controls activated), and the
ever -popular Karaoke (which removes
recorded vocals for singing along).

Finally, the most interesting genre,
3D, and its four modes; these are not,
strictly speaking, ambience modes but
virtual -reality processing modes that
make use of HRTFs (head -related
transfer functions) in acoustical cross-
talk -cancellation schemes driven by
decoded Pro Logic or Dolby Digital
signals. Virtual Enhanced A and B are
both claimed to "create virtual rear
speakers from the sound of the front
speakers without using actual rear
speakers" (emphasis added). Each cre-
ates a different array of virtual sur-
round speakers. The Virtual Rear Shift
and Virtual Multi Rear modes use ac-
tual surround speakers to "shift the
sound of rear speakers away from the
actual speaker position" and to "create
an array of virtual rear speakers from a
single pair of actual rear speakers."

With non -Dolby Digital material,
both Virtual Enhanced modes seemed
completely ineffectual. With 5. I -chan-
nel Dolby Digital soundtracks, on the
other hand, the virtual surround speak-
ers "appeared." seemingly out of no-
where, at the approximate locations
diagrammed in the manual - and
they were even elevated above ear lev-
el! Virtual Enhanced A was even more
spectacular than Virtual Enhanced B,
but neither mode worked at all if I
moved more than a couple of inches

off the center line between the front
left/right speakers. (All HRTF proc-
esses require nearly perfect acoustical
symmetry in the sonic paths from the
speakers to the ears.) In any case, if
you don't have surround speakers yet,
the Virtual Enhanced modes provide a
useful stopgap, especially with Dolby
Digital material (you should still use a
center -channel speaker).

Virtual Rear Shift and Virtual Multi
Rear were even more finicky in terms
of listener position. I found that their
effectiveness increased dramatically
with increasing directionality in the
surround speakers: conventional front -
radiating speakers produced a more
pronounced effect than either bipole or
dipole surrounds (room reflections di-
lute HRTF effects). The most vivid re-
sults came when I used rear -placed
front -radiating surround speakers in
the Virtual Multi Rear mode. Least ef-
fective was Virtual Rear Shift mode
used with side -placed surrounds. Again,
the results were best with DD material
and, apart from a typical HRTF timbre
shift, minimal with anything else.

If you do have a full home -theater
speaker system, you will probably be
pleased with the processor's Music
and Movie modes. Their ability to en-
hance both soundtracks and music
ranged from good to superb in our
tests, even at their default settings.

Do experiment with multicultural
processing - you might get surpris-
ingly fine results. For example, Cine-
ma Studio A, the Cary Grant Theater,
was the best processing mode I have
ever used for enhancing stereo opera
recordings. Cinema Studio B was not
far behind, and these along with many
of the other Movie modes were quite
effective in adding spaciousness to
pop recordings without producing an
echoey distancing of vocals. That's be-
cause none of the Movie modes adds
ambience processing to center -located
dialogue or musical vocals, which ben-
efits operas as it promotes intelligibil-
ity of soundtrack dialogue. Keep in
mind, however, that using any of the
Movie modes to enhance music will
place continual strenuous demands on
a center speaker that could adversely
affect its sound quality.

With stereo material the Music
modes do not put anything into the
center speaker; even vocals receive
ambience processing. So they were
less effective in enhancing pop music
than classical instrumentals, but they
were excellent at the latter. The con-
cert -hall settings produced a very life -

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR, Charlottesville, VA 22906
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The perfect 'point source' has been sought for over 50 years.

KEF patented it.

MONITOR
S E R I E S

The acoustic 'point source' has

long been the Holy Grail of

loudspeaker design. Ever since the

early days of high fidelity,

audio engineers have

sought this elusive ideal.

Some have come close,

but none have succeeded.

Except for KEF - and

KEF alone. UK patent

2 236929 and US patent

5,548,657 are the proof.

KEF's revolutionary

Uni-Q® drive unit configuration is

acknowledged as one of the great

breakthroughs of modern high -end

loudspeaker design.

The single coincident point

source is achieved by placing the

tweeter at the exact acoustic centre

of the mid -range cone. With

identical directivity and dispersion

characteristics, this unique

configuration creates an immaculate

stereo image over a far wider

listening area than is possible with

any conventional speaker.

To the listener, the

difference is phenomenal.

Off -axis response is

superb - and undesirable

crossover effects are

virtually eliminated.

Progressively refined by

Reference Series engineers,

KEF's patented Uni-Q

technology is what makes the new

Monitor Series the ideal solution for

studio professionals and serious

audiophiles alike.

After more than 50

years the perfect point

source has arrived. The experience
of sound

Models shown are the RPM nu, and RPM KEF and Uni-0 are registered trademarks. Uni-0 is protected under GB Patent 2 236929 and US Pat. No. 5.508.657. Worldwide patents pending.

US DISTRIBUTOR - AOCOM. 11 ELKINS ROAD. EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816. TELEPHONE 908) 390 1136 http://www.kel.corn
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Dealer Locator Number

f 1-800-992-2520
h Ad code: 10010

Patented technologies.
Unmatched per'ormance

and value.
There are only

two places you car
see Matthew Polk's

NEW speakers:
your nearest dealer o-

www.polkaudio.comis

polkaudio
The Speaker Specalisis
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TEST REPORTS
like spread of reverberation around the
listening room (I mostly used side -
placed dipole surround speakers).

"Couldn't you like me the way I
am?" Kim Novak asked in Vertigo.
Well, there is a fly in the ointment: the
SDP -E800 can be noisy. At volume
settings (10 to 12 o'clock) that pro-
duced lifelike levels with symphonic
classical music from power amplifiers
and speakers of typical sensitivity, the
background hiss level ranged from
distinctly noticeable to downright an-
noying, particularly from the surround
channels. On the precious few sound-
tracks with truly wide dynamic range
(as opposed to those that merely range
from moderately loud to deafening),
the added surround -channel noise of
the Movie modes was just as irritating.
The processor never even achieved a
barely acceptable noise level of -70
dB in our standardized tests in any
mode or channel. I've remarked on the
noisiness of Sony's surround process-
ing before, and it's disappointing to
encounter it again. Even at the SDP-

E800's comparatively low price, there's
no need for a processor employing a
24 -bit DSP chip to be this noisy.
Again, Kim Novak in Vertigo: "It
shouldn't have happened this way."

Still, the SDP -E800 is one of the
best stand-alone Dolby Digital decod-
ers out there, and its price is substan-
tially below what you would pay for
similar features in other processors
(less than one -tenth the price of the
much quieter and even more versatile
Lexicon DC -1, the best of the breed).
Fortunately for the SDP -E800, most
pop music and soundtracks don't have
nearly the dynamic range of, say, Stra-
vinsky's Rite of Spring and thus won't
require such high volume settings.
And even with critical classical mater-
ial I was often able to hear through the
noise and enjoy the ambience process-
ing. In fact, ever since the SDP -E800
arrived I've been pouring through mov-
ie discs and CDs exploring what the
processor can do. As Cary Grant put it
in Bringing Up Baby, "There haven't
been any quiet moments."

MEASUR
DVP-53000 DVD VIDEO
PERFORMANCE

Test patterns from Sony test/demo DVD.

SETUP LEVEL 7.5 IRE

100% -WHITE -LEVEL ERROR -3 IRE
DIFFERENTIAL PHASE <2°

DIFFERENTIAL GAIN <2%

CHROMINANCE NONLINEAR PHASE <1°

CHROMINANCE NONLINEAR GAIN <1%

HORIZONTAL LUMINANCE FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
at 4 Mlii -0.53 dB
at 5 Mhi -1.93 dB
at 6 MEI/ -3.87 .113

EQUIVALENT ON -SCREEN RESOLUTION
480 lines

" An IRE is a standardized unit of contrast

DVP-S3000 CD AUDIO
PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM OUTPUT I 9 volts

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
de -emphasis off +0, -0.15 dB
de -emphasis on +0, --0.14 dB

NOISE LEVEL (A-wtd)
normal (de -emphasis off) -94.9 dB
de -emphasis on -97.5 dB

EMENTS
LINEARITY ERROR
at -90 dBFS +0.15 dB

DEFECT TRACKING
(Pierre Verany test disc).. 1.500 tint

SDPE000 PROCESSOR DOLBY
DIGITAL (AC -3) PERFORMANCE
Test signals from Dolby Labs test DVD.
Volume at level that produced the reference
level of 200 millivolts from the left front
channel with a -20-dBFS** input signal
(approx. 2 o'clock).

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (all channels, all
"large" main speakers)
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.67 to -0.72 dB

NOISE (A-wtd, re reference output level)
orst case (surrounds) -67.8 dB

EXCESS NOISE (typical results, with signal)
I6 -bit (EN I6) +8.25 dB
18 -hit (EN18) +20.3 dB

DISTORTION
(v.m.t ,,tse. I LH/. dBFS 0.1%

HIGH-PASS FILTER RESPONSE
("small" main speakers)
6-dB/octave rolloff below -3-dB point at 74 II/

SUBWOOFER-OUTPUT FREQUENCY
RESPONSE
16,113/octave rolloff above -3-dB point at 79 Hz

MAXIMUM SUBWOOFER OUTPUT

EXCESS NOISE (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN IN +0.75/+0.65 dB

all main speaker. I 9.5 volts

SUBWOOFER DISTORTION AT MAXIMUM
quasi -20 -bit (EN20) +12.2/+11.9 dB OUTPUT 23.2%

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 kHz) CHANNEL SEPARATION
at 0 dBFS"" 0 0024% tat I k11/, 0 dBI-S t >60 dB
at -20 dBFS" 0 023% "" decibels referred to digital full-scale
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WE PUT 6000 $9. FT.
OF THUNDEROUS MOVIE

THEATER SOUND IN
THE PALM OF YOUR HAND

Only

199

INTRODUCING CINEMA$URROUND
THE HOME THEATER SYSTEM THAT MAKES WATCHING TV

A REAL THEATER EXPERIENCE
Used to be, if you wanted big home theater sound, you needec a big-and expensive-home theater system.

Not anymore. Discover (/nema5urroundTM, the revolutionary home theater sound system that packs amazing

sonic power into Micro5atelliteTM speakers so small, you can hide them in a potted plant!

CinemaSurroundm connects to your TV or VCR in min- r
' To order your Micro-lUTM CinemaSurr0110dTM system by mail,

please complete and return this order form with payment

Quantity @ S199

Shipping & Handling ® S17.95 per system

Sales Tax ((A, FL, IL, MO, NJ, TX residents only)

TOTAL

Payment Check MC VISA AmEx

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address

Apt. # Phone #

City,State2ip

Please return completed order form to:

Enerson Research Direct

3280 Sunrise Highway, Suite 16, Department 3A

W3ntagh, NY 11793

Please allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.

11/'/1011110 1.

11NI 1111111 SIIII 5111111

1-800-745-3369
iitpartment

Re'searchTM

utes. The result? Powerful, 3 -dimensional sound that

brings movies to life Experience jet planes zooming

over your head. Be surrounded by waves crashing on

shore. Gigantic sound, from speakers only 2.5" high.

It's great for music, too! Connect GnemaSurround"

to your current audio system, and transform an ordinary

stereo into an audio powerhouse.

Unbelievable movie theater sound can now be yours

for only $199. In fact, were so sure this is the best product

you will buy all year, we're including a 30 -day trial offer.

Big movie theater sound, speakers so small they practi-

cally disappear, and a money back guarantee.

(inemaSurroundTM.

Your ears won't berieve your eyes.

CtnemaSurround and Micro -Satellite are Trademarks of REP Investment LLC. Manufactured under license from
REP Investment LLC. U.S.and Foreign Patents Pending. Made in China 01997 Emerson Radio Corp.
Details of guarantee available upon request. Call 972-884-2350



The Most Critically
Of All -Time? Dont

Ensemble may be "the best value in the world." Audio

"...stereo imaging is phenomenally sharp...the dynamics are stunning...some of

the speakers I'm comparing it to cost $1,900 to $2,800."

High Performance Review

"Ensemble makes a great argument for mail-

order everything." The Village Voice

Boumar 
Our best subwoofer/satellite speaker system. It uses

ultra -slim (4.5") dual subwoofers and two-way satellites.

White or charcoal. Factory -Direct Price: $599.99

The Ensemble II, like its companions in

the Cambridge SoundWorks lineup, performs so
far beyond its price and size class that it can be

compared only with much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices...it represents an

outstanding value." Stereo Review

EMMA II Our best value in a high-performance speaker system. Single subwoofer cabinet,

two-way satellites. White or charcoal. Factory -Direct Price: $499.99

The only speakers you'll ever need... equally
at home as high -end PC speakers or as room -

filling stereo speakers." PC Magazine

"I haven't heard better speakers at this price."

PC World

"In terms of price for performance, it's in
a class by itself." Macworld

"It puts out a natural, balanced sound that
compares well not just with other computer speakers,
but with any speakers., 5 Computer Shopper

All in all, this is a lot of

speaker for $1,500 a pair-
which is precisely the point

of CSW's factory -direct

strategy...As soon as I fired

the Towers up, it was evident
that they threw a big image.
The Towers' soundstage was

noticeably deep and solid on
most material. 55 Audio

TOWER- Our new three-way,

dual -woofer speaker system. Its dynam-

ic presence, natural tonal balance and

the "all-around" sound of its bi-polar

design result in sound that is nothing

short of incredible. Real -wood black

ash or walnut veneers.

Factory -Direct Price: $1,499.99 V

4 MICROWORKS -Our new multimedia amplified

speaker system. It has more power, more output

and better bass than any other multimedia speaker

system we know of. Computer beige or charcoal.

Factory -Direct Price: $349.99



Acclaimed. Speakers
Take Our Word For It.

Cambridge

SoundWorks' Powered

Subwoofer blew the

others away on

dynamics...deep
powerful bass...31.5 Hz

output was obtainable at
a room -shaking

level...clearly the best

subwoofer of the pack."

Stereo Review

"The Powered Subwoofer's performance was
first rate...." Home Theater

"...a winner...sonically the Powered Subwoofer i5
a knockout. Bravo." 5 Sound & Image

POWERED SUBWOOFER Reproduces accurate bass to

i I/ II hear soundtracks the way they were meant

to be heard...better than most theaters!

Factory -Direct Price: $699.99 A

We've heard plenty of far more expensive home
theater speakers that couldn't hold a candle to this rig.
The Ensemble N sounds so much better than the other
sub/sat systems we've tried - at half the price of many -
that it's a hands -down Hot Ticket." Home Theater

"This system is one of the top bargains in today's market.
Hearing is believing! 55
Stereo Review

Ensemble IV was recently rated

"Best Buy" by a

leading consumer
publication.

ENSEMBLE IV I his home theater package is the most compact, affordable

sun \\ I h ,tcr s.itcllite speaker system ever designed by Henry Kloss.

Factory -Direct Price: $399.99 A
CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Cambridge SoundWorks The Surround II speaker sounded

absolutely great...the ambience of Pro Logic really snaps in...their

dispersion pattern lets them blend easily with a wider variety of front

speakers. These will stay on my surround speaker shelves for a long

time." Home Theater

The Surround II was recently rated number one by a leading
consumer publication.

THE SURROUND II

is our loom anordaDle dipole

radiator surround speaker.

White or charcoal.

Factory Direct Price: $249.99 pc

Free Audio Catalog
We make unique, critically -acclaimed speakers and

music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR,
KLH & Advent). We sell them-and components from

companies like Sony, Pioneer, Harman Kardon, Carver and

others-factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen.

 Our Audio Experts will answer your questions
anytime before after you buy.

 Call toll -free 8AM-Midnight (El), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee.

 We even refund original UPS ground shipping charges.*

To Order Factory -Direct, For a Free Catalog,
Or For The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI ,I-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE®
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 NeettiM765.S5V3i,
nooritTtiti,I.,16-,413.,wcz,il.

,,s-,...,-.3,94

I99-Cenhnduc SeundWorks. Inc Cambndsr Seunaliwks. buernhk .111x Surround are mustered trakmurle of Cantrulge Inc
rArr and Mn rotindo VC trademark, of Canhndtr S In, Kw. trudenurk WI In, AR sind knent .1re Erukuuno Imenom nal

Jensen In, Cambodur urodIforlo e Awed end, KIR AdIrni r1K 'In (Annnenul s



TEST REPORTS

Definitive Technology
ProCinema 100.3 Sub/Sat
Speaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The Definitive Technology Pro -
Cinema speaker system was
designed as an affordable
means of enjoying movies at

home as well as providing high -quali-
ty music reproduction. The available
system components are the ProMoni-
tor 100 satellite speakers, ProCenter
100 center -channel speaker, and Pro -
Sub 100 powered subwoofer. They
were designed as a compatible family
whose driver complements allow a di-
versity of system configurations.

My report focuses on a subwoofer/
satellite system comprising a pair of
ProMonitor 100 speakers and the Pro -
Sub 100, which can be upgraded for
surround -sound playback by adding a
ProCenter 100 ($199) and two more
ProMonitor 100s for the rear surround
channels (see facing page). It is also
possible to use a pair of ProSub 100
subwoofers if preferred.

The ProMonitor 100 is a small two-
way speaker with a nominal frequen-
cy -response rating of 50 Hz to 30 kHz.
Its enclosure (available in black or
white) is molded from a dense syn-
thetic material called PolyStone that

is acoustically "dead." The cabinet,
which is structurally strong and rigid,
is molded in a shape that the manu-
facturer calls NROC, for Non -Reso-
nance Optimization Curve. Its con-
stantly varying curvature (there are no
parallel surfaces in the enclosure) is
said to minimize internal -resonance
modes of the enclosed volume.

The drivers are a 51/4 -inch woofer
with a rigid cast -alloy basket and a 1 -
inch aluminum -dome tweeter with a
silk surround. These are the same ba-
sic drivers used in the company's flag-
ship BP2000 system. The curved plas-

DIMENSIONS: ProMonitor 100: 11 inches
high. 61/4 inches wide, 6 inches deep
ProSub 100: 141/2 inches high, I I 1/4 inches

wide, 17 inches deep

WEIGHT: ProMonitor 100, 61/2 pounds;
ProSub 100. 29 pounds

FINISH: white or black

PRICE: ProMonitor 100, $175 each; ProSub
1(X), $449: three-piece system, $799

MANUFACTURER: Definitive Technology,
Dept. SR, 11105 Valley Heights Dr., Owings
Mills, MD 21117; telephone, 410-363-7148

tic grille is easily removed to reveal
the drivers.

The ProMonitors have a highly ver-
satile mounting system. Each speaker
has an integral pivoting base on a ball
joint, which can also be unscrewed
and mounted on the rear of the enclo-
sure to install the speaker on a wall.
The ball joint enables each speaker to
be positioned to suit the needs of the
listening environment. And, finally,
the rear of the speaker cabinet has a
simple keyhole mount that can be used
for fixed wall -mounting with a screw.

The ProSub 100 is usable not only
with the ProMonitor 100s but also
with a variety of other small speakers
that are capable of playing down to
100 Hz or so. Its cabinet is available in
either black or white. Like most sub -
woofers, the ProSub 100 should be
placed on the floor, preferably near a
corner or wall.

The module contains a 10 -inch long -
throw driver driven by an integral 125 -
watt amplifier. All inputs and controls
are on the rear panel of the enclosure,
together with a full -width rectangular
vent. There are knobs to adjust ampli-
fier gain (level) and the low-pass cross-
over frequency, which can vary be-
tween 40 and 150 Hz, with a slope of
24 dB per octave.

There are also RCA -jack input con-
nections for line -level signals from a
preamplifier as well as gold-plated
binding -post input terminals for driv-
ing the subwoofer from an amplifier's
speaker -level outputs. The front (speak-
er opening) of the subwoofer is cov-
ered by a removable snap -on grille.

The instructions for setting up the
ProCinema components are explicit
and detailed. Depending on the com-
plexity of the installation, it can be a
simple or involved process (this, of
course, applies to any home -entertain-
ment system installation).

In our test/listening setup, all three
ProCinema speakers were driven from
our system amplifier's speaker -level
outputs. We mounted the satellites on
stands, about 8 feet apart, that placed
their tweeters 43 inches above the
floor. For listening tests, we placed the
ProSub 100 on the floor near the left
speaker, about a foot from the wall be-
hind it. We adjusted its level and cross-
over controls by ear (the recommend-
ed method and the only practical one)
to suit the program material and our
listening preferences.

We measured the satellites' response
(without the subwoofer) the same as
we do for all speakers we test. Later
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PROCINEMA 100.6 HOME THEATER SPEAKER SYSTEM

PICKING UP WHERE Julian Hirsch left
off, I auditioned the home -theater version
of Definitive Technology's ProCinema
100.3 system, which adds to that three-
piece lineup the ProCenter 100 center -chan-
nel speaker and a second pair of ProMoni-
tor 100 satellites. Dubbed the ProCinema
100.6, the six -piece system lists for $1,350.

The ProCenter 100 is a magnetically
shielded two-way design that uses the same
1 -inch aluminum -dome tweeter found in
the ProMonitor 100 satellite. But instead of
a lone 51/4 -inch woofer, the ProCenter has
two 41/2 -inch woofers. The ProCenter's rat-
ed sensitivity is also 3 dB higher than that
of the ProMonitor 100. Cabinet construc-
tion is the same. In a nice touch I'd like to
see more often, the underside of the Pro -
Center 100 has an adjustable -tilt leg so that
you can aim the speaker down toward the
listening position if necessary.

Definitive Technology describes the Pro -
Center 100 as "perfectly timbre -matched"
to the ProMonitor 100 satellites. Timbre -
matching improves the naturalness of a
multispeaker system by insuring that the
movement of sounds across the front three
speakers is seamless and believable, and al-
so that the system retains the same sonic
signature when you switch between two -

channel music programs and movie/TV
surround sound.

I set up the ProCinema 100.6 in my liv-
ing room, placing the ProCenter 100 atop a
Pioneer big -screen TV and the ProMonitor
100s on speaker stands, 24 inches tall for
the front pair and 40 inches tall for the rear
surround pair. I placed the ProSub 100 just
to the right of the right front speaker, about
a foot out from the front wall (not in a cor-
ner). Theta's Casablanca digital surround
preamp and Data III CD/laserdisc transport
served as the front end, along with a Toshi-
ba SD -3006 DVD player, while a Krell
KAV-500 500 -watt five -channel power amp
drove the center and satellite speakers.

Overall, the ProCinema 100.6 speaker
system provided competent performance
with laserdiscs and DVD movies. The Pro -
Sub 100 subwoofer struck a balance be-
tween musical tightness and cinema impact,
and the integration between the ProSub 100
and the ProMonitor 100 satellites up front
did not suffer from any significant holes or
cancellations. Deep -bass performance was
also very good, and the dynamics were im-
pressive for a system in this price range.
The use of identical, direct -radiating speak-
ers for the surround channels was an advan-
tage during Dolby Digital soundtracks,

which can deliver discrete, directional
sound effects in those channels.

Although I compensated for the ProCen-
ter 100's higher sensitivity when I calibrated
all of the speakers' levels to within 0.2 dB

of each other, I found that it had a brighter,
more forward sound than the satellites. To
get the best overall performance from the
system, I replaced the ProCemer speaker
with a fifth ProMonitor 100 satellite. Once I
did so, both pink -noise test signals and Dol-
by Surround soundtracks were more accu-
rately reproduced. - Corey Greenberg

SURGEON GENERAL S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Can:er, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And Ma. Complicate Pregnancy.

"At least when I

wake up,
my smokes will be real." -

WINSTON
w NO ADDITIVES
gm TRUE TASTE



THE FIRST RECEIVER
TO SPEAK SURROUND IN THREE

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES.

Introducing the R-945 with Dolby® Pro Logic, Dolby® Digital

and DTS-surround. Quite possibly the most advanced receiver

in the world. It comes with "S" video inputs and outputs,

illuminated universal remote control, advanced FM tuner

and more. Precision crafted in the UK, the R-945 satisfies

all your playback needs-DVD, Laserdisc, VHS, CD, Tape

and Phono. Add an array of user friendly features

and all that's left is the surprise of what it costs.

dts
rj°1 r1,1110

If you're passionate about performance, experience DO DOL.
DIGITAL

the R-945 in person. Because whatever language you choose,

you'll find this powerhouse loses nothing in the translation.

Find us at www.sherwoodusa.com or 800-962-3203.
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TEST REPORTS
we tested the subwoofer frequency re-
sponse alone using two microphones,
one close to the driver cone and the
other at the rear port, summing their
outputs in proportion to their respec-
tive areas.

The averaged room response of the
two satellites was flat within ±4 dB
from 120 Hz to 15 kHz. Over most of
that range, from 400 Hz to 10 kHz, the
output variation was a mere ±1 dB.
The quasi-anechoic MLS frequency
response at 2 meters was an excellent
±5 dB from 300 Hz to 20 kHz.

The tweeter's horizontal dispersion
was exceptionally good for a 1 -inch
dome radiator. At angles of ±45 de-
grees off the forward axis of the
speaker, the output sloped off (relative
to the frontal radiation) by only about
5 dB from 5 kHz to 15 kHz, continu-
ing downward by only another 4 dB
from 15 to 20 kHz.

The ProSub 100 subwoofer's maxi-
mum output occurred at 70 Hz, falling
off at 6 dB per octave from 70 to 35
Hz and more rapidly below that point.
Since there is no fixed relationship be-
tween the subwoofer's frequency re-
sponse and level relative to the main
system response, it was impossible to

establish an overall frequency -response
figure for the complete system (this
applies to most sub/sat speaker sys-
tems). The relative system levels must
be adjusted to suit the user's taste, and

The ProCinema 100.3

system's spatial imaging

was excellent, and the

subwooler was visually and

acoustically unobtrusive.

perhaps modified for different pro-
gram material.

Both the ProMonitor 100 and the
Pro -Sub 100 are magnetically shielded
for use close to a TV or video monitor.
Magnetometer measurements on the
exterior surface of the speaker indicat-
ed a flux level typically under 0.5
gauss, an insignificant level.

The nominal impedance of the Pro -
Monitor 100 is stated as being "com-
patible with 8 -ohm outputs." In our
measurements, it reached its minimum

of 3.6 ohms at 250 Hz, with maxima
of 16.5 ohms at 100 Hz and 20.1 ohms
at 19 kHz. The satellite's sensitivity is
specified as 90 dB (our measurement
was 89 dB). In view of its high sensi-
tivity, the ProMonitor 100 should be
very easy to drive with any properly
functioning amplifier.

In listening tests, the ProMonitor
100/ProSub 100 trio acquitted itself
admirably. As one might expect from
the compactness of the satellites, the
spatial imaging of the system was ex-
cellent, and the subwoofer was both
visually and acoustically unobtrusive.
The deep bass was effectively repro-
duced down to near 30 Hz (depending
on the control setting). It is worth re-
membering that a full -featured sub -
woofer is not something you can sim-
ply put in a corner, connect to an am-
plifier or receiver, and walk away. In
general. the crossover frequency and
level must be set by trial and error to
harmonize with the requirements of
the listening environment, the other
system components, and the program
content. When these conditions are
met, the ProCinema components de-
liver a caliber of sound that belies
their modest size and price.

YOURS. OURS.

94% tobacco
6% additives

,mw, o!6 ad., rot on. dry wqn,,

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy. 16 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine

ay. per cigarette by FTC method
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TEST REPORTS

NAD Model 118
Digital Preamplifier
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

The task of testing NAD's Mod-
el 118 preamplifier sent me on
a pleasant trip down memory
lane. It reminded me of two

classic products from the early days of
my involvement with audio, the innov-
ative and still impressive Apt/Holman
preamplifier and the versatile dbx
Model 117 compressor/expander, both
long discontinued. While there are ge-
nealogical and numerical links be-
tween those classic models and the
NAD Model 118, the new preamp is
far more evolved technically than its
ancestors.

For starters, it is digital: nearly all of
its functions are performed by a Moto-
rola DSP56004 digital signal process-
ing chip operating in the digital do-
main, even when fed from analog
sources. Each of its four rear -panel in-
puts (disc, tuner, video, and tape) is
available in analog and digital form
via a pair of RCA jacks for stereo ana-
log signals and a coaxial digital input;
unfortunately, there are no optical dig-
ital inputs. The analog and digital in-
puts for each source are separately se-
lectable, giving the preamp an actual
input capability of four analog and
four digital sources.

To obtain a digital signal from an
analog source, the analog signal first
passes through an input attenuator that

is separately adjustable for each input.
This prevents overloading of the Phil-
ips Bitstream analog -to -digital con-
verters (ADCs) on peaks, which are
accurately indicated by an LED above
the volume knob. Then the signal is
immediately converted to 48 -kHz,
18 -bit digital audio. Until the signal
reaches the digital -to -analog convert-
ers (DACs) and emerges in analog
form from the preamp's main analog
output, a standard pair of RCA con-
nectors, all audio processing is done
through strictly digital computation.

For driving external DACs, there's
also a digital output carrying the same
signal that feeds the Model 118's in-
ternal DACs. The record outputs are
available in either analog or digital
form and thus allow analog recording
of digital sources. Furthermore, they
give you the ability to record the source
either before or after processing.

DIMENSIONS: 171/2 inches wide, 33/4 inches
high, 11 inches deep

WEIGHT: 171/2 pounds

PRICE: $1,499

MANUFACTURER: NAD, distributed by
Lenbrook America, Dept. SR, 1600
Providence Highway, Suite 286, Walpole,
MA 02081; telephone, 508-660-8300

The NAD 118's family resemblance
to those classic Apt and dbx compo-
nents is clearest in its processing func-
tions. There are six of them, each sep-
arately activated and adjusted: bass,
midrange, and treble tone controls; in-
frasonic filter plus midrange and treble
tone controls; FM (see below); Width
(an Apt function); Width & Spread;
and variable compression (similar to
that provided by the dbx 117).

The tone controls are unconvention-
al in their action: neither the bass nor
the treble control has much effect on
the midrange even at extreme settings.
Believe the manual when it delimits
the bass control's action to "contra-
bass, kettle drums, bass guitar, etc."
and the treble control's to "cymbals,
high -hats, and other percussion instru-
ments." The midrange control operates
like a graphic -equalizer control band
centered at around 3 kHz. From this
vantage point it can greatly influence
the sound of "vocals, trumpets, vio-
lins, etc." Unlike analog tone controls,
the Model 118's digital controls pro-
duce no phase shifts, and their actions
are absolutely identical on both chan-
nels, preserving stereo imaging.

NAD's FM function is just as well
thought out and even more interesting.
When turned all the way down, the
FM control will pass the input signal
unaltered. As you turn it up, the signal
becomes progressively more mono-
phonic, which will reduce the hiss of
stereo FM broadcasts, hence the name
of the function. At the same time,
however, simulated -stereo processing
gradually comes into play, maintain-
ing apparent separation for many types
of music. When the FM knob is turned
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ES Series Subwoofers

Digital Sigma -Delta Modulation
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quality and performance standards. It's the difference you can
hear and feel in an Energy ES -series powered subwoofer.

The result is earth shaking Musical TruthTM. Bass y3u can
believe in. No matter where you are, you're there.

Visit your Energy dealer today, and plunge into a n?..w
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ES-18XL, 400W
18" Subwoofer
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TEST REPORTS
all the way up, the reproduced signal
is full mono "but spaciousness and
spread [have] been regained thanks to
the stereo simulation." The Model
118's simulated -stereo processing is a
comb -filter system that splits the audio
band into approximately one -third -oc-
tave intervals and sends alternate
bands to the left and right channels.

The Width control acts as it did on
the Apt preamp; adjusting the stereo
separation to compensate for deficien-
cies in recordings. From its neutral,
pure -stereo setting, turning it all the
way down makes the signal increas-
ingly monophonic. Turning it up will
gradually increase the relative level of
the difference between the two stereo
channels to produce an increase of
separation. All the way up, the signal
is pure L - R, with the two channels
out of phase. Width has no effect on
mono signals.

Width & Spread combines the ac-
tion of Width with a separate Spread
control governing the same simulated -
stereo process used in the FM func-
tion. Width acts as above, and Spread
introduces a variable amount of simu-
lated stereo processing into the pre -
amp's output.

The last main DSP function is com-
pression. Turning compression up will
raise the relative volume level of soft
passages by as much as 24 dB without
changing that of the loudest passages.

"making the music much more enjoy-
able at low volume levels." The manu-
al also mentions that recordings of
compressed signals can be useful for
playback in a car or in a portable cas-
sette player.

Turning the compression control
down from its neutral position will ex-
pand the signal's dynamic range, low-
ering the relative volume level of soft
passages without changing that of loud
passages, thus increasing the differ-
ence in level between loud and soft.

MEASURE
DIGITAL -INPUT PERFORMANCE
Measured at the main preamp output with the
volume control set just below clipping with
a full scale (0-dBFS) digital input signal
(12 o'clock position). Except for tone -control
and infrasonic -filter action, all measurements
taken with DSP functions off. Dithered
I6 -bit input signals.

MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL (0-dBFS input)
normal gain 0 286 volts
high gain 0 92 volts

LINEARITY ERROR
at -90 dBFS +0.05 dB

NOISE (re maximum output, A-wtd)
normal (de -emphasis off) -94.5 dB
de -emphasis on -96.9 dB

EXCESS NOISE (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +0.85/+0.85 dB
20 -bit (EN20) +12.6/+12.8 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0 003%
at -20 dBFS 0 028%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
normal (de -emphasis off) +0,-0.19 dB
de -emphasis on +0.04, -0.14 dB

MENTS
TONE -CONTROL ACTION (max/min)
bass (at 50 Hz) +9.2, -5.9 dB
midrange (at 2.9 kHz) +6.6, -7.8 dB
treble (at 10 klin +10.7,-8.7

INFRASONIC -FILTER ACTION
12 d6/octave rolloll helov. -3-dB point at 24 Hz

ANALOG -INPUT PERFORMANCE
Measured from main preamp output with
input attenuator at -5 dB (suitable for a
typical home CD player). For all tests except
input overload the volume was set to just
below output clipping with a 2 -volt input
(approx. I o'clock position). All DSP
functions off.

MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL (2 -volt input)
normal gain 0 3 volts
high gain 1 volt

INPUT -OVERLOAD LEVEL
(re 2 -volt input) +2.6 dB

NOISE (re max output, A-wtd) . -95.8 dB

DISTORTION
with 2 -volt input
with 0.2 -volt input

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0, -0.35 dB

0 003%
0 026%
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TEST REPORTS
This can be useful for partially undo-
ing the compression that is universal
with radio broadcasts (which is how I
mainly used my dbx Model 117).

The NAD preamp also provides oth-
er, less exotic DSP functions: balance,
mono, and polarity inversion. An (ana-
log) High -Gain button boosts the out-
put volume level by 10 dB and should
be engaged when playing at high vol-
umes. It enables a greater range of fine
control of the volume than the typical
single range provided by other digital
components. The Model 118 has nei-
ther a headphone output nor any AC
convenience outlets.

Nearly all of the front -panel con-
trols are duplicated on the remote,
which even adds a few functions. The
most important of these are the two
types of system memory: the Input
Memory Bank memorizes the DSP
settings separately for each input,
while the DSP Memory Bank sepa-
rately stores preferred settings for each
DSP function regardless of the select-
ed input.

For the advanced user, the Model
118 has various esoteric options ac-
cessed by special front -panel button se-
quences. For example, you can change
the default 48 -kHz sampling rate for
the analog inputs to 44.1 kHz. This is
essential if you expect your processed
output eventually to end up on a CD -R
or MD. You can also change the level
of distortion -eliminating dither on the
digital -recorder output from its default
18 -bit level to one suitable for record-
ing on a I6 -bit digital recorder. Final-
ly, you can reset all the digital func-
tions to neutral, which otherwise re-
quires calling up each function indi-
vidually and pushing the remote's
Clear button.

As long as you avoid lighting the
Peak (overload) indicator, you don't
have to worry about the signal quality
of the Model 118 - all of our lab
tests produced superb results. Since in
digital -input operation the NAD 118's
internal DACs will substitute for the
DACs in the digital source, our tests
measured much of the preamp's per-
formance as if it were a CD player.
The excess -noise result with quasi -20 -
bit signals (EN20) was much better
than on most CD players, while the
EN16 figure of +0.85 dB has been sur-
passed by only a handful of digital
sources. The A -weighted noise levels
without de -emphasis were only 1.2 dB
higher than perfect 16 -bit perfor-
mance. All the noise results indicate
that this preamp will add negligible

noise to a digital input signal. Our oth-
er test results confirm that the Model
118's digital -to -analog performance is
worthy of comparison with that of the
best CD players.

The preamp's analog -to -digital per-
formance was also excellent. Looked
at from the digital -recorder output, it
was superior to that of most of the dig-
ital recorders we have seen. The Mod-
el 118 can substitute for the ADC
stages of a digital audio tape (or disc)
recorder with no loss in quality, and
quite possibly with a gain in quality,
especially since the digital -recorder
output contains noise -shaped dither
that reduces the quantization noise in
the crucial 2- to 5 -kHz region by sev-
eral decibels.

The measured performance only re-
inforces the sonic cleanliness we
heard in listening tests. With the DSP
functions switched out the preamp's
output was as free of noise and distor-
tion as a direct feed from a digital
source - which, of course, is essen-
tially what it was. With DSP in, the
tone controls sounded just as the man-
ual said they would, affecting only the
specified sound ranges. The midrange
control greatly changed the sonic
character of violins, for example,
while the treble control was more ef-
fective in taming vocal sibilance.
Likewise, the other main DSP func-
tions performed suitably for their in-
tended uses.

But the NAD 118's DSP functions
are far more versatile than even the ex-
tremely well -written and comprehen-
sive manual would lead you to believe.
The expansion mode of the compres-
sion function, for example, was fasci-
nating to use not only on compressed
broadcast signals but also on pop CDs,
which are often very heavily com-
pressed. The approximately 3 -kHz
placement of the midrange tone con-
trol makes it useful for undoing the
slight dip in frequency response that
speakers often have in this range,
where many woofer -to -tweeter cross-
overs occur. I also experimented with
using the FM function in conjunction
with a Dolby Pro Logic decoder to
produce pseudo -stereo surround chan-
nels, sort of like THX decorrelation,
with very interesting results. And the
Model 118 makes it easy to gauge
these effects from your listening posi-
tion using the remote's DSP in/out
button.

I have only two complaints, both
operational. First, the setting of any
main DSP function (including volume
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TEST REPORTS
and balance) is displayed either by the
position of the applicable front -panel
knob or by the position of a horizontal
line of LEDs running along the top of
the display window. But turning a
front -panel knob doesn't change the
display, which itself won't light up un-
less adjustments are being made with
the remote. As it says in the manual,
there will be times when "the position
of the corresponding [DSP] controls
on the front panel will bear no relation
to the actual setting chosen." On the
remote NAD provides a button that
changes all the DSP settings to those
indicated by the positions of the
knobs, but there is no control that
moves the front -panel knobs to corre-
spond to what the indicator lights
show. In any case, the nature of the
LED readout makes it less useful for
determining settings than the knob po-
sitions, which are themselves indicat-
ed only by a small dot on each control.

That leads to my second ergonomic
complaint. Since all the preamp's
processing is digital and is accom-
plished in very small, exactly repeat-
able steps, without an equally precise
readout of each function an accurate
return to an earlier setting is virtually
impossible. While numerical readouts
would probably spoil the elegant ap-
pearance of the front panel, the)
would actually make the Model 118's
DSP functions much easier to use.

Why am I concerned about such ex-
actitude for functions that will primar-
ily be adjusted by ear? Because the ar-
ray of functions offered in the NAD
118 are supremely suited for process-
ing sounds for recording, especially
older material with less than "CD -
quality" sound. When doing such
post -production work, it is vital to be
able to return to your previous set-
tings, especially if you are doing any
editing. And it is ironic that the best
source for older or distressed program
material suitable for improvement by
the Model 118 is not easily accommo-
dated - it has no phono input.

So if you need a stereo -only preamp
that takes line -level analog and multi-
ple digital signal sources and has a
fascinating collection of useful signal -
processing functions, your only choice
is the one -of -a -kind NAD 118. Thank
goodness that the thought put into its
design - NAD's white paper describ-
ing the circuitry is a paragon of clarity
and well-grounded reasoning about
digital audio - has produced a com-
ponent of such superb sonic perfor-
mance and extraordinary versatility. o

Hsu Research TN1225H0
Powered Subwoofer
TOM NOUSAINE  TN COMMUNICATIONS

su Research has been selling
high -quality subwoofers by
direct mail for several years
now. The TN1225H0 is the

company's latest model, and it differs
from earlier Hsu subs in several im-
portant ways. First, although it uses a
12 -inch driver, the enclosure is signifi-
cantly smaller than in the company's
previous 12 -inch subwoofer. The new
enclosure, while still cylindrical, now
takes up a minuscule 0.81 square feet
of floor area and consumes a mere 2.2
cubic feet of your living space. Also,
the TN1225H0 is designed for a low -
frequency extension of 25 Hz.

Interestingly, the new model is avail-
able in three configurations. You can
buy it powered by an outboard 250 -
watt amplifier with a fixed electronic
crossover or by a 150 -watt amplifier
with a crossover adjustable from 40 to
180 Hz. If you already have an ampli-
fier and crossover in your present sys-
tem, you can buy the speaker section
alone. The amplifier is not built into
the subwoofer enclosure, as it usually
is in a powered sub, so it can be
placed at the listening position to help
simplify system tuning.

The TN I 225HO's enclosure is a
thick cardboard tube 121/4 inches in
diameter and 32 inches tall with the
long -stroke driver mounted in the top.
The enclosure has a 41/2 -inch -diameter
vent some 20 inches long with large
flares at either end. The bottom con-
tains a pair of dual banana -jack input
terminals. The enclosure is suspended
2 inches above the floor on three coni-
cal feet so that the driver cone faces
upward and the port faces the floor.
There is no speaker grille, which
means that you cannot place anything
on top of the subwoofer. The top can,
however, be protected by an optional
metal grille, available at Radio Shack
for $12.99.

Specifications include a frequency
response of ±2 dB from 25 Hz to the
crossover limit, power handing of 250
watts, impedance of 4 ohms, and sensi-
tivity of 93 dB sound -pressure level
(SPL) at I meter with a 2.83 -volt input.

The 250 -watt amplifier option has a
fixed low-pass crossover with a 24 -
dB -per -octave slope. The crossover
frequency is set with a plug-in mod-
ule; the standard frequency is 91 Hz,
but you can specify 28, 34, 43, 51, 62,
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75, 109, 131, or 151 Hz. The amplifier
accepts stereo line -level and speaker -
level inputs and has a level control, a
two -position phase control, a single
speaker -level output, a crossover -de-
feat switch, a defeatable soft -clipping
circuit, and a metal chassis that fits in
standard rack spaces.

The 150 -watt amplifier looks very
much as if it has just been carved out
of the back of an existing powered
subwoofer. Mounted in a 10 x 8 x 51/4 -
inch particleboard box, it has a mono
line -level input (both RCA and XLR
jacks), a variable 40- to 180 -Hz low-
pass crossover with a 12 -dB -per -
octave slope, a continuously variable
phase control, a nondefeatable passive
soft -clipping circuit, dual banana jack
speaker -level outputs, and a detach-
able line cord. The inputs, all controls,
and the heat sinks for the amplifier are
mounted on one side of the enclosure.
Its gray -painted finish is nice enough,
but it makes no style statement and
seems destined to be placed behind
your equipment rack instead of in it.

So the sub is small. What else?
Well, it kicks out major bass jams. As
expected, it had somewhat less exten-
sion than previous Hsu Research mod-
els I've tested, going down to 27 Hz in
the laboratory with a tight ±2.5 -dB
tolerance when driven by the 250 -watt
amplifier with its crossover bypassed.
With the sub placed in the best corner
of my large listening room (13 x 23 x
18 feet with large openings and adja-
cent spaces), its room response at the
listening position 2 meters away was
±2.6 dB from 30 to 82 Hz using the
91 -Hz crossover. In a smaller room,
I'd expect its response to extend down
to 23 Hz.

Measured with a special tone -burst
signal and a 10 -percent distortion lim-
it, the big amplifier produced a maxi-
mum output of 1 1 1 dB SPL at 62 Hz,

DIMENSIONS: subwoofer. 12 inches in
diameter, 32 inches long; outboard 250 -watt
amplifier/crossover, 17 x 4 x 12 inches; 150 -
watt amp/crossover, 8 x 10 x 7 inches

WEIGHT: subwoofer, 22 pounds; 250 -watt
amp, 17 pounds; 150 -watt amp, 13 pounds

FINISH: subwoofer, black knit cloth; 250 -
watt amp, black metal; 150 -watt amp, gray -
painted particleboard cabinet

PRICE: subwoofer alone, $350; with 250 -
watt amp, $800; with 150 -watt amp, $575

MANUFACTURER: Hsu Research.
Dept. SR, 14946 Shoemaker Ave., Unit L,
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670; telephone,
800-554-0150

an average of 107 dB over the power-
hungry range from 25 to 62 Hz, and
102 dB from 16 to 80 Hz. The 150 -
watt amplifier cranked out a maximum
SPL of 107 dB at 62 Hz and 103 and
99 dB, respectively, over the 25- to 62 -
Hz and 16- to 80 -Hz ranges.

When I tried driving the subwoofer
with a 250 -watt Bryston 4B amplifier,
it delivered 4 dB more SPL at 32 Hz,
but over our bass ranges of interest the
overall output was 1 dB lower than
with the 250 -watt Hsu amp. That's be-
cause the Hsu amplifiers contain a
bass boost of 4 dB at 27 Hz, which
flattens and extends the response of
the ported enclosure (tuned to 24 Hz)
and adds about 9 dB of clean bass at
25 Hz. They also contain 18 -dB -per -
octave high-pass filters that keep infra-
sonic signals from overloading the
speaker.

The behavior of the Hsu electronics
was excellent. The crossover in the
250 -watt amplifier was 3 dB down at
82 Hz, with the specified 24 -dB -
per -octave slope. The 150 -watt amp's
crossover had a 56 -Hz turnover point
at the lower end of its rotation (where
the knob reads 40 Hz) and 182 Hz at
full clockwise (where the knob says
180 Hz).

Using program material, specifically
the car -bomb explosion scene in Clear
& Present Danger, I was able to blast
out 114 dB SPL at the listening posi-
tion using a Dolby -calibrated 0 -dB
setting and a fully tuned and tweaked
full -range surround system. Forgetting
distortion control (and good taste), I
was able to whack out 114 dB on Bass
Erotica's Bass Ecstasy CD, 115 dB on
"Jurassic Lunch" from Telarc's The
Great Fantasy and Adventure Album,
and 108 dB on the cannons in Telarc's
recording of the 1812 Overture. The
cannons were, of course, limited be-
cause there was a preponderance of in-
frasonic information being rejected by
the infrasonic filter. I was unable to
get the speaker's cone to bottom out at
any time, but I was able to generate
substantial audible suspension distress
as I approached the speaker's limits.

So there you have it: performance
and value in a big -league winner from
Hsu Research. The TN1225H0 plays
louder (over 110 dB SPL with pro-
gram material) and goes deeper (a
true 25 -Hz extension) than any of the
competitive subs I've tested in its
price or size class. The performance
will thrill all but the most ardent pipe -
organ fanatics, who will miss the 16 -
Hz fundamentals.

Introducing

the n e w

fig 200 lookshelf

loudspeaker

from Eosone

L_ DOSONL.
Designed by high -end
audio legend Arnie
Nudell, the RSF 200
features Radiant
Surround Field"
dipolar technology
to bring spectacular
imaging for every
listener in the room.

Hear the Eosone
difference today.
For the dealer
nearest you call:

1-800-347-1876

Visit our web site:
www.eosone.com
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The Advanced Technology
Inside Definitive's BP2000

Low frequency
tuned column

25 mm pure aluminum
dome, aperiodic
transmission -line tweeter

Low diffraction driver
baffle interface

Complex Linkwitz Riley

crossover network

Front mirror -imaged
D'Appolito bipolar array in
non -resonant chamber

Massive subwoofer
magnet structure

Electronic crossover

Accelerometer optimized
cabinet braces

1" thick high density
medite front baffle

Sonopure'" fiber
internal dampening

Piano gloss black
or gloss cherry endcaps

1" thick rear
medite baffle

High definition pure
copper wire

Multi -layered dampening

pads line entire cabinet

17 cm mineral -filled

polymer high -definition

bass/midrange drivers

Rear mirror -imaged

D'Appolito bipolar array in
non -resonant chamber

15" high -power

long -throw bi-laminate

polymer subwoofer driver

Complete built-in powered
subwoofer system

Gold-plated low-level subwoofer
input (for optional use)

Gold-plated tri-wirable

speaker level inputs

High current 300 -watt RMS
subwoofer amplifier

Torroidal transformer

1 1/4" thick high -density
medite cabinet sidewall

"...I would choose these speakers for myself."
-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review



Definitive's Amazing
BP 2000 & 2002 Are
The World's Most
Highly Acclaimed
Loudspeakers!

" The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Literally Staggering"
- Home Theater, USA

Top reviewers around the world
agree that Definitive's amazing BP 2000s
& BP 2002s combine highly advanced
technology and superior build quality
in order to achieve unsurpassed sonic
performance plus unequalled value.

"Astounding...The Stuff of Dreams"
- Home Cinema Choice, England

Definitive's revolutionary BP 2000 &
BP 2002 combine our incredible bipolar
technology with dual built-in high-
powered subwoofers (BP 2000: 15"/300
watts ea., BP2002: 12"/125 watts ea.)
for extraordinary sound quality
beyond anything you've ever heard.

"Absolutely Unsurpassed"
- Prestige HiFi, France

Both music and movies are reproduced
with outstanding purity, transparency
and life -like realism. And the astounding
high resolution imaging, magnificent
soundstaging, awesome bass and
explosive dynamic impact totally envelop
you in sonic ecstacy. It is simply amazing!

er- BP 2000 -$14.99ecc. J31'2(1027 TJ99 ea,

Definitive's Grand Prix award -winning BP 20(X) and BP 2002
combine our revolutionary bipolar technology with awesome
built-in powered subwoofers for unsurpassed performance.

See our dealer list on page 77
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, USA

"Amazing Music and Home Theater...
Most Spectacular Speakers Ever"

-HiFi Review, Hong Kong

In addition to being an audiophile's
dream, the BP 2000s & BP 2002s are
also the main speakers in Definitive's
Ultimate Home Theater Systems. These
astonishing systems are absolutely the
finest sounding available. They recreate
a "you are there" virtual reality that
actually puts you into the sound -space
of the original cinematic action.

"The Best Performance You Can Get"
- V.T V., England

Experts agree these complete Dolby
Digital AC -3* ready systems deliver ihe
ultimate listening experience. They
combine BP 2000s or BP 2002s with
perfectly matched center and rear
surround speakers. Dual powered
subwoofers are already built into the
sleek towers. Experience them today!

nitive Tech
The leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148
Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com 'llegorered Indemat.



USER'S REPORT

MILLENNIUM

Millennium Model 2.4.6
DTS Decoder
DANIEL KUMIN  START LABORATORIES

If you thought you had your home -
theater bases covered with Dolby
Digital, Pro Logic, and DSP sur-
round modes, you may want to

think again. DTS encoding from Digi-
tal Theater Systems might be new to
home audio, but this discrete 5.1 -chan-
nel digital surround -sound technology
is the predominant system in commer-
cial cinemas. DTS enjoys a roughly
two -to -one lead over Dolby Stereo
Digital, the theatrical version of Dolby
Digital, in the number of "screens"
supported. DTS's six digital sound-
tracks - front left, center, right, left
and right surround, and low -frequency
effects (LFE)/subwoofer, the same
breakdown as Dolby Digital - reside
on CD-ROM (two discs per film, typi-
cally), which are played by CD-ROM
drives much like the one in your com-
puter. An optical SMPTE timecode
striped along the film print synchro-
nizes the disc and film.

Now Digital Theater Systems is in-
troducing its format to home cinema
via a small but growing catalog of la-
serdiscs and DTS-only compact discs,
both carrying a "domesticated" version
that, data -wise, is identical to what is
decoded in theaters. DTS is similar in
concept to Dolby Digital in that it uses
data -reduction techniques to decrease
the amount of data required to produce
six channels of digital audio. However,
DTS enjoys far greater bit density. The
system exploits the same carrier as
conventional CDs, about 1.5 megabits
per second - nearly four times that of
a Dolby Digital laserdisc's standard of
384 kilobits per second.

The greater bit density has two pro-
found implications. First, DTS's larger
"data pool" is seen by some as sup-
porting the system's claims of sonic
superiority over Dolby Digital. (DTS
uses 20 -bit encoding and can preserve
this resolution in playback, which
could certainly be a factor.) But the
second implication is that its CD -
equivalent bit rate requires DTS to dis-
place the conventional, CD -format
PCM digital stereo soundtrack on a la-
serdisc, leaving only the laserdisc's
"hi-fi-type" analog stereo soundtrack
for users who lack DTS decoding ca-
pability. (The Dolby Digital sound-
track on a laserdisc occupies the space
of one analog channel, leaving only a
mono analog soundtrack but retaining
the stereo PCM digital data. Thus,
Dolby Digital laserdiscs can play in
digital stereo or Pro Logic on virtually
any laserdisc player.) DTS-encoded
CDs, of course, utterly replace the con-
ventional, two -channel PCM data with
the proprietary DTS data format.

As a result, DTS discs can be mas-
tered quite easily, be they CDs or la-
serdiscs. But without a DTS decoder,
DTS laserdiscs yield only 1986 -style
analog stereo sound, and DTS CDs are
unplayable, yielding nothing but full-
scale digital noise, which is hideous,
and potentially dangerous if inadver-
tently reproduced at high volume.

At this writing, a little more than
three dozen "High Definition Sur-
round" DTS CDs were available on
the DTS and HDS labels, encompass-
ing most genres, though conspicuous-
ly lacking in classical or new main-

stream pop. And with enthusiastic
support from Universal Studios, about
the same number of DTS laserdiscs
were on the shelves, with more arriv-
ing every month. Despite considerable
support from the audio world (DTS
has sold numerous hardware licenses,
mostly to high -end -oriented manufac-
turers), DTS has so far not been adopt-
ed as an "official" multichannel audio
mode for DVD. Nevertheless, DTS in-
dicates that, with Universal's recent
announcement of its participation in
DVD, DTS-format DVDs from Uni-
versal should appear in 1998, "barring
any unforeseen technical, political, or
economic issues."

At press time, technical details were
still not available on how this will be
accomplished, or whether these DVDs
will also carry Dolby Digital or two -
channel PCM soundtracks. On the face
of things, it seems unlikely that a sin-
gle disc could include all three for-
mats, but time will tell. These and oth-
er marketing challenges facing DTS in
home theater and home audio are, ob-
viously, not insignificant.

Of course, equally significant ques-
tions arise about the decoding hard-
ware required for DTS playback. The
Millennium Model 2.4.6 under scruti-
ny here is one of the first standalone
DTS decoders to reach the market,
though DTS decoding can be built into
A/V receivers or preamps with relative
ease. B&K and Lexicon both offer pre -
amps with DTS decoding, and Dolby
Digital/DTS receivers are on the way
from Sherwood and B&K.

The Millennium Model 2.4.6 is a
one -trick pony. It functions as an out-
board decoder for DTS only; confront-
ed with any other digital format, or an-
alog audio, it simply passes the signals
along to subsequent processors (if
any) in the system, then to amplifiers
and speakers.

The Model 2.4.6 is laid out simply
on a steel rack -mount chassis (the rack
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Definitive Technolo
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Authorized Dealers
ears are removable). On the front are a
power switch, a mini auto/manual tog-
gle, a master volume knob, and small
trim knobs for the surround, center,
and LFE levels. Around back are six
RCA -jack input/output pairs, one for
each channel, a trio of digital ports
comprising a coaxial input and output
and one optical input, and a receptacle
for the supplied AC adaptor, or "wall -
wart," power supply. (Oddly, this is
marked "AT&T Component Telephone
Supply.") Also on the rear panel are
eight system -configuration DIP switch-
es of the sort that any computer geek
would love.

Inside, a single circuit board carries
both the analog input/output circuitry
and the digital doings, which features
a Motorola DSP56009 digital signal
processor with the DTS logo screened
on and three stereo digital -to -analog
(D/A) converters.

The Millennium 2.4.6 can be set up
several different ways. It could be
wired directly to power amps and fed
by a laserdisc/CD player for a DTS-
only system. It can also function as an
in -line processor wired before your
power amplifier(s) but after any other
processors, such as a Dolby Digital/
Pro Logic decoder/preamp.

In its manual mode, the Millennium
takes over when it sees a DTS-coded
digital signal and disregards any ana-
log audio that might be at its inputs. It
sends decoded DTS 5.1 -channel audio
from all six outputs. When no digital
input is detected, the Model 2.4.6 sim-
ply passes any analog audio at any or
all inputs through to the corresponding
outputs. When a non-DTS digital sig-
nal is detected, which is to say Dolby
Digital or PCM digital from a CD, the
2.4.6 loops these out to its digital out-
put, converting optical to coaxial if
necessary. It can thus permit a single
laserdisc/CD combi-player, or DVD
player, to supply both DTS and DD
decoders.

Confusing? Perhaps. But it's flexi-
ble. And there's more. In its manual
mode, the Model 2.4.6's volume knob
controls the DTS playback level
(there's no remote control). However,
the 2.4.6 switches over to pass -through
mode automatically whenever its DTS
decoder "unlocks," in other words,
whenever there's no DTS input from
the player or when the player pauses
or stops. When that happens, the 2.4.6
delivers whatever analog source is pre-
sent at its input, at whatever level the
master volume control is set to. This
can make for some heart -stopping mo-

ments if, say, you're listening to a
DTS-encoded disc at low volume and
pause playback to answer the phone,
forgetting that you left your system
preamp set to tuner with a very high
volume setting.

Auto mode works similiarly except
that the Model 2.4.6's DTS output lev-
el tracks the upstream component's
master volume setting. This is cleverly
accomplished: The raw DTS digital
noise is fed to the receiver/preamp's
left/right analog inputs. The preamp's
output, which is white noise whose
amplitude is determined by its master
volume control, is then fed back to the
2.4.6's analog inputs. So in auto mode,
the 2.4.6 simply "looks" at the level of
the incoming noise and sets its inter-
nal, six -channel electronic volume
control accordingly. Very cute - but,
unfortunately, it only works with DTS
sources. For PCM, Dolby Digital, or
analog sources, you must get up and
switch the 2.4.6's front -panel toggle to
manual to activate its pass -through
mode; otherwise you'll hear nothing.

The rear -panel system -configuration
DIP switches control the "downmix-
ing" of surround, center, and LFE chan-
nels to the front left/right pair if the
corresponding switch is thrown. The
decoder's bass management is fixed:
full -range center and surround, with an
80 -Hz, 12 -dB -per -octave two-way cross-
over for the LFE channel. If this badly
mismatches the setup of your system
for other modes, or doesn't suit your
speakers, you're pretty much out of
luck. In addition, the Model 2.4.6 im-
poses a proprietary re -equalization curve
that's said to be "optimized for clarity
and smoothness from the 20 -bit ultra -
live and multidimensional DTS 5.1 -
channel digital audio format," presum-
ably a TUX -like mild reduction in top -
octave response. The specs list this as
-2.5 dB at 20 kHz.

I set up the Model 2.4.6 in my stan-
dard home -theater system, inserting it
between a Dolby Digital preamp/tuner
and my power -amp array (150 watts
per channel across the front and 125
watts to each surround). I have a pair
of B&W 803 Series 2 speakers and a
B&W HTM center speaker across the
front, a pair of near -full -range Citation
dipole/bipole surrounds, and a B&W
800 ASW powered subwoofer. DTS
and Millennium advocate full -range
surrounds, preferably identical to the
front left/right pair and located sym-
metrically. Not having a second pair of
B&W 803/2s on hand, I used the Cita-
tions, which match them quite well.
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POWER, PERFORMANCE,
PERFECTION...PERIOD!

Value without compromise. At $1,695, the 73 -pound AT1505 5 -channel power amplifier
has no equal. FTC power output is 150 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz
at no more than 0.03% THD with all channels driven simultaneously! ATI engineers have
been designing and manufacturing power amplifiers for over 30 years. All ATI amplifiers
are built with the finest parts available...we
invite you to compare our amplifiers to any
other makes, no matter what the price! ATI
power amplifiers have received critical
acclaim from reviewers and from
audio enthusiasts worldwide.
All ATI amplifiers are
backed by a 7 -year
warranty and are
made in the USA.
For more information
on the AT1505 or our
other models, or to
order, please call
1-888-777-8507.

All
Amplifier Technologies, Inc.

http://www.ati-amp.com

EMAIL: amptech@ix.netcom.com

Distributed in Canada by Artech Electronics Ltd., 514-631-64H8
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Why is
America Online #1?

Easy.
A A A A A

As the choice of nearly half of all online households,
AOL is more popular than ever.'

Why? Well, quite simply, it's the easiest to use.

"Yeah, but what am I gonna do on it?" The same stuff
you do off it. Like talk with friends. Shop. Play games. Socialize.

Pursue interests. Only now a whole lot easier.

Internet and more. AOL has
chat rooms. E-mail. News. Stocks.

Sports. Kid channels.
It's all here. AMERIeCA

For information or to enroll,

call 1-800-827-6364

*While we expand our dial -up network,
availability may be limited, especially during peak times.
01997 Amenca Online, Inc.

So easy to use,
no wonder it's #1

I directed the optical digital output
from a DVD/CD player to the Model
2.4.6's optical port and the coaxial
digital output from my laserdisc play-
er to its coaxial port, running the
2.4.6's digital output back to one of
my preamp's digital inputs. My pre -
amp's six line -level outputs fed the
2.4.6's corresponding inputs, while the
2.4.6's outputs went to the five amp
inputs and the subwoofer input. This
was all reasonably straightforward,
though I confess I had to think about it
a bit before coming up with the opti-
mum configuration for my system.

Since it has no on -board test -tone
sequencer, the Millennium 2.4.6 re-
quires the use of a DTS test disc, sup-
plied with it, to adjust its front -panel
channel -level trimmers; the CD feeds
C -weighted pink noise to each of the
six channels. I adjusted them using a
sound -level meter in the usual way
and quickly achieved good system bal-
ance (though the 2.4.6 makes no pro-
vision for left/right balance of the sur-
round speakers). Channel levels held
up well over a wide range of the Mil-
lennium's master volume knob.

There is no doubt that DTS 5.1 -
channel soundtracks can sound terrific
as decoded by the Millennium 2.4.6.
DTS and Millennium supplied a bunch
of currently available DTS CDs and la-
serdiscs, so I had plenty of variety to
choose from except serious classical
recordings. One of the most recent re-
cordings is a DTS reissue of the Ea-
gles' Hell Freezes Over, which is a
state-of-the-art 5.1 -channel live pop
recording (with some judiciously ap-
plied, after -the -fact studio overdubs,
I'll betcha). The DTS disc sounded
fabulous - airy, defined, with a com-
bination of solidity and 3-D presence
in the bass that is rare in recorded mu-
sic. Vocal renditions were present and
balanced - very real sounding. (To be
perfectly frank, anything that can make
me want to put on an Eagles disc is
probably pretty special.)

The most natural -sounding DTS
CD was Remembering Bud Powell by
Chick Corea & Friends, a straight -
ahead, small -combo be -bop studio ses-
sion recorded in the 5.1 -channel for-
mat with fully detailed piano sound,
in -the -room horns, and entrancing
string bass and trap drums. The sys-
tem's ability to "float" nuanced tran-
sients, such as delicate high -hat brush
strokes or soft pizzicato bass finger-
ings, was almost uncanny. And that ap-
plied to most of the DTS CDs. Another
thing: Though you might expect 3-D



"All Definitive's New
Bipolar Towers

Deliver Astoundin
Sound for Music
Movie Perfection"

The extraordinary new BP30, 10B, 8B and 6B
(from $299) now have BP2000 Series technology

for dramatically superior sonic performance!

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and
unexcelled value have made

Definitive the leader in high-perfor-
mance loudspeakers. We are now
pleased to introduce a new series of
incredible -sounding bipolar towers
which incorporate drivers, pure
aluminum dome tweeters, crossovers
and cabinet technology developed
for our flagship BP2000 Series.

These exquisitely styled, Amer-
ican -made, bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems totally envelop
you in a symphony of sonic perfec-
tion. They combine lush, spacious
sound -staging, lifelike depth -of -field,
razor-sharp resolution, pinpoint 3-D
imaging, powerful subwoofer-quality
bass (to below 20 Hz), high efficiency
and ultra -wide dynamic range for
unsurpassed reproduction of music
and movies in your home.

The breathtaking performance of our award -winning bipolar
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.
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See our dealer list on page 77

"Music and Movie Sound
was Stunning - Video Magazine
Combine the BP6B, 8B, 10B or 30
with our matching centers, bipolar
surrounds and optional PowerField
subwoofers for the most lifelike,
spectacular "you are there" music
and home theater available. All are
completely Dolby Digital AC -3* ready.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Dream System"
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitiveTechnoloRy
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers

11105 Valley Ws. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117.14101363-7148
V is't us at http://www.detinitivetech.com Regivered Trod...mirk
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3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702
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effects to be the big draw, I found DTS
music playback's delivery of big, co-
hesive, stable, and believable "front -
stage" sound to be its leading asset.

Among the movie laserdiscs at my
disposal, many sequences in the excel-
lently produced Casper and just about
every frame of Apollo 13 were stand-
outs. DTS delivered the same advan-
tages I've come to value in Dolby Dig-
ital recordings: more natural ambi-
ence, cleaner, more "in -the -picture"
dialogue, and, of course, stunning im-
pact from the LFE channel and the
ability to deliver full -range, discrete -
channel surround effects. I heard the
same smoothness and cohesive front
space in the better movie sequences
that I had in the best music recordings.

Of course, the big question on ev-
eryone's mind is, does DTS sound bet-
ter than Dolby Digital? My answer is
unequivocal: I have no idea.

First, as near as I can determine, the
mix of every DTS production at my
disposal was different from the mix of
the same recordings in any other for-
mat, so the comparison is one of ap-
ples with oranges. Second, without di-
rect AB comparisons of DD and DTS
discs mastered from the same six -
channel mix, I would be very reluctant
to draw any conclusions.

Whatever the case, however, some
of the DTS music productions I heard
left me asking questions - many of
the same sort raised more than twenty
years ago by the "quad" experiment.
Examples: The Eagles disc frequently
mixed hand percussion like claves and
congas to one of the rear channels. On
the DTS version of the Allman Broth-
ers' Live at the Fillmore East, the per-
spective was so severely wrap -around
that it sounded as if I were onstage,
seated on Duane Allman's floor moni-
tor. Even on the Chick Corea & Friends
recording, Roy Haynes's drum kit was
mixed so that the sound spread all the
way from left side to right side, sug-
gesting that his arms are each about 12
feet long. I did not like any of these
"tricks," but I recognize the need to
make a new multichannel format sound
more, well, multichannel.

There are related issues of speaker
and listener position. With most DTS
music recordings I found that symmet-
rical speaker placement and identical
speakers probably would, in fact, work
best; this is the "official" recommen-
dation. But for movies I definitely pre-
ferred dipole surrounds close to the
THX-standard location - though as a
result the surrounds sounded too loud

by 2 or 3 dB. The best compromise I
came up with was running the Cita-
tions in their bipolar mode and shift-
ing them rearward about 18 inches,
which worked quite well for all DTS
material. Of course, I had to undo all
that for Dolby Digital and DSP sur-
round sources in order to return the
system to its previously calibrated
state. In principle, you could have two
different surround -speaker pairs (and
amplifiers), and a line-switcher to
change from mode to mode, but that
seems unlikely for ordinary folks.

I recognize that I'm asking more
questions than I'm answering, but that
is the nature of a new format. Return-
ing to the Millennium 2.4.6, I have
few complaints. The processor sound-
ed superb - dead quiet, open, smooth,
musical, detailed - though I was left
with a strong suspicion that it actually
sounded a shade better in its manual
mode, which I mostly used.

Ergonomically, however, all was not
bliss. The whole auto/manual thing is
going to confuse some users. The 2.4.6
can pump out a pretty strong noise im-
pulse (tick) as it locks or unlocks to the
DTS code in auto mode. Worse, when
you fast -search a DTS CD or laserdisc
in manual mode, raw digital noise is
output. At high master -volume settings
this can be disturbing, to say the least;
it's unacceptable for a finished product.
Also, the Millennium 2.4.6 precludes
remote volume control in many sys-
tems, an irritation in any home theate..
There's also no convenient way to tem-
porarily modify individual channel lev-
els - for instance, to cut the subwoof-
er level for recordings with grossly ov-
erbaked bass. A final caveat: the 2.4.6
is incompatible with any CD player
that modifies the digital data fed to its
outputs.

But for early adopters who want to
hear what DTS can do firsthand, the
Millennium 2.4.6 works very well in-
deed. While a $699 experiment won't
appeal to everyone, the price of admis-
sion is significantly lower than for any
currently available, multimode solu-
tion that includes a DTS option. For
now, the Millennium remains the least
expensive DTS-only add-on you can
buy. If you have serious intentions to-
ward DTS, or if you are seriously into
surround sound and digital audio, it
warrants a listen.

Millennium Technologies, distributed
by 5.1 Marketing & Sales, Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 8359, Incline Village, NV
89452-8359; telephone, 813-323-2311
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Definitive ProCinema
The Ultimate Sub/Sat System

"Best sound for the money at the 1997 CES"

Rrgeairird Trude...Ku-A if
Dolby Laboratoriri Corporatkx.

-AudiolVideo Reviewer Rich Warren

This !rd.), remarkable $799 system features:
 Abs3luite State -of -the -Art Performance

for Music and Home Theater Perfection
 125 -Watt Powered 10" Suibwoofer
 Cas-.-Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
 Opt.onal Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
 Dolly AC -3* Ready
 Black or White

Definitive Technobgy&
The Leaner :neigh -Performance Loudspeakers -

11105 Valley His_ Dr. ..Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148
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large "boundary" surface. When you
place a typical speaker - one that has
been designed for best response in
freestanding placements - in a cabi-
net, on a crowded bookshelf, or next
to a large reflecting object like a big -
screen TV, an equipment cabinet, or a
wall, the midbass can become notice-
ably boosted. Therefore, flipping the
rear -panel Placement switches of the
K.5 and CR.5 from Normal to Bound-
ary lowers output below 400 Hz by
about 2 dB to compensate.

My measurements confirmed this
operation and the efficacy of the
Placement switch in keeping the mid -
bass in line during typical close -
boundary placements. Our normal
front -speaker placement, however, is
freestanding, with the speakers (in-
cluding the center) on stands away
from the walls. With this placement I
was able to obtain a listening -position
frequency response that, with one ex-
ception, closely matched Snell's pub-
lished curves.

The best response I was able to ob-
tain from the left front speaker operat-
ing in conjunction with the subwoofer
was for the most part very smooth but
not flat. While the overall response
can be stated as a very good ±3 dB
from 40 Hz to 20 kHz, much of that
deviation is taken up by a gentle slope
downward from 1 to 20 kHz. That
spread also subsumes a distinct dip be-
low the upper -midrange level in the
octave around 200 Hz, which in listen-
ing tests led to a slight lack of body in
the sound quality (the range affected
falls around middle -C, an obviously

important area). Since this dip was not
visible as such in close-miked mea-
surements of the K.5's woofer and
port, and since the effect is above the
primary operating range of the PS.10
subwoofer, after considerable experi-
mentation with speaker placement I
concluded that the anomaly stems
from the combination of a tendency
toward a dip in the K.5's basic re-
sponse (there is a broad 2 -dB dip be-
tween the speaker's output at 50 Hz
and 1 kHz visible in Snell's own
curves) and an interaction in our lis-
tening room between the K.5's height
above the floor with a ceiling -to -floor
resonance effect.

At still lower frequencies, the PS.10
subwoofer did very well, providing
useful output to below 28 Hz. And in a
demonstration of the sub's amplifier
power and lack of signal limiting, I
was able to obtain clean bass at very
high volumes with no sense of strain
with very high (but not yet deafening)
levels of various types of pop music
and classical pipe -organ music, far
more critical material than most ac-
tion -movie soundtracks (with which
the PS.10 performed thunderously
well, too). Although the frequency re-
sponses of the CR.5 center speaker
and the left/right K.5s were similar,
their nonmatched driver complements
provided a less close sonic match on
panned pink -noise test tones than I
have heard from systems employing
either identical front speakers or front
speakers with identical driver/crossov-
er complements. Still, with both stereo
music and surround soundtracks imag-
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"I'm sorry, sir. We've got MacDonald, Macdougall, MacFall, hut no Macduff . . . ."
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ing was excellent at all times, and the
tonal quality was fairly neutral, a trib-
ute to the basic smoothness of the
speakers' responses both on -axis and,
especially, off -axis. And if it was a lit-
tle less sparkling than flatter -measur-
ing speakers we have tested, the sys-
tem never became shrill at high, life-
like playback levels.

The surrounds were more problem-
atical. Being bipolar devices that, in
our listening setup, were located only
6 feet to the sides of the listener, they
imaged all too well during surround
material, including Dolby Digital
soundtracks, and especially in ambi-
ence -enhanced music playback. It
proved impossible even with the best
of ambience processing (by Lexicon
and Yamaha) to create an even distrib-
ution of reverberation around the
room. It always "pooled" around the
surround speakers, with a gap in re -
verb between them and the fronts.

Measurements of the band from 500
Hz to 2 kHz (essentially the range of
a surround -speaker balancing tone)
showed that the level radiated by the
SR.5s toward the listener was only 1

dB less than that directed along the
walls by the sideways -facing drivers, a
very fat dog bone. Contrast this with
the performance of a typical good di-
pole, which can produce 6 to 7 dB
more sound directed along the walls
than toward the listeners and a much
more even surround field in our setup.

Those italics stress that my percep-
tion of this behavior was greatly de-
pendent on the speakers' location. In
particular, there is no doubt that a
more distant placement of the sur-
rounds - which could amount to only
a couple more feet - would greatly
alleviate the pooling effects. That is
impossible in our listening room but
may be easily accomplished in yours.
The surrounds seemed fine otherwise,
producing very flat (±2.5 -dB) re-
sponse between 125 Hz and 4.6 kHz at
our listening position.

On the whole, I consider the Snell
K.5 system to be very good, even ex-
cellent if you can get around some of
the placement problems I had (in our
room, equalization of the midbass dip
helped greatly). It certainly played
with a basic neutrality and cleanliness
at high levels, qualities that have al-
ways been defining characteristics of
Snell speakers.

Snell Acoustics, Dept. SR.,
143 Essex St., Haverhill, MA 01832;
telephone, 508-373-6114
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Introducing JBL's new
1-1LS & SVA Series

loudspeaker systems.

Remarkable technological achievements set
new performance standards for power, accuracy,
imaging and sound reproduction in the home.

Nobody knows horns like JBL. And JBL's new
Constant Directivity horns with soft -dome poly -
carbonate tweeters allow you to hear horns the
way the world's renowned recording artists intend
them to be heard. Coupled with high-performance
woofers, these unique horns have enabled JBL to
create a new benchmark for loudspeaker perfor-
mance. With superior projection and accurate fre-
quency resMrlse, the HLS and SVA loudspeakers
deliver smooth, clear sound and ensure listening
satisfaction from any position ... in any room.

Available in a range of fleorstanding, bookshelf and
center -channel configurations, now at specialty
retailers throughout the USA.
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by Daniel
Kumir

Three New Players Out Gate
AT LAST, the spectacular new DVD format that was hyped for more than

a year before the first players even hit store shelves is off and running.
Audio/video enthusiasts are placing DVD bets at inventory -decimating
rates, leaving manufacturers and retailers scrambling to meet demand. As

of this writing more than 200,000 DVD players have been sold, and it is

expected that a few hundred movies will be available on DVD in time for

Christmas. Some large retailers have already dropped the price
on selected movie discs from $24.95 to $19.95. And while a few
short months ago there was only a handful of DVD players to
choose from, today upwards of twenty models are available from
a dozen or so manufacturers.

To evaluate the latest entries, we chose DVD players from
three familiar names in the world of audio and video: JVC, Phil-
ips Magnavox, and Samsung. I poked and prodded each player,
then patched it into a home -theater system comprising a B&K
Components AVP4090 A/V preamp with Dolby Digital (DD) and Dolby

Pro Logic decoding, five 150 -watt channels of amplification from Para -

sound, a pair of B&W Model 803 Series 2 front left and right speakers, a
B&W HTM center speaker and Model 800 ASW powered subwoofer,

JVC
xv-l000

PHILIPS
MAGNAVOX

DVD400AT

SAMSUNG
DVD905
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and two Citation 7.3 dipole surround
speakers. I focused on the use and lis-
tening/viewing part of the evaluation
using both DVD movies and CDs,
while technical editor David Ranada
probed the players on the test bench
(see data boxes on pages 92 and 96).

JVC XV-1 000 AM
The first DVD player on our list
comes from JVC, inventor of the VHS
format and arguably the patriarch of
the whole home -theater movement.
The XV-1000 is assembled conven-
tionally enough on a CD -like chassis
(in truth, like most first -generation
DVD players, the XV-1000 probably
is a CD platform), with all pushbutton
controls except for a level knob next to
the front -panel headphone jack.

The front -panel buttons provide only
basic transport controls and DVD's
soon -to -be -familiar on -screen -menu
navigation controls in the form of a
cluster of left, right, up, and down ar-
row keys. Although these are shaped
differently from the transport controls
directly above them and have distin-
guishing graphical arrows, their simi-
larities in location, size, and design
were sufficient to occasionally confuse
my control -tapping finger - and hit-
ting Chapter Skip when you want
Menu can be annoying. I would have
put these controls on the opposite side
of the faceplate, which is largely emp-
ty. Everything else requires the re-
mote, which has a reasonably ergo-
nomic (if distinctly righthanded) lay-
out featuring a radial sweep of main
keys arrayed to fall under the thumb
- quite nice.

The blue dot-matrix display is clear
and readable but rather bright, as is the
red stripe directly below it that glows

whenever a DVD is loaded (as op-
posed to a CD). A dimmer would have
been nice. The whole player is fin-
ished in a sort of dark, chocolate gray
except the disc -tray edge, which is sil-
ver. It looks very handsome, though I
can't predict how well it might match
a stack of conventional black A/V
equipment.

Around back there's a single video
output in both composite -video (RCA -
jack) and S -video (multipin-DIN) for-
mats, but there are no component -vid-
eo (color -difference) outputs, which
are found on some high -end DVD
players. Stereo audio jacks, a remov-
able power cord, and a pair of jacks
for JVC's AC-CompuLink "smart re-
mote" system join a single, optical
digital audio output to round out the
connection facilities. I find the lack of
a coaxial digital output vaguely trou-
bling, because at least one Dolby Dig-
ital A/V preamp and one DD receiver
I can think of accept only a coaxial
digital input. That isn't JVC's fault, of
course, but as Mom was so fond of
pointing out, two wrongs do not make
a right.

Inside, the XV-1000 is tidily assem-
bled, hardly seeming like a first -gener-
ation product. The centralized disc-
transport/optical-pickup assembly has
a solid -looking housing that even I,
fearless investigator of A/V gear, de-
clined to disassemble. Its internal se-
crets must remain hidden (maybe if
I'd had two players ...). Digital -to -an-
alog (D/A) decoding uses JVC's 1 -bit
PEM (pulse -edge -modulation) system
and K2 -Interface (a jitter -reducing
scheme, though the name might better
suit a high -altitude helicopter). The
XV-1000 is specified as able to decode
20 -bit data with a 96 -kHz sampling
frequency, but no music recordings are

DIMENSIONS: 171/4 x 41/2 x 13 inches. WEIGHT: 101/2 pounds. PRICE: $900. MANUFACTURER: JVC'.

Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407; telephone, 800-252-5722.

available yet in that format, nor is
there any firm guarantee that they ever
will be.

The JVC XV-1000's personality
combines generally smooth operation
with a deep feature set (see the check-
list on page 94). Response to transport
commands was somewhat brisker than
that of the other players reviewed
here, and the XV-1000's slow -play op-
tions, ranging from half -speed to one -
thirty -second speed by factors of two
(plus one-third speed), are the fullest
I've seen yet. Slow motion was crys-
tal -pure, as it's been on every DVD
player I've encountered.

Fast search tended toward still -
frame jerkiness - to some degree this
is intrinsic to all DVD machines -
and was a bit shakier than on the other
two players, and rather more aggravat-
ing to use. You have to hold down the
skip button to invoke scanning, which
begins at about 10x normal speed
for about 10 seconds and then shifts
to about 40x, "snapshot" search. It
worked fine in both directions, but I
didn't like having to hold down the
key and wait to reach the higher speed.
Furthermore, there's no on -screen in-
dication of the current search speed as
on the Samsung and Philips Magna-
vox players, both of which follow the
more common scheme of letting you
cycle through the fast -search speed
choices, then "sticking" at the high
speed until you hit the play button
again. While I liked the JVC's top
search speed, significantly faster than
the Samsung or Philips Magnavox
players, I missed the cueing precision
available from a steady 2x, 4x, or 8x
speed.

Additional features include resume -
play memory (which lets you store a
playback point in memory by hitting
the Resume button), parental control
lockout -by -ratings as found on most
DVD decks (of dubious real -world util-
ity because most kids will figure out
how to disable it in no time), and multi -
aspect -ratio display setup. There's also
a full complement of the standard CD
features, including A -B repeat and
programming options, most of which
can be used with DVDs, too.

JVC's on -screen menus are useful,
generally clear, and attractive. Hit the
remote's Menu button and the picture
(with sound) is displayed in a quarter -
screen window, while the rest of the
screen shows icons for repeat, search,
and title functions as well as "buttons"
for selecting menu, soundtrack, and
subtitle languages, subtitle on/off, and
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camera angle, if these features are im-
plemented on the loaded DVD. The
video window is a pretty cool feature
that is unique among the three players
reviewed here and rare among the oth-
er models I've seen.

The XV-1000 also features a two -
position Picture control, with one set-
ting producing a very slightly softer
image. (This is for those who find
DVD's high resolution too hard on the
eyes?) The on -screen display also
shows current time and chapter loca-
tions; the front -panel display shows
only elapsed time. The DVD Menu
function, accessible via a front -panel
button or the remote, automatically
pauses the machine and brings up the
loaded disc's menu (if it has one) for
chapter selection and so forth, display-
ing a still of the movie's package art in
a small window.

The XV-1000's various user -selec-
table settings, such as English or Ger-
man for subtitles, are indicated only
with cryptic labels like Audio -1 or
Subtitle -2. It's up to you to determine
if what you're hearing is Dolby Digital
or Dolby Surround, or if you're read-
ing Japanese or Korean ideographs.
(This is particularly disturbing with
those DVDs that default to their stereo
soundtracks rather than Dolby Digital
5.1 - whose brilliant idea was this,
anyway?)

The remote control is generally
good. The main keys fall gracefully to
your (right) hand, and differing key
sizes, shapes, and colors help you
learn the lay of the land. But the use of
identical key pairs for previous/next
(skip) and stop/play (pause) causes
some trouble for us left/right-chal-
lenged types. Moreover, the XV-1000
remote's Enter key is outside its cruci-
form cursor -key quartet instead of in
the middle, which makes for a distinc-
tive look but, ergonomically speaking,
is weird.

Performance -wise I had no com-
plaints. The JVC player worked with
no glitches, and its images looked ter-
rific. Visuals were defined and deep -
the XV-1000's picture presented ex-
cellent blacks and subjectively great
detail. Digital artifacts were present on
rare occasions - most often in the
form of a subtle "tiling -up" of dark
frame regions in motion -intensive
shots - but they'd only be noticeable
if you looked for them rather than sim-
ply watching the movie. Dolby Digital
playback was simply outstanding, as
with the other two players, reinforcing
my initial impression that DD on

DVD seems to sound subtly better
than 5.1 -channel soundtracks on Dol-
by Digital laserdiscs.

As a CD player, the XV-1000's per-
formance via its analog audio jacks
was very good. Sonically, I would
rank it comfortably alongside some
very well -regarded $500 -range CD
players. (JVC's PEM I -bit D/A-con-
version system is one of the best -
sounding mass -market converters
available.) Disc handling was fine,
though the XV-1000, like all DVD
players I've tried so far, is slow to ini-
tialize any disc - it has to figure out
what flavor of disc has been inserted
before it can read it. CD -mode re-
sponse to transport commands such as
track skip and fast search was only
slightly slower than on today's better
CD players. I'd have no qualms about
recommending the XV-1000 as a one -
box solution to DVD and CD play-
back, even in a musically demanding
system. In fact, its stereo analog out-
puts might just sound better than those
supplied by the D/A converters found
in some Dolby Digital A/V receivers
and preamp/processors.

A final note: In addition to DVDs
and CDs, the XV-1000 also plays
VHS -quality Video CDs (popular in
some Asian countries for karaoke pro-
grams). JVC does not recommend
playback of CD -R (recordable) discs
because playback "may damage the
contents of the disc." However, the
XV-1000 does have a screen -saver,
which automatically kicks in after 10
minutes in pause or stop mode, that
displays a computer -generated city
skyline with the characters D -V -D -
and how many other home appliances
can do that?

PHILIPS MAGNAVOX
DVD400AT

The low -profile DVD400AT is a high -
value introduction from a manufactur-
er that needs none. Co -inventor of the
CD and creator of the laserdisc for-
mat, the CD's antecedent, Philips was
also one of the DVD format's core de-
velopers.

The DVD400AT wears both Philips
and Magnavox logos, neatly curing
the company's split brand personality
of the past decade or so. Its design
team's mantra appears to have been
simplicity. The front panel presents
only seven slim keys along a matte -sil-
ver trim edge, plus a power button,
and they control only the most basic

transport functions. A blue LED win-
dow, centered above the disc drawer,
presents disc and time data simply and
legibly, though the surface is a bit too
reflective - glare can be a problem,
depending on the room light and your
viewing angle. The exterior is an at-
tractive textured gray, and assembly
and finish quality appear to be very
good within the player's obviously
cost-conscious design.

The theme of simplicity carries
around back, where the only connec-
tions are stereo analog audio output
jacks, composite- and S -video outputs,
and a single coaxial digital audio out-
put. Also to be found on the back side
is a small slide switch marked AC -3
(Analog Off)/PCM (Analog On). For
DVD Dolby Digital playback or CD
playback with an outboard D/A con-
verter (or one built into a downstream
component), you set the switch to the
AC -3 position; for two -channel ana-
log stereo or Dolby Pro Logic play-
back, you set the switch to the PCM
position.

Thus, setup is about as easy as it
gets with a DVD player. If your re-
ceiver or preamp has no digital input,
you connect the player's analog out-
puts for stereo (and analog -domain
Dolby Pro Logic) playback. If you
have a digital input, use the player's
digital output for Dolby Digital or
PCM -stereo playback.

The DVD400AT is solidly if cost-
effectively assembled. Inside, a dual -
laser pickup is clearly visible within
the center -mounted disc -transport mod-
ule - and so is a Toshiba label on the
power -supply board (the player is de-
rived from the base Toshiba platform).
The heart of its internal operation is
found entirely on a single compact
printed -circuit board enclosed in a
noise -shielding "tin can," frustrating
chip hunters like me.

Playing DVDs was simple and
straightforward. Disc response was
generally quick, and fast -scan viewing
was notably smooth and controlled.
You can scan at 2x or 8x speed in ei-
ther direction (but no faster), and the
selected speed, which stays set until
you hit the play button again, is dis-
played on screen - a nice touch.
Slow-motion play cycles through half,
one -eighth, and one -sixteenth speed in
forward only. The operation of these
modes was very stable, as was the
still/step motion.

Philips endowed the DVD400AT
with a full complement of program-
ming and repeat functions that apply
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to both DVD and CD playback. The
player also includes the parental -lock-
out function. It cannot play CD -R or
Video CD discs, even though it was
Philips that developed the latter format
(stillborn in the Western world).

Selecting DVD menus was straight-
forward thanks to the remote control's
sensibly positioned Enter key, which is
centered in a quartet of cursor buttons.
The Menu key, however, is inconve-
niently located to the northeast. The
DVD400AT cannot display video while
bringing up the on -screen displays of
its native options. The options are
mostly presented as plain -vanilla yet
quite readable text, including the
choice of soundtrack and subtitle lan-
guages, subtitles on or off, DVD menu,
and screen aspect ratio. There's also
an extensive menu for DVD/CD pro-
gramming.

One DVD400AT feature unique
among the three players reviewed here
is a simple, direct -access system for
selecting titles, chapters, and CD
tracks, called up via the remote's "T"
key. This can save several steps of
DVD-pausing and menu crawling if
you already know where you want to
go. More valuable still is that when
you change the audio mode or subtitle
language during play using the re-
mote's Audio or Subtitle keys, text ap-
pears momentarily on screen ("Eng-
lish" or "Dolby Digital 5.1," for exam-
ple) to indicate which option you've
selected - or to tell you that the se-
lected option is not available from the
loaded disc. This is in contrast to the
JVC player, which provides no such
feedback.

The remote has an uninspired col-
lection of same -size, same -color keys,

and while the primary controls do at
least get a different background color,
legibility is not great. I eventually
learned my way around reasonably
well, but a more ergonomically con-
ceived handset would be a real plus.

DVD playback was steady and free
of surprises except for one apparently
isolated instance of spurious skipping
when the player suddenly leaped for-
ward two chapters unbidden. Video
quality was superb, as expected, with
outstanding definition and freedom
from noise. I found that in repeated
AB comparisons, the Philips Magna-
vox player seemed ever so slightly less
prone than either the JVC or Samsung
to digital "tiling" artifacts, a subtle ef-
fect that would be invisible to most
viewers unless they were told what to
look for.

However, the DVD400AT yielded a
picture that was noticeably lower in
contrast (less black level) than either
the JVC or Samsung players, which
made for a slightly softer, grayer -look-
ing image - an effect that could be
compensated for easily using standard
TV -set controls. Yet after considerable
time spent fiddling with my screen and
A/B-ing the test players using Fly
Away Home, a great -looking DVD that
I had two copies of, I concluded that
the picture from the Philips Magnavox
player was just discernibly less de-
tailed and "deep" than the one from
the JVC or Samsung players. Of
course, this is a purely subjective ob-
servation - and the differences were
subtle indeed. For perspective, video
from the DVD400AT player was supe-
rior to that from even the finest laser -
disc or S -VHS videotape.

In CD mode the DVD400AT was

PHILIPS MAGNAVOX DVD400AT

DIMENSIONS: 171/4 x 31/4 x 121/4 inches. WEIGHT: 71/4 pounds. PRICE: $500. MANUFACTURER:

Philips Magnavox, 64 Perimeter Center E., Atlanta, GA 30346; telephone, 800-531-0039.

easy to use and sounded excellent.
Disc handling and transport were
quick and reliable. Although the sound
quality did not quite match the full -
resolution standard of today's best
$500 CD players, it was certainly com-
petitive with that from players in the
$300 to $400 range, which is to say
that it delivers very fine sound.

The Philips Magnavox DVD400AT
is positioned solidly in the pack of en-
try-level DVD players currently on
store shelves nationwide, which is to
say it is priced to sell. And it delivers
fine value, along with a welcome dose
of simplicity in a field that can be
plenty confusing.

SAMSUNiDVDMAIN
StutittilL2. DVD9(0, the first DVD
player from one of the big Korean
manufacturers, springs from a source
that for more than a decade has been
instrumental in driving the value -quo-
tient of home -theater gear with well -
designed yet aggressively priced TVs
and VCRs. So it's a bit unexpected
that Samsung's first foray into DVD is
not a price leader at all but a rather
high -end player with a built-in Dolby
Digital decoder in addition to some
unique features.

The player is finished in an attrac-
tive gun-metal gray that should com-
plement, though not match, most con-
temporary gear, and its front panel is
very clean. In addition to a centrally
located status display and disc drawer,
there are only four buttons: a large
four-way rocker that handles basic
transport functions and three small
keys labeled Standby/Power, Open/
Close (drawer), and FLT Bright (to
dim or turn off the player's display).

Around back, the DVD905 has
eight analog audio jacks. The two la-
beled LI and RI are for use with a
two -channel or Dolby Pro Logic sys-
tem, while the remaining six carry
Dolby Digital's 5.1 channels. These
jacks are designed to feed a Dolby
Digital -ready receiver (or preamp/
processor) with six -channel discrete
inputs. The DVD905 also has a pair of
digital outputs, one coaxial and one
optical - excellent. That should make
it easier to add the player to an exist-
ing system since some A/V compo-
nents have a coaxial or an optical digi-
tal input but not both. Why the
DVD905 - and other Dolby Digital -
equipped DVD players, for that matter
- does not offer a digital audio input
or two is a mystery to me. It wouldn't
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In less than a year B&W's new DM302 with PRISM
con qUer

technology has
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"Definitely a new
touchstone in the
field of affordable
loudspeakers."
Here's what they had to say about the DM302:

editors of Europe's
otres

-13iScW-s DN1302 is a small, two way speaker that gives

sensational performance at an affordable price. Its tonal

balance is almost perfect, while extraordinary dynamic

capabilities lead to a lively sound with rich, vibrant bass.

The advanced Prism technology helps to avoid resonances,

and proves it is possible to combine a low price with a

high tech approach. The DM302 is definitely a new touch-

stone in the field of affordable loudspeakers." So, what

price glory? Around $250. Yes, for the pair (A matching

Center Channel, the CC3 is also available for $180.00). Like the world's top

critics, we know you'll be impressed. Hear it at your authorized B&W dealer and

you'll know why we say... Listen and you'll see.

EUROPEAN AUDIO AWARDS:

1996 LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR

Prizm- technology diffuses
internal standing waves resift-
ing in superior sound quality.

= ==

Listen and You'll See

B&W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street,

North Reading, MA 01864-2699

978-664-2870 tel 978-664-4109 fax
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cost much at the factory, and it would
extend the future potential of the ma-
chines dramatically, eliminating one
objection to their ilk: If your only DD
decoder is in the DVD player, what do
you do when a second DD source, like
HDTV, comes along in a year or two?

On the video side, there are two
composite -video jacks, one multipin
S -video jack, and four RCA -style
jacks labeled R, G, B, and S (for red,
green, blue, and sync). There are no
component -video connectors, current-
ly found on a few high -end DVD play-
ers and TVs.

These computer -standard RGB out-
puts do not deliver the progressive -
scan video a computer monitor would
"expect," which is to say that the
DVD905 contains no scan -doubling
circuitry. So unless you have a scan -
doubler, or a very high -end front -pro-
jection multimedia monitor with one
built in - we're talking five figures
here - the RGB outputs are irrelevant.

What appears at first glance to be a
curious design choice has a very ratio-
nal explanation. In the Asian market
that accounts for a significant portion
of Samsung's business, the company
expects industrial DVD applications
- business presentations, training
films, and so on - to be a major part
of the total DVD market. Given that a
typical corporate playback system in-
cludes a scan -doubling, ROB -equipped
video projector or computer monitor,
the DVD905's RGB outputs begin to
make sense.

The Samsung player is also some-
what unconventional under the hood.
All the digital doings are on a single
circuit board that sits upside down
over the transport assembly. Thus, the
circuit -trace side is only a half -inch
away from the inside of the player's
top cover - don't stack anything
small and heavy, like your Oscar stat-
uettes, on top of this baby! That un-
usual arrangement prompted me to re-
move the circuit board (don't try this
at home, kids), which revealed a C -
Cube Systems DVD chip, a single
very large-scale IC that handles the
primary MPEG-2 video decoding
functions as well as the Dolby Digital
audio decoding.

The DVD905 has the usual comple-
ment of DVD goodies, including re-
sume -play memory and language, sub-
title, and aspect -ratio options as well
as an extensive complement of DVD/
CD programming options (except A -B
repeat). It does not have the brain -
dead parental -control function found

0
5

O
0

SAMSUNG DVD905

DIMENSIONS: 161/2 x 41/4 x 131/2 inches. WEIGHT: 111/4 pounds. PRICE: $800. MANUFACTURER:

Samsung. Dept. SR. 105 Challenger Rd.. Ridgefield Park. NJ 07660; telephone, 201-229-40(10.

on most other DVD players. That's no
great loss in my book since any kid
who's sufficiently bright to surf the
Net (to the Baywatch Web site, no
doubt) can disable these things in
about 30 seconds.

The DVD905 worked quite nicely
in my system, delivering very fine per-
formance. Nevertheless, I did note a
couple of idiosyncrasies. First, it

very slow at loading a DVD - 22 sec-
onds from a power -off "cold boot." In
contrast, the JVC and Philips Magna-
vox players took 12 and 14 seconds,
respectively. Second, the Samsung
player skipped forward unexpectedly
on two occasions - occurrences rare
enough to qualify as an unexplained
phenomenon not worth worrying
about. Response to skip and pause

SAMSUNG DVD905
DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) PERFORMA

All data obtained with digital signals from
Dolby Labs' test DVD. All surround ouputs
(including subwoofer) turned on.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
front left, right ...20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.1, -2.7 dB
center 150 Hz to 20 kHz +0.09, -3 dB
surround left, right

160 Hz to 20 kHz +0.11. -3 dB

NOISE (A-wtd, re reference output) -94.2 dB

EXCESS NOISE (typical results, with signal)
16 bits (ENI6) +11.25 dB
18 bits (EN18) +21.8 dB

DISTORTION (worst case, I kHz)
at d131 -S 0 011%
at -20 MI 0.064%

SUBWOOFER-OUTPUT FREQUENCY
RESPONSE

9 dB/octave rolloff above -3 dB point at 185 Hz

MAXIMUM SUBWOOFER OUTPUT ...2.28 volts

SUBWOOFER DISTORTION AT MAXIMUM
OUTPUT 0.0024%

CHANNEL SEPARATION >81.8 dB

decibels referred to digital full-scale

The relatively high low -frequency limits of the

center and surround frequency responses are a

result of the bass -redirection high-pass filter-

ing applied to them (the missing bass shows
up in the subwoofer output). The application
of high-pass filtering only to the center and
surround channels may cause hookup prob-

lems with some six -piece home -theater speak-

er systems of the kind we typically review.
These require high-pass filtering on all chan-

nels and at frequencies about an octave lower

than provided for with the Samsung player.

To get the bass to come out right you'd ei-
ther need to use a powered subwoofer connect-

ed at line level with the subwoofer's high-pass

loop -back outputs in the signal path (a setup

requirement not covered in the Samsung man-

ual) or you'll need full -range front left and
right speakers and enough amplifier power to

drive them to high levels. This player provides

an excellent example of why a built-in Dolby
Digital decoder is not a desirable feature in a
DVD player. Use the Samsung's digital output

to feed a amplifier/receiver containing its own

Dolby Digital decoder and bass -management

circuits, and you'll have an infinitely better
chance of getting the bass to come out right.

- David Ranada
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Get ready for the most powerful

way to enjoy your Big Screen TV

- Mitsubishi's DVD.

When you add a Mitsubishi DVD 'Digital Versatile Disc) player

to your Home Theater iystem, you'll experience music and video in epi:

proportions. The DC -1000 hcs all the incredible features that make the DVD

format the most powerfu; way to watch movies and isten to your CDs. And, the

Mitsubishi DD -1000 is designed to be compatible in both performance and style with

our Home Theater products.

ThEre are two mattfing A/V receivers with compatible Dolby Digital 5.1 channel surround decoders.

All DVD remote codes are stored In all of .our new TV remotes, (Wowing single remote operation of a single A/V system.

'Plus, we have matched toe DVD cosmeti:s to our XIV receivers and VC's so tha: your Home Theater has a seamless appearance.

Imagine Mitsubishi Big Screer intensity wi'l

the added dimension of DVD.
MITSUBISHI

DD -1001

MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY

Dole Disrtal is a registered trademchi of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation

1997 Mitsubishi Consumer Electronics America, Irc.
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JVC
XV-1000
($900)

PHILIPS
MAGNAVOX
DVD400AT

($500)

SAMSUNG
DVD905
($800)

PLAYBACK CAPABILITIES

DV D's

CD's (audio only)

CD -single 8 -cm discs (rare)

Video CD 12- or 8 -cm discs (rare) V

VIDEO OUTPUTS

Composite -video V V
S -video V
Component -video

RGB V

AUDIO OUTPUTS

Stereo (two -channel) V
Multichannel analog

Coaxial digital (PCM/AC-3) V
Optical digital (PCM/AC-3)

GENERAL CONTROL FEATURES

Picture -parameter adjustment

On -screen setup menu

Menu -language selection

V

V V V
V V

DVD-SPECIFIC FEATURES

Fast -scan forward speeds 2 2 3

Fast -scan backward speeds 2 2 3

Slow-motion forward speeds 5 3 3

Slow-motion backward

Frame step forward

Frame step backward

Resume playback from stop point

Playback from memorized point

Cueing by title

Cueing by chapter 4./

Cueing by time

Title repeat

Chapter repeat V V V
A-B repeat V V
Random playback V
Programmed playback

Parental program lockout

Macrovision copy protection

commands was reasonably rapid, and
its fast -search speeds at 2x, 4x, and 8x
normal were smooth (although things
were a bit smoother moving forward
than backward). Operation in slow
motion, with half-, quarter-, and one -
eighth -speed options, was also good.

DVD picture quality was outstand-
ing, with fine definition and color
depth and excellent detail. Overall, the
Samsung's picture was about equal to
that of the JVC's, though its cast was
slightly warmer. Digital video artifacts
were about the same in frequency and

visibility as from the JVC player, that
is, only rarely visible to alert viewers
who know what to look for.

CD performance was about on a par
with entry-level CD players. It deliv-
ered very fine sound that was not quite
in the same league as that of the very
best CD players, something the JVC
player approached more closely. But
- and this is worth noting - in many
real -world systems, the "native" son-
ics of a DVD player would be totally
irrelevant because its digital output
would feed the digital input of an A/V
receiver or preamplifier whose internal
digital -to -analog conversion circuits
would do the deed in every mode, be
it stereo, Dolby Pro Logic, or Dolby
Digital.

I auditioned the DVD905's Dolby
Digital outputs by wiring them direct-
ly into my power amps and powered
sub, using their channel -trims for vol-
ume adjustment. This worked fine -
though it's impractical for daily life!
- and sounded very good. But I must
point out that such an arrangement
means you're stuck with Samsung's
resident bass -management settings (an
Achilles heel of any DD -equipped
DVD player), which are configured
for only three "small" speakers (center
and surrounds), each with a 160 -Hz (!)
high-pass filter, and a matching low-
pass subwoofer output that includes
the redirected bass from the center and
surround channels plus any content
from Dolby Digital's low -frequency
effects (LFE) channel. Between this
system -configuring straitjacket and the
fact that you won't be able to add ad-
ditional Dolby Digital sources down
the road, chances are that you'll wind
up using a downstream component's
Dolby Digital decoder sooner or later
anyway.

I liked the DVD905's remote quite a
bit. It's big, with generously sized and
spaced keys, and the oversized set of
cursor keys includes a centrally locat-
ed Enter key. The remote exploits a
wide variety of shapes, colors, and tac-
tile feedback from the controls to
make it easy to operate - it even uses
that cool glow -in -the -dark plastic on
its main transport keys. The remote al-
so comes preprogrammed with basic
control codes for several dozen popu-
lar TV models.

At $750, the Samsung DVD905 of-
fers lots of features per buck, and it
was generally very easy to use. More
important, its solid audio and out-
standing video performance should
continue to please long after most
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The Tower- Series By Henry Moss.

Cambridge SoundWorks'
Tower series speakers

combine musical
accuracy, very natural

tonal balance,
precise stereo imaging

and an incredibly
dynamic presence.

"The soundsta e of the Towers was stable, deep, and
richly cc-dimensionalwunfettered,

solid bass to below 30Hz...an uncommon value."

Our Tower series of speakers was designed by

Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss

(founder of AR, KLI-I & Advent). They have the

wide range, precise stereo imaging and natural
tonal balance of our acclaimed Ensembleseries -
and add improvements in efficiency, dynamic
range and "presence."

The result is somewhat unusual: speakers com-

bining the dynamic presence of high -efficiency

studio monitors, and the precise musical accuracy

and pinpoint imaging of low -efficiency

"reference" speakers.

Tower III by Henry Kloss
Tower III is a two-way design with a wide -disper-

sion tweeter and an 8" woofer. It combines high

sensitivity and outstanding dynamic range with

the natural, wide -range sound of a generously,

proportioned cabinet. It has been carefully
'voiced" by Henry Kloss for superb tonal balance

and precise stereo imaging. Tower III is the most

affordable high-performance floor -standing

speaker we know of. Finished in black ash vinyl.

Factory -direct price: $599.99 pr.

Tower II by Henry Kloss"
Tower II is a three-way system substantially larger

than Tower Ill. It has two 8" woofers, a 51/4"

midrange, and a 1" soft -dome tweeter.

The large cone area ofTower Wsdrivers

contributes to an effortless sound quality, giving

music a strong feeling of "presence." That

presence, along with Tower Ils smooth, musical

octave -to -octave tonal balance and precise stereo

imaging, produce what we think is the finest

speaker system ever offered under $1,000.

Tower II is finished in vinyl that simulates black

ash or Vermont walnut. Bi- \\ ire bi-amp capable.

Factory -direct price: $999.99 pr.

Tower by Henry Kloss
The flagship of the series is the three -my, bipolar
Tower by Henry Kloss. Bipolar dispersion results

in very realistic, three-dimensional sound, and

ensures proper stereo effect in many listening
positions.

"Tower II can generate the gut -wrenching
bass and do justice to a first-rate music
system. To top it off the price is right!"

Stereo Review

Tower has two forward -facing 8" woofers; a

forward -facing 51/4" midrange driver; a 1" soft -

dome tweeter; and rearward -facing midrange and

tweeter units identical to those in front.
Because it has even more cone area, Tower's

feeling of "presence" is stronger than that of

Tower II. That presence, when combined with
Tower's bipolar design, results in sound

that is nothing short of incredible Available in

lacquered walnut or black ash veneers, Tower is

one of the finest speakers ever offered. Bi-wire/bi-

amp capable. Factory -direct price: $1,499.99 pr.

CenterStage by Henry Klass "
CenterStage is a two-way, three -driver center

channel speaker that complements our Tower

speakers. It has substantial bass reach and the

Audio, Jan. 1997

dynamic range to handle the most demanding of

soundtracks. Finished in black vinyl.

Factory -direct price: $349.99

"Lou. -end Output was quite goad 1101411 to

25 Hz...gmul dynamic range. reasonably
high sen:itirity, and articulate...a bit more
spacious than my reference speakers...
The !Meer speakers are a good rahte for
their price. "

Audiophile Voice

Satisfaction Guaranteed
All three 'bluer speakers and CenterStage are

backed by our 7 -Year Parts and labor Warranty

and our 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So

there's virtually no risk.

To Order, For A Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location. Call

1800 -FOR HIFI
1-800-3()-- 1 13

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Nallham Street. Suite 102, Newton. MA 021-1
Voice:1-800-30--H34 Fax: 61--332:9229

Canada: 1-800-525-H34 www.hifi.com
Outside U.S. or Canada: 61--332:5936
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JVC XV-1000 P-IILIPS MAGNAVOX

DVD400AT SAMSUNG DVD905

DVD VIDEO PERFORMANCE (Test patterns from Sony and Dolby test DVDs using composite -video output)

SETUP LEVEL

100% -WHITE -LEVEL ERROR

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE

DIFFERENTIAL GAIN

CHROMINANCE NONLINEAR PHASE

CHROMINANCE NONLINEAR GAIN

HORIZONTAL LUMINANCE FREQUENCY RESPONSE

at 4 MHz
at 5 MHz
at 6 MHz

EQUIVALENT ON -SCREEN RESOLUTION

* An IRE is a vandal-di:ell um!

0 IRE*

+5 IRE*

<1°

<1%

<10

2.5%

+7.5 IRE

- 3 IRE'

2';

<2

4/i;

-4.2 dB
-6 dB

-9.4 dB

-1.5 dB
-3.1 dB
-4.4 dB

-3 IRE*

3°

5%

<10

<I%

-0.1 dB
-0.8 dB
-3.9 dB

480 lines 480 lines 480 lines

CD AUDIO PERFORMANCE

MAXIMUM OUTPUT

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
de-emphass off
de -emphasis on

2 volts 1.9 volts 1.9 volts

+0.01, -0.07 dB
1-0.04 dB

+0.05, -0.33 dB
+0.05, -0.32 dB

+0, -2.34 dB
+8.31, -2.73 dB

NOISE LEVEL (A-wtd, dithered test signal)
normal (dc -emphasis off) -95.4 dB -93.6 dB -89.3 dB

EXCESS NOISE (without signal)
I6 -bit (EN I6) +0.25 dB +2.18 dB +5.25 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, I kHz)
at 0 dBFS**
at -20 dBFS**

0.0033%
0.013%

0.0045% 0.0057%
0.023% 0.039%

LINEARITY ERROR at -90 dBFS** <+0.l dB <+0.3 dB <+0.2 dB

DEFECT TRACKING (Pierre Verany test disc) 1,500 pm 1,250 pm 750 pm

** decibels referred to digital full scale

All three players did very well with most video
tests, particularly when it came to color perfor-
mance. The JVC had the worst (most rolled -off)
luminance frequency response we have seen from
a DVD player, and it was visibly less sharp with
test patterns than the other two. But this effect
was only rarely visible with normal movie
program material. The picture still appeared
sharper than laserdisc.

Far more visible was the effect of the 0 -IRE
setup level used by the JVC and Samsung players.
This means that the player puts out a 0 -volt video
signal when reproducing pure black. Standard

studio practice, however, would require a +7.5 -
IRE setup level (black = 53.5 millivolts) for
correct reproduction of movies. With a monitor
adjusted for +7.5 -IRE black, a player with 0 -IRE
setup level might produce a temporary feeling of
greater contrast until you notice that very dark
details are getting pushed into black. This result
was very clear with a stairstep grayscale test
pattern. The JVC's +5 -IRE maximum -white -level
error (its full -white level was 5 IRE too high) can
also produce the impression of increased contrast
on some monitors; on others it may produce
"blooming" of highlights.

The audio results (measured from each player's
analog outputs) are mostly self-explanatory. Note
the exceedingly good excess -noise level of the
JVC, a player that, on the whole, and in contrast
to its video performance, had the best audio
behavior of the three. The Samsung's de -
emphasis -off frequency response with CDs shows
the results of its low -bass rolloff (below 40 Hz).
The de -emphasis -on response shows what
happens when a player like the Samsung doesn't
"do" de -emphasis. The result will be a rising high
end with a few older CD titles (mostly classical).

-David Ranada

novel features have receded to relative
insignificance.

THE RESULTS of our comparison did
nothing to revise my initial impression
of the DVD format: It's way cooler
than even we jaded journalists expect-
ed. Video performance from all three
decks was not far short of brilliant. In-
deed, there was little if anything to

distinguish them - and only a com-
parative frame of reference in which to
judge.

The main characteristics, then, on
which these DVD players will be
bought and sold, are ergonomics, fea-
tures, and value. There were obvious
shadings of ease, intuitiveness, and
quality, but it's important to note that
these are the most subjective of areas,

and my judgments can only provide a
second opinion to your own. The JVC
led the field in audio performance, and
- in my subjective view - video as
well, while the Philips had the edge in
value, and the Samsung in features,
plus the added filip of onboard Dolby
Digital. But, overall, I would cheerful-
ly retain any of these three DVD play-
ers for daily use.
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"...the Millennium delivers bass of earth -shattering potency, along with an

incredible sense of space and atmospFere....it sounds simply amazing"
What Hi F1. August 1997

"How does the world's least expensive DTS decoder sound?
In a word, spectacular."

Jeff Cherun, Home Theater, August 197

"No matter how many films I viewed, DTS did a much better job...
Make no mistake: DTS is the best shot we've had yet for adding the hall,

the audience, or even the studio."
Ken Kessler, Hi Ft News and Record Review, June 1997

des is the future of quality audio.
With over 10,000 cinemas worldwide now equipped with sills 5.1
digital surround sound systems, it is likely that you have already
experienced this amazing new audio technology. "Jurassic Park"
and "Apollo 13", along with hundreds of new films annually, are
released with (its 5.1 digital surround soundtracks. Now, you can
enjoy movies and music CDs this way in your home, automobile, or
office.

Perfect for home theater and music
dts is one of two 5.1 digital formats now available. However, it is
the only truly discrete 5.1 multi -channel digital format, and this
alone, coupled with it's astounding transparency, makes dts ideally
suited for all music and high quality audio requirements. Movies will
come alive in a way that rivals even the best cinema sound, and
music will simply immerse you, leaving you breathless. This is the
breakthrough that comes along only once every generation, and it is
here today for your very own listening pleasure.
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Millennium Technologies makes it affordable.
The feature -packed Millennium Technologies Model
2.4.6 dts decoder preamp provides 20 -bit resolution for 5.1
channels of digital sound from a new generation of laserdiscs and
music CDs.With sits soundtracks, you experience a truly holographic
soundfield with awesome clarity, imaging, and dynamic range. No
noise. No distortion. Just absolute transparency. It must be heard
to be believed.

You can order your Millennium 2.4.6 direct from 5.1 Marketing and
Sales for just $699.00, plus shipping and handling. Or, you can buy
it at a select group of audio/video specialists nationwide. We accept
VISA and Mastercard only, no CODs. The Millennium comes with a
one year imited warranty.
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...IF CELESTION HADN'T BEATEN ME TO IT."
-D.B. Keele, Jr. on the new Celestion A3, Audio August 1997

As more and more sophisticated technologies arrive that

are capable of reproducing music with unbelievable detail

and nuance, the performance bar is inevitably raised for

loudspeaker manufacturers.

And no company has set the bar

higher than Celestion with our

new A Series loudspeakers. A fact

clearly noticed by D.B. Keele, Jr.

in the August issue of Audio

magazine.

No matter what source

materials he selected,

from Mozart symphonies

to movie soundtracks,

Keele was amazed by the

A3's performance. He

wrote that "their dynamic range and effortlessness

border on the best I have ever heard" and that "their

imaging and localization could not be faulted."

"WILL THE A3 PLAY LOUD
AND CLEAN? IN SPADES!

ITS BASS OUTPUT
SURPASSES EVEN THAT

OF SOME SUBWOOFERS."

There is so much advanced technology in our new

A Series loudspeakers it fills a White Paper. Call us and

we'll send you a free copy as well as full literature on

the speakers and copies of the Audio review.

Once you've read the Celestion story and heard the

Celestion sound, you'll see why D.B. Keele, Jr. and

Audio gave us an A. And why it's time for other speaker

companies to go back to school.

CiELESTIOrl
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

11 Elkins Road East Brunswick N.J. 08816 USA
Phone 732.390.1130 Fax 732.390.5657



J J
Still taping after all these years
Don't think that the VCR represents old.

moldy technology. There are plenty o:

high-tech features in the latest models.

By J. M. Barry

Although the VCR led a video revolu-
tion, it seems to be the Rodney Dan-
gerfield of the electronics world, never
getting its due respect. Even though it
has played a key role in transforming
American society and business over
the last two decades, the videocassette
recorder often gets the most publicity
for the least of its accomplishments -
the ability to record pratfalls and other
"funniest" events. And it's been dissed
relentlessly as that unfathomable ap-
pliance with the flashing "12:00."
Nevertheless, we've purchased more
than 175 million VCRs since the Beta -
max arrived on the scene during Presi-
dent Ford's administration. And sales

this year are on the way to
surpassing last year's record
of more than 14 million units.

The latest pretender to the
VCR's position as the domi-
nant home video format is the
DVD player. Everywhere to-
day, amid the promotion for
DVD, the question inevitably
arises, "Does DVD mean that
VHS is finished?" In a word,
no - at least not any time soon. For
one thing, DVD is not a recordable
format, not yet anyway, and it proba-
bly won't be for at least a couple of
years. The VCR has become an inte-
gral part of most American's lives dur-

Sanyo's four -
head VHR-H647
offers auto clock

setting cnd a
commercial -skip

feature. A
universal -emote

is included.

ing the last two decades, now
showing movies and record-
ing soap operas in nine out
of ten homes. And for all the
promises of new digital for-
mats including DVD, the stal-
wart VHS VCR is bound to
be around for a good long
time to come.

If you're in the market for a
new VCR and haven't been in
an electronics store recently,
you're in for a pleasant sur-
prise, especially if you're look-
ing to replace a clunky dino-
saur. There's plenty of good
news even if, at first glance,
the latest models don't look
all that different from their
predecessors.

Look more closely. New
VCRs offer more convenience
features and superior picture

quality, and they can be integrated
more easily with other devices than
past models. Yet prices continue to
fall. The average retail price of VCRs
has plummeted to less than $300. Per-
haps even more illustrative of how far
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Zenith's four -head VR4277HF ($350) features VCR Plus, automatic clock set, an auto-
matic head cleaner, and convenient A/V inputs on the front panel. It will maintain its
memory settings for up to 10 minutes in the event of a power failure. A 30 -second
commercial -bypass feature is available on the remote.

Sony's SLV-960HF ($550) has four heads and can be programmed to record up to
eight events a month. It features a high-speed rapid -access tape transport and vari-
able -speed play in both forward and reverse di-ections. An auto -preset tuner simpli-
fies installation.

4 -HEAD STERf_3

1.9

The Sharp VC-H976U ($330) has four 19 -micron video heads for improved perfor-
mance in extended-play (EP) mode. It features eight-event/one-year programming
and automatic clock setting, and its rewind func -ion operates at 180X normal speed.
A universal remote control is included.

The JVC HR-S5300U five -head S -VHS VCR (S800) offers insert ,o.ttng, random -as-
semble editing, and audio dubbing. It is equ pped with a multibrand TV/cable-
box/DSS remote control, and its memory can strvive a 60 -minute power failure. Its
horizontal resolution is rated at 400 lines.

prices have fallen is that the most ex-
pensive VHS model in Hitachi's cur-
rent line carries a suggested retail price
of $349, while RCA's top -of -the -line
model is just $399.

Of course, you can still buy a two -
head or four -head mono VCR these
days for not much more than $100, but
there hardly seems any point in doing
so unless you're really strapped for
cash or only tape TV shows to watch
on a 19 -inch tabletop set. With four -
head hi-fi VCRs starting at a suggested
retail price of $179, for the Fisher
FVH-T607, hi-fi models now make up
nearly half of all VCR sales. They give
the purchaser one of the key compo-
nents required to assemble a home
theater. Just add a surround -sound
processor and four or more loudspeak-
ers along with a 27 -inch TV, and you'll
have a home theater that will deliver
the kind of big, enveloping sound that
can make movies come to life in your
living room.

Fast becoming a standard feature on
all but the lowest -price models is auto-
matic clock set, which puts an end to
the jokes about the flash* "12:00."
These VCRs automatically set their
clocks using signals embedded in TV
broadcasts, and they even adjust for
daylight saving time.

As part of an effort to simplify VCR
operations, JVC - the company that
invented the VHS format - has bor-
rowed terminology from the computer
realm for its newly expanded Plug &
Play system. Plug & Play was first
introduced a year ago in some JVC re-
corders and is now found throughout
the company's hi-fi VCR lineup. The
HR -A63 ($269), for example, not
only sets the clock but automatically
scans, stores, and numbers the avail-
able channels when the user hooks up
the antenna and plugs in the VCR. It
also has a multibrand TV/cable-box
remote control and multilingual color
on -screen menus.

JVC is also promoting a new tech-
nology for noiseless search and time-
saving playback that it calls the Dy-
namic Drum System with TimeScan.
This features automatically inclines
the tape drum so that the heads track
accurately without overlap regardless
of the playback speed and direction.
TimeScan is said to provide noise -free
forward and reverse search at up to
seven times normal speed. The system
is available beginning in the HR-
DD740 ($449), which also has JVC's
insert -editing system using a flying
erase head and another increasingly
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popular feature, an Ilumi-Guide light-
ed remote control. Remotes that back-
light some or all of their buttons are
especially useful in dimly lit home
theaters or for lights -out, late -night
bedroom viewing.

One of the other most popular fea-
tures added in recent years is Com-
mercial Advance, which gives a VCR
the ability to skip past commercials
when you play back a newly recorded
television program. That feature has
been refined, too. Four new RCA hi-fi
models include "enhanced" Commer-
cial Advance, which allows you to
skip commercials automatically on
tapes you have previously recorded.
Some of us enjoy watching the old
commercials along with the old pro-
grams, but if you don't, you can just
pop your old M.A.S.H. or Hill Street
Blues tapes into the new VCR, select
Commercial Advance from the on-
screen menu and play the tape. The
VCR will automatically mark com-
mercials so that they'll be skipped
when the tape is replayed. The viewer
will see a few seconds of blue screen
instead of a couple of minutes of ad-
vertising.

RCA and Hitachi have also added a
variation on that theme for those of us
who rent a lot of videos but are grow-
ing weary of the many previews and
advertisements that precede the fea-
tures. Movie Advance, as RCA calls it,
or Movie Pass, as Hitachi dubs it, au-
tomatically takes you to the opening
of the film, skipping over the promo-
tional shorts. When you insert a prere-
corded cassette and press a button on
the remote, the VCR searches for the
end of the previews (actually, it search-
es for more than 3 minutes of uninter-
rupted video, then winds back to its
beginning), cues up the beginning of
the movie, and activates an on -screen
display letting you know the feature is
about to begin. RCA offers Movie Ad-
vance and Commercial Advance on
three stereo hi-fi models, starting with
the VR643HF ($349), and on a four -
head mono model.

The VCR's growth parallels the pro-
liferation of cable -TV programming.
For years, however, getting the two
entertainment -delivery systems to in-
teract smoothly too often presented a
hair-raising - or hair -pulling - puz-
zle. But recent developments like VCR
Plus, which was created to simplify
basic VCR programming, make the in-
teraction with cable and other set -top
boxes a good deal easier. The vast ma-
jority of hi-fi VCRs now have VCR

The Mitsubishi four -head HS -U680 (5.579) features VCR Plus Gold with cable -box and
DSS-receiver control. An S -VHS Oucni-Play feature pllows you to watch S -VHS tapes,
though not at S -VHS resolution. It has a rapid -start transport with a 250X fast -wind
speed and a 2X mode with sound.

RCA's four -head VR691HF (5399) features VCR Plus, Commercial Advance, automatic
clock set, and blank -tape sea-ch. It also cffers high-speed rewind, a quick -start
mechanism, and a back -lit universal remote contro . Parents con engage a child -lock
feature to prevent unsupervised operation.

Panasonic's four -head PV -4662 ($549, ouow processing to create
a surround -sound effect from only two speakers. II also offers VCR Plus with cable -
box control, automatic clock setting, and front -pans) A/V inputs. Digital Auto Picture
control is said to improve the picture quality from worn tapes.

Samsung's four -head VR8707 (5229) has a base -level feature set incwding a 181 -
channel VHF/UHF/CATV tuner. It tea -ores a 2 -minute tape -rewind time, records at ei-
ther SP or SLP speed, and can play back tapes recorded at those speeds as well as
those recorded in LP mode.
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Toshiba's four -head M-683 (5300) features an MTS/SAP decoder with dbx noise re-
duction, a center -load mechanism, one -touch recording, and 150X high-speed fast -
forward and rewind. It also has VCR Plus with cable -box control. Multilingual on-
screen prompts simplify programming.

Plus with cable -box control, the ad-
vanced version of the programming
system that can turn on your cable box,
set it to the right channel, and make
sure that the VCR's input is set prop-
erly when you enter the VCR Plus
code numbers printed in newspaper
and magazine TV listings.

Many of the newer models add Dig-
ital Satellite System (DSS) controls to
the system. And Gemstar, the compa-
ny that developed VCR Plus, has now
added VCR Plus Gold, which auto-
matically maps and labels your chan-
nels and sets the clock when you enter
your zip code into the system. This en-
hanced VCR Plus system is included
in the Mitsubishi HS -U580 ($499),
which also has a lot of other picture -
quality and convenience features.

StarSight, an on -screen guide that
greatly simplifies recording and chan-

nel surfing, is available on half a doz-
en brands of hi-fi VCRs, including the
Samsung VR-8907 ($399) and the
Sony SLV-980 HF ($499). StarSight,
now also owned by Gemstar, displays
seven days of up-to-date program sche-
dules and allows one -touch program
selection for a monthly fee of less than
$5. It also enables the user to sort pro-
grams by type (movies, kids, or sports,
for example) for quick access. The
Sony SLV-980 HF is part of its new
LS series, which features Smart Set -
Up, an on -screen menu system that
guides users through the setup pro-
cedure to select a language, set DSS or
cable -box controls and tuner presets,
and automatically enter VCR Plus
channels for programming and recall.

VCRs are also participating in one
of the other continuing trends in con-
sumer electronics, the combination of

several components into one chassis.
Small -screen TV/VCR combinations
have been a staple in conference rooms
for a decade or more, but now they're
become a real option for those of us
looking for simplicity and space sav-
ings at home. Toshiba, for instance,
offers 27 -inch (CV27G68) and 32 -
inch (CV32G68) TVs with premium
picture tubes, built-in stereo hi-fi
VCRs, two -tuner PIP (picture -in -a -
picture), and A/V inputs at $1,049 and
$1,699, respectively.

But now VCRs are becoming incor-
porated into other components, too.
Sony and Aiwa each offer a combina-
tion VCR and AN receiver. At $699,
Sony's Power Cinema SLV-AV100
mates a four -head stereo hi-fi VCR
with VCR Plus programming and an
A/V receiver that delivers 75 watts per
channel to the front left and right
speakers and 50 watts each to the sur-
round and center speakers.

Meanwhile, JVC combines a new
D -VHS VCR with an Echostar DISH
Network satellite receiver in the HM-
DSR lOODU ($999) to facilitate taping
the high -quality digital pictures deliv-
ered by satellite (see "Digital Is Here"
below).

Recording the best picture with a
nondigital recorder means Super VHS
(S -VHS). The category starts at around
$500, but most buyers opt for lots of
additional features for high -quality

Digital Is Here. Is That Clear?
MANY PEOPLE HAVE
assumed that the coming of

the digital era would

eliminate the format wars and

overcome the compatibility

challenges that have

dogged home video since

the early days of the Beta vs.

VHS slugfest. But the road

to the digital future, at least
in digital videotape, has

proven far from smooth to

date, leaving many potential

buyers and even some

industry mavens scratching

their heads.

The new DV (digital video-

cassette) format, introduced

last year in camcorders

starting at about $2,000 from

a handful of manufacturers,

including Sony, JVC, and

Sharp, uses a tiny 30- or 60 -

The Hitachi VTDX-815A D -VHS

VCR allows owners of compatible

DSS receivers to tape satellite

delivered programming at the
resolution at which it's broad-
cast because the digital bit -

stream is stored directly on tape.

The VCR is also fully compatible

with VHS tapes.

minute cassette that looks

almost identical to a digital
audio tape (DAT). To date

only Sony has brought out a

home VCR in this format, the

DHR-1000 ($4,199). This

machine will interface

smoothly with computers
and DV camcorders with

virtually no loss of picture
quality when dubbing or

editing sessions take place in

the digital domain.

What's causirg confusion,

however, is another format,

D -VHS, especialy in recent

months because of the intro-

duction of combination

D-VHS/DBS (direct broadcast

satellite) components. D -VHS

- in this case the "D" stands
for "data," not "digital" - is a
JVC-developed standard that

modifies an S -VHS tape to

record and play a bitstream

from a digital source.

Hitachi's new VTDX-815A

($599) is designed to record

from a direct digital connec-
tion to a DSS receiver

equipped with a compatible

output port. When played

back, the bitstream is fed to

the receiver, where it is

decoded just as the DBS

broadcast would have been.

The D -VHS format can deliver

more than 500 lines of resolu-
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editing and playback. JVC's top -of -
the -line S -VHS HR -S9400 ($1,199)
includes digital circuitry to provide
truer colors, reduce jitter, and general-
ly optimize audio and video signals. It
also has a multibrand TV/cable/DSS
remote control with jog -shuttle dial
and a J -terminal for integration with a
Windows PC to create a computer -
controlled multimedia system.

Meanwhile, standard VHS machines
have been upgrading picture quality
steadily over the past several years.
Center -mounted chassis with fewer
moving parts can be found across
most lines, while advances in video
heads have become commonplace in
hi-fi VCRs from just about all manu-
facturers. Panasonic uses special metal
heads with a laminated design that is
said to reduce tape -contact noise. In
the PV -7664 ($399) the so-called Dy-
nAmorphous heads work with noise -
reduction circuits to achieve a 40 -per-
cent increase in video signal-to-noise
ratio. The same model also features a
Video Head Sensor System that de-
tects when heads are clogged by oxide
debris from worn tapes, a common
occurrence for those of us who rent a
lot of videos.

A few years back Sharp pioneered
19 -micron high -precision video heads,
which are about 25 percent narrower
than standard video heads and thus
minimize crosstalk and noise during

extended-play mode. This feature,
now available on all Sharp VCRs as
well as those from a half dozen other
companies, is particularly valuable if
you tape a lot of long programs in EP
mode or simply want to maximize
your blank -tape investment and get
more programs onto a limited number
of tapes.

Toshiba uses two additional 19 -mi-
cron heads in conjunction with a "fly-
ing pre -amp" to deliver clearer pic-
tures in standard and EP modes in its
six -head, hi-fi VCRs, including the
M752 ($399) and the M782 ($599).
The latter adds digital noise -reduction
and color -enhancement circuits to im-
prove sharpness and reduce color bleed
and overlap.

If you're seeking even more conve-
nience and flexibility in your next vid-
eo recorder, or if dubbing tapes is a
frequent activity, you can choose
among dual -deck VCRs like those of-
fered by Go -Video at prices ranging
from about $400 to $800. The hottest
items from Go -Video are its stacked
dual -deck VCRs. introduced last year,
that fit the same width as other A/V
equipment in a rack. The GV-6060
($699) is a stacked four -head model
that records and plays back in stereo
hi-fi on both decks.

Thanks to concern about the poten-
tial for widespread computer snafus
when calendars turn to the year 2000,

questions have been raised about the
programmability of VCRs as we ap-
proach the millennium. But VCR
makers say, "Not to worry." In the past
few years, they've updated their timers
to use four digits rather than two to
represent the year, so the machines
will move ahead from 1999 to 2000
without a hitch. Some manufacturers
reprogrammed VCR clocks as early as
1992. And even if your VCR was
made earlier, you need not fret be-
cause older models have only 30 -day
timers, rendering them oblivious to a
change of year.

Finally, there's good news and bad
news for die-hard Betaphiles. Sony
continues to make Beta VCRs -
that's the good news. But it's going to
be harder than ever to find one be-
cause the lineup has dwindled to a sin-
gle model, the SL-HF2000 ($899), a
SuperBeta Hi-fi VCR with on -screen
programming, 1 -hour timer backup,
and a Control -S input for use with
Sony editing consoles.

So if your video recorder is starting
to show its age, scope out the latest
VCRs. Although they may no longer
offer the most glamorous technology
on the block, trusty analog VCRs have
proven themselves to be remarkably
adaptable and resilient. Without ques-
tion, a new model purchased today
will provide viewing pleasure well in-
to the coming digital video era.

tion and 5 hours of recording

time. RCA, the leader in DSS

component sales, has also

promised a D -VHS machine

in the $500 price range

"sometime soon."

Confusing the issue,

however, is JVC's introduc-

tion of a D -VHS VCR

combined with an EchoStar

DISH Network satellite

receiver, the HM-DSR100DU

($999). Like Hitachi's VTDX-

815A, this recorder will

record and play back in

analog VHS mode as well as

capturing a satellite -broad-

cast digital bitstream. But it

won't record or play back on

tapes from a DSS-compatible

VCR like the Hitachi model.
This isn't much of a surprise.

After all, a DISH Network

receiver can't decode DSS

signals so you shouldn't

expect the DISH Netwo-k

tuner to be able to decode a

DSS bistream from a D -VHS

tape. The incompatibility

works both ways, of course.

A DSS receiver cannot

decode a DISH Network

bitstream.

JVC hasn't indicated when

the company will introduce a

stand-alone D -VHS unit, but

in the short term, as D -VHS

becomes embroiled in the

DBS turf war, it would be

wise to ascertain up frcnt

exactly what a new D -VHS

machine can record and play

back and what it cannot.
JVC has announced that

it is deve oping an IEEE 1394

(FireWire:, adaptor for

transferring data to or from

a PC. A C -VHS cassette has a

data capacity of 44.4 g ga-

bytes, and a main data input

rate of 14.1 megabits per

second (Mbps).

In any event, it seems

possible that D -VHS and DV,

even with their prodigious

data -storage capacity, will

The JVC HM-DSR100DU D -VHS

digital video recorder ($999) is a

full -function VHS deck with the

added ability to record a digital

MPEG-2 bitstream from a

built-in EchoStar DISH Net-

work satellite -TV receiver.

The deck is backward -com-

patible with analog VHS.

be relatively short-term

formats, interim steps in the

rapidly accelerating transi-

tion to more rugged and

versatile optical discs like
recordable DVD, which loom

on the horizon. - J.M.B.

JVC
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compensate for wind and road noise
by automatically boosting volume as
speed increases.

In its 1998 lineup, BMW takes the
concept of speed -compensated volume
control to the next level in its 318i and
328i convertibles, which offer optional
systems that automatically adjust
equalization as well as volume accord-

AUTOMAKERS REV IT UP WITH HIGH-PERFORMANCE AUDIO OPTIONS

HIGH-OCTANE car stereo sys-
tems are just the thing if your passion
for music drives you to the limit. They
keep the music firing on all cylinders,
and judging by the number of factory
systems that are available in the new
1998 vehicles, you can fill up with
premium -grade sound at almost any
new -car dealer.

If you're shopping for a new car,
you'll find CD players or changers of-
fered as standard equipment in dozens
of car models, some of which include
a CD changer conveniently located in
the passenger compartment instead of
in the trunk. Automakers are also
equipping more vehicles than ever be-
fore with sophisticated systems that

Delco's EyeCue display, which is standard in the
1998 Pontiac Bonneville SSE, projects vehicle and
audio -system information, such as the car's
speed and the tuned radio frequency, onto the
windshield in front of the driver.
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The ten -speaker Monsoon
system, which includes a CD
player, a seven -band
equalizer, and two 6 -inch
woofers, is available as a
factory option in the Pontiac
Firebird Trans Am.

ing to speed. In a further re-
finement, Bose systems of-
fered in two versions of the
Cadillac Seville automatically adjust
volume and equalization according to
noise levels monitored by a passenger -
compartment microphone.

Surround -sound fans may want to
check out two Volvo models that offer
Dolby Pro Logic surround decoding as
an option, and convenience -minded
motorists will be interested in know-
ing that Radio Data System (RDS)
radios are now available as standard
equipment or options in more than two
dozen car models. An RDS-equipped
tuner displays the call letters and pro-
gram formats of FM stations broad-
casting an inaudible RDS data signal.
It can also search for stations by music
format and automatically interrupt
cassette or CD playback when an RDS
station broadcasts traffic or emergency
reports. About 700 of the nation's
7,300 FM stations are currently broad-
casting RDS signals.

These aren't the only audio
advances in store for new -car
shoppers this fall. If music is
important to you, keep read-
ing to find out what the auto -
makers have in store for mu-
sic -minded motorists. Power
ratings are continuous and for
all channels combined unless
otherwise noted. Prices are giv-
en if they were available.

AUDI
The A4 Avant sport wagon de-
buts with a standard eight -
speaker, 120 -watt (peak) Con-
cert system with a cassette

receiver that includes a CD changer -
controller, an RDS tuner, and Graduat-
ed Audio Level Adjustment (GALA),
which raises volume as speed increas-
es. RDS and GALA continue as stan-
dard features in all other Audis for the
second consecutive year. A six -disc
cargo -area changer is available as a
dealer -installed option with
the Concert system and with
an optional 150 -watt, seven -
speaker Bose system.

As it was last year, a Bose
system is optional in all ve-
hicles except the flagship A8
4.2 sedan, where Bose is
standard. In the A4 sedans,
the Bose options have been
upgraded to 150 watts from
100 watts.

In another change, the A6
luxury touring sedan be-
comes Audi's first vehicle
equipped with a subwoofer
system as standard equip-
ment. Two 41/2 -inch drivers
share a trunk -mounted en-
closure in the A6's standard
140 -watt (peak) ten -speaker
Concert system.

BMW
A biamplified Harman Kar-
don system is available in
the 318i and 328i convert-
ibles for the first time. The
eleven -speaker 28 -watt x 8
factory -installed option boasts
a speed -compensated vol-
ume control, twenty bands

of parametric equalization to tailor re-
sponse to the car's interior, and dy-
namic equalization that changes ac-
cording to vehicle speed to compen-
sate for the bass -masking effects of
road and tire noise. System equaliza-
tion also changes automatically, pri-
marily in the bass and mid -bass re-
gions, when the top goes up. A six -
disc trunk -mounted CD changer is
dealer -installed but included as part of
the system's estimated price of about

$1,000. A similar Harman Kardon
system with speed -compensated
volume and equalization was intro-
duced last year as a standard fea-
ture in the Z32.8 two -seat roadster
and as a factory option in the
Z31.9 roadster, and it carries over
into the 1998 models.

BUICK
With the introduction of the Park
Avenue's first -ever single -chassis
CD/cassette player option, dual -

format head units are available as fac-
tory options in all Buick models ex-
cept the Riviera, where it's still stan-
dard. The head units control optional
six- and twelve -disc trunk -mounted
CD changers that can be installed by
the dealer.

Steering -wheel -mounted audio con -

The 375 -watt Bose 4.0 system that's standard in
the Cadillac Seville STS adjusts volume and EQ au-
tomatically for cmbient-noise conditions as mea-
sured by a passenger -compartment microphone.
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Ford is offering its first RDS-
capable head units, all changer -
controlling cassette decks, in
nine vehicles, including both the
Mercury Lincoln Continental
(below) and Town Car. In the
Lincolns, the systems also incor-
porate digital signal processing.

trols continue as an option on all
Buicks except the Park Avenue Ultra,
where they're standard.

CADILLAC
Big changes are in store for Cadillac
connoisseurs. Weather -band reception
and RDS debut in eight Cadillac mod-
els. In seven models they're part of ei-
ther the factory -installed Active Audio
System or the Bose system options. In
the Seville STS, they're part of the
standard Bose system.

Cadillac's first dual -format CD/cas-
sette players are standard on all but the
Catera, DeVille, and Eldorado, which
include cassette radios as standard
equipment.

A boastful Bose is talking up its
new 375 -watt 4.0 system, which is
standard in the Seville STS and a fac-
tory option in the Seville SLS. Bose
contends that the 4.0 is its best factory
system, delivering deeper bass and
greater accuracy at high volumes. The
driver complement includes a trio of
dash -mounted 2 -inch drivers firing up
at the windshield, an 8 -inch woofer in
each front door, a 61/2 -inch
wide -range driver in each rear
door, and a 12 -inch package -
shelf woofer powered by a
dedicated 100 -watt amp.

The 4.0 system also distin-
guishes itself as Bose's first
system to adjust volume and
equalization automatically ac-
cording to the ambient -noise
conditions as monitored con-
tinuously by a microphone in-
stalled in the passenger com-
partment. Bose uses proprietary algo-
rithms to sample the noise digitally,
separate it from the music, and boost

or cut frequencies as needed througi-
out the audible range. The company
reasons that this technique yields si-
perior results compared with systems
that boost volume as speed increases
because wind and road noise vary not
only according to speed but also road
surfaces and the proximity of other
noise generators such as passing trac-
tor trailers.

Seville owners also get the opportu-
nity to buy Cadillac's first passenger -
compartment CD changer, a factory -
or dealer -installed six -disc option to
be mounted in the console storage
compartment between the front seats.
It's controlled from the Seville's stan-

dard CD/cassette head unit.
All Cadillac heads control

changers, which in models
other than the Seville are
twelve -disc trunk -mounted
dealer -installed options. In
1998, Cadillac simplified its
radio antitheft feature. As in
previous models, the radio
locks up when power is cut,
but to reactivate the radio,
users need not enter a nu-
meric code. Instead, because
the feature is tied to an indi-

vidual car's VIN (vehicle identifica-
tion number), the radio reactivates au-
tomatically only when it's reconnected
to the car into which it was originally
installed - but it won't operate if
connected to any other vehicle, even
another 1998 Cadillac. The radio can
also be traced to its owner if stolen be-
cause it stores the VIN in memory.

CHEVROLET
"11le GM division continues to offer
factory -installed CD receiver options
in all of its vehicles, but for the first
time Chevy offers a companion slave
cassette deck. A $200 factory -installed
option in the Blazer LS and LT and a

$402 option in the compact S-
10 pickup, the cassette deck
drops into the floor console
centered below the dash.

Speed -compensated volume
control is available in the S-10
and Blazers for the first time
when the vehicles are equipped
with the CD receivers or with
select factory -installed cas-
sette options. The feature is
still available in the Malibu
LS's standard system and in
select options packages for the
Lumina and Malibu sedans
and the Monte Carlo.

A CD/cassette player with six speakers ($270) or
a 130 -watt Bose system with eight speakers
($500) are two factory -installed options available
for Oldsmobile's new Intrigue sports sedan.

CHRYSLER/
DODGE/
PLYMOUTH
More CD choices are in store
this year from the three sister
brands. On all trim levels of
the Chrysler Concorde and
Dodge Intrepid, for example,
in -dash CD receivers are fac-
tory options in 1998 for the
first time, in some cases as
part of standard or optional
custom -equalized Infinity 240 -
watt (peak) systems. In both
cars, dual -format CD/cassette
players and cassette decks are
still available in select stan-
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dard and optional systems. An option-
al dealer -installed trunk -mounted six -
disc changer can be controlled from
the CD receivers and select cassette
decks, but not from the dual -format
CD/cassette head units.

A new Jeep Grand Cherokee model,
the top -end 5.9 Limited, debuts in
1998 with a standard Infinity Gold
system built around a dual -format
head unit that lacks CD changer con-
trols. Highlights include the 180 -watt
(peak) amplifier, custom equalization,
ten drivers, and steering -wheel -mount-
ed audio controls, which are optional
in other Grand Cherokee models.
Speakers include two instrument -panel
tweeters, two woofers in the front
doors, two woofers in the rear doors,
and two tweeters and two midrange
drivers in the cargo -area headliner.

CD/casette head units are available
as factory options or standard equip-
ment in all models from all three com-
pany divisions except the Plymouth
Neon and two -seat Prowler convert-
ible and the Chrysler Cirrus, Dodge
Stratus, and Plymouth Breeze com-
pacts. None of the dual -format heads
control a CD changer, and a dealer -in-
stalled changer with RF modulator
will no longer be offered.

In the Cirrus, Stratus, and Breeze,

Plymouth's new retro-style Prowler
roadster comes with a seven -speaker
Infinity sound system that features fixed
EQ for top -down driving, steering -wheel
audio controls, and a cassette head
unit that controls a six -disc CD changer.

and the Chrysler Sebring convertible,
a six -disc console -mounted CD chang-
er has been carried over in conjunction
with various changer -controlling cas-
sette options. The changer, installed at
the factory or by the dealer, sits below
other instrument -panel controls.

At Plymouth, the retro-style Prowler
roadster debuts with a standard high-
performance Infinity sound system.

The two -seat convertible's
seven -speaker system deliv-
ers 320 watts (peak) and fea-
tures fixed bass and mid -
bass equalization tailored for
top -down, 60 -mph driving.
Remote audio controls on
the back side of the steering -
wheel spokes let you change
stations, CD tracks, and vol-
ume levels. The Prowler's
cassette head unit controls a
six -disc changer, which is
mounted behind the passen-
ger seat below the ported,
bandpass enclosure housing
a 61/2 -inch dual -voice -coil
woofer.

FORD/LINCOLN/
MERCURY
Speed -compensated volume
controls and RDS turn up for
the first time in select mod-
els, but those aren't the only
significant changes in store
for the new model year.

For the first time, a slave
CD player and companion cassette
deck are standard in all Mustangs,
whose slave CD players were previ-
ously optional. Also, premium Mach
sound systems will be available as a

For the first time, Chevy is offering a slave cassette
deck that can drop alto the floor console centered
below the vehide's dash as a $200 factory -in-
stalled option in the Blazer LS (above) and LT.

$650 to 5800 option for the first time
in the Ford Explorer and as a $475 op-
tion in the Mercury Mountaineer sport
utility vehicles (SUVs), joining the
Ford Mustang and Taurus and the
Mercury Sable and Expedition.

The 145 -watt, seven -speaker Mach
systems in the Explorer and Moun-
taineer boast a dual -format CD/cas-
sette player and an 8 -inch subwoofer
behind a trim panel in the right rear
cargo area. Same as last year, an op-
tional $370 factory/dealer-installed
six -disc CD changer controlled from
the head unit goes under the center -
console armrest.



Ford is offering sp compensated volume control
as a $370 factory option for the CD/cassette head
unit in the Ford Ranger XLT pickup (top) and as a
factory or dealer option for the Mach CD/cassette
sound systems in the Explorer and Mountaineer
sport utility vehicles (SUVs).

With the Mach introductions, the
Explorer and Mountaineer become the
first vehicles in the automaker's three
divisions to offer a "dual -playback"
feature that lets back-seat occupants
listen to one source through head-
phones while everyone else listens to
another source through the speakers. A
control panel on the back of the center
console features two headphone jacks
and remote audio controls, including
volume, source selection, tuning, tape
direction, and CD track selection.

In another change, Ford is introduc-
ing its first speed -compensated vol-
ume controls in the new Mach sys-
tems, the dual -format head unit avail-
able in the Ford Ranger pickup as a
$370 factory option, and the new CD
changer -controlling cassette players
offered as factory or dealer options in
the Lincoln Continental and the Lin-
coln Town Car.

The automaker's first RDS head
units, all changer -controlling cassettes,
will be available in nine vehicles, al-
though it hadn't been determined at
press time whether the radio would be
part of standard or optional systems.
The nine models are the Lincoln Con-
tinental and Town Car, Mercury's
Grand Marquis and Mountaineer, and
Ford's Crown Victoria, Econoline van,
Club wagon, Explorer, and Ranger
pickup.

In the Continental and Town Car,
the RDS radios will also incorporate

digital signal processing,
previously used by the com-
pany to replicate the acous-
tics of different listening ven-
ues but now expanded to op-
timize imaging through digi-
tal equalization and the time
alignment of the left and
right speakers. Imaging can
be optimized for the driver,
all occupants, or all rear -seat
occupants.

In other changes, Ford
adds steering -wheel controls
to the Explorer for the first
time, but it hadn't been de-
cided at press time whether
they would be standard or
optional. In the new Lincoln
Navigator, they're standard.
In 1997, steering -wheel con-
trols were optional in the
Lincoln Continental and
standard in the Mercury Vil-
lager minivan and Lincoln
Town Car Signature series.
They're still available in
those vehicles in 1998, but it

was still undetermined at press time
whether they were to be standard or
optional.

Also for the first time, the Navigator
joins six other vehicles in offering
passenger -compartment six -disc CD
changers in the center con-
sole, either between the front
seats or near the instrument
panel. The other vehicles are
the Ford Explorer and Expe-
dition SUVs, the Mercury
Mountaineer SUV, the Lin-
coln Continental, and the
Mercury Villager and Ford
Windstar vans. In 1997, the
changers were options, but it
wasn't certain whether the
changers would be standard
or optional in 1998.

GMC
Bose's first -ever GMC sys-
tems will be standard in the
full-size Denali and compact
Envoy sport utility vehicles
due later in the 1998 model
year. The custom -equalized
system features a cassette
head unit in the dash that
controls a six -disc CD chang-
er in the console between the
front seats. The 190 -watt
Denali system includes a 4 x
6 -inch woofer in a 1/2 -cubic -
foot enclosure that's also
built into the center console.

The Envoy system is rated at 260
watts.

HONDA/ACURA
Steering -wheel -mounted audio con-
trols are available for the first time in
the Acura 2.3CL and 3.0CL, where
they're standard. Same as last year, a
CD receiver and six speakers are also
standard in these vehicles, and an in -
dash slave cassette and a six -disc trunk
CD changer are still dealer options.

Acura's 3.5RL joins the 3.5RL Pre-
mium in offering a standard eight -
speaker 200 -watt Bose system with a
CD changer -controlling cassette play-
er. In the RL, a six -disc changer can
be installed in the trunk or center arm-
rest by a dealer. In the RL Premium,
the changer is standard in the trunk
but a dealer can reinstall it in the con-
sole. Both cars continue to offer stan-
dard steering -wheel -mounted audio
controls.

In the Honda division, the CRV EX
sport utility vehicle gets its first stan-
dard -equipment CD receiver, joining
the Prelude coupe and the Accord EX
four- and six -cylinder sedans.

JAGUAR
Standard steering -wheel -mounted au-
dio controls, available since 1997 on
the XK8 sports car. will now be avail -

The standard head unit in
bines a tuner, a cassette deck, and a three -disc CD
changer in a single in -dash chassis, with Dolby Pro
Logic surround decoding a $595 factory option.

the Volvo V70 R corn -
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Built to rock.
The culmination of the latest advances in high technology, revolutionary design, the finest materials, perfect balance,

and a dedication to the most refined sense of taste.

Price, $1,799

Built to Rock.
The culmination of the latest advances in high technology, revolutionary design, the finest materials, perfect balance, and a
dedication to the most refined sense of sound. The Optimus family of speakers with Linaeum-designed tweeters produces

"wide-angle" sound that envelops your listening area like never before, with remarkable presence you'd expect only from much
higher priced speakers. The critics love them. Find out why at RadioShack. For our store near you, call 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®.

Prices skirting at $130

RadioShack
OPT I

MUAUDS

YOu've got questions.
We've got answers°



A factory option in the new Mercedes ML320
sport utility vehicle is a seven -driver, 150 -watt
Bose system with a cassette deck that controls a
six -disc CD changer mounted in the cargo area.

able in the XJR, XJG, XJGL, and Van-
den Plas sedans. In all Jaguars, a new
standard -equipment cassette radio fea-
tures RDS reception and provides a
duplicate dialing keypad for an option-
al voice -activated phone. A biampli-
fied 240 -watt Harman Kardon system
with a six -disc trunk CD changer con-
tinues as a factory -installed option for
all models but the XJR, where it's
standard. The price is expected to re-
main about $1,800.

MAZDA
More standard -equipment in -dash CD
players and Bose systems are in store
for Mazda mavens. In 1997, in -dash
CD was standard only in the Millenia
S as part of a dual -format CD/cassette
player. In 1998, the SE -5 Plus pickup
also gets a standard dual -format head
unit, and all trim levels in the 626 line
beyond the basic DX get their first
standard CD receivers.

Four speakers accompany the SE -5
and 626 head units. Dealer -installed
626 options include an in -dash cas-
sette player under the CD receiver and
a trunk -mounted six -disc CD changer.
The SE -5 head unit can also control a
dealer -installed six -disc changer.

Mazda makes RDS available for the
first time in the SE -5 Plus's standard
head unit. In 1998, Bose systems are

available for the first time on
626 series models, as standard
equipment in the ES and as
factory options on the LX and
LX V6, all with CD receivers
mounted in the dash.

MERCEDES
A biamplified 150 -watt Bose
system is a factory option in
the ML320, the German au-
tomaker's first sport utility ve-
hicle in the U.S. market. For
less than $1,200, the seven -
speaker system includes a sub -
woofer amplifier that delivers
50 watts to a 51/4 -inch, dual -
voice -coil woofer mounted in
an enclosure under the driv-
er's seat. There are 61/2 -inch
coaxials in the front doors and
a wide -range 51/4 -inch speaker
in each rear door. The sys-
tem's program sources are a
changer -controlling cassette
and a cargo -area six -disc CD
changer. Like all previous
Mercedes systems, the ML320
features speed -compensated
volume control. Bose systems
continue to be standard or op-

tional in all other Mercedes vehicles.

MITSUBISHI
The Mirage LS coupe, but
not the sedan, gets its first
standard -equipment CD re-
ceiver, joining the entry-lev-
el Montero Sport ES SUV.
The head unit doesn't con-
trol optional changers or
cassette players.

Dual -format CD/cassette
players are carried over in
the Eclipse GS -T and GSX
and the Diamante LS as part
of standard Infinity sound
systems. The Eclipse head
units incorporate CD chang-
er controls.

NISSAN/INFINITI
More Nissans will have in -
dash CD as standard equip-
ment in the 1998 model
year. CD receivers are now
standard in the 200SX SE
and SE -R sports cars, and a
CD/cassette player is stan-
dard in the Sentra GLE se-
dan, all Altima models but
the SE, the Pathfinder XE,
LE, and SE SUVs, the Fron-
tier SE King Cab truck and
SE King Cab 4WD, and the

Maxima SE and GLE. In all but the
200SX SE and the two Frontiers, an
optional $669 dealer- or port -installed
six -disc CD changer controlled by the
head unit is available.

The standard CD receivers and dual -
format heads replace standard cassette
units, which in most cases controlled
an optional dealer- or port -installed
CD changer, including a three -disc in -
dash changer that's still available in
some Nissans.

Bose systems continue as standard
equipment in all Infiniti models.

OLDSMOBILE
Two new nameplates, the Intrigue and
Intrigue GL, debut with a standard cas-
sette deck, a $270 factory -installed CD/
cassette player option with six speak-
ers, and a $500 factory -installed 130 -
watt Bose option, which comes with
eight speakers and a CD/cassette play-
er. The GL also features optional steer-
ing -wheel -mounted audio controls
($125). Another $460 factory option, a
twelve -CD trunk -mounted changer, is
controlled from the sport sedans' stan-
dard and optional head units.

Same as last year, a Bose option is
available in the Aurora, and CD/cas-
sette head units are available in all

The new standard -equipment cassette radio in all
Jaguars, including the Vanden Plas sedan (above),
features RDS reception and a duplicate dialing key-
pad for an optional voice -activated phone.
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Oldsmobiles. They're standard in the
Aurora, LSS, and Regency and option-
al in the rest.

PONTIAC
Delco's EyeCue "head -up" display,
which projects vehicle and audio -sys-
tem information onto the windshield
in front of the driver, is standard rather
than optional in the 1998 Bonneville
SSE. It continues as an option on the
Grand Prix. EyeCue displays radio -
frequency and CD track information
along with the vehicle speed and
warning indicators, including a low -
fuel icon.

The ten -speaker Monsoon system
continues as a $430 factory option on-
ly in the Firebird. The eight -channel
system features active crossovers and
two 6 -inch dual -voice -coil subwoof-
ers. Amplifier power output was not
available.

Steering -wheel -mounted audio con-
trols remain options on all
Pontiacs but the Bonneville
SSE, where they're standard.

SATURN
The sound systems are as
practical and basic as the car
itself. Factory -installed op-
tions include a cassette radio
and a changer -controlling
cassette unit with an equaliz-
er and four 6 -inch speakers.
A CD receiver returns as a
factory option after a one-year ab-
sence, and a twelve -disc trunk -mount-
ed CD changer is available as a dealer -
installed option. Option prices range
from $290 to $540 for the Saturn SL
and $260 to $510 for all other models.

SUZUKI
With the addition of a dealer -installed
CD changer option under the passen-
ger seat in the Swift hatchback, six -
disc CD changers are available in all
Suzukis for the first time. In -dash CD
players have been dropped from all
models.

TOYOTA/LEXUS
The big news comes from Toyota's
Lexus division. To the standard Pio-
neer systems in the LS and GS V-8,
Lexus adds its first -ever automatic vol-
ume control, which uses digital signal
processing to change volume automat-
ically in concert with changes in inte-
rior noise levels as measured by a mi-
crophone mounted in the headliner.
The feature is defeatable.

The cassette -based system is offered

with a factory -installed glovebox-
mounted CD changer option, which is
available in the GS for the first time.
The Pioneer system is also standard in
the Lexus ES but without automatic
volume control.

Lexus will extend its brand -name
collaboraticn with Nakamichi to the

ES series for the first time with a 215 -
watt (peak) biamplified system featur-
ing an 8 -inch rear -deck subwoofer, a
pair of I -inch dome tweeters near the
side -view mirrors, and four 61/2 -inch
drivers, two up front and two in the
rear deck. The factory option features
an in -dash cassette player, a glovebox-
mounted six -disc CD changer, and
fixed parametric equalization to tune
the system's response to the car's inte-
rior. A 280 -watt (peak) Lexus/Naka-
michi option is already available in the
LS and GS.

In Toyota vehicles, in -dash three -
disc CD changers continue as options
in almost all models.

VOLVO
In the C70 coupe and V70 R all -
wheel -drive station wagon, the stan-
dard head unit is the automaker's first
to combine a tuner, a three -disc CD
changer, and a cassette player in a sin-
gle in -dash chassis. The Alpine -made
head unit is also Volvo's first U.S. ra-
dio with RDS, and it controls an op-
tional dealer -installed six -disc CD

changer ($690) in the C70 trunk and
V70 R cargo area.

The big news is that Dolby Pro Log-
ic surround decoding is available as a
factory -installed option in both vehi-
cles - a first for automakers. The
S595 Pro Logic option adds the de-
coder, which mounts to the back of the

Standard in the Jeep Grand Cherokee
5.9 Limited is an Infinity Gold
System comprising a CD/cassette
head unit, a 1 80 -watt amplifier,
custc m equalization, ten drivers, and
steering -wheel audio controls.

head unit, and a pair of center -channel
drivers in the dash. More than 700
Dolby Surround -encoded CDs, mostly
classical, are now available from a va-
riety of labels, including Delos, BMG,
and EMI.

The head unit also delivers speed -
compensated volume control and di-
versity tuning, which Volvo is provid-
ing for the first time in every vehicle
but the base SV70.

Whether you've got your
heart set on a Jaguar
XK8 or a Chevy Mal-
ibu, both U.S. and for-

eign automakers are offering more
fine -sounding and user-friendly audio
options to choose from than ever be-
fore. So start thinking about whether
you prefer a CD player in the dash or a
multidisc changer in the trunk or con-
sole. Just don't forget to bring a few of
your favorite CDs along when you hit
the dealer showrooms. If you play
your cards right, you may even be able
to get the salesman to throw in an au-
dio option or two to seal the deal.
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NEW CHAPTERS FROM THE COMPANY
THAT WROTE THE BOOK ON SUBWOOFERS

THE IMPORTANCE OF A SUBWOOFER IN THE NEW

DOLBY DIGITAL AC -3 SYSTEM

The future of movie sound in the home-and many
believe music as well-is Dolby Digital AC -3. Unlike
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital features 5 full bandwidth
channels, plus a dedicated low frequency effects
channel that delivers additional bass to the subwoofer.

Which is why it almost seems like Dolby engineers had
Velodyne in mind when they created Dolby Digital.

In addition to performance that Home Theater
magazine called "breathtaking," all of our subs
incorporate a "Subwoofer Direct" feature which allows
you to by-pass the internal crossover for direct
connection to this low frequency effects channel in
Dolby Digital decoders and receivers. So you get bigger,
louder and more physical bass-the Dolby Digital
difference you can hear and feel.

WHY A SUBWOOFER HAS TO BE FUTURE READY

HDTV, DSS, DTS, AC -3, DVD, DVD-ROM. Terms from

the brave new world of home entertainment, yet ones
that can easily confuse even the most savvy consumer.
So it's good to know that, no matter what new
techno.ogies come along, a Velodyne subwoofer will
never be obsolete.

All of our subwoofers, from our entry level VA Series
up to our top -of -the -line F Series, are "future ready."
With features ranging from our patented High Gain
Servo Technology that reduces distortion to less than
1%, to our combination of forward firing active drivers
and downward firing passive radiators, Velodyne
subwoofers are designed to handle the demands of
movies, music and multimedia.

Today and tomorrow.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112 408-436-727C phone 408-436-6181 fax www.velodyne.com website

Dolby Digital AC -3 is a trademark of Dolby LaborEtories Licensing Corporation
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HOW TO SAFEGUARD YOUR WV EQUIPMENT

FROM YOUR KIDS - AND YOUR KIDS FROM

YOUR EQUIPMENT BY GORDON BROCKHOUSE

EVER SINCE MY BABY GIRL arrived two years ago,
she's taken to my electronic toys like a duck to water. At
first when she started crawling too close to my, stuff, I'd
chase after her, wailing "No -o -o, don't touch that!" Finally I
got smart. My goal wasn't just to protect my toys from her
but also to protect her from my toys.

You don't have to be a new parent to kidproof your
equipment. Visits from grandkids, nephews, nieces, and
friends' children will be a lot more relaxing if your audio/
video gear is secure.

The most effective way to protect kids and electronic toys
from each other is to get your components out of reach -
and if possible out of sight. Your television and speakers will
have to stay in your viewing/listening room, of course, but
you may be able to house other components, such as ampli-
fiers and CD players, in a enclosed space like a cabinet or
closet. That is likely to involve running cables through
walls, ceilings, or ductwork, and unless you're handy, you
may want to enlist the aid of a dealer who specializes in cus-
tom installation.

So that you can contro_ these components from your
couch, you'll probably wan: to add an infrared (IR) repeat-
ing system, which consists of an IR receiver in the listening
room wired to an IR emitter in the component closet. There
are IR receivers that fit info wall -mounted junction boxes
and others that can be flush -mounted onto bOokshelves and
cabinets. Infrared repeaters are available from Niles Audio
(800-289-4434), Xantech (318-362-0353), and others; ex-
pect to pay between $100 and $200.

Recoton (800-732-6866) has a radio -frequency (RF) uni-
versal remote control, whose signals pass through walls and
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cabinet doors ($40), as well as IR re-
mote -control extenders. The company
also offers an RF transmission system
that lets you send audio and video sig-
nals plus remote commands over the
airwaves ($140). In my experience, IR
remote extenders work fine. The au-
dio/video RF systems do add
noise, but in most situations
they perform acceptably for
noncritical listening. For
your primary system, you'll
want to stick with hard-
wired connections.

Elcom Technologies (610-
408-0130) makes devices
that can send audio, video,
and remote commands over
residential AC wiring. Pre-
dictably, Elcom's ezAudio
system ($99) adds some
noise and hum, but less than
you'd expect. With ezTV
($99), there is noticeable
ghosting and softening of
the picture. The IR emitter
provided with ezTV and the
ezRemote IR extender ($70)
fastens directly to the IR
sensor on the component
you want to operate, which
means it can control only
that component.

Recoton's and Elcom's
video -transmission systems
transmit RF-modulated TV
signals, not composite or S -
video. The performance of
devices that transmit signals
over the airwaves (RF) or
AC wiring can vary a lot
from location to location, so
it's best to buy from a deal-
er who will take them back
if they don't work well in
your setup.

Most people prefer to
keep all their components in

the listening room, in which
case the best method of
protection is a closed cabi-

net (just make sure there is
adequate ventilation). A model with
glass or (safer) Lucite doors will allow
infrared remote commands to pass
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through. However, most of these cabi-
nets have only magnetic latches - an
easy conquest for any curious kid. If
your cabinet has knobs on the front, a
plastic sawtooth lock that goes over
the two knobs will provide extra de-
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end and a Velcro fastener at the other.
The strip goes on the door, while a
matching adhesive -backed Velcro pLd
goes on the cabinet. These products
are available from many hardware ard
children's stores. I got mine at Tows
"R" Us.
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If you're going to use Ln
open component cabinet,
you have to protect compo-
nents individually. There a -e
some products that do this,
such as plastic covers for
VCR tape wells. With the
cover in place, your tyke
can't jam a jelly sandwich
into your VCR. Even a sim-
ple VCR dust cover might be
enough.

If you're concerned that
your child might slide a
component off the shelf and
onto his noggin, you can put
some reusable adhesive like
LePage's Fun Tak on each
foot of the component,
which will secure it to a de-
gree at negligible cost. If
you really want to hold it
taut, you can use Quake -
Hold straps (800-418-7348),
which run between $8.99
and $14.99.

You can prevent compo-
nents from being operated
by the junior set by connect-
ing their AC cords to a pow-
er strip mounted high on the
back of the cabinet. When-
ever you're not using the
system, turn off the strip's
power switch. Just remen-
ber to check the volume set-
ting before you turn the sys-
tem back on!

The rat's nest of cables at
the back of a componeit
cabinet can pose a slight but

significant strangulation hazard. Also,
a strong tug can cause shorts on
speaker outputs or open grounds on
signal inputs. You can reduce these
risks by bundling the cables with tie -
wraps (bundle AC lines and signal ca-
bles separately) and fastening the bun -

dies to the stand. AudioStream's Pre-
mier Cable Channel (available exclu-
sively from Paradigm speaker dealers
for $35; call 905-632-0180 to locate
the nearest dealer) reduces cable
chaos by hiding wires under a plastic
sleeve that attaches to the back of the
cabinet.

Cable runs between amplifiers and
speakers (and source components and
TV) pose a tripping hazard. The best
advice here is to run wires along base-
boards and around doorframes, or be-
hind walls, taking the shortest route
possible out from the wall to the
speaker. Wires should be firmly fas-
tened down so that there are no dan-
gerous loops.

At the crawling stage, kids will put
almost anything in their mouths. If
tacks or nails holding cables to the
floor or baseboard work themselves
loose, they could prove dangerous, if
not fatal. Wire -mounting clamps, avail-
able from specialty wire suppliers
such as Monster Cable (415-871-6000),
are safer. Whatever fastener you use,
make sure it's adequate for the job and
that each one is securely in place. Be
especially careful if you're fastening
cable to drywall, which won't hold
short tacks, or if you're going through
carpet to a wooden floor underneath.
And, of course, take care that you
don't short out cables when fastening
them to walls and baseboards (it's
easy to do).

You may be able to reduce tripping
hazards by passing cables under car-
pets or putting an area rug over them.
(Don't do this with AC leads.) Mon-
ster Cable and other specialty wire
suppliers offer flat cables designed to
be routed around baseboards and door-
frames; most have paintable jackets.

If you want to go all out, remove the
baseboard molding, hollow it out
enough to accommodate the cables,
put the cables in place, and then re-
place the molding. If you want to
leave the wire on the surface but out
of reach, use hollow plastic sleeves,
which are available from some spe-
cialty wire companies and large office -
furniture suppliers.

When babies are starting to stand,
they'll use any available structure to
pull themselves up. A TV on a flimsy
stand is a dangerous, top-heavy haz-
ard. Look for a stand made specially
for your TV, with some kind of clamp
to keep the set in place.

Speakers on stands present one of
the greatest toppling risks. You can re-
duce the danger by applying reusable
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Children
Will Listen
Sometime after your first child is born,
you'll make a discovery about your au-
dio/video equipment. It's not yours any-
more. It's hers. The discovery will come
when you attempt to fill a precious quar-
ter-hour with a Beethoven sonata, or
maybe Ella Fitzgerald singing your fa-
vorites from The Gershwin Songbook.

Your toddler will let you know, with
whatever language skills she has, that
she wants to listen to Raffi's "Willough-
bee Wallaby Woo."

"Sweetie," you'll implore, "it's my
turn. We've already listened to that 346
times this morning." After you've given
in, you'll wonder if there isn't a way you
can get your little one interested in seri-
ous music.

Maybe there is.
The first time my wife's cousin, Allison

Girling, and her children visited us, I

asked what sort of entertainment Jacob,
6, and Sarah, 4, would like. "Have you
got The Magic Flute?" their mother
asked. I put it on, and the kids listened
happily while the adults chatted.

Jacob's interest in classical music
started when he was 2 years old. "We
were watching The Nutcracker on Amer-
ican Ballet Theater, and he was entranced
by the music and the movement of the
dance," recalls his mother. Sarah and
Jacob's interest in opera was inspired by
a televised performance of The Magic
Flute with sets by the British painter
David Hockney. Again, the appeal was
as much visual as musical. Sarah, now
7, continues to be very keen on opera.

Girling thinks part of the reason
they're receptive to serious music is that
they hear it frequently. Saturday -after-
noon Metropolitan Opera broadcasts
are a regular part of the domestic rou-
tine. But kids' musicians such as Raffi or
Sharon, Lois, and Bram are also popular
with the family. And they like BMG's
Classical Kids series, with productions
like Mr. Bach Comes to Call and Beetho-
ven Lives Upstairs that "really prepare
kids' ears," Girling says. "They're more
receptive when they eventually hear the
music these stories are based on."

Ezra Schabas, the children's grandfa-
ther, is professor emeritus in the faculty

of music at the University of Toronto and
a former principal of the Royal Conser-
vatory of Music in Toronto. "Early expo-
sure to gooc music puts you ahead -
just like anything else," he says. "It
means you have more years of enjoy-
ment. The big thing is to be selective
about the kind of music children hear
and the sethig they hear it in. It should
be a setting without interruptions or dis-
tracting elements. But don't make it
something the child is required to do."

Cynthia Daan-Beardsley, a Toronto
author and early -childhood music edu-
cator, says that very young children ab-
sorb far mo-e from simple music, such
as Raffi's Singable Songs for the Very
Young, than from complex musical ar-
rangements. And long compositions can
overwhelm children's attention spans.
She thinks it's important that music be
an active as well as passive pursuit. Par-
ents can inst II a sense of involvement by
singing to heir kids and by choosing
musical experiences that invite the child
to participate. With this foundation, kids
will be ready for richer experiences.

With music programs being cut back
by many school boards, kids are going
to have to learn about music at home.
At our house, the little one adores many
kids' records, but she's also taken with
Ella Fitzgercld (and has just staled to
sing along with "It's Delovely" from The
Cole Porter Songbook), Broadway musi-
cals ("I Am Sixteen" from The Sound of
Music is frequently demanded), movie
soundtracks ("A Spoonful of Sugar"
from Mary Poppins is playing in the
background as I write this), and even
some classical music, though we've had
to sugarcoat it by inventing story lines.
The galumphing "The Montagues and
the Capulets" section of Prokofiev's Ro-
meo and Juliet has become "Elephant
Music." Our little girl stomps the room
swinging one arm like a trunk. She likes
all these musical treats in short, constant-
ly repeated segments.

Even though I've grown to like Raffi,
Prokofiev sure beats endless repetition
of "Willouc hbee Wallaby Woo." Still,
there's no doubt who's in charge of the
music system, and it's not me. - G.B.

adhesive (like
Fun Tak) to the bottom of
the speaker, but it's much safer to
use a stand that screws into the bottom
of your speaker. That may not prevent
the whole structure from toppling,
however. You can lower the center of
gravity, and thus the risk of accidents,
by using stands that can be filled
with sand. That increases total weight,
though, and thus the risk of damage
and injury should an accident occur. If
the stand is on a flat surface, applying
reusable adhesive to the bottom will
make it less prone to toppling.

A child can also topple a speaker by
pulling on wires attached to it, par-
ticularly if the input terminals are a
considerable distance off the floor. If
you have speaker stands with a hollow
support, you might be able to drill
holes through the base and the top of
the main column, then route the cable
through the column; NF series stands
from Sanus (800-359-5520) and some
stands from other companies have pre -
drilled holes.

The cable connection is an issue
with any speaker out in the open.
Make sure the connection is tight
enough that Junior can't loosen it. If
the terminals are high up on the speak-
er, fasten the wire to the cabinet with
Fun Tak so that there aren't any dan-
gerous loops.

If your speakers are still prone to
toppling, consider either replacing
them with floor -standing models
or keeping them on shelves. You can
move them out onto stands for private
concerts when the kids are down for
the night.

Your CD and videocas-
sette collections are another
irresistible attraction. The
best way to secure them is
in a closed cabinet. You
may wish to complement the
cabinet's latch with some oth-
er barrier, such as a Velcro tab. To
protect recordings on open shelv-
ing, try cramming the discs to-
gether tightly so that your
wee one can't pull them
off, or locate the shelves up
and out of the way.

Even after thorough kidproofing,
you'll still have to exercise some vigi-
lance and provide some firm direction
to protect your small fry and A/V equip-
ment from each other. But the preven-
tive effort will dramatically reduce the
chasing around you have to do and
give you a little more time to enjoy
playing with your electronic toys. o
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CPY
New technologies have the

recording industry fighting record
pirates harder than ever

The case had been building for
years, and investigators and law -
enforcement officials were near-

ing the end of a difficult operation.
The agents prepared for a series of
carefully orchestrated raids and ar-
rests. Suspects were profiled, with a
special focus on criminal histories and
previous violent behavior. Teams were
assigned and site -specific intelligence
spelled out. Where were the entrances
and exits to the illegal factories?
Might they encounter armed guards or
vicious attack dogs?

Finally, more than a hundred agents
fanned out to locations in four states.
Those assigned to arrest some two
dozen far-flung suspects performed a
truly dangerous job. And the teams
who stormed the factories looked like
they came out of a big -budget Holly-
wood action movie, with bullet-proof
vests, raid jackets, and plenty of fire-
power at their disposal.

What did they hope to find when
they burst through those factory
doors? Drugs? Weapons? Counterfeit
currency? The agents expected - and
found - two of the largest and most
successful audio -cassette counterfeit-
ing rings ever uncovered in the United
States. Banks of high-speed duplica-
tors - capable of making dozens of
60 -minute counterfeit cassettes in a
single 30 -second pass - were seized,
as were thousands of finished tapes
containing the work of such varied
and popular recording artists as Pearl
Jam, Pink Floyd, LL Cool J, John Lee
Hooker, and Kenny G.

The two counterfeit rings were al-

legedly supplying retail stores, street
vendors, and flea markets throughout
the Eastern U.S. Their efforts account-
ed for nearly one-third of the legiti-
mate music industry's annual losses
from domestic piracy according to the
Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), which estimates to-
tal domestic losses at $300 million a
year. The raids, which took place in
the fall of 1995, resulted in seventeen
indictments. Last summer, three ring-
leaders were convicted and sentenced.

Times have changed dramatically
since the days when the RIAA, which
represents all of America's major
record labels, inspired vocal derision
among music fans with its ubiquitous
battle cry, "Home taping is killing mu-
sic!" Illegal and illicit music recording
is a huge global business estimated at
$2 billion annually. In 1995, more
than two million counterfeit CDs were
reportedly seized in China alone - by
a government that is just now recog-
nizing Western copyright law.

Back home, inexpensive CD -R re-
corders and disc -duplication machines
enable bootleggers to manufacture
high -quality copies of live recordings
without leaving their apartments. And
the latest online technology has com-
puter -savvy music fans trading near -
CD -quality recordings on the Internet.
Those concerned with piracy must
surely wax nostalgic for a time when
record collectors making compilation
tapes for their friends seemed the big-
gest threat to profits.

BY KEN KORMAN

Even the RIAA admits that not all
record piracy is created equal. It dis-
tinguishes between three basic types
of illegal recordings. Counterfeit re-
cordings, like those confiscated in the
case described above, are mostly cheap
reproductions of legitimately released
albums. Pirate recordings also contain
commercially released music but are
repackaged into single -artist "greatest
hits" or multi -artist "DJ mix" compila-
tions. Bootlegs generally contain unre-
leased live recordings or studio out-
takes by artists with large and insa-
tiable followings. While record -indus-
try officials tend to combine all three
types of illegal recordings when com-
piling statistics and estimating losses,
many music fans are loath to equate
the relatively small, fan -oriented boot-
leg business with more pernicious
forms of piracy.

No one defends counterfeit or pirate
recordings, and for good reason. Rec-
ord companies turn a profit only on
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the top 15 percent or so of their artists.
Revenues from the sale of these art-
ists' recordings subsidize many less
popular but culturally significant types
of music, including most jazz and
classical recordings. And even within
the pop realm, mega -hits provide the
resources record companies need to
find and nurture new bands. Top -sell-
ing artists inevitably attract the vast
majority of counterfeit activity, jeopar-
dizing the delicate structure of the en-
tire music industry. Besides, counter-
feit and pirate recordings don't do jus-
tice to the music they contain, which
means they are no bargain for fans at
any price.

Bootlegs, on the other hand, consti-
tute a far more complicated and mor-
ally ambiguous problem. Illicit live re-
cordings of major artists don't neces-
sarily displace sales of legitimate re-
cordings. The typical bootleg buyer is

bootlegs remained mostly a minor nui-
sance to the recording industry, which
always seemed to have bigger fish to
fry. Record companies hadn't yet
tapped into the specialty collector's
market with today's box sets and "ex-
panded editions," so savvy entrepre-
neurs were happy to step in and fill a
relatively tiny niche market.

Things began to change after CD -
format bootlegs appeared in 1989.
Murky and inconsistent overseas copy-
right laws allowed European bootleg-
gers to create a larger and more lucra-
tive industry than ever before. Record -
industry priorities gradually shifted to
encompass the bootleg market, and
new laws came into effect that made it
much easier to track down and convict
bootleggers. Most important was the
federal Anti -Bootleg Statute of De-
cember 1994. While previous statutes
criminalized domestic manufacturing,

Record companies turn a profit on
only the top 15 percent of their artists.

a deeply devoted fan who already
owns a particular artist's entire catalog
and is merely looking to feed his or
her passion with additional "rare" and
"historic" material. Phish, the Black
Crowes, the Dave Matthews Band, and
offshoots of the Grateful Dead are
among the performers who not only
condone live taping but set up special
"taping areas" at their shows for fans.

Artists and record companies cer-
tainly deserve the right to control their
own destinies, just like the rest of us.
But in the view of many music fans,
precious law -enforcement resources
might be better spent on something
other than an essentially unwinnable
war against almost victimless crimes.

The long and colorful history of
bootlegs adds to their continuing al-
lure. Legend has it that the modern
bootleg industry began when two Cali-
fornia teenagers came across some un-
released Bob Dylan studio tapes. They
had some records pressed for friends,
then reordered as the word spread and
money poured in. There was nothing
much to stop them - laws specifically
banning the reproduction of copyright
sound recordings didn't hit the books
until 1972. Columbia Records finally
managed to legitimately release these
recordings in 1975 as Dylan's now -
legendary Basement Tapes.

Over the next two decades or so,

distribution, and trafficking of boot-
legs, the new law provided for seizure
of bootlegs manufactured outside the
U.S. by Customs "at the point of im-
portation." This was just what anti -
bootleg forces had dreamed of.

"It gave us a very effective tool for
stopping the influx of bootleg record-
ings to the U.S.," says Frank Creigh-
ton, an RIAA vice president and asso-
ciate director of its anti -piracy office,
of the new federal law. According to
Creighton, more than 800,000 bootleg
CDs were confiscated as the result of a
single year -long investigation, dubbed
"Operation Goldmine," that ended in
March of this year.

Working in conjunction with U.S.
Customs, the RIAA lured several of
the biggest alleged European bootleg-
gers to Florida in an elaborate and un-
precedented undercover sting opera-
tion. Though the case has not been ful-
ly resolved at this writing, observers
and participants on both sides called it
"the end of an era" for the bootleg
market in Europe and America.

Tougher state laws have allowed the
RIAA to target bootleg retailers. In
New York, an amendment to the penal
code that took effect in November
1995 made it a Class E felony to dis-
tribute or sell bootlegs. State law had
previously covered only manufactur-
ing. In July 1996, as agents busted two

famous downtown Manhattan record
stores, Second Coming and Revolver
Records, New York State Attorney
General Dennis C. Vacco held a side-
walk press conference and proclaimed
Greenwich Village the "single largest
distribution point in the East, perhaps
in the country," for bootlegs.

Small, independent record stores
have always been the primary outlet
for illicit recordings. In the 1990s, the
retail music business has consolidated
into large chains like Tower, Virgin,
and HMV, making it much harder for
smaller outlets to compete. "Bootlegs
are an economic issue for the indepen-
dent record stores," says Bill Glahn,
editor and publisher of Live! Music Re-
view, which covers the bootleg world
from the fan's perspective. "To keep
their doors open, they have to offer
something you can't find at Wal-Mart
or Best Buy." In most cases, that
"something" isn't bootlegs but used,
legitimate CDs, another commodity
that the recording industry wants to
eradicate.

Sympathy for the plight of indepen-
dent record stores, which play a key
role in breaking new bands that later
make money for major labels, reached
an all-time high last spring when Jules
D. Zalon, a lawyer representing the
Dave Matthews Band, mounted his
own "sting" operation on several small
record stores in the Northeast.

After sending someone in to pur-
chase bootleg Dave Matthews Band
CDs, Zalon returned to each store with
a federal marshal, confiscated all the
stores' illicit discs - even those by
bands that don't object to bootlegs -
and threatened to sue for $100,000 for
each CD, according to The New York
Times. He then offered each store the
chance to settle out of court in the
form of an immediate cash payment of
$10,000 or $15,000, which was enough
to bankrupt some stores. Even those
opposed to illicit music in any form
were shocked by these tactics. The
Dave Matthews Band soon pleaded ig-
norance and backed off from the entire
matter, but it was left with the biggest
rock -related public -relations disaster
since John Lennon casually remarked
that the Beatles were more popular
than Jesus.

Ironically, all the recent efforts to
stamp out illicit music are unlikely to
have much effect in the long run. It's
not just underground entrepreneurs
who are keeping the field alive but al-
so recent advances in audio technolo-
gy. CD -R recorders have made boot -
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legging far easier than ever before.
Anyone with a live tape, a good home
computer, a $500 CD -R drive, some
$5 blank CD -Rs, and a little knowl-
edge can put himself in business al-
most overnight.

"Bootleggers can knock out 120
CDs overnight while they sleep," ex-
plains Live! Music Review's Glahn.
"In a week you've got a thousand cop-
ies, which is enough to satisfy the col-
lector's market for any given title."

Even CD -R doesn't pose the poten-
tial long-term threat now perceived in
recent advances in online technology.
A new audio data -compression scheme
called MP3 (MPEG-2, audio layer
three) makes it possible for casual
Net -surfers to download a typical song
with near -CD -quality sound in about
20 minutes over standard phone lines.
While that song might occupy 60
megabytes in standard CD -audio form,
it's only about 5 megs encoded with
MP3. And the software needed to de-
code and listen to MP3 files is widely
available on the Internet.

To the dismay of the recording in-
dustry, college students across the
country began setting up archives of
MP3-encoded music early this year.
Most, such as Stanford University
computer -science major David Week-
ly, were motivated purely by fascina-
tion with a powerful new technology.
Weekly set up an archive of about 160
songs by artists like R.E.M. and Or-
bital, and he traded them openly with
others maintaining MP3 archives on
the World Wide Web.

About two weeks later, Stanford's
Network Services division contacted
Weekly after noticing that his Web site
was responsible for about 80 percent
of the school's network traffic. "They
were concerned that I might be run-
ning some kind of commercial ser-
vice," Weekly says. The same day, Gef-
fen Records called the school about
Weekly's site. "Geffen was actually
just trying to help - to keep me from
being sued by some of the large mu-
sic -industry organizations," Weekly
says. He shut down his site immedi-
ately, which proved a wise move: The
RIAA soon filed civil litigation against
three similar student -run MP3 music
archives.

The RIAA had already contacted
universites across the country to warn
that unauthorized MP3-encoded music
was illegal, but it only saw the number
of MP3 archives grow on a daily basis.
"It got to the point where we had to
show we meant business," says the

RIAA's Creighton. At this writing, the
RIAA had received either temporary
or permanent injunctions against the
three sites. But keeping copyright re-
cordings secure in the digital domain
may prove difficult in the future.

The RIAA is now studying a num-
ber of new systems for copy -protect-
ing and silently "watermarking" re-
cordings with copyright information,
which would at least help track the
product if large-scale digital piracy oc-
curred. "Technology has created this
problem, and I believe technology is
going to be the solution to this prob-
lem," says Creighton. Meanwhile, an-
other compression system that's even
better than MP3 - Advanced Audio
Coding (AAC) - will likely be avail-
able by the end of the year. By then.
the recording industry may well be
trying to sell music itself through le-
gitimate downloads from the Internet.
One company, N2K, is already offer-

ing authorized MP3 song files at $1
each from its Web site, though report-
edly with limited success.

In any case, the record industry may
soon have to make room for a new
wave of computer -savvy entrepre-
neurs. Stanford's David Weekly, who
has just begun his sophomore year,
has already founded the MP3 Consor-
tium, which studies legal issues relat-
ed to digitized music, and a company
called Universal Digital Media, which
he hopes will distribute legitimate mu-
sic files over the Internet to a captive
college audience. "We aren't out to
hurt anyone," Weekly says. "We're
looking for ways to work with artists
and record companies and make every-
body happy with this new technology,
because we think it can happen."

Ken Korman is a regular contributor
to Video maga:ine and writes
frequently about home entertainment.

ND Copy Protection
As complicated and intractible as the mu-
sic -piracy problem is, it pales compared
with the potential threat that video piracy
represents. Home video now accounts for
some 60 to 70 percent of the profits made
by the Hollywood studios. Anc because
many theatrical films are released gradual-
ly across the globe, a pirated movie might
actually displace all-important foreign tick-
et sales as well as video revenues. The
stakes couldn't be higher now that DVD has
arrived. TI -e electronics and entertainment
industries responded to this challenge with
a series of new copy -protection schemes.

A special form of the MacroOsion sys-
tem used `or videotape was des.gned spe-
cifically for DVD. It allows those authoring
DVD software to activate copy -protection
"control bits" as a master is made. DVD
players respond to the control bits by
adding copy -protection signals t3 their an-
alog video output, resulting in a severely
degraded image when it's copied to a VCR.

Six optional DVD "regional codes" pro-
tect the country -by -country rollout of mov-
ies. Each DVD player carries an internal
code for the region in which it is sold. The
player will block playback of any disc with
the wrong code for that region !discs with
no regional coding will play, all else being
equal). Th s means that the import market
so dear to many CD and laserdisc collec-
tors may only play a minor role in the DVD
universe. Some major suppliers have prom-
ised to omit the regional codes for catalog

titles in the future, but most current DVDs
are regionally coded.

DVDs also contain a Copy Generation
Management System (CGMS) intended to
prevent perfect direct -digital copies from
being made. This will become crucial to the
prevention of large-scale piracy as record-
able DVD-RAM decks become available
over the next couple of years and comput-
er -based DVD-RAM drives even sooner.

Further complicating DVD-piracy ques-
tions is Hollywood's fervent desire that
Congress pass legislation making it a fel-
ony to circumvent DVD copy -protection.
Several such bills have met with defeat in
recent times, but more have been intro-
duced. While organizations such as the
Home Recording Rights Coalition are dedi-
cated to defeating such a law, Hollywood
appears unwilling to commit wholehearted-
ly to DVD without this protection.

As we went to press, a consortium in-
cluding Disney, Paramount, Universal, Ze-
nith, RCA, and Panasonic expressed sup-
port for a new pay -per -viewing -period for-
mat called Divx. As it is envisioned, con-
sumers would buy a super -encrypted DVD
for abut S5 that could be played for only
48 hour. from the time it is first inserted in
the player. Subsequent two-day viewing
periods could be purchased automatically
through a Divx player. Although Divx play-
ers wou d be compatible with normal DVDs,
Divx dis:s would not play in standard DVD
players. - K.K.
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"a true world -class
surround speaker"

"one of the most versatile products
in the history of home theater"

Audio Video Shopper

M&K Tripole~
the needs of any program material or

room. You can even alternate be-

tween modes with a remote switcher!

Using M&K's exclusive Phase -

Focused crossover (designed for 5.1

multichannel's unique requirements),

the Tripole produces true uniformity

of surround channel sound throughout

the room, due to its extremely

coherent response over a wide and

tall listening window.

Visit your nearest M&K dealer to

hear the ultimate surround speaker.

Find out why M&K is consistently

rated number one in head -to -head

competition and is rapidly becoming

the standard for professional multi-

channel sound recording.

Contact us by telephone, mail, the

web, or our toll -free faxbal:k for more

information and the location of the

nearest authorized M&K dealer.

Winner of an Audio Video Interiors

Excellence In Design award, -he revolu-

tionary SS -1501 -Fix Tripole is tie ideal

surround channel speaker for any sys-

tem. Designed for 5.1 multichannel
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Oasis is Getting Better All the Time

5 ay, has anybody noticed that Oa-
sis sounds a little bit like the
Beatles? Just kidding. If you want
to write off the Manchester five

as Fab Four soundalikes, go right ahead:
they certainly drop enough references
on Be Here Now to make it worth your
while. But they have always been too
good, not to mention too cocky, to be
mere throwbacks to the Sixties. They

really want to be better than the Beatles,
to inspire young bands thirty years from
now, and to make albums that matter in
the Nineties. With Be Here Now they
reach at least the last of those goals.

Not a modest record by any means, the
new album aims for grandeur at every
turn - in the epic song lengths (only
three are under 5 minutes), the colossal
production, and the anthemic tone of

the lyrics. Guitarist/songwriter Noel Gal-
lagher, one of the surest hook-slingers
in modern pop, gives the record a solid
melodic foundation, and there's nothing
retro about the spacious guitar sound. The
vocals of brother Liam Gallagher have
their usual swagger, and, yes, he still
sounds like a cross between Johns Len-
non and Lydon. As for the many refer-
ences - the title "Magic Pie" (was it a
naming one?), the quotes from Bob Dy-
lan and the Beatles, the familiar David
Bowie chord progression in "Stand by
Me" - the Gallaghers bring their own
spirit to the party they're crashing.

The real surprise, considering the band's
rocky public image, is the amount of
warmth and camaraderie that these songs
put across. The opening single, "D'You
Know What I Mean?," reaches out to
their fans without condescending. "My
Big Mouth" backs self-effacing lyrics
with Sex Pistols guitars. And "The Girl in
the Dirty Shirt" is a guttersnipe's love
song that avoids cheap sentiment.

All the stops get pulled out in the
album's final quarter, where "All Around
the World" and "It's Gettin' Better
(Man!!)" blend into a suite running nearly
20 minutes, ending with an orchestrated
coda that makes "Hey Jude" sound subtle.
Here the guys get so optimistic that they
risk sounding air -headed, but there's just
enough toughness between the lines, and
the crashing guitars of the second tune
evoke genuine elation. It takes guts even
to try something like this, and some kind
of brilliance to carry it off. Brett Milano

OASIS: Be Here Now.
D'You Know What I Mean?: My Big Mouth:
Magic Pie: Stand kr Me; I Hope, I Think,
I Know: The Girl in the Dirty Shirt: Fade In -Out:
Don't Go Away: Be Here Now: All Around
the World: It's Gettin' Better (Man!!): All Around
the World (Reprise). Eric 68530 (72 min).

A Grand Duo
Barenboim, Lupu
Play Schubert

When enthusiastic reports
began coming from Eu-
rope of Daniel Baren-
boim's programs of Schu-

bert's four -hand piano music - some
with Radu Lupu, others with Andras
Schiff (with one or the other on hand to
turn pages) - it seemed more than likely
there would be recordings, the only ques-
tions being how soon and how many. A
new Teldec CD does not give all the an-
swers, but whether it is the first of several
or the only one planned for now, it is a
treasure. On it Barenboim and Lupu per-
form one of the most familiar of Schu-
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Daniel Barenboim and Radu Lupu

bert's works in any form, one of his most
ambitious keyboard works for either one
or two pairs of hands, and another sub-
stantial piece that has never been as well
known as it should be.

The thrice -familiar piece here is the fa-
mous Marche Militaire, music so well
known in various latter-day arrangements

that many who love it in, say,
Guiraud's orchestral setting have
no idea it was composed for pi-
ano duet, or that it is the first in a
set of three such pieces, all of
which are presented here and all
of which are utter delights. The
large-scale Sonata in C Major -
the so-called "Grand Duo" - is
indeed on so grand a scale, and
so "orchestral" in character, that
it was assumed for some time to
have been a piano reduction of
the supposedly lost "Gastein"
Symphony. Joseph Joachim and,
more recently, Raymond Leppard
actually orchestrated this work to
demonstrate its symphonic possi-
bilities. The mysierious "Gas-
tein" Symphony, we now know,
was none other than the well -
loved "Great C Major" Sympho-

ny, Schubert's Ninth, while the "Grand
Duo," on the same level of inspiration, is
an out-and-out masterwork in the four -
hand idiom in which Schubert remains
the all-time grand master. Preceding it on
the CD is the masterly contemporaneous
set of eight Variations in A -flat Major.

What Barenboim and Lupu give us here

0

Matraca Berg: The Songwriter Sings
With credits that include
Deana Carter's "Strawber-
ry Wine" and Patty Love-
less's "I'm That Kind of

Girl," Matraca Berg is better known as
a songwriter than as an artist in her own
right, but only because somebody at her
former record label slipped up. Like Ro-
sanne Cash, to whom she bears a slight
vocal resemblance, Berg has the goods to
be a major star both with country's so-
phisticated uptown audience and in the
larger pop arena, as she amply displays
on Sunday Morning to Saturday Night.

In her soulful, sensuous, and impas-
sioned soprano, Berg constructs a song
cycle of life in the small-town South, but
one that's more from the viewpoint of
Eudora Welty than, say, Jeff Foxworthy.
Her characters are complicated, confused
folks who, like most of the rest of us,
struggle mightily with the pull between
right and wrong, as well as with the con-
flict of Saturday night's fire down below
and Sunday morning's blaze and brim-
stone. There's the truck -stop waitress of
"Good 01' Girl," who dutifully goes to
church with her mother, piling her hair up
high so she'll feel closer to God. But she
also keeps a picture of Elvis when he
came through town, sneaks out with a
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trucker now and then, and yearns to see
more than the sun creeping over her
dingy windowsill each morning. Then
there's the nice old lady of "Back When
We Were Beautiful," who, to an almost
light -opera parlor song, poignantly relives
her younger days through the ghostly
faces that float through her photo album
and her mind.

has not the slightest connection with any-
thing so trivial as superstar performers
out for a romp. They lavish on this music
all the seriousness, affection, and insight
they bring to their solo performances, and
the pleasure they find in their collab-
oration comes through in every phrase.
Something else they do not do is attempt
to evoke the spirit of a "Schubertiade,"
one of those occasions when his music
was performed in the intimate setting of a
friend's parlor. Barenboim and Lupu's
playing, in which fastidiousness and
spontaneity coexist on an almost unimag-
inable level, make it brilliantly clear that,
while Schubert had to content himself
with domestic performances, such mas-
terworks were surely conceived for as
broad and diverse an audience as the big
C Major Symphony. The recording itself
is first-rate and beautifully tailored to this
particular material. Richard Freed

SCHUBERT: Marches Militaires,
Op. 51 (D. 733); Variations on
an Original Theme, Op. 35 (D. 813);
"Grand Duo" Sonata in C Major,
Op. 140 (D. 812).
Daniel Barenboim, Radu Lupu (piano duo).
TELDEC 17146 (77 min).

If this record is a multifaceted profile
of human loneliness - the exquisite
"Here You Come Raining on Me," with
its haunting National steel -guitar intro,
begins with the stark scene of "Blackbird
shivers on the old clothesline" - the
album is not without its lighter moments.
"Back in the Saddle" is a sexy romp
across a satiric landscape of cowgirls,
western music, and the absurd theory that
opposites attract in the wacky back 40 of
love. But then, as Berg proposes, we're
all just "Along for the Ride," aren't we?

"Dreams die hard around here," she
sings in the album's closer, "The Resur-
rection," which opens with an electric gui-
tar straight out of a David Lynch movie.
If the people who walk these back streets
of life feel "stuck between lost and found
and nowhere," Berg, who understands such
feelings, should be welcome company.
And, like the lover of "Here You Come
Raining on Me," she'll be sneakin' up on
your heart's blind side. Alanna Nash

MATRACA BERG:
Sunday Morning to Saturday Night.
Moti,i; pi the Rule, Hun / Don't Run,
Back in the Saddle; Here You Come Raining on
Me; Some People Fall, Some People Fly;
Back When We Were Beautiful; Sunday Morning
to Saturday Night; Good 01' Girl; Give Me
Tonight; If I Were an Angel; The Resurrection.
RISING TIDE 53047 (40 min).
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Stravins s
Firebird and More

Robert Craft's multivolume sur-
vey of Igor Stravinsky's com-
plete works, begun in 1992 for
MusicMasters and now up to

Vol. IX, which features The Firebird and
other works, is clearly a labor of love.
The project is based on Craft's intimate
association with the composer over more
than twenty years, as assistant and biog-
rapher, as well as scholarship nourished
by his access to original sources.

I count more than a dozen CDs of the
complete Firebird, but Craft's new re-
cording profits from both his scholarship
and his conductorial expertise. The details
of his research are set forth fascinatingly
in his elaborate program notes with the
CD. I especially like the added elements
in the grotesque Kastchei episodes and
the use of the long natural trumpets in the
final pages, which gives the piece an extra
charge of excitement. What we have in
this well -crafted performance is not only
splendid musicmaking but what amounts
to a critical edition of a score that has un-
dergone an enormous amount of pushing
and pulling about since its 1910 premiere.

The recording as such has plenty of
richness and brilliance, and the Phil-
harmonia Orchestra's performance
leaves nothing to be desired. For a
complete Firebird, this one and Stra-
vinsky's own 1961 recording on CBS
are my first choices.

The CD leads off with the early Fire-
works, composed for the 1908 wedding
of Rimsky-Korsakov's daughter, then
jumps to 1965 for a 26 -second orches-
tral canon based on the Russian tune
that forms the basis for the concluding
pages of The Firebird. The Four Etudes
are from the World War I era, and the
1928 orchestrations offered here are
tart balletic pieces with the exception
of No. 3, a "Canticle" with overtones
of the Dies laze. These works, too, are
all well played by the Philharmonia.

Late Stravinsky is represented by
the 1964 Variations for Orchestra - her-
metic serialism on paper but quite acces-
sible if listened to as ballet music; Balan-
chine knew what he was doing when he
created a dance work from this score in
1966, stretching its less than 6 -minute
length with the simple expedient of repe-
tition. Prime Neoclassical Stravinsky is
represented by the 1946 Concerto for
Strings, whose three movements provided
the basis for Jerome Robbins's stunning

Conductor Robert Craft

1951 ballet The Cage. Both of these works
are performed by the London Philhar-
monic, and the playing is stunning in its
linear and rhythmic precision. David Hall

STRAVINSKY: The Firebird; Fireworks;
Canon on a Russian Popular Tune;
Four Etudes; Variations for Orchestra;
Concerto for Strings.
Philhannonia Orchestra and London Philharmonic,
Robert Craft cond. MUSICMASTERS 67177 (77 min).

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
TITO PUENTE: 50 Years of Swing.
RMM 82050 (three CDs).
El Rey del Timbal - The Best
of Tito Puente and His Orchestra.
RHINO 72817.
Or, Como Val The Dance Collection.
CONCORD PICANTE 4780. Take your pick:
a whopping 3 hours from RMM, spannitig 1946
to 1996, or a single CD from Rhino, focusing
on 1949 to 1987. The Concord Picante disc has
recordings of the 1980s and 1990s.

ALAN STIVILL: 70/95 Zoom.
DREYFUS 189 (two CDs). A quarter -century of
music from the Breton harpist. French liner notes.

ANTHOLOGY OF
AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC.
SmilliSONIAN FOLK WAN S 40090 (sr, CDs).

Harry Smith's pioneering series, first released in
1952 on three double LPs, reappears in a deluxe

box with a 100 -page booklet and an enhanced CD.

DIAMOND CUTS -A COMPILATION
OF BASEBALL SONGS AND POETRY.
HUNGRY FOR MUSIC 003 (mail-order only;

telephone, 888-843-0933). Just in time for the
World Series: heavy -hitters Bob Dylan and Bob
Costas share the roster with the likes of Dan Bern

and S.F. Seals in this benefit CD.

THE ERNIE KOVACS
RECORD COLLECTION.
VARESE SARABANDE 5789. Not a Kovacs comedy

set but rather a compilation of mus'c from his
TV shows of the 1950s and early 1960s, including
performances by Esquivel, Yma Sunac, and,
yes, Kovacs. in duets with wife Edie Adams.

CLASSICAL
B EETHOVEN: Violin Concerto.
B RAHMS: Violin Concerto.
Nathan Milstein (violin); Pittsburgh Symphony,

William Steinberg cond. EMI 66550. Digitally
remastered from original mid-I950s mono
recordings by the celebrated Russian -born

American violinist.

DVORAK: Requiem; Mass in D Major.
Soloists; Choruses; London Symphony; Istvan
Kertesz and Simon Preston cond. LONDON
448 089 (two CDs). Kertesz's Requiem "is a warm
and lyrical performance that rises to convincing
and never overstated fervor" (May 1970).

HAYDN: String Quartets,
Opp. 71 and 74.
Griller String Quartet. VANGUARD SVC 62/63
(two CDs). Britain's Griller Quartet, formed
in 1928, was in residence from 1949 to 1961 at
the University of California, Berkeley, where
it recorded these sets in 1959.

MUSSORGSKY:
Pictures at an Exhibition.
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Piano Sonata in G Major.

Richter (piano). MELDDIYA/BMG
29469. The outstanding late Russian pianist is
heard here in mid -1950s mono recordings made

in Moscow.
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NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY CHRIS ALBERTSON, FRANCIS DAVIS,
WILL FRIEDWALD, PHYL GARLAND, RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,

ALANNA NASH, PARKE PUTERBAUGH, KEN RICHARDSON, & STEVE SIMELS

EARTH, WIND & FIRE:
In the Name of Love.
PYRAMID/RHINO 72864 (49 min).
* * * *
SMOOTH ELEMENTS - THE SONGS
OF EARTH, WIND S, FIRE.
SIIANACHIE 5036158 nun).
* *

After four years away from the studio,
Earth, Wind & Fire has come up with

its best album in at least a decade, In the
Name of Love. Founder/producer Maurice
White has turned down the technology to
recapture the warmth of the band's early
sound. Here again is the blend of R&B-
based vocals, African -derived rhythms, and
jazz -influenced playing that made EWF a
genre -bending group.

The signature shouting horns provide an

exciting response to the strutting vocals of
the catchy title song. Lead singer Philip Bai-
ley intoxicates with his falsetto in the haunt-
ingly atmospheric "Cruising." Familiar treat-
ments occasionally make way for a bit of
change; lyrics of the rousing "Revolution"
are pure hip -hop, with Bailey's son serving
up a rap that sounds more like the Sixties
than the Nineties. But what matters most is
the music, and with this set of skillfully
shaped songs, White has positioned Earth,
Wind & Fire to move into the next century.

Smooth Elements features instrumental
versions of the group's hits, ranging from
Tuck & Patti's virtuosic "Getaway" and
Larry Coryell's kalimba-driven "Evil" to
saxophonist Mark Johnson's bloodless "De-
votion." The vigorous EWF vocals we know
so well are sorely missed. David Benoit and

HOST GHOST CROONS TUNES
Don't let the Kid Rhino logo deter
you: Space Ghost's Musical Bar-

B-Que is definitely appropriate for
adults. especially adults who are fans

of the Cartoon Network shows featur-
ing the befuddled superhero from the
Sixties. For those not in the know,
Space Ghost: Coast to Coast is a Friday -

night talk show where the animated
Ghost "interviews" live guests, such as
Simpsons creator Matt Groening,
shown here, and Beck, who on a recent
episode donned a lampshade and
took a nap. The variety -show spinoff,
Cartoon Planet, has Space Ghost
sharing the limelight with his band-
leader, the giant space mantis Zorak,
and another sidekick, the dimwitted
space pirate Brak. All three will reduce
you to a laughing puddle as they
banter and warble on Rhino's CD, which
serves up classics like "Don't Touch
Me,""What Day Is It?,""Minkey Boodle,"
and "Smells Like Cartoon Planet."
To hear Brak squeal through two previ-
ously unaired acoustic blues - and
to hear Space Ghost declaim, "I got
my mojo risin'" - is to know that life
is deliriously silly.

0
2

Russ Freeman avoid the problem in "After
the Love Is Gone" by integrating singers
Vesta and Phil Perry into their robust ar-
rangement. But mostly, this is music for the
Quiet Storm crowd, with just a few peaks
among the bland. P.G.

DAN FOGELBERG: Portrait-
The Music of Dan Fogelberg 1972-1997.
Epic/LEGACY 67949 (tour CDs, 290 min)**

istening to the sixty -plus songs on Por-
trait, including five previously unre-

leased tracks, it becomes clear that Dan
Fogelberg is a talented tunesmith who is
gifted with a fine sense of melody, a decent
flair for poetic romanticism, and a warm,
celestial baritone. But only a half -dozen of
the songs are truly memorable: "The Power
of Gold," "Dancing Shoes," "Same Old
Lang Syne," "As the Raven Flies," "Sweet
Magnolia (and the Travelling Salesman),"
and perhaps "Tell Me to My Face," an old
Hollies tune that he passionately revived
with flutist Tim Weisberg. Otherwise, there's
a lot of stuff here that sounds like copies of
other, more original artists (Buffalo Spring-
field, Neil Young), and there's far too much
dreck of the Barry Manilow school.

For us sentimentalists who love to wal-
low in the melancholia of lost love, you
can't beat "Same Old Lang Syne," a perfect
meeting place of romantic yearning, spiritu-
al independence, and, yes, frozen food. If
Fogelberg had kept his musical scope this
focused, he might still be a hitmaker. In-
stead, right or wrong, he's the ultimate sym-
bol of the overly sensitive male. A.N.

GENESIS: Calling All Stations.
ATLANTIC 83037 (68 min).
* *
A , an English synth/orchestral pop al -

hum in the vein of Tears for Fears or
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, Calling
All Stations isn't bad. But as a Genesis
album, it's pretty much a bust. Genesis, you
recall, was a wildly creative progressive -
rock group before the drummer got carried
away with himself. The band's last really
good record, the 1983 single "Mama," neat-
ly coincided with the rise of Phil Collins's
adult -contemporary solo career.

With Collins out of the picture, you'd
think Genesis might make the art -rock
comeback that long-time fans have been
hoping for - with one more "Supper's
Ready" for the road - but you'd be wrong.
Instead, Mike Rutherford and Tony Banks
have pulled in young, photogenic singer
Ray Wilson and homogenized even more.
Wilson has a perfectly fine set of pipes, but
he fails to put across a Genesis -type person-
ality - or any other type. The music here is
pretty but slight; even the two 9 -minute
tracks are less Genesis epics than pop songs
that take too long to make their point.

The two original members laid down
most of the instrumental tracks before Wil-
son's arrival, leaving signs that the album
could have been better. Banks can still turn
a haunting melody, and his keyboard tex-
tures are the one link with the Genesis of
old. And after twenty years as the band's
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nominal lead guitarist, bassist Rutherford is
finally stepping forward and playing lead
guitar. Still, Calling All Stations has the
markings of a failed commercial effort; it's
sadly appropriate that the title track's lyrics
amount to a plea for airplay. B.M.

ITTA JAMBS: Love's Been Rough on Me,
PRIVATE MUSIC 82140 (41 min).
* * * * *

Blues queen Etta James has long dreamed
of recording a country album, but not

even her most ardent supporters could
have imagined what a powerful collabora-
tion she would make with producer Barry
Beckett, who came to Nashville steeped in
the Muscle Shoals brand of country -soul.
Love's Been Rough on Me is a passionately
charged, often thrilling program. Drawing
on several styles of countrified blues and
R&B, James and Beckett simply cook here
in a way neither has done in quite a while.

James, who frequently drops into her
dusky alto, does particularly well by two
songs of Troy Seals, "Hold Me (Just a Little
Longer Tonight)" and "If I Had Any Pride
Left at All," where she not only proves
she's been there but transports you back,
too. Her performance of Kenny Greenberg
and Greg Barnhill's "Cry Like a Rainy
Day" is the match of a great ballad and an
even greater singer, with a palpable ache
packed into nearly every measure. And she
is so heartbreakingly good in a revival of
Otis Redding's "I've Been Lovin' You Too
Long" that she both takes your breath on
the rise and chokes you up on the bridge.

Love's Been Rough on Me should be re-
quired listening for every cute young thing
who goes to Nashville in search of a con-
tract, believing he/she can move people. This,
friends and neighbors, is the very definition
of stunning interpretive singing. A.N.

K.D. LANG: Drag.
WARNER BROS. 46623 (53 min).
* * *
#lanada's most visible chameleon contin-

ues her foray into lush orchestration and
thematic envelope -pushing with Drag, a
covers/concept album that plays on, yes,
her sexual orientation but more heavily on
smoking: the romance of it, the addiction of
it, the contamination of it, and the fight to
overcome it, only to succumb again.

It takes an artist as confident and campy
as k.d. lang to pull off an album of songs
made famous by artists like Peggy Lee
("Don't Smoke in Bed"), Les Paul and Mary
Ford ("Smoke Rings"), and the Hollies
("The Air That I Breathe"). Sometimes her
conceit runs thin, especially when she gets
too cocktailish, as in "Smoke Dreams." But
she triumphs through her inventiveness in
plotting the arrangements and interpreting

I I

Excellent ** * **
Very good ****

Good ** *
Fair **

Poor *

Five -Star Captain
Drummer Bill Berry of
R.E.M. named it one

of his ten favorite albums.
Writer Chuck Eddy elect-
ed it to Stairway to Hell:
The 500 Best Heavy -Metal
Albums in the Universe.
And, hey. three STEREO
REVIEW readers - Mark
Axen, Gary P. May, and V.
T. Wright - wrote to tell
us they were compelled to
shell out big bucks for a rare Japanese
import of it. It, you see, has shown up
perennially on lists of the Ten Most -
Requested Albums Yet to Appear on
CD in the U.S. But friends . . . it's here:
the self -titled debut of Captain Beyond,
originally released in 1972 by Capricorn
and now, a quarter -century later, reissued
by Capricorn Classics.

A classic it is. Here was a supergroup
of four refugees from high -profile hard -
rock bands: singer Rod Evans (Deep Pur-
ple), guitarist Rhino and bassist Lee Dor-
man (Iron Butterfly), and drummer Bob-
by Caldwell (Johnny Winter And). The
album comes across like a progressive/
space/metal Abbey Road, the second half
forming a long medley of songs and re-
prises. And if you love guitars, Rhino will
devastate you with a studio full of them.

His solos are searing but
smart, and the abundance
of riffs may lead you to
believe he wrote the rec-
ord with Dorman, but -
surprise - the whole thing
was co -written by Evans
and Caldwell.

Sure, this CD reissue
has its disappointments.
Although it does include
a rare photo of the band

on a mountain, it doesn't add lyrics or
historical liner notes, and the reported
bonus tracks simply didn't materialize.
The cueing isn't always ex-
act ("Astral Lady" is not 15
seconds long), but then the *Se*
original album often misla-
beled song timings ("Arm -
worth" was never 2:50 but
rather 1:50). Rest easy,
the entire record is here.
And, sure, it would have
been neat if the legen-
dary original 3D cover art had been
replicated, but . . . enough. For once,
here's a case where none of that matters,
because, in all honesty, it's something of
a miracle that this obscure masterpiece
has made it to domestic CD at all.

- Ken Richardson

From left: Evans, Rhino, Dorman, and Ca dwell. Above right: the original 3D LP.

the lyrics. Then there's her frank treatment
of in -your -face sexuality: she destroys the
macho mentality of Steve Miller's "The
Joker" and renders it completely feminine.
And what she does with the line "I really
love your peaches / Want to shake your
tree" will make you blush.

Still, lang and co -producer Craig Street
go mainly for a serious treatment of love,
sex, and addiction. "Don't Smoke in Bed"
becomes a metaphor for sexual possessive-
ness - and for the dangers of promiscuity
in the age of AIDS. Likewise, "My Last
Cigarette," with the line "Sometimes your
drug chooses you," is about summoning the
strength to ditch a bad habit, a harmful rela-
tionship, a toxic love.

Whether you find Drag an object of crav-
ing or the ashes of lang's earlier, varied mu-
sical incarnations depends on how much
you buy into the former country singer's
post -twang, torchy persona. Either way, it is
an intoxicating puff piece. A.N.

BARBARA MANNING: 1212.
MATADOR 221 (56 min).
* * * *

U-or
a singer/writer with a classic pop sen-

sibility, Barbara Manning has always had
a surprising attraction to darker territory.
Her last two albums, with the now -defunct
band S.F. Seals, were full of attractive,
guitar -driven tunes, but a haunting under-
tone lingered after the hooks snagged you.

Titled after her December 12 birthday,
1212 is her most adventurous album yet, a
beautiful song cycle about death, rebirth,
and transcendence, but mostly about death.
Not many singers would dare cover Richard
Thompson's crankiest song, "End of the
Rainbow," or Tom Lehrer's mock -grisly
"Rickity Tikity Tin," which she does with-
out the mocking. And few pop writers would
attempt something as ambitious as The Ar-
sonist Story, a suite looking into the psyche
of a fire -setter and his disturbed parents.

In short, this is a perfect album for late -
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Receivers

Technics SA-EX110
A/V Receiver

100 watts per channel *Digital
tuner with 30 AM/FM presets
4-audio/1-VCR audio signal
inputs A/V remote control

*759"
Teac AG -360
*50 watts/channel, 1444/FM stoma presets,
LCD display '99"
Technics SA-EX310
*Horne Theater, 70w e 2 Of /Owe 4, Dolby Ro
Loge, Dolby 3 stereo, A/v remote '199"
Technics SA-EX510
*Home Theater, 120w Jr 2 or 120w x 4, Dotty Pro
Loge, Dolby 3 stereo, API remote '269"
Technics SA-AX710
Home Theater, 120w xi or 100w x 5,
Dolby Pro loge, remote '329"
Technics SA-AX910
Home Theater, 110w v2 or 100w x 5,
Dolby Pro loge. onscreen irsploy, remote '358"

ITEC SAEX110)

CD Players

Dynaco CDV-PRO
HDCD-Vacuum Tube CD
Plays standard &
lion CDs Duol 20 -bit Burr -
Brown D/A converters  20 -
track programming Remote
control

$79999 (010 CDVPRO)

TEAC CD -P1100
programming, 3 -way repeat.

lack wrtb vokrmt control, remote 19"

Sony CDP-XE500
: 14 -track programming,

-tot CALL
JVC XL -V282
.1. disc stabilizer,

'149"
Luxman D-357

76,e pekup with antmesonont cabinet,

--ing, remote control '299"
Dynaco CDV-2
,iacuum tube output stage,

10 -track programming, remote control '599"

JBL Specials

JBL 4312
Control Monitor Speakers

3 -way with 12" low. frequency
driver, 5" midrange *Titanium
tweeter Front panel controls
8 ohms 100 watts RMS
capacity Black finish

'499994,71BL 4312BK)

JBL ARC50
.?way, 8" woofer, titanium -meter,
block Mh. Sue brad 553° 90 Ps '179"
JBL CM42-BK
. 2-seoy, bookshelf, 4" wade, titanium tweeter,

builmn wall brackets, shielded Pi CALL
JBL Pro Ill Plus

,.--nkers (Pro Ill)

iifies 100 watt '1 99"
JBL CM62-BK

5' wookr, titanium tweeter,
'hielded Pr CALL

1BL ARC90
woofer, Mourn tweeter,

pr '299"

MUSK®
matimWORTD,

Classical Specials - Call To Order Music Rivisowed In This Issas!
Pavarotti: Greatest Hits- The f ./itt

B4111111.1 Placido Domingo: Always In My
Ultimate Collection 2-00s127.911 In ire lhato Heart- Songs of Ernesto Lecuong
Loh 1 -Cassettes 15.911 Mgonthook

99
Renee Fleming: Signatures -
Greatest Opera Scenes

LEArt.: The Greatest Opera Show On
Earth- 40 Hits From The Stars

LON 4555/5 0 $ 1 1.99 LON 4S8118 Ds $ 1 1.99
Leonie Rysonek: Operatic Arias Semi Jo: Bel Canto

$ 1 2.9 9
Thomas Hampson: Schumannn London

ERA 17580 1 $11.99
Dawn Upshaw: Canteloube- SongsION 455513

Heine Lieder Cecilia Barton of the Auvergne, volume 2
$ 1 1.9 9 An Italian Songbook ERA 1751' `I/ $1 1.9 9

Renato Tebaldi: A Tebaldi Festival
LON 4bi4b6 (Ds $1 7.9 8 '1299CD

Sq,9
CASS

Kid Te Kenawa: Puccini Arias
ERA 11011 CO $11.99

CD Changers

Sony CDP-CE215
5 -Disc CD Changer

*Carousel deign with play 1

exchange 4 feature Jog dial
Digital servo control 32 -track
programming Music calendar

'149" (SON CDPCE2I5)

Magnavox CDC72517
.5 -disc changer, 32 -track pregame%
repeat play, remote control '109"
Sherwood CDC-605OR
54sc changer, 31-nock programming,
delete play, remote 1159"
Yamaha CDC -502
. 5.disc changer, 20 -track programming,

silent mechanism, remote control CALL
Technics SL-PD887
5 -du changer, 32 -rock programming,

delete programming, remote control '1 6 9"
NC XL-M418BK

mogazine vl al single ploy,
374mck nronnammino remote room! ' 1 0

Bose Speakers

Bose' 501- Series V
Direct/Reflecting!

Floorstanding Speakers
 5 25" woofer 2 -tweeters
 Small footprint for easy place-
ment Shielded  10-200 watts
 Black$5 iii00/pr.

(BOS 5019 BK)
Bose* 201° -IV
*Direct/Reflect] for bookshelf, 6' woofer,1-

black or rose grinned cabinet '198"
Bose° 301' Series IV
Diren/Refletmr, 8' woofer, two r tweeters

1, block or rosewood grained (oboe co '318"
f11 Bose Acoustimass° 3 Series Ill

'Direct/Reflecting', 1 cube speakers
/scantiness' bass module, block or white '399"

Bose Acoustimase 6
.6 tiny mognemalhrshielded cube speakers

Aroustanoss' bass module, black or white '649"

Bose° 701."
 lefleceno' floorstondtog r woofer

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR

ilifr24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

CD Mega Changers

Technics SL-MC4 1 0
110+ I Dig Mega CD Changer
*Group play With 14 preset
musical genre names IttDuick
disc change mechanism 32 -
track programming Remote

$24999 (TEC StMC410)

Sony CDP-CX50
50.1--dru player, 32 -track programming,

Ng dial, 3 -repeat modes CALL
Technics SL-MC60

S0+1 -disc player, 32 -hock prop:earring,

remote control '199
Sony CDP-CX205

changer, 8 -category Block f

log dial, 32.trock programming, remote CALL
NC XLMC222
.200dist change, 32 -track programming

log shuttle remote control CALL
Sony CDP-CX255
 204-f"s, Megastoeoge &noel, Custom fie

env); group fie, hag chol, mole ....CALL

Speakers
YAMAHA

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -Way Bookshelf Speakers

Acoustic suspension
designShielded 8" woofer
Ferro -fluid cooled midrange &
tweeter 10-140 watts 'Black

Mfr. Sug. Retail $175.00$9999/pr.
(YAM NSA636)

Yamaha NSA -8350
3 way, 12' woofer, 5" midrange,
I. dome tweeter, shielded, black pr '149"
Technics SB-1X70
 3 -way, 12' woofer, 200 watts
power handling, black cabinet pr '149"
Technics SB-1X90
*3 way, 15' woofer, 100 watts
power handling, block cabinet

Advent AV570-BK
*Powered Partners, amplified speakers,

35 wars/channel. 1 -way, 5' woofer or. '249"
TDL NFM I -BK

Deniers, 2Avoy,
.wood '29"

p. '199"

Cassette Decks

Philips DCC900
Digital Compact Cassette Recorder
*Records & gys DCC tapes
Auto -reverse playback of ana-
log cassettes using Dolby B & C
*Headphone jack Remote

Mfr. Sug. Retail $799.95'99"
TEAC V-377
Dok B, 1 -Much reed, peakleyel meters,
110/220v '69"
TEAC V-615
Dok B & C, Dolby HO -Pro, IC logic controls,

110/220 volt '149"
NC TDR462
'Auto -reverse, Dolby B B (, Dolby HO -Pro,

fine boss control, cassette stabilize '179"
TEAC V-1030
.3heods, Dolby 11/0/110 Pro, fine Nos camel,
electronic tape counter, 110/220, '249"
Sony TC-KE500S
.3 hoods, Dolby 8/0/5, Dotty HX-Pro,
1motors, sotbothone cassene statober CALL

(PHI DCC900)

Center Channel Speakers

Cerwin-Vega HT-CTR
Center Channel Speaker

"Contains two 6.5" midrange
drivers & 1" tweeter 80-
20,000 Hz response 150 watts
maxi um 4 ohms Black
*Shielded

'199" (CRV HTC RI

Bose V-100-
StarDover- fulkonge driver, shielded,
grey cabinet '9 9
JBL SC305
2 -way, dud 5' woofers, dome tweeter,
100 watts power handling, shielded, black '99
Yamaha NSA -C141
*Dual S 259 woofers 1" dome tweeter. 160 we-
mariii,, ,ibeAed matte block '129'
Bose* VCS -10 -
*Iwo 2 S' thiers le wide dispersion array & two

5' Cortmonnd Innned" drivers, shielded 1 99

JBL CL505
wr,1,-.: l' tweeter, shielded

'190

ITEMS NOT LISTED 1011.111S AD

Receivers
harman kardon

Harmon Kardon AVR20 MKII
Audio/Video Receiver

60w x 2 or 50w x 3 + 20w
(rear) *High current, low -imped-
ance drive Dolby Pro Logic
30-AM/FIA presets Rempte

Mfr. Sug. Retail $549

'2999' 8-1K AVR2OMK11)

NC RX318
*110 watts/channel, 40-AM/PM presets,

4 -speaker surround, A/V remote '159"
Sherwood R -5050R
90w x 2 or 10yr e 3 + 15w- rem,
Dolby Pro Loge, remote '199"
Sherwood RV -7050R
.110w x 2 a 80w v 3 4. (homer, Dolby Pro Loge,
Doby Processor w/5 DSP modes, remote '249"

Yamaha R -V902
.90w x 3 35w x 1, low impedance drive,

Dolby Pro togic, drutete 6-6 inputs CALL
Harman Kardon AVR25 MKII
.75w 2 Of 65w x 3 + 15w v 2, high-oment
design, Dolby Pro logic '399"

Double Cassette Decks
TEAS

TEAC W -S1 8R
Dual Cassette Deck
With Auto Reverse

 Dec k #1 features auto -reverse
playback Dolby B High-speed
dubbing Continuous playback

$7999
Sony TC-WE305
Dolby 8, normal/high-speed dubbing,
soft -touch transport connate ' 99"
TEAC W -780R
*Duce auto -reverse, auto -rev mord/play

an deck 17, fulHoge, Dolby 8/017 -Pro '1 29"

Technics RS-TR272
*Dual outareverse playback, 2 -motors,
Dolby B/C/HX-Pro '159"
Technics RS-TR373
'Dual outoteeetse, Dolby B/C/I1X-Pro,
dual 2 -motor transports '179"
TEAC W -850R
41.101011t0181/efSe record 8 ploy, mold reiretdion

cenobitic. Debi B/U11/ Pm '199"

(TEA W518R)

Subwoofers
alma.

WAS
$139.99

Aiwa TS -WS
Powered Subwogfer

35 watt built-in amplifier 13"
speaker *Magnetically shielded
60/90/ 120-1-1z crossover set-
tings Bass level control

Mfr. Sug. Retail $225

$7999 (AIW TSW5l

Advent GRANIT"
*Powered, 125 watts, 10' woofer,

continuously variable crossover, block

JBL PSW1200
*Powered, 120 watt amp bultin,
12' woofer, variable crossover, block CALL
Cerwin-Vega HT -S12
'Powered, 150 watts, lr woofer,
vac* crossover (50H1-150tin, black '359"
Velodyne VA -79X
'Powered, 80 watts, 8' woofer & 10' passive
radiator, variable crossover, black '399"
Velodyne° VA -1210
*Powered, 100 watts, 10" woofer & erosive

7"" r-111, ',waver, block ' 6 49"

SE HULA ESPANOL
SHOP BY PHONE

1 4°1)421.8180
For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-212406-7077

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, Dept. SR711, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432

'249"

V/51

ilia MI



Receivers
SON V

Sony STR-DE91 5
A/V Receiver

 100w x 2 or 100w x 5 Bul
in Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoct'
Dolby Pro Logic Surroure.
sound DSP Dcgital Cinema
Sound' System Remote

CALL(SON STRDE9I 5)

Sony STR-DE310
hnnnel, 30AM/FM presets,

CALL

Sony STR-DE615

Sony STR-DE715

Pro Logic,

.uricl" CALL

Pie Logic,

15 DSP modes, Digital rod' CALL

NC RX882VBK
120w x 2 or 120w x 3 60w- rear, high -current

Dolby Pro logic. Dolby Digital compatible CA(l,
Denon AVR-1200.x 3 10w x 2, Dolby Pro

399"

Double Cassette Decks

JVC TD-W354BK
Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck
r ull-logic controls Dolby
I:VC/FC-Pro Pitch control
(deck A) 2 -speed dubbing
*Continuous play Headphone
jack

$17999 INC TDW354)

Sony TC-WE605S
Dual Auto Reverse, dual 1 motor transports,

Dolby B/C/S, Dolby HO -Pro CALL
Technics RS-TR575
*Dual auto -reverse 'Now ,

Dolby B/C/HX-Pro, fe7r. untrols '2 19"

Yamaha K-902GP
4c mechanism

....'248"
Sony TC-WE805S

. play, Dolby B/C/S/

transports CALL

TEAC W -6000R
Dum suto-rmeise, baby 10./ H% -Pro,

4 motors, pitch control, remote .......'449"

Home Theater Speakers

YAMAHA

Yamaha Encore -2
Home Theater Speaker Package
Includes 50 watt powered
subwoofer, center channel
speaker, main speakers & rear
speakers Front & center
speakers are shielded

$24999 (YAM ENCORE 2)

Yamaha NSA -P100
Ceor ser System,

(enter mge speakers '99"
Technics 5B-05$70
*Center (hone, ter System,

all speakers shetable '129" k.
Cerwin-Vega HT56
*Satellite Son Id sound,

80 won cepa( '149"
Yamaha NSA -P150
Center Channel/Surround Speaker System,

Center channel . 1 two way speakers '149"
Sony SS-CR600
Center Channel/Surround speakers, shielded

(ewer channel with dual 5" woofer CALL

LERIIUS1C®

VORLD
Jazz Specials - Call To Order Music Reviewed In This Issue!

Joe Sample: Sample This
W8 465/2 $ 11.99
Sonny Rollins: Complete RCA
Victor Recordings
RCA 68675 6CDs $7 1 .99

Diana Krell: Love Scenes
IMP 235 CD $ 11.99

Woody Shaw: Bemsha Swing
BN 29029 CD $ 1 8.99

Earl Klugh: The Journey
WB 46471 " $11.99
Herbie Hancock/Wayne Shorter:I+1
010 5375E1 $11.99

Wynton Morsel's
Jump Start And Jazz

$1199 41;CD

McCoy Tyner: What The World
Needs Now
IMP 191 m $ 11.99
T.S. Monk: Monk On Mank
RED I rD $ I 1.99
Swing Summit: Passing lira Torch
BC 40t D $ I 1.99
J. J. Johnson: Brass Orchestra
VTR 537321 o $ 11.99
Dexter Gordon: Squirrel
BN 57302 $ 10.99
Pat Martino: All Sides Pow
BN 37627 G $ 1 1.99

Aiwa Mini Audio Systems Mini Audio Systems
-

Aiwa NSX-A22
Mini Audio System

 20 watts/channel *3 -disc CD
changer Dual cassette 32
AM/FM presets Super T -Bass
2 -way speakers Remote

'19999 (AIW NSKA22)

Aiwa LCX-110
.20 -track programmable CD player, cassette deck

32-AM/FM presets, ED, remote 140"
Aiwa NSX-A30
* Ha CD changer, dual cassette, AM/FM,
karaoke, 30 wans/ch , remote CALL

Aiwa NSX-A50
*3-iirsc CD changer, dual A/R cassette, AM/FM,

korooke, 60 watts/M., remote CALL

Aiwa NSX-A72
*100 wans/ch , 3 -disc CD changer, dual A/R

cassette, AM/FM, 4way speakers, remote CALL

Aiwa NSX-MT70
*Mini Theater System 100w x 2 . 20w ch. .
20w -rear, 3 -CD changer, dual A/R cassette .CALL

Home Theater Components

Technics

Technics SH-AC300
Digital Surround Processor

Decodes the Dolby Digital (AC -
3) input signal from DVD player
to send to select receivers
CINEMA Re -Equalizer circuit
Dual digital inputs Remote

$29999
Sony SDP -E800
* Dolby Digital Decoder, 24 bit processing, decodes

Dolby Digital & Dolby Pro logic Surround CALL

Yamaha DDP-2
*Dolby Digital (AU Processor, decades

Doty Digital sources CALL
JBL SCS115
6 -Piece Home Cinema System with 100w

subwoder front/center/rear speakers CALL

JBL esc300
*AAIn-One Home Cinema System, S speakers 8

subwoofer w components & amplification .CALL

JBL SCS120
5 -Piece Home (memo Speaker/Subwooler,

ISOwwFr. 43r *free ?way speakers .CALL

(TEC SHAC300)

Panasonic SC-AK20
Mini Audio System

30 watts/channel 5 -disc CD
changer Dual auto -reverse
cassette 24 AM/FM prese s
3-D space sound system
 Remote

$249" (PAN SCAK2C )

NC UXC30-BK
3{Dtnple Pay changer, auto -reverse cassette,

AM/FM, remote '249"
NC FS -2000
*1.11tromni, CD pkwer, AAA/TM, chenywood

speokers, remote '349"
Sony MHC-RX70
.100 verts/ch , 3 -disc CD changer, dual A/R

cassette, AM/FM, korooke, remote CALL

Sony MHC-RX100AV
100w : 1 10w  11*.y x 2, 3 -CD charger,
A/R duo cassette, 5 speakers & remote . CALL

NC EXTD5
3amp ;20w x 2 60w for subwoofer), A.61/FM

3 -CD, A/R cassette, speakers & subway:0er CALL

DJ Equipment
Thchnics

Technics SH-DJ 1 200
Disco Mixer

Durable construction with hich-
ly reiable faders .2-phono/r-ie
inpLts Mic. input Tone
controls with -24d8/+12.JB
3 -column level meter

$39999 (TEC SHE:012(0)

Gemini PMX-16
DI 181:Ol, 2 phono/71ine/1 me inputs,
cue fodir, rotary master balance control '98"
Gemini FG-2001
Prolesional Compact Fogger, loveprohle design,

generals dense fog, 800 watt heater 1 1 II"
Audio Technica AM200
Dl Miter, 2 phone, 2 OrK 8 4 stereo line

level linos, sound effects generator '149"
Gemini CD -9500 Pro II
* Dual ID Player. digital output (Btu( tonneau), ue
ton's( log wheel, path (+/8%) '643"
Pioneer CDJ-5001I
 Pro 0 Player, log dial, quick start, tempo

control manual cue (LIE

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

Mini Audio Systems
YAMAHA]

II
Yamaha OK -50

Mini Audio S -stem
 45 watts/ channel 3 -disc CD
changer 40 AM/f M presets
5 -band EQ Dual Juto-reverse
cassette  3 -way cctive servo
sipeakers Remote

$39999 (YAM GX50)

Denon D -C30
*4' e Is 'channel 6 CD change,.

reverse cassette, remote CALL
Bose Lifestyle' 3-11

cube ,peakers

remae '799"
Yamaha AV1 BK

30%, a 5) & subwoofer

Y remce CALL

.181. ESC550 The SCURCE-
P ic AM/FM Dcby Pro

logKA1.1.Baby s store. subwoofer + S Ale Ides

Bose Lifestyle:® 8
AM/IM tuner, CD player, S cub speakers

Acoustimoss' bass module, re note '1399"

DJ Equipment

Pioneer DJM-500
DJ CD Mixer

B.P.M. counter -ader Start
play with 2- CDJ500's Beat
synchro effectors  Single repeat
beat overly Pitta shifter 2-
mic/2- CD/3-phoro inputs

CALL (P10 DJM.5001

Ness UL36
 fin Spot, ideal for permanent -s well as mobile

appkations, ready to use with Imp '24"
Gemini GSM -153:
*5 -Way Pro Disco Speakers, 1S- woofer, 4" x 12"

horn, Three 3" super tweeters ea '188"
NESS Orca
D1 Light, double row of 20 ler.es that twist with
the beat of the muse, multx Glared display' 189"

Gemini XG-2000
*250 wetts/ch. 482, 160 vatts/ch.© 881,
500 wens 882 bridged moo '398"
Pioneer M -V3000
Pro Power Amp, 480w 300w/ch
0812, (000w rr 1109 -

Sony Digital Technology

Sony MDBUNDLE4
Home/Portable MiniDisc Package
*Complete package of MiniDisc
products to record at home &
take your music with you Home
recorder Portable player 2
blank MiniDiscs

CALL(SON mDBLINDLE41

Sony INT-W100 Web TV

" '249"
Sony MDS-JE510

75 -track; ernng,

1T -199"Sony MDS-S38
))» 10 -sec. shoduesntant memory,

lac 1 ),gf amming, remote -CALL

Sony DTC-ZE700
DA1 gekoider, Super Ba Mapping  technology,

optical 8 cooed digital inputs .. CALL

Sony DHR-1000
*Digital Video Cassette Recorder, over 500 Imes

horizontal resolution, remote CALL

Turntables
THORNS

3
SPEEDS

Thorens TD1 80
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

33, 45 78 r.p.m. Automatic
shut-off & auto -retract
Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

$29999 (THN 180)

Aiwa PX-E850
Fully-aummate, includes builtm phono

preamp & cartridge '119"
Technics SL-BD22K
*Semiautomatic, belt dove, pitch mad with
strobe, accepts Pmount cartridges '149"
Sony PS-LX300H
Semiautomatic, belt -drive,

includes carnage CALL

Thorens M280 Mk IV
*Belt -drive, 33/45, auto shutoff,
includes Stanton cartridge '369"
Technics SL -120011
*Professional Manual, directshisie,

quartz lock, pitch control '479"

Separates
AudioSource

AudioSource AMP Two
Power Amplifier

80 wafts per channel, switch -
able to 200 watts mono Auto -
on signal sensing A/B speaker
switching

$29999 IASO AMPTWO)

AudioSource AMP Three
*Power Amp, 150 warty channel,

swathable to 400 watts mono '399"
Dynaco Stereo 200
*Power Amp, 100 wan/channel,
A/B speaker selector '399"
AudioSource PRE One
Preamp, electronic switching,

MM/M( phono, 2 -way tape dubbing '229"
Dynaco PAS -4
*Yocum Tube Preomp, MM phono preamp,

50% Off Mir Sag. Revd 159991 '499"
AudioSource PreAmp/Tuner Two
*Name & AM/FM Wei with 18 station memory,

FOE AVI NGS, SEE NEXT PAGE 
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERI:AN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date & signature) To: AR Music World, Dept. SR711, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy Mospeth, Queens NY 113:8. Personal &
business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shi ing, handling & Insurance Charge I6::mtinental US) is 56/0 of the total order with
a $4.95 minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over $500 to $10 4 4; 3% for orders over 51000 to 51500i 2% for orders over S1300 to 52000;
1% for orders over 52000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii Alaska, 7irgin Islands & Puerto Rico lease call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add ;ales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCE'TANCE. NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some
quantities may be limited. Copyright 1997 J&R Music World. city of N.Y. Dept of cons° ner Affairs license Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/09006 7 CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD



VCRs
SHARP.

I I

Sharp VC -H9721.1
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS VCR

4 heads Sharp Super Picture
circuit  19-mi :ron exact -track
heads 1-year/8-event pro-
grammable timer Universal
remote

$159" (SHA VCH927U)

Samsung VR3607
OuKk-start/Fgh-speed methamsm,

remote with 2 -key shuttle operation '129"
NC HR -A33
*4 heads, digital Ire uncut, Ultra Spec drive,
Protision 19 micron head:, remote i411"
Panasonic PV -7400
*4 heads, digital auto *tun,
universal TV/tab6 box nine's '159"
Panasonic PV -7450
*VHS Hr -Fr Stereo, 4 heads, High-speed Omnrsearch

universal IV/cable box remote '1594'
Sony SLV-675HF
*VHS Ph -F, Stereo 4 -head-. crystaldear haze

-0+^^1,1 '229"

Panasonic AG- 1980
Pro S -VHS Hi-Fi Video Recorder
Digital TBC & Digital noise
reduction to eliminate jitter
Insert/assemble editing 3-D
digital Y/C separation

$1 1 9999 (PAN AG1980)

Panasonic AG -1310
*VHS VCR, H rhtesponse mechanism

Ouasi S -VHS r t r. k '249"
Panasonic AG -2550
S -VHS, Mr Stereo, diva DEC B digital noise
reduction, insert/assemble xaihng '329"
Sony SV-02000
*SVHS Hxf r Stereo Editing VCR, adaptive

picture control, VCR Plus '1099"
Panasonic CT -1384Y
.13' Pro (olio Vdeo Mommr, 90 deflection screen

selectable line 1,2,3/S-Vido '299'4
Panasonic AG -456U
.5 -VHS Comordo, 11x zoom voth manual control,

functions, VII( generator '149,"

Panasonic SL-SW202
SHOCKWAVE Conceal Parable CD Player

 3 sec. anti-shcck active use
memory Water/heat resistant
body XBS' Ex-ra Bass 24 -
track programming Includes
AC ado & headphones$999

(PAN SLSW202)

Panasonic SL -S120
XBS' Extra Bass System, 24Ircalt programmen
heatlesorant body, includes wodphones '69"
Panasonic 5L-5320
.)0 -second ontrshock active use memory, 24trad

programming, heat resistant body 599"
Panasonic SL -5401C
*Car/Portable CD Player. 10 wood ann-shod
memory, 24-rrark programming, car An '129"
Sony D-368

Eldnonn Shock hotecnon, 224rork
,ng, Myer met* kink '149"

Aiwa XP-SP1000
. sere., 40 ssi did [lemony Shook

'179"

ILIRMUS1C,WORLD
Music on Video - Call To Order from our Huge Video Selection!

Fleetwood Mac: The Dance
VHS

LASER DISC 34.99
$15.99

Duo 21.99
Tina Turner: Live in Amsterdam, It
Wildest Dreams Tour, VHS $19.99
Bon Jovi: Destination Anywhere

os 515.99
Bee Gees: Keppel Road

VHS $15.99

Harry Belafonte: An Evening With
VHS $ 15.99

Pantera: Official Live Hs $19.99

Panasonic CT -275F1 2
27" Superflar Stereo

Color TV/Monitor
Data -Grade picture tube with
black screen Up to 700 lines of
horizontal resolution Closed
Caption Universal remote

$49999 (PAN C127SE t2(

Sharp 131M100

'159"
Samsung TXG2548

rube

',a299"
Sony KV-20V60

surround sound

CALL
Panasonic CT -315F13

'799"
Panasonic CT -355F23

IV, picture -m-

'1199"

SONY -

Sony CFD-V 1 0
CD/AM/FM/Cassette Portable Stereo
 Record from AM FM, or CD
 Synchron i zed (D/cassette
dubbing Mega Base Port
speakers Includes AC cord

$6 999 (SON GOV)°,

Sony CFD-V3011lACK
C)/08/181,Tossetry 20 -trod programmable CD
remote, black 159"
NC RC -X540
Ati1/1 M, CD/Casa 'rack progiommoble CD

Ah1/15FM press' as '119"
Sony CFD-ZW 160

'note '139"
Aiwa CA-DW480

 seee, dgnal tuner
TD 159"

Aiwa CA-DW680M

i70

 MM..= n
ara,Ma

Hype

$72"
VHS

DVD Players
SONY

IMO
Sony DVP-S7000

DVD/CD Player
Over 500 lines of horizontal
resolution Plays DVD, audio
CD & video CD formats
Includes remote control.

CALL(SON DVPS7000)

Panasonic DVD-A100
':.3atserreen

RCA RC5500P
, i Digital IAN)

' '549"
Toshiba SD -3006

plow Dolby, Digitatll

Panasonic DVD-A300

Yamaha DVD-1000
. A(-3)

CALL

Alanis Morissette: Jagged Little
Pill Live +Hs 15.99

LOSER DISC 34.99
DVD 21.99

Wild Style, (with Fab 5 Freddy)
VHS $ 11.99

John Tesh: Avalon VHS $ 15.99

Riverdance VHS $ 19.99

Michael Jackson: HIStory, vol. 2
VHS $15.99
ID $24.99

King Crimson: Live In Japan
H $15.99

NMI All.

One -For -All
homeDirector' 8

Universal IR/RF Remote System
*Operates any combination of 8
devices *Works through walls,
from anywhere up to 100' away

$7999 10(A URC80901

Sony RM-V12
omes

'14"
One -For -All URC-8080

. Remote

,:ad '59"
Terk AF -9925
*9 AY 19 A-  Aotenno,42db gam,

'49"
Terk AM-FMQ
I*Powered Indoor :tern AM/FM Antenna,

with selectable wideband/norrow modes .79"
Terk T/25
iiikriphlied IV Antenna, local/distant mode

switch, complimentary symmetry design ...19"

Aiwa HS-JX779
AM/FM/Cassette

Personal Stereo Recorder
Digital tuner with 30 presets
Auto -reverse record & play
Dolby B Rechargeable
battery, remote & headphones

$1 9999 IAIW HSJX77vi

Aiwa HS-RX768

1'149
Panasonic RO-SX40

1149"
Panasonic RO-XV30

nab 24 presets,

, remote '149"
Sony WM-FX553

remmr 149
Sony WM-EX5
. scene,

 mote '249"

4- FOR MORE SAVINGS, SEE PREVIOUS PAGE

ILMMUS1C'WORLD
dix24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Headphones
RPSOSS

Koss ESP/950
E static Headphones

Au iop ile reference quality
Includes amplifier, carrying
case & egternal battery pack
Straight-line response tram
8Hz to 35,000Hz

$49999 (KOS ESP950(

Sennheiser HD 445
iryteight design includes dud

t portables or home stereo '49"

Sony MDR -V600
aura name design,

ligle-srded monuonng '89"

Beyer DT 990 PRO
Oil ohm vade bandwidth

'99"
Koss a/250

dynamy design

'179"
Sennheiser HDC 451

pspeLrr 5179"

&VHS Hi -N Stereo VCR
Panasonic

Panasonic PV -57670
S -VHS Stereo Hi-Fi VCR

4 heads SpatializeC Audio
Processing Digital auto track-
ing VCR -Plus+ with cable/DSS
box control Multi -brand TV/
cable box remote with shuttle

399" (PAN PVS7670)

JVC HR -S5400
*4 heads, VCR Plus. with cable box control,

Prostyle edihng, shuttle plus, remote CALL
NC HR -S5300
*4 heads, VCR Phis., rola/ advanced

noise reduction, shuttle plus, remote '479^
NC HR -S7300
.V(12 Plus. with code box control,

pro -style edit, multi -bland remote '599"
Panasonic PV -54690
*Digital video signal processor, 5 -pin editing Ek,

VCR Plus., log/shuffle, assemble editing '799"

Sony SLV-R1000
*Cable Mouse' System, adenine pow control, 4
heads, dud mode shuttle control, remote CALL

Elcom Technologies ezAUDIO'
Audio SignalTransmitter

Transmits audio through
existing AC wiring Connect to
an electrical outlet & send
signals without wires Includes
transmitter & receiver

$9999 (ETC EZAUDIO)

Terk IR45
i.teopfrog Remote Extender System, extends

remote's operonng range up to 150' '49"
Recoton V-900SX
Wireless Video Sender, V(R transmits to TVs

without votes 179"
Ekom Technologies ezTV-
*Remote Control System, new 8, control cable

Di, satellite TV, TV or V(R in any room '99"
JBL WrkW1000
*Wireless Speakers, 900MHz technology, transmits

up to 150', 4' woofer. 10 watts

Recoton WP445
.900MHz Wireless Amplined Speaker System,

10 watts x 7, BONUS AC adaptor '299"

Wireless Headphones
Un'sammilessoor

Sennheiser 15380
Infrared Wireless Headphones
Self-adjusting headphone
 Rechargepble fransmitter with
up to 30 toot range Full Fre-
quency rosponse Includes
rechargeable Ni-Cad battery

$7999 ISEN 153801

Aiwa HP-WR601
': hones, up to 150'
..able battery '79"

Koss HB/500
.. ,mge, lightweight,

s ,n/oft switches 199"
Sony MDR-RF94ORK

Sony MDR-IF52ORK

Sennheiser RS6

St,

'129"

'149"

'199"

SE HABLA ESPANOL
SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY

Outside U.S.A. Call:
1.212.406.7077

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, Dept. SR711, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1 -800-232-4432

1E800'221118180
/1114ba, /s



A/V Furniture

Standesign BB 75AN
Adjustable SpeakerStands

All metal design Height is

adjustable from 22" to 40
 Includes adjustable floor spikes

$8 999/pr.
Plateau 14000
*Speak,' ik, spike feet,

Il 25 pi '34
Elite EL 143
erVil

, casters '69
Plateau MXA5

(STD BB75AH1

179'
BELL'OGGETTI AR -703

'en CALL
Standesign Design 5 Series

e:c kook, 3411w/ 6 i distance between

shelves, 20'w 8 16'd for each shed '299"

Le
JMUS'C®WORT,D

DVD - Digital Video Discs
Terminator 2 DVD $21.99

Total Recall DVD $ 21.99

Taxi Driver ND $ 24.99
La Femme Nikita DVD $21.99

Dr. Strangelove ND $24.99
Shine S 21.99
One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest AD $21.99
Sleepless In Seattle

000 $ 24.99

Fargo DAD $ 24.99

Selena

$2 1 99IND

9

We stock an
outstanding
selection of

titles on DVD.
Call for

information.

Usual Suspects ...0012 $24.99

Mt Long Kiss Goodnight 0:D $21.9 9
Mars Attacks .. $21.99

Apple' Mocintosh°Compute
Apple' Power Macintosh Apple Macintosh
8600/300 PowerBook

24x-CD/Zip -
300MHz -,,,,, 1 or 133 MHz

1"

16MB/1GB/
1 4 0 05[1 3.6x;32/4GB/

Power PC - 604e L - , PowerPC " 603e
processor processor  11.3"
32MB RAM 4GB hard drive TFT color screen  16MB RAM
Internal Zip " drive 24x CD-  1GB hard drive 6x CD-ROM
ROM 16 -bit stereo input &  1.4MB Apple SuperDrive'
output *Monitor sold separately Rechargeable NIMH battery

$3 6 9 99,fP m6092LL/Al $2 6 9999IAPP 6455761VA)

Apple` Power Macintosh' Apple' Macintosh'
PowerBook
2 4 0 Oc/ 180
16/1.3GB
180MHz
PowerPC- 603
processor
 16MB RAM
1.3GB hard drive 10.4"
active -matrix color display
1.4MB Apple SuperDrive'

$3 4 9 99,gp

6 00/225
32/3G8/12x-CD
225MHz
PowerPC- 603e
processor
32MB RAM
3GB hard driye
 12x CD-ROM 2MB SGRAM
video memory 1.4MB Apple
SuperDrive" 33.6/14.4 modem
Monitor sold separately

99(APP
M561 111/A)$1599

Pave( rte Pewee( lcuo me trademarks re Intemonord Business Moot es Commoners used under keno (Neese bole, de Apple
Neumesh, Poway. PowerBook & Apple *stew ore foresee news& or Appie Comptes, hp dun e0

riolerrerk of O

Digital Recordable Media

Sony DVM6OPR
Premium Series

Mini Digital Video Cassette
For digital camcorders *Metal
particles Anti -static cassette lid
for fewer dropouts No memory
chip 60 minute length

14" (SON DVM6OPRI

Fuji DCC60
precision constturhon

ii0 minute (peaty '5'
TDK MDXG74

of for

TDK CD-RXG74
elite -ores

ire

Maxell R-120DM
war partxle

2-pk '12"
Sony DV180MEM

hrler VCRs, 4103 merm6

'39"

'5"

'9"

Men

Computer Accessories
tkENSINGTON.

Kensington SmartSocket-
Premium Surge Protector Strip
6 -outlet strip 520 joule rating
Phone protection  EMI/RF1
noise filtration 8ft. cord
 Lifetime warranty with $25K
equipment protection
$1999 Alum 55 Morel-!. Robot'

(KEG 62144)

Fellowes 91741
ocolto,

'12"
Andrea NC -150

.,ore' Comp the -head

style, stereo, for- '21"
Case Logic ROM96

ACD-ROM B i0Ks, expandable

to 144 '29"
Ouad-G CPU Cooleri ool, ttiemv-, neat sink '49"
Absolute 88721

. riMAISIMAI

" 1 <7

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

Video/Tele-Phones
WA.
Sc,,.,,
-$50 Mail -In Rebate
5449.91

8x8 ViaTV
Video Phone Solution

Connect to TV & phone &
you're ready H.324 coin tr-
hole Up to 23 frames sec.
 Built-in color camera Inc udes
caller ID Privacy option

99 After Rebate
1808 VC 1051

PhoneMate 8200

34" I
General Electric 2-9831
ei

10 '69"
Panasonic KXTC910-BK

Nth Speak.;, sod
S; 149"
Sony SPPID910-BK

.r'H'ed voice

179"
Panasonic KXTCM940-BK
19600.:Hz oilgroftsPhor:(4M.sewz System,

Scanners
UMAX
Imp. A 0 A

WINDOWS
MAC VERSIONS

UMJUU Astra 1200S
Color Flatbed Scanner

 Single -pass 30 -bit color 600
dpi x 1200 dpi 9600 dpi (inter-
polated) SCSI -11 interface
Legal size capacity Windows
or Macintosh version
$29999NMX AS( 2W1NDLX)

IUMX AST12MACDLX)
Vivitar VSF-200

!,,,t (dot31'139"
Microtek ScanMaker V300

ro dpi,

47 149"
Visioneer PaperPort Strobe
*Desktop (M01 with Pape- ',' Atmeare,

PC or Macintosh Persian ..'299"
Agfa SnapScan 600

;70200t1P,
version'399'

Pacific Image Electronics ScanAce II
inq , .7nn

Facsimile Machines

Brother MFC-7000FC
6 -In -1 Multi -Function Center

Color printer, color copier,
color scanner, facsimile, color
PC fax & message center
Includes software bundle,
valued over $300

$99999
Brother FAX190

(BRT MFC7000FC)

' :rov '179"
Panasonic KX-F88C
*I, 28 pg

dot -7, '299"
Panasonic KX-FM210
.71 scanner,

P(r per

or,

ll'419"
Hewlett-Packard OsficeJet 570

femme

20; .4643A) '549"
Brother MFC-4450
*5-In'1 Lase Multrf unction Centre,

fax, pitter, copier, scanner I PC tat '599"

Software

\

IBM
Via Voice

Just talk naturally & your com-
puter types! No need to leave a
brief pause between words
Highly accurate 'D -ROM for
Windows 95, Windows NT
$9999 (IBM VIAVOICE-C)

Eudora Pro (v3.0.3)
Wly Clualromm, electronic moil for the Internet,

CD-ROM for Windows 3.1/95/ICT '59"
Communicator (v4.0) Internet
Access Edition By Behove,
CDROM for Wm. 3.1x/95/141/Mac/PAkm '64"

CyberSound Studio
gY (VbelS,7 .01y, recad &edit MUSK

on your (V "ROM for ?monkish '99"
Musician Plus

Pe & wines sheet MUSK

11x/95'119"
Door -to -Door CoPilot

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date Si signature) To: J&R Music World, Dept. SR711, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy Maspeth Queens, NY 11373. Personal &
business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. She  ing, handling & Insurance Charge Itontinental US) is 5% of the teal order with
a $4.95 minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over $500 to Si., 3% for orders over $1000 to Si 500i 2% for orders over $1500 to 52000;
1% for orders over $2000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii Alaska, Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add soles tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some
quantities may be limited. Copyright 1997 J&R Music World. City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs lirense Numbers 09003I0/0900615/0900616/0900817 CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

comma

Compaq Presario 4505
MiniTower with 166MHz
Inter Pentium.' Processor
with MAW technology

1 6MB SyncDRAM 2.1GB
hard drive 16x CD-ROM drive
1.44MB disk drive 64 -bit
graphics MPEG video play-
back 33.6K modem with fax
upgradeable to up to 56K JBL
Pro stereo speakers Compog
keyboard Mouse PCI & ISA
1/0 expansion slots Parallel,
serial & joystick/MIDI port
2-USB connectors 1 -touch
Internet access button Software
bundle including Windows 95
*Monitor sold separately

$99999 (CPO 4505)
Dr Andno.61:indmiPencirg we Rimmed to:dem& old
eo

Psion Electronic Reference

Psion Series S
Full VGA -width touch -sensitive
screen with 16 grayscales &
backlight Icon buttons 8MB
RAM Infrared window
External buttons for digital
recording & pl"ayback Pen

$699 04SN SERIESS)

Psion 19010020
IIMB mini flash memory

foe Psion Series 5 '99"
Psion 19010021
10MB mini flash memory
torPsion Series 5 '199"
Psion Series 3c
*Palmtop Personol Dam Organizer,

2MB RAM, 13116or /17-hne backlit LCD '449"
Psion Siena Personal kilo Manager
.5121( 304am-ter/I Dine LCD,
scheduler, dames, phone', wad pea. '149"
Psion 110022
*PT Link for Psion Sieve/3(,
heaters ties to/from Ks '99"

For a more complete
selection of Audio, Video,

Computers & more,
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Call For FREE catalogue!

At

A

IEeTt

IA

Onto Tou.1.11, 24 Hems, 7 Days A Wee

800.221-8180
VISIT Aingp) AT

31 PARK Pow NY NY

LISTED IN THIS AD



POPULAR MUSIC
night catharsis, and the heavy moments are
offset by the pop shimmer of the arrange-
ments and by Manning's warm, unguarded
singing. Both are put to good use in the
most surprising cover, "Marcus Leid," bor-
rowed from the German progressive band
Amon Duul II. It's the tune that turns the
album's mood around, and you'd never
think that a quirky song about Joan of Arc
could sound so uplifting. B.M.

THE MOMMYHEADS.
DCA_ 25 I 29 (40 11110).

* * * *
had a chance encounter with the Mom-
myheads in a New York subway about a

decade ago and, finding them to be a vi-
brant young bunch of guys, had an intuition
they'd go far. That they did, relocating to
San Francisco. In an artistic sense, they've
kept developing to the point where I can
tout their major -label debut (and fifth album
overall) as a fount of cleanly articulated
pure -pop pleasure that simply refuses to
budge from my CD player.

Adam Cohen, the band's founder, song-
writer, guitarist, and lead voice, hews to the
timeless virtues of melody and songcraft
while letting some quirks and a brainier -
than -usual musicality shine through. He
sings in a high quaver that's reminiscent of
David Byrne and Donald Fagen. And the
band creates lovely, spare soundscapes with
evocative brushstrokes: ringing, single -note
guitar lines over a shifting base of electric -

piano chords and a supple rhythm section
that makes a comely virtue of restraint.

The Mommyheads seem to be rooted in
the notion of pop as something that's both
ambitious and instantly appealing, some-
thing that's accessibly in tune while sound-
ing slightly off -kilter. It's a delicate and dif-
ficult balancing act, but it's pulled off here
with aplomb. P.P.

MICHAEL PENN: Resigned.
57/Eric 67710 (39 min; enhanced CD).
* *
BLAKE MORGAN: Anger's Candy.
N2K ENCODED Music 10003
(40 min; enhanced CD).
* *
It's unfortunate that Michael Penn called
 his new album Resigned, because it inti-
mates a lack of conviction - which is in-
deed borne out on much of this record.
Flashes of brilliance, most of them arrayed
toward the beginning, affirm Penn's sub-

° 4St Litit
Ushering

in Tomorrow's Technology
Y.

717.,r sea/ems c5/Ao-Art Chit ease&
At Sound & Cinema we're proud to be the Technical Leader in A

Design and Custom Installation of Superior Duality Audio, Video
and Digital Theater Components.

Going beyond competent performance, our
systems bring Hollywood, with all it's amazing
realism, right into your living room!

We have 4 finely appointed, state-of-the-art
Audio/Video Rooms and when you
consider that we offer practi-
cally every major brand at
greatly reduced pricing, why
call anywhere else?

Irm-aii 1/4"
Everythl
Electronk

FREE
CATAL

Fitt=
DELIVERY
BASIC SETUP ON HOME

THEATER SYSTEMS

33 DAY HOME TRIAL ON
THEATER SYSTEMS

A d  Video  Home Theater  11/s  Projection 11/s  Laser Disc  DVD  VCRs 
Multimedia  Subwoofers  Speakers  CD Players/Changer  Signal Processors

You AlliVel S Do Better at Sound & Cinema

F7E 1-888-862-8600 Hunterdon Shopping Center
Route 202/31 South
Flemington, NJ 08822

stantial creativity, while the bulk of the al-
bum confirms its underuse. The opening
song, "Try," demonstrates his knack for
brooding, baroque power pop. It's followed
by "Me Around," a bit of Beatlesque tune-
fulness that manages to be both jaunty and
downcast, and "Like Egypt Was," a piece of
psychotically driven pop that draws you
into its acrid mood. The rest of Resigned
limps along in a cheerless funk whose na-
dir is "Small Black Box," where a tortured
analogy is drawn between a broken rela-
tionship and an airplane crash. And the A/V
material of this enhanced CD doesn't offer
much; the in -studio vignettes are merely
flippant, and the section dubbed "Amuse-
ment" (card tricks and the like) is an irrele-
vant diversion.

A newcomer from New York City, Blake
Morgan shares with Penn an emotional di-
rectness and a love of barbed pop. His de-
but album, Anger's Candy, is longer on
promise than delivered goods, although
songs like the prickly but involving opener,
"Lately," hint at a deeper well of talent that
may surface more fully on subsequent re-
cordings. By and large, however, this is a
labored effort that never quite finds its foot-
ing. Worse, the ECD's multimedia content
only makes the album seem colder and
more uninvolving than it already is. P.P.

TITANIC
(original -Broadway -cast recording).
RCA VICTOR 68834 (73 min).
* * *
STEEL PIER
(original -Broadway -cast recording).
RCA VicroR 68878 (74 min).
* * *
Whe "disaster musical" may be an emerg-

ing trend of the late Nineties. Here we
have two freshly minted slices of early -
twentieth -century Americana, one depicting
the epic shipwreck that burst the bubble of
the Gilded Age, the other contemplating the
Great Depression via the microcosm of a
dance marathon in which dozens of the
Crash's victims foxtrot themselves into
physical collapse. Both musicals rely heavi-
ly on spectacle, but, as distinct from cine-
matic restagings of these calamities, both
use words and music to reflect on the mean-
ing of these events and what they have to
say about us as a people.

Titanic, last season's big Tony and box-
office winner, is a first-rate musical drama
that's only marginally closer to Carousel
than it is to Tosca. Composer Maury Yeston
and crew have come up with a Broadway
Gesamtkunstwerk that illustrates what An-
drew Lloyd Webber (and his Miserables imi-
tators) had in mind but hadn't the crafts-
manship to pull off. Although Steel Pier
closed even before the cast album could be
released, whatever problems the show had
were not in its score. Songsmiths John Kan -
der and Fred Ebb evoke the Thirties with
snappy thoroughness, from swinging and
syncopated numbers to comic operetta.
Their songs are more traditionally tuneful
than those of Titanic. Neither of these two
original -cast albums qualifies as anything
like a disaster. W.F.
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PAUL WILLER: Heavy Soul.
ISLAND 524 277 (41 min).
* * * *

Heavy Soul is the closest thing to a Jam
....album that Paul Weller has made since
he broke up that great band fifteen years
ago. In fact, if the Jam had stayed together
after I 982's The Gift, which added heavier
production and a soul -influenced sound, this
is where it might have gone.

Weller has been on the right track since
he broke up his disappointing Eighties band,
the Style Council, and found a more per-
sonal vision of rock and soul. His previous
record, Stanley Road, reached back to the
glory days of English album rock, echoing
the sound of Joe Cocker, Humble Pie, and,
especially, Traffic. Those influences are still
evident on Heavy Soul, but he has returned
to the Jam format of guitar/bass/drums. The
acoustic "Driving Nowhere" and "As You
Lean into the Light" prove that Weller's
melodic knack is stronger than it was in
Jam days, but the title track, "Peacock
Suit," and "Brushed" all have a guitar -sling-
ing bravado that recalls his old band.

After the introspective mood of Stanley
Road, Weller now sounds truly content for
the first time on record. Many of the songs
are about accepting uncertainty - "I have
no solutions, better get used to it" - but by
the closing "Mermaids" he's celebrating ro-
mance with a boppy, sha-la-la chorus. Good
to hear that Weller's happiness has fired
him up instead of mellowing him out. B.M.

DWIGHT YOAKAM: Under the Covers.
REPRISE 46690 (42 min).
* * *

Dwight Yoakam loves sneaking a song
like Elvis Presley's "Little Sister" into

his act, so this album of animated covers
isn't such a surprise. What will knock you
off your chair, however, is the big -band ver-
sion of the Kinks' "Tired of Waiting for
You," in which a Vegas-ized Yoakam swings
like a Jack Jones for the Nineties. What's
even weirder is that after the initial shock,
he doesn't even sound that odd doing it.

Under the Covers is terrific, its song
choices speaking volumes about Yoakam's
musical upbringing as well as that of pro-
ducer/arranger Pete Anderson. Whereas
some of the renditions don't alter the struc-
ture of the material, others are strip -down -
and -start -over remakes. Two cases in point:
the Clash's "Train in Vain," recast as near
bluegrass with Ralph Stanley on banjo and
harmonies, and the Rolling Stones' "The
Last Time," in bluegrass overdrive with a
Merle Travis -style electric lead guitar.

Yoakam and Anderson are inspired in the
album's two standouts, "Wichita Lineman"
and "Things We Said Today." Yoakam ex-
plores a wider vocal range than ever before
in the Jimmy Webb song, and Anderson's
brilliant arrangement creates a fresh, exu-
berant sound, especially with the up -front
percussion. The Beatles cut is likewise trans-
forming, by way of a great, swirling electric
guitar and Yoakam's insinuating reading of
the lyric. Under these covers, he shows a
bold interpretive skill that he and Anderson
share in spades. A.N.

Collection
SEPTEMBER SONGS -
THE MUSIC OF KURT WEILL.
SONY CLASSICAL 63046 (69 min).
* * * *

Hal Willner has supervised homages to
Thelonious Monk, Nino Rota, the Dis-

ney empire, and Kurt Weill. And now, Weill
again. September Songs involves not only
rock -and -rollers like Nick Cave and P J
Harvey but also opera singer Teresa Stratas,

jazz vocalist Betty Carter, and the late au-
thor William S. Burroughs. Because the
cast is so diverse, September Songs is even
more successful than Lost in the Stars,
Willner's earlier Weill CD, at establishing
the universality of the Weill songbook.

Cave's ravaged "Mack the Knife" takes
some getting used to, but it is damn near
definitive in its portrayal of murderous dec-
adence. Likewise, Harvey looks through a
glass darkly at "Ballad of the Soldier's
Wife," and David Johansen steps out of his
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POPULAR MUSIC
II

Renaissance
At the height of its popularity in the
mid -Seventies, Renaissance played

to capacity audiences in Carnegie Hall,
but the band's progressive rock has
since been largely unavailable on CD.
Today, however, the catalog is growing.
King Biscuit Flower Hour has released
the two-part Renaissance at the Royal
Albert Hall with the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, recorded in 1977.
Also out is Songs from Ren-
aissance Days, a set of rarities
on the King Biscuit imprint
Mausoleum Classix. As for
the original studio albums, the
American CD rights to Pro-
logue and Ashes Are Burning
are being renegotiated, and
Warner Bros., which owns the
U.S. rights to the band's Sire albums, has
no reissue plans of its own. In England,
however, HTD Records has rereleased
Prologue, Ashes Are Burning, Turn of
the Cards, Scheherazade and Other Sto-
ries, and the two -CD Live at Carnegie
Hall (also on audiophile vinyl) as well as
the later Camera Camera and Time -Line.
Completists should also know
that a U.S. label coinciden-
tally called Renaissance Rec-
ords has reissued Renaissance
and Illusion - the two albums
made by the very first lineup,
which included ex-Yardbirds
- and Enchanted Caress, a
collection of rarities under that
lineup's later name, Illusion.

Where is the well-known Seventies
lineup now? Bassist Jon Camp has basi-
cally been MIA, but drummer Terry
Sullivan and keyboardist John Tout have
recently talked of returning to the
music business. Acoustic guitarist and
composer Michael Dunford, who in
1995 teamed with veteran lyricist Betty
Thatcher and new vocalist Stephanie
Adlington for The Other Woman on
HTD, has just done unplugged versions
of Renaissance songs (plus two
new tracks) for Ocean Gypsy, also with

Adlington and also on HTD. Meanwhile,
Dunford has been working on a Sche-
herazade musical. On the phone from
England, he said that five showcase
performances are planned for December.
He hopes to have a West End opening in
late 1998 before reaching Broadway.

Of course, the name most associated
with Renaissance is that of its long-time

singer, the dazzling Annie
Haslam, whose most recent
solo album, 1994's Blessing
in Disguise (One Way), is
her best to date. And these
days, Haslam is especially
active. In addition to projects
with Steve Howe and Patrick
Moraz, she is planning her
next solo record, as well as

benefit shows in Brazil for poor children
and adolescents. (A live CD culled from
Brazilian performances earlier this year
is also expected.) She is currently in
the midst of an East Coast tour, including
a candlelight concert on December 12
in Montclair, New Jersey, and Christmas
shows on December 20 and 21 in Upper

Black Eddy, Pennsylvania.
(For details, visit Haslam's
Web site at http://www2.epix.
net/-haslam. The best Renais-
sance site is at http://user.
mc.net/jtl/nlights/index.html.)

To those who are holding
out for a Renaissance reun-
ion, Haslam has three words:
"Let it go." Sitting in her

rural American home, she told me that
"if I turned around and said, 'Let's do it,'
everybody would. But I want to move
forward." She remains proud of their her-
itage - "That band was so special with
those five people" - and she continues
to perform classic material, even un-
earthing "Spare Some Love" and "Let It
Grow" for her current dates. But her
own revitalized career signals a genuine
new start for the singer. "It's my rebirth,"
she summed up. "This really is my own
renaissance." - Ken Richardson

Renaissance, circa 1974, and Annie Haslam, performing on her current U.S. tour
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droll Buster Poindexter persona to inhabit
"Alabama Song" with almost psychotic fer-
vor. Lou Reed reprises "September Song,"
which he also did on the first tribute, with a
wiser and more illuminating interpretation.
Elvis Costello revels in the existential rev-
erie of "Lost in the Stars." And the Persua-
sions deliver a remarkable a cappella "0
Heavenly Salvation," the haunting funereal
hymn from Rise and Fall of the City of Ma-
hagonny. In the end, Weill's wonderfully
dramatic songs continue to resonate across
genres, decades, and generations. P.P.

JAZZ
JOHN CLARK: I Will.
POSTCARDS 1016 (54 min).
* * * * *

Wrench-horn players rarely step up front
in jazz, but there is often a call for them

in the background. John Clark has heeded
many calls from the likes of Gil Evans, Car-
la Bley, McCoy Tyner, and George Russell,
but now he steps front and center with
I Will, a gem that won't soon be forgotten.

Clark's compositions dominate the pro-
gram. They range from "Bad Attitude," an
intricate chamber piece where the instru-
ments engage in a tantalizing dispute, to the
mellow and richly textured title tune, where
Alex Foster's pleading tenor saxophone and
the leader's smooth horn have something
mighty pretty to say. Then there are the
more familiar tunes like "My One and Only
Love," in a beautiful rendition that spot-
lights Clark's silken horn, and Sonny Rol-
lins's "Airegin," which has Bob Stewart
proving just how lithe a tuba can be. An al-
bum of shifting moods, I Will is an aural
kaleidoscope that dazzles the ears. C.A.

CARMEN McRAE: Sings "Lover Man"
and Other Billie Holiday Classics.
COLUMBIA/LEGACY 65115 (47 min).
* * * * *

The first appearance on CD of Carmen
McRae's 1962 salute to Billie Holiday

is one of I 997's most essential reissues. For
years, this was the album I pulled off the
shelf when trying to convince a doubter that
McRae at her peak was in the same league
as Sarah Vaughan and Ella Fitzgerald.

McRae's voice here was still as pure as it
had been on her overproduced Fifties sides
for Decca, and she hadn't yet cultivated the
mannerisms that made her recordings from
the Seventies onward so disappointing. Un-
intimidated by the prospect of reinterpret-
ing songs already given definitive interpre-
tations by Holiday, she knew the difference
between evocation and imitation - sum-
moning up Holiday's ghost fleetingly in a
few of the ballads, including "Some Other
Spring." McRae's version of "Yesterdays,"
which she states simply at a slow tempo be-
fore taking it up, shows her to have been a



great actress as well as a great singer. And
she swings "I Cried for You (Now It's Your
Turn to Cry over Me)" and "Trav'lin' Light"
from beginning to end, accompanied by a
small group featuring trumpeter Nat Adder -
ley and, in solos of erotic aggression, tenor
saxophonist Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis.

Lover Man achieves an unfussy perfec-
tion that puts McRae's much later RCA
tribute to Holiday to shame. Get this one
before it disappears again. F.D.

CHARLIE PARKER/DIZZY GILLESPIE:
Diz 'n Bird at Carnegie Hall.
RoosT/Iii s,i i 57061 (73 min).
** * * *
I give three stars to the sound of these re-

cordings, although Jack Towers and Mal-
colm Addey have done wonders with the
material at hand. But nothing less than five
stars will do for the performances by Dizzy
Gillespie and a Who's Who of bebop side-
men at Carnegie Hall fifty years ago. On
September 29. 1947, bop seemed the way
to go, and here were the new music's most
potent forces. This was Gillespie's Carnegie
debut, and sharing it for five quintet perfor-
mances was his alter ego, bop cofounder
Charlie Parker. It was their first joint ap-
pearance since a 1946 date at a Hollywood
club, where their relationship was strained
by egos and Parker's drug addiction. But if
the friction had any effect here. it was a
positive one, for both men are eloquent in
their solos and mutually supportive. No
wonder that sales of bootleg 78s thrived.

The rest of the CD features Gillespie's
big band, playing more compositions that
were destined to become classics of the bop
genre, and his impressive collaboration
with George Russell, "Cubano-Be, Cubano-
Bop," which the band would record for Vic-
tor a couple of months later. Kenny Hagood's
witty scat duel with Gillespie on Babs
Gonzales's "Oop-pop-a-da" is here as well,
adding much to what is essentially an hour
and 13 minutes of pure delight. C.A.

Collection
B URNING FOR BUDDY -
A TRIBUTE TO THE MUSIC OF
B UDDY RICH, VOL. II.
ATLANTIC 83010 (72 min).****
muddy Rich is honored in superb fashion
El1 by a well-oiled big band and eleven
drummers, including Steve Gadd, Marvin
"Smitty" Smith, Joe Morello. Bill Bruford,
Kenny Aronoff, and, from the rock band
Rush, Neil Peart, who also produced this
volume and its predecessor. Rich himself
appears - by way of a 1968 drum track -
in "Channel One Suite," a memorial anthem
of sorts with vocals by Annie Ross, Dom-
enick Allen, Annette Sanders, and Rich's
daughter, Cathy, who also sings "Them
There Eyes." Most impressive, however, are
the eleven instrumental tracks, with fine
statements by saxophonist Steve Marcus,
trumpeter Greg Gisbert, trombonist John
Mosca, and pianist Jon Werking - and not
a single egomaniacal drum solo. C.A.

QUICKFIXES
LARRY BLUTH/DON MESSINA/
BILL CHATTIN:
Five Concerts and a Landscape.
ZINNIA 109 (69 min). 984 Stillwater Rd.,
Stamford. CT 06902. * * * *
Here is a close-knit group that continues
to produce splendid chamber jazz but
somehow manages to elude the big spot-
light. Five Concerts and a Landscape was
recorded at appearances in and around
New York between 1992 and 1995. Pianist
Bluth. bassist Messina, and drummer
Chattin move authoritatively through a
program of nine familiar selections and a
Messina original, "The Dean's List." C.A.

JULIAN DAWSON:
Move Over Darling.
COMPASS 4243 (47 min). * *
Britain's Dawson rallies friends Richard
Thompson. the Roches, Dan Penn, and
Steuart Smith for a low-key collection of
neo-folk and blues originals plus some
odd covers. He has a raspy whisper that
settles easily on the ear, and his star roster
helps make this a lovely -sounding record.
Still, it never really gets up to speed, and it
runs out of gas far too soon.

DR. JOHN: Trippin' Live.
SUREFIRE/WIND-UP 13047 (70 mini. * * *
The great Mac Rebennack arrives on his
first authorized live album, reprising ca-
reer -spanning favorites in loose, stretched -
out versions that allow for multiple solos
from his long-time veteran blues and jazz
sidemen. There are slow spots, but by the
time he ends the evening with a nearly
unrecognizable though exceedingly exu-
berant "Goodnight Irene," you'll be pray-
ing the sun never comes up. A.N.

FLEETWOOD MAC: The Dance.
REPRISE 46702 (79 min).* ** *
No doubt you've already seen this live re-
union several times on TV. Now listen.
They can still sing (including Stevie Nicks,
except for the highest notes), they can still
play, and they can still break our hearts,
and their own, with "Landslide" and "Sil-
ver Springs." And the four new tracks are
all excellent (including Stevie's). especial-
ly Lindsey Buckingham's nasty "My Little
Demon." Great program, great sound -
and that pkying time! K.R.

ZIGGY MARLEY & THE MELODY
MAKERS: Fallen Is Babylon.
Ell K IRA 62032 (59 min). * *
Despite its Rasta -influenced title track.
this is the Melody Makers' poppiest and
shallowest record yet. Most glaring is the
cover of "People Get Ready"; done at too
fast a clip with computerized beats and
chirpy backup vocals, it verges on cruise -

440000

ship reggae. The album is heavy on love
songs, nice but cliched messages. and feel -
good sentiments. Too much party. not
enough consciousness. B.M.

DILRERT McCLINTON:
One of the Fortunate Few.
RISING TIDE 1017 (38 min). * * * *
On his first new album in four years, Del-
bert McClinton overhauls his irrepressible
brand of roadhouse country -blues with a
staggering array of guests, proving two
things: nobody else writes with such dead-
pan humor about the characters who popu-
late every town's juke -joint culture, and
nobody ever made such frayed vocal cords
sound so fine.

SCOTTY MOORE/DJ FONTANA:
All the King's Men.
SwEETrisit 0002 (37 min; enhanced CD).***
Here's a short, sweet set of old -school
rock-and-roll, with former Elvis Presley
ouitarist Moore and drummer Fontana
joined by the proverbial cast of thousands.
The liaison with the Band and Keith
Richards in "Deuce and a Quarter" is a
match made in heaven. Joe Ely and Steve
Earle each get the Sun Records -era feel
right, and Tracy Nelson showcases her
bluesy power in the torchy ballad "Is All
of This for Me?" The A/V material in-
cludes interviews and studio footage. P.P.

CECIL PAYNE: Scotch and Milk.
DIILAIARK 494 (72 num. * * * *
Now 75, Payne plays baritone sax as elo-
quently as ever, his approach ranging from
robust attacks to delicate caresses. There
isn't a regrettable moment on this gener-
ously timed CD, but there are high points,
such as pianist Harold Mabern's solo in
"If I Should Lose You," trumpeter Marcus
Belgrave's torrid statement in "Que Pa-
saning." and every time Eric Alexander
and Lin Halliday lock tenors. C.A.

THE PLANET SLEEPS.
WORK/SONY WONDER 67772
(48 min; enhanced CD). * * *
Lullabies from sixteen countries demon-
strate a common thread that connects all
cultures: the need to love and nurture our
children. The expertly chosen songs also
display our planet's fascinating diversity
of languages and musical styles. The mul-
timedia content offers notes, lyrics, and a
few sight -bites of locations and artists.

William Livingstone
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CLASSICAL

I
NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID HALL,
JAMIE JAMES. GEORGE JELLINEK, AND ERIC SALZMAN

HAYDN: Mass No. 14, in B -flat Major
("Harmoniemesse"); Te Deum.
Sandra Piau (soprano). Mom Li ( (mezzo-
soprano), Christoph Pregardien (tenor). Harry
van der Kamp (bass); Choeur de Chambre de
Namur; La Petite Bande, Sigiswald Kuijken
cond. DEUTSCHE HARMONIA MUNDI/BMG
77337 (52 min).
* * *
Or he Mass No. 14 and the Te Deum are
 late choral works of Haydn in his last
style - grand and festive without rhetoric
or claptrap. The "Harmoniemesse" or
"Wind Band Mass" - so-called because of
the prominence of the woodwinds and brass
in the orchestra - was written in 1802 for
the name day of the daughter of his patron,
Prince Esterhazy. It is Haydn's last com-
pleted composition and forms a magnificent
close to what was undoubtedly the longest
and most fruitfully creative musical career
in European music. Put aside any ideas you
might have about an old man musing on
eternal things; this is music that celebrates
life, not the alternative. It also has its share
of court grandeur and more than a whiff
of the theater - and Haydn, without mak-
ing the slightest concession, delights in the
confusion of styles.

One of Haydn's great abilities, much ap-
preciated at court no doubt, was his skill at
getting through all those boring Latin texts
with a minimum of mumbo -jumbo and a
maximum of musical delight. The original
Latin Te Deum has enough text to put the
entire Esterhazy court into deep sleep, but
Haydn manages to turn it into a breathless
8 -minute romp in high style.

La Petite Bantle sounds anything hut pe-

Van
Excellent * * * * *

Very good ****
Good * * *

Fair * *
Poor *

cite in these fast -paced but nonetheless large-
scale works. The Belgian ensemble, associ-
ated with Gustav Leonhardt and Sigiswald
Kuijken from its inception, has established
itself as one of the leading early -instrument

ensembles in Europe, specializing in late -
Baroque and Classical works. Its collabora-
tion here with the Namur Chamber Choir
and a first-rate quartet of soloists is impres-
sive, and the performances are lively, color-
ful, and beautifully shaped. E.S.

KANCHELI: Mourned by the Wind;
Light Sorrow.
France Springuel (cello); boys chorus;
I Fiamminghi, Rudolf Werthen cond. TELARC
80455 (72 min).
* * *

The titles tell it all: this CD offers 72
minutes of dark, grim melancholy, unre-

lieved by so much as a momentary gleam of
hope. The music of the Georgian composer
Giya Kancheli, frankly, makes for arduous
listening. Nonetheless, it is intensely felt
and often brilliantly composed, and those
willing to devote the time will find much to
reward their concentration.

Light Sorrow is a cantata, with texts from
Goethe, Shakespeare, Pushkin, and a Geor-
gian poet named Galaktion Tabidze, sung
by two boy sopranos and a boys' choir.
They drone the words tonelessly, as if from
another world, while the orchestra roils
ominously, occasionally erupting in terrify-
ing explosions. Mourned by the Wind, sub-
titled -Liturgy for Orchestra and Solo Cel-

OUT OF THIS WORLD
Leonard Slatkin's new RCA Victor
CD of "space music" with the Phil-

harmonia Orchestra leads off with Ed-
gard Varese's orchestral blockbuster Ar-
cane. The out -of -this -world sonic events
in this 17 -minute work - re-
plete with howling dissonance,
propulsive rhythmic figura-
tion, and occasional delicate
interludes laced with sardonic
march episodes - makes its
discmate, Gustav Hoist's The
Planets, seem like an Edwar-
dian tea party in comparison.
Slatkin gives the Varese a
sharply defined reading that
makes its mix of passacaglia
and rondo elements quite in-
telligible on repeated hearings.
The sound's the thing, howev-
er, what with the large array of
brass and the six percussion
players, complete with string -
drum lion's roar.

The Planets gets a sharply
articulated treatment, especially in the
opening "Mars" movement, which is
adamantine and mercilessly relentless.
The third movement, "Mercury," is, well,
mercurial beyond any other performance
I have ever heard. The famous "hymn"
section of "Jupiter" is broadened out, but
not as excessively as in some perfor-
mances I've heard. The great "Saturn"
movement is as haunting as ever, with its
sad processional and climactic outcry

sternly controlled. "Uranus," however, is
surprisingly tame - not as kooky and
grotesque as I'd like. We get a surprise in
the ethereal concluding pages of "Nep-
tune," offstage children's voices instead

of the female choir Hoist called for, but it
works superbly, adding up to the most
unearthly performance of "Neptune" in
my experience. David Hall

MOLST: The Planets. VARESE:
Arcane.
Philharmonia Orchestra; New London
Children's Choir, Leonard Slatkin cond.
RCA VICTOR 68819 (67 min).
* * * *
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
lo," is a sorrowful elegy dedicated to the
memory of a deceased friend of the com-
poser. The orchestra cushions the keening
cello solo, which is movingly built around
single steps of the scale. The recording is
thrilling in its vivid immediacy, but the dy-
namic range is so pronounced that Telarc
thought it necessary to post a warning on
the cover. If you happen to live in a concert
hall, this is a model demonstration disc, but
if you have a radiator or an air conditioner,
or live with someone who breathes, better
use headphones.

MOZART: II Re Pastore.
Roberto Sacca (Alessandro), Ann Murray
(Aminta), Eva Mei (Elisa), Inga Nielsen
(Tamiri). Markus Schafer (Agenore); Concentus
Musicus Wien, Nikolaus Hamoncoun cond.
TELDEC 98419 (two CDs. 108 min).
* * * * *

Written when Mozart was 19,11 Re Pas-
tore is not a true opera but rather a

serenata, a small -scaled confection offered
as an evening's entertainment. In most cas-
es, there was little action, just sung com-
ment on a particular situation - here the
near -loss and subsequent reunion of two
pairs of lovers, whose separation had been
threatened by the well-meaning attempts of

the king, Alessandro, to bring peace and or-
der to Sidon (Macedonia).

It's pretty tenuous stuff, but Mozart's
music transcends the confines of his libret-
to. One example: Tamiri's joyous aria in
Act I, "Di tante sue procelle," revealing her
love for Agenore, which is splendidly sung
by Inga Nielsen. Her performance through-
out is well contrasted by the appealing puri-
ty of Eva Mei as the more girlish Elisa, who
is betrothed to Aminta, the titular young
Shepherd King.

Mozart's simplicity, or seeming -simplici-
ty, is revealed in Aminta's vow of fidelity to
Elisa, "L' amero, saro costante," the work's
most famous passage. The transparency of
the musical line achieved by Ann Murray as
Aminta is particularly affecting. Deserving
special mention is the dramatic finale of Act
I, a duet disclosing the feelings of the two
pastoral lovers about to be separated. As
Alessandro, tenor Robert Sacca is amusing-
ly self-satisfied in his aria "Si spande al
sole in faccia," an example of how Mozart's
gentle humor leavens the score. Tenor
Markus Schafer's Agenore, a rather pom-
pous and insensitive Sidonian nobleman,
provides satiric commentary on courtly
behaviour.

The work was recorded live in Vienna's

The Ultimate Diva
Between 1949 and 1974, the soprano

Maria Callas recorded thirty-four
complete operas, out of the forty-seven
in her repertory, plus excerpts from
others and several collections of arias.
Beginning in 1953, with Puccini's Tosca,

Maria Callas

all were done for EMI under an exclusive
contract. The label promoted her as "La
Divina" in the 1960s, and twenty years
after her death in 1977, at 53, the divine
Callas still seems to cast her spell.

EMI Classics is commemorating her
extraordinary career, and recognizing the

ongoing popular appeal of her recordings,
with the release this fall of twenty
remastered and repackaged opera sets
featuring Callas, plus a CD-ROM version
of her 1953 mono Tosco, co-starring
Giuseppe Di Stefano and Tito Gobbi and
conducted by Victor De Sabata, which is
still the recording by which every other
Tosca is judged (and usually found
wanting). The CD-ROM, available in
both Macintosh and PC versions,
contains the complete audio recording, an
on -screen libretto with translations in
English, French, and German, a synopsis,
biographies, photos of Callas and other
cast members (albeit from a 1964
production without Di Stefano), and
excerpts from video recordings of Callas
performing or being interviewed. The
complete discography with audio samples
is a nice touch (although in one case it
played the wrong sample).

In January the celebration continues
with the rerelease of nine opera sets and
eleven recital discs, as well as the release
of two new compilations, all at midprice,
plus full -price issues of two operas
available on EMI for the first time,
Gluck's 1phigenie en Tauride and Verdi's
1 Vespri Siciliani.

All of this great artist's strengths -
and, yes, her flaws as well - are there
for long-time admirers and new
audiences to experience. Even today,
Callas continues to enchant, to challenge,
and to win new disciples through her
recordings. - Robert Ripps

Musikverein, justly renowned for its re-
markable acoustics. There is a fine clarity in
the recording, enhanced by the crisp play-
ing of period instruments by the members
of the Concentus Musicus Wien. Nikolaus
Harnoncourt conducts with a sure and sen-
sitive hand. The accompanying booklet con-
tains interesting explanatory notes. R.A.

MUSSORGSKY: Dream of the Peasant
Gritzko; Khovanshchina, Introduction
and Galitsin's Journey; Pictures at an
Exhibition (orch. Ravel).
New Jersey Symphony. Zdenek Macal cond.
DELos 3217 (56 min).
* * * *

The New Jersey Symphony Orchestra
may not be in the same class as the Phil-

adelphia, Cleveland, or Chicago aggrega-
tions, but its players acquit themselves with
convincing credibility and spirit in this
all -Mussorgsky program under conductor
Zdenek Macal.

Dream of the Peasant Gritzko is taken
from the composer's uncompleted Ukrain-
ian opera, Sorotchintsy Fair, and is essen-
tially a highly effective choral -orchestral
expansion by Vissarion Shebalin of A Night
on Bare Mountain in the Rimsky-Korsakov
version, which was incorporated into his
1938 completion of that score. This is the
first time I've heard it since several LP ver-
sions in the 1950s and 1960s. It is mighty
stirring stuff, and it's performed here with
uninhibited zest by the orchestra and the
Westminster Choir alike, with valuable
contributions by the bass -baritone Clayton
Brainerd.

For some reason, Delos saw fit to place
the poetic and familiar Introduction to Kho-
vanshchina after the great Act IV entr'acte,
here titled "Galitsin's Journey." Anyone
who has heard Leopold Stokowski conduct
this music, on or off records, will be forever
haunted by the overwhelming sadness it
conveyed in his hands. Macal and his New
Jerseyans come the closest I have heard to
matching that achievement.

It is tempting to call Macal foolhardy for
tackling the Mussorgsky-Ravel Pictures at
an Exhibition in competition with record-
ings by just about every orchestra of note
throughout the world. Yet what the perfor-
mance may lack in ultimate finesse it makes
up for in vibrant spirit and expert pacing -
"The Hut on Fowl's Legs" is a prime exam-
ple. The fine sound captured by engineer
John Eargle, with lots of oomph and sharp
focus, is a major plus. D.H.

RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe, Suites
Nos. 1 and 2; Rapsodie Espagnole;
La Valse; Bolero.
Vienna Philharmonic, Lorin Maazel cond. RCA
VICTOR 68600 (75 min).
* * *

Lorin Maazel has recorded all this music
before, and, with one exception, rather

more persuasively than on this disc. The ex-
ception is his exciting treatment of the well-
worn Bolero, which comes across here with
unexpected freshness and intensity. The
pacing is a bit brisker than indicated in the
score, but Maazel makes it work brilliantly,
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and the Viennese players, especially the
brass, sound as if they were enjoying their
little holiday from Brahms and Bruckner.

Most of the other pieces, in contrast, are
taken at tempos noticeably broader than the
norm. The Rapsodie Espagnole, with its
four clearly delineated sections, seems to
take this treatment more gratefully than La
Valse or the second suite of "orchestral frag-
ments" from Daphnis et Chloe. Tempo is
only one element in readings that, after all,
do project a great deal of evocative power,
as well as a sense of personal involvement
all too often missing from performances we
can admire mainly (or only) for their clini-
cal precision. Yet for all the sensuous sound-

weaving Maazel brings off, for me his ap-
proach to these three works lacks vitality,
and there is no scarcity of fine alternative
recordings. The Daphnis Suite No. 1, how-
ever, is both poetic and animated, and the
Bolero, as noted previously, is downright
magical. R.F.

A. SCARLATTI: Cantatas, Volume I.
Christine Brandes (soprano); Arcadian
Academy, Nicholas McGegan cond. CONIFER
51293 (72 min).
* * * * *
A lessandro Scarlatti, who founded a mu-

sical dynasty in Italy that proved to be
almost as prolific as the Bach family to the
north, wrote more than 600 cantatas. More
dramatically intense than a song, yet shorter
and more compact than an opera, the canta-
ta typically sets a single scene, usually on a
classical or bucolic subject, for a solo vo-
calist and a small instrumental band, mak-
ing it ideal for private soirees.

Scarlatti wrote most of his cantatas in
Rome for a musical and literary salon that
came to be known as the Arcadian Acade-
my. Now early -music specialist Nicholas
McGegan pays homage with a new series of
recordings of a number of the cantatas, per-
formed by an ensemble named after Scar-
latti's salon. This first disc is a jaunty, buoy-
ant set of four of them, played and sung
with virtuosic panache and lucidly recorded
by the Conifer engineers.

The best known of the cantatas here is
"Giti Lusingato," a ballad about an English
soldier taking leave of his wife; the others
include a brief, vivid sketch of the myth of
Ariadne and a very full version of the Or-
pheus myth. The latter is a natural choice
for the soloist, Christine Brandes. Her so-
prano voice has a melting, silvery tone,
which she produces with effortless grace
and eloquence. Her rendition of Orpheus's
keening lament for his lost lover Euridice,
full of amazingly demanding chromatic
melismas, is a particularly virtuosic display
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of her technical finesse and fine emotional
shading - which pretty much sums up
what you want from a singer of Baroque
music.

R. AND C. SCHUMANN: Songs.
Barbara Bonney (soprano): Vladimir Ashkenazy
(piano). LONDON 452 898 (69 min).
* * * *

t is a pleasure to find increased attention
1 paid to the songs of Clara Schumann by
current recitalists. Much influenced by her
husband, Clara also emphasized brilliant pi-
ano writing in her songs, favored effective
postludes, and frequently treated the poetic
texts arbitrarily, never allowing them to
hamper her musical design.

For Robert Schumann's "Widmung," the
perfect opening for Barbara Bonney's recit-
al disc, a more substantial (or male) voice
may be preferred. but her fresh and girlish
timbre proves ideal for most of the material
here, particularly Robert's "Mondnacht,"
delivered with rapt tenderness, and the
feathery "Er 1st's," to which she brings an
appropriate springtime exuberance. She is

equally perfect in two lighter Clara Schu-
mann songs on texts by Heine rich Stand
in Dunklen Traumen" and "Sie Liehten Sich
Beide"). At the same time, she captures
Robert's "Waldesgesprach" with full aware-
ness of its eerie dialogue, and she brings a
variety of dramatic expression to the much -
recorded Frauenliehe und Lehen cycle.

In some instances (Clara's "Er 1st Ge-
kommen in Sturm und Regen" and "Lore-
lei," to name two), Vladimir Ashkenazy,
whose pianism commands attention and
praise throughout, takes on a somewhat un-
duly dominating role. His contribution to
the success of the recital is nonetheless es-
sential, and his part in Clara's stormy "Leh-
eszauher," with its fierce repeated chords, is
awe inspiring.

Overall, this is a very fine program. Bon-
ney's German is exemplary, and she com-
municates the poetic essence with clarity
and pinpoint intonation.

SIBELIUS: Symphonies Nos. 1 and 4.
Lahti Symphony, Osmo Vanska cond.
Bis/QuALITON 861 (76 min).
* * *

Having recorded several of Sibelius's
less familiar works for Bis, Osmo Van-

ska and his fine little orchestra now set off
on a complete cycle of the symphonies.
Though its strings are usually augmented
for recording, the Lahti orchestra is small-
ish, probably about the size of those avail-
able to Sibelius when he introduced his
symphonies. The reduced proportions do

bring certain benefits, mainly in terms of
clarity, which helps the listener focus on
structural details, and the overall high level
of the playing, the genuine commitment
from every stand. Sumptuousness, after all,
is precisely what is not called for in the
Sibelius Fourth, and the transparency of
the recording itself is superbly apposite to
the austere character of this work, insuring
maximum impact for the brooding low
strings in the opening movement and the
chill solitude of the curious finale. There
are similar benefits to the beautifully played
clarinet solo that opens the First Symphony
and the articulation of the timpani theme in
its scherzo.

While the entire First Symphony gains in
dignity as well as vigor from Vanska's brisk
pacing and his straightforward way of shap-
ing a phrase, his Fourth is a good deal more
expansive than the norm. The added breadth
in the opening movement suits its bleak
landscape well enough, but the slow move-
ment is distended to 14 minutes -2 min-
utes longer than usual. Momentum tends to
sag here, and the emotional climax of the
work doesn't quite come off. That is the on-
ly real disappointment in either work, but it
is quite a critical one. Nonetheless, there is
a powerful integrity in these performances,
and in the way Bis presents them. R.F.

STRAVINSKY: Violin Concerto.
PROKOFIBV: Violin Concerto No. 2.
ltzhak Perlman (violin); Chicago Symphony.
Daniel Barenboim cond. TELDEC 98255
(46 min).
* * * *

The performance of the Stravinsky Violin
Concerto is full of verve and character,

thanks in no small measure to the hand -in -
glove collaboration of Daniel Barenboim
and his Chicagoans with soloist Itzhak Perl-
man. This music can be made to sound
pretty straitlaced in its Neoclassical way,
but Perlman's nimbleness, wit, and warmth
are totally disarming. The sound of the live
concert recording from fall 1994 is fine and
dandy.

While Perlman has recorded the Stravin-
sky only once before (with Ozawa and the
Boston Symphony in 1980 for Deutsche
Grammophon), this is his third time around
with the Prokofiev Second Concerto. He
displays great intensity in the lovely slow
movement and dazzling virtuosity in the fi-
nale. The sound of the May 1993 recording,
also made live in concert, is okay, even with
Perlman very much front and center, but
there is some unusually obtrusive room
noise (air conditioning?) at the start. More-
over, this performance is identical to the
one on a 1993 Erato CD, where it is paired
with the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto. And
the Teldec CD times out at a measly 46 min-
utes; the decidedly more generous record-
ings of the Stravinsky by Cho-Liang Lin
(Sony) and Kyung-Wha Chung (London)
include both Prokofiev concertos. D.H.

TAN DUN: Symphony 1997
(Heaven, Earth, Mankind).
Yo -Yo Ma (cello): Imperial Bells Ensemble
of China; Yip's Children's Choir; Hong Kong
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CLASSICAL MUSI(

MUSIC FOR AN AUDIENCE
gri he American composer Lowell Lieb-
 errnann (born 1961) has been demon-

strating that it is still possible to write
music that audiences actually like to hear
without condescending, "dumbing down,"
or compromising creative standards or
individuality. Liebermann was the young-
est and least known of the three com-
posers from whom the Steinway Founda-
tion commissioned concertos for the in-
augural concert of its 21st Century Piano

Pianist Stephen Hough

Project at the Kennedy Center in Wash-
ington in 1992. Each was played by a
different soloist with the National Sym-
phony under Mstislav Rostropovich.

The unabashed romantic exuberance
of Liebermann's four -movement Second
Concerto, with a wickedly playful little
scherzo and a similarly brief and ener-
getic finale framing the striking pas-
sacaglia slow movement, made it the
clear audience favorite. Here was music,
brilliantly idiomatic in the writing for
both piano and orchestra, that embraced
the tunefulness and vivid coloring of

Philharmonic, Tan Dun cond. SONY 63368
(72 min).
* * * *

The 40 -year -old Tan Dun was born in
China but has lived in the U.S. since

1986. His most ambitious work to appear
on CD thus far is the Symphony 1997 (Hea-
ven, Earth, Mankind), composed to com-
memorate the July 1 reversion of British -
ruled Hong Kong to the People's Republic
of China. The cellist Yo -Yo Ma plays a
major role: his solos link the first and last
parts, and he is the protagonist in the cen-
tral part ("Earth"), a concerto for hian-
zhong, cello, and orchestra. A hianzhong is
an array of tuned bells, and the one heard

Rachmaninoff and Liszt, yet was in no
sense a bag of clichés or a rejection of
contemporary language. Its muscularity
and drive appeared neither sardonic nor
belligerent, but seemed to be manifesta-
tions of a definitely upbeat vitality.

The pianist on that occasion was
Stephen Hough, who had given the pre-
mière of Liebermann's First Concerto in
1988 and is a pre-eminent champion of
his music. His participation in the Hyper-

ion recording of both concertos, with
the composer conducting the BBC
Scottish Symphony, is an assurance
of authenticity in the most meaning-
ful sense, involving wholehearted
commitment and the most thorough
preparation on everyone's part. Both
the First Concerto -a more concise
and somewhat more darkly colored
work in three movements, the last an
especially imaginative "Maccaber
Dance" - and the Second receive
absolutely glorious performances.
Lieberman!), an experienced conduc-
tor, clearly knows how to get exactly
what he wants from the orchestra,
which for its part responds with both
confidence and apparent enthusiasm.

Hough, who also contributed the
comprehensive annotation, fills out
the disc with six of the eighteen solo
pieces that make up the Album for the
Young that Liebermann assembled in
1993, among them homages to Faure
and to Alkan, an ostinato in the spir-
it of Satie, and "Starry Night," the

piece on which Liebermann subsequent-
ly based the love duet in his opera The
Picture of Dorian Gray. None of these is
as long as 2 minutes; like the concertos,
they are recorded with exemplary and
full-bodied realism. Richard Freed

2

5

LIEBERMANN: Piano Concertos
Nos. 1 and 2; Album for the Young
(excerpts).
Stephen Hough (piano); BBC Scottish
Symphony, Lowell Liebermann cond.
HYPERION 66966 (56 min).
* * * *

here is an amazing array of sixty-five bells,
more than 2,400 years old, that were recov-
ered in 1978 from a princely Chinese tomb
along with more than a hundred other in-
struments of the period, all in a perfect state
of preservation. Tan's score marks their first
significant modern use and as such is both a
musical and a sonic tour de force.

The opening "Heaven" section features
children's choir and hianzhong in five con-
trasting episodes, preceded by a shorter ver-
sion of the "Song of Peace" that concludes
the entire work (both versions feature Ma's
cello). "Heaven" climaxes in a vivid evoca-
tion, using sampling techniques, of Chinese
opera on Hong Kong's Temple Street - a

marvelous babel of sounds. The music
drifts between Chinese and Western idioms,
and there's a clear reference to the "Ode to
Joy" in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. I
sensed something of the old "socialist real-
ism" aesthetic both here and in the conclud-
ing "Mankind" section, which comprises a
"Lullaby" and the concluding "Song of
Peace" apotheosis. It is the middle section,
"Earth" (comprising "Water," "Fire," and
"Metal"), that contains the most original
and vital music, and in it Ma exhibits prodi-
gies of virtuosity using traditional Chinese
and Mongolian fiddle techniques. He is also
at his eloquent best in the opening and clos-
ing segments, and his extended cello solo in
the "Lullaby" is genuinely moving.

The hianzhong was recorded in the mu-
seum where it is kept in Wuhan, China, the
300 -strong children's choir and the Hong
Kong Philharmonic in Hong Kong, and Ma
in Mechanics Hall in Worcester, Massachu-
setts. How's that for technology! Yet the re-
sult comes off surprisingly well under the
composer's direction, adding up to a singu-
lar, entertaining, and often stirring listening
experience. D.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a
Rococo Theme; Eugene Onegin, Lensky's
Aria; Nocturne; Andante Cantabile;
Souvenir de Florence.
Mischa Maisky (cello); Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 453 460
(73 min).
* * * *

Ising the standard Fitzenhagen edition,
which omits the eighth variation and

changes the composer's original ordering,
the cellist Mischa Maisky makes the best
possible case for Tchaikovsky's engaging
Rococo Variations, offering a beguiling mix
of volatility and finesse. His handling of the
treacherous harmonic for the solo instru-
ment is perfection, elegant to the last de-
gree. In the famous Eugene Onegin aria and
the lovely Nocturne, Op. 19, No. 4 (origi-
nally for piano but here arranged with a
lovely flute obbligato), Maisky displays his
mellifluous tone to fine advantage. The sen-
timent becomes a bit overripe in the always
lovely Andante Cantabile arranged from
the String Quartet No. 1, but by and large
all of the solo -cello work on this CD falls
lightly on the ear.

Maisky, however, plays no role in the
Souvenir of Florence, a late work composed
for six top string players of the St. Peters-
burg Chamber Music Society. Nowadays it
is often heard in string -orchestra guise as in
the present version. The music is not espe-
cially Italianate in flavor, but it is fine vin-
tage Tchaikovsky. A vigorous waltz with a
contrasting lyrical episode is followed by a
serenade -like slow movement with a rest-
less middle section. The third movement's
Russian dance elements are overlaid with
an edgy, anxious aura. The finale is taut and
brilliant, with finely crafted fugal textures
leavened with a fine "big" tune. The Orphe-
us Chamber Orchestra players acquit them-
selves splendidly here and elsewhere, and
the recording benefits throughout from the
sonic excellence of the State University of
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New York's Performing Arts Center at Pur-
chase, New York. D.H.

Collections
ROBERTA ALEXANDER AND DAVID
TRIESTRAM: With You.
Roberta Alexander (soprano): David Triestram
(piano). ETCETERA 1190 (59 min).* ****

W.lawlessly performed by a couple of pros,
this fine new collection of Broadway

songs will transform your living room into
a chic, sophisticated nightclub. Soprano
Roberta Alexander and her partner, pianist
David Triestram, offer the exquisite senti-
ment of Alec Wilder in such wistful ballads
as "Blackberry Winter" and "Good -Bye,
John," both written for cabaret legend Ma-
bel Mercer, and the brilliant, brittle humor
of early Sondheim in numbers like "Can
That Boy Foxtrot!" Cut from the original
production of Follies, it gives Alexander a
chance to wring every drop of risque irony
from the lyrics.

She is a distinguished opera performer
and lieder singer, but she doesn't let that get
in her way. She molds and shapes the tender
ballads with unerring taste, never lapsing in-
to the plummy grandeur that mars so many
collections of this kind. The program is ex-
pertly chosen and well paced. Just when the
mood is on the verge of moping, it shifts to
a humorous number, such as Tom Lehrer's
outrageous "Poisoning Pigeons in the Park"
or Shire and Maltby's ingenious "Cross-
word Puzzle," in which a woman ruminates
about her lost love while trying to solve the
puzzle in the Sunday paper.

For all Triestram's virtuosity at the key-
board - he races with perfect poise through
the fiendishly difficult boogie-woogie in
Bemstein's "I Can Cook, Too" - he's ob-
viously much more than an accompanist.
The very pleasant voice he reveals in a
short duet with Alexander in another Bern-
stein number, the heartbreaking "Some
Other Time," left me wishing he'd been giv-
en a bit more to do vocally. The recording
is just as intimate as the mood: this is a CD
to play at the end of a perfect evening. ii.
CARMINA BURANA.
Boston Camerata. Joel Cohen cond. ERATO
149t(7 (73 min).
* * *

What we have on this CD is not the fa-
mous Carl Orff work but an imagina-

tive reconstruction of some of the racy orig-
inals from the thirteenth -century Bavarian
manuscript that Orff used as his source. The
very secular texts are in medieval Latin,
German, French, and Provençal, sometimes
all at once. The subjects include all the pos-
sible sins: gluttony, gambling, drunkenness.
avarice, hypocrisy, corruption, injustice.
and, above all, lust. Even in their jumbled.
multilingual form, the texts can be figured
out with some assurance: not so the music.
Some of the poems carry little scribbles
above the words that suggest musical nota-
tion, but their exact musical meaning is not
always obvious.

To make the songs performable, the Bos-
ton Camerata's director, Joel Cohen, adapt-
ed well-known melodies from other, better
sources - including Gregorian chant -
that were suggested by the texts or other-
wise seemed appropriate. The arrangements
for solo and ensemble voices, with mem-
bers of the Harvard University Choir join-
ing the singers of the Camerata, include a
generous use of period instruments, and to
my ears (and in spite of disclaimers) the
lively performance style owes something

to Orff. I had a little trouble with some of
the trumpet fanfares and cascades of small
bells, and there is one song that has an in-
trusive white -noise effect that may be some
kind of incomprehensible technical glitch.
Aside from those few odd touches, these
are very likable performances. E.S.

THE HANOVER BAND:
Concert in Sons Souci.
Nathalie Stutzrnann (contralto): Frank de
Bruine (oboe); Rachel Brown (flute):
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and service, Sound City carries a full line of TVs and projections, laserdisc players, surround sound decoders, AC -3 systems,

VCRs, home speakers and stereo components all under one roof. We are an authorized dealer for over 150 top brand names!

FACTn D\/

FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

973-263-6060

WE SHIP
WaRLDWIDE

No Credit Card Surcharges

RETAIL HOURS

Mon - Fri
10am - 9pm EST

Sat 9am - 6pm EST
Sun 11am - 5pm EST

MAIL ORDER HOUR

Mon - Fri
9am - 10pm EST

Sat 9am - 6pm EST
Sun 10am - 5pm EST

iqt
Factory Mood lor all brands we set  Not reszcosible fa typographical errors  60 refolds on video or car stereo protds 14 Day detcOve eirchance from date of recall. Al returns must be made mew 14 days

receplol rnerchante and are subject to a restodong lee  Items must be In attire' ccorition and padegung.Shpprog and handing not rekndable  Tris ad and ds =lents supercede all ogler maganne prong Source Code #SR97
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Quucic
' I ,C le 5

BACH: Two -Part Inventions;
Sinfonias (Three -Part Inventions);
Four Duets.

Serkin (piano). RCA VICTOR 68594
(71 min). * * *
Anyone who studies classical piano
knows the Bach Two -Part Inventions
and the Sinfonias (or Three -Part Inven-
tions) as brief, ingenious keyboard
studies for beginners that are, with a
few exceptions, more engaging to play
than to listen to. The lesser -known key-
board duets - in effect, longer and
more highly developed inventions -
represent Bach at his most masterly
and inspire high -quality playing from
Peter Serkin. Among the inventions,
only the longer, minor -key, chromatic
pieces evoke equally expressive perfor-
mances; most of the rest is merely
qnootli. knowing, and decorative. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos
Nos. 3 and 4.
Jos sun Immersed (tortemano),
Tafelmusik, Bruno Weil cond. SONY
62824 (69 min). * * * *
Jos van Immersed plays a beautifully

Leipzig at just about the time these
concertos were introduced, and he takes
a fairly conventional interpretive ap-

BEI7IIOVEN
I'i.No CON:CI:RIOS

&
IA II:1 MUSIK II

proach: no mincing phrases, no clunky
articulation, no eccentricities of any
kind, and there's real give and take be-
tween him and conductor Bruno Weil.
Exceptionally natural sound, too. R.F.

RACHMANINOFF: Piano
Concertos Nos. 1 and 2.
John Lill linonot: BBC National
Orchestra of Wales, Tadaaki Otaka cond.
NIMBUS 5511 (65 min). * * *
John Lill's renditions of Rachmanin-
off's first two piano concertos (he has
also recorded the other two for Nim-
bus) are authoritative, if a bit on the
deliberate side, and marked by sensi-
tivity in the slow movements and am-
ple virtuosity elsewhere. Tadaaki Ota-
ka and the BBC Welsh players provide
superb collaboration that is matched
by richly detailed sonics. D.H.

Roy Goodman (harpsichord); the Hanover
Band, Roy Goodman cond. RCA VICTOR
61903 (58 min).
* *
cans Souci was Frederick the Great's
41Pcountry retreat near Berlin (the name
means "carefree"). The king was himself
an excellent flutist and a capable composer,
and he surrounded himself with a first-class
musical establishment, including Carl Philip
Emanuel Bach, Johann Joachim Quantz (his
personal teacher, composer, and music di-
rector). and Carl Heinrich Graun (head of
the newly founded Berlin Opera). Johann
Philipp Kimberger, best remembered as one
of J. S. Bach's pupils (he collected and edit-
ed Bach chorale arrangements) and an aca-
demic theorist, is represented here by a
completely unacademic Symphony in D
Major in an up-to-date and extremely lively
Italianate style. The Quantz Concerto for
Flute, Strings, and Continuo in G Major -
one of more than 300 concertos that he
wrote for the king to play - is typical of
his perky. sophisticated, carefree style.

The two arias by Graun are disappoint-
ing, routine opera seria imitated from the
Italians; neither Nathalie Stutzmann, one of
our greatest contraltos, nor conductor Roy
Goodman can figure out what to do with
them. The excellent Hanover Band fares
better with the instrumental pieces, and the
best of these is the C. P. E. Bach Concerto
for Oboe. Strings, and Continuo in E -flat
Major. For two movements, at least, it tran-
scends the merely carefree and reaches a

II') 1211;11T 1997 BY HACHETTE FILI-
1' u t I ll MAGAZINES, INC. All rights re-
served. Stereo Review, November 1997. Volume
62. Number 11. Stereo Review (ISSN 0039-
1220) is published monthly by Hachette Filipac-
chi Magazines, Inc. at 1633 Broadway, New
York, NY 10019; telephone (212) 767-6000.
One-year subscription rate for the United States
and its possessions, $19.94; Canada, $29.34
(Canadian Business Number 126018209RT, IPN
Sales Agreement Number 99236); atl other
countries, $27.94: cash orders only, payable in
U.S. currency. Periodical postage paid at New
York. NY 10001. and at additional mailing of-
fices. Authorized as periodical mail by the Post
Office Department, Ottawa. Canada. and for
payment of postage in cash. POSTMASTER /
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE: Please send
change -of -address forms and all subscription
correspondence to Stereo Review, P.O. Box
55627. Boulder, CO 80322-5627. Please allow
at least eight weeks for the change of address to
become effective. Include both your old and
your new address, enclosing, if possible, an ad-
dress label from a recent issue. If you have a
subscription problem, write to the above Address
or call (303) 604-1464; fax (303) 604-7455.
PERMISSIONS: Material in this publication
may not be reproduced in any form without per-
mission. Requests for permission should be di-
rected to: The Editor, Stereo Review, 1633
Broadway, New York. NY 10019. BACK IS-
SUES are available. Write to ISI/Stereo Review,
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302.
For each copy ordered, enclose a check or mon-
ey order for $5.95 in U.S. funds ($7.25 for or-
ders sent to Canada. $12.95 for other foreign lo-
cations): add $2 to those prices for each copy of
the 1997 Stereo Buyer's Guide annual. For tele-
phone credit-card orders, call (201) 451-9420.
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS muss be ac-
companied by return postage and will be han-
dled with reasonable care, but the publisher as-
sumes no responsibility for the return or safety
of unsolicited manuscripts, art, or photographs.
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colonelvideo.
corn

1-800-277-5632

Factory
Authorized

for
TOP NAME BRANDS

in

AUDIO & VIDEO

Receivers, Speakers, CD Changers

Audio Accessories, Audio Separates
Subwoofers, Digital Video Disc,

Dolby Digital Receivers,

Satellite Dish Systems $99 w/installations

Home Theater, Projection TV's,

Camcorders and Accessories

ALL MAJOR BRANDS LIKE

SONY QInfinity
KENWOOD

psb
harman kardon

() plorvecra
'he Art of Ente.rfammern

UNBEATABLE
over 1,500,000 served!
17 Yrs in Houston, TX

all major credit cards C.O.D. & P.O.'s Welcome
mon-thurs 9-9 fri-sat 9-7 sun 10-6 CST

Fax (713) 910-5868 e-mail: colonel@phoenix.net
see our web site for policies & procedures

Harris County,. TX is jurisdiction for all transactions.
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WHAT IF THE MEDICINES
SHE CAN'T AFFORD TO LIVE WITHOUT

DORIAN DRUGS
500 Woodward
Detroit, MI 48226

vc.154372

PATRICIA MC CART0

'AKE ONE TABLET Ti

NOLVADEX/GQ/BARR
TAMOXIFEN 10 MG UR

rus
,

Qtt.60

SHE SIMPLY CAN'T AFFORD?

She could be your mother. Your
grandmother. Or maybe someone in
your neighborhood. And right now she
has to decide whether to pay for food, or
a prescription that could ultimately save
her life. That's not much of a choice, is it?

In order to provide help, the United
Way supports 23 agencies, including

This year, the need for affordable
health care is even greater. And
for every dollar donated, 90 cents goes
directly to people in need. So you can
be sure your gift is good medicine not
only for the elderly, but for over
120,000 other people in the tri-county
area who rely on the United Way.

World Medical Relief, that help Unfortunately, too many of
the elderly get the medical care
they deserve.

Last year, you helped fund these

agencies with $3.7 million.

our elderly can't get adequate

ohealth care today because they
just don't have a choice in

United Way the matter. But you do.

Give Help. Give Hope. Give Now.

MICS 11502-1097



CD STOUP. Co IN NI IECTI CD IN CD/VHS CASE SILLY
For advertising information call 1-800-445-6066. or fax

The Cube 306 CJ's
or any combination

by Lorentz Design or co, co POM VHF Ca,rt.o,

 Featuring our patentee ALLSTOP STORAGE iYSTEM. no skits,
no plastic mold.. no wasted space  Fu 1.es chide drawer

slides  Front high qualify oak senors and thrdwohd
-23- II x 19 W  17 ."D  Full) asszrnb-ed -Stackable 

00 800-933-0403
to order or fora free, color brach tredetailing

all our disc, tape. & component sto-aw CUBES.

ULM, Inc.  P.O. Box 277  Lan...sat:owl% MN 55949
Fax: 507-467-2468  Or eina I u:. your

brochure request at lorentz @ pOlarstel.nei

To place a classified ad in the industry leasing titles of

Hachette Filipacchi Martian, lac.,
simply call Toll-Fee and reserve your space today!

1.800445-6066 (gam-spm E
Fax: 212-767-5624

jLitiLSE R I E S B

MOD 1-CLAR HAR Died CUD
CABINET SYSTEM

PROVIDES UNLIMITED, STOF AGE

FOR CDS, DVDS, VIDECS, LP S.

LASERDISCS, CASSETTES & GOM.01. ENTS.

DOESN'T YOUR COLLECTION DESE 41/E TN= BEST?

FIND OUT JUST HOW AFFORDABLE TOP QUALITY IS.

REQUEST INFC KIT 3 & GET ALL THE FA:TS...

CALL. 800-432-8005
FAX: 973-667-86E8

E-MAIL: SORICEAV@AOL.COM

soRice
PO BOX 747-3A. NUTLEY, NJ 07 10

HT1F://WWW.SORICE.COM

5 Feet Toll Holds 500 CD's

II

111111111111118
OC

30 Day Unconditional
Money Bock Gowan...

$wer
$11995

(HOLIDAY SALE!)
w Furniture Quality

Oak Construction
Fully Adjustahle
Shelves
Hand Rubbed
Danish Oil Fiish

w Immediate Delivery
in Oak or Black

r- Free Color Photos
vVe offer o compete nne of
faroaucfs 303 Voss Won
case 250 sneff unrf  rnocn
MOOS in PC. and dock

mg-\ 1-800-878-7458
`clie E=0

,In -C ....Mere. 14040 Mood SI . orpenonf CO 80504

tam
died Irom steel and tern>, ilass, the Zero Gra,nty- and
.-ater in the Found- rned,, i.i,ks are available incividually
or as entertainment sets accommoditing up to a 40' T.V
Finishes are Piano Black, Raw Aluminum, While Sand.

Call (612)452-7099 for more details oi lax (612) 452-4519

Progressive Structures.

2 Skyline Drive St. Paul, Minnesota 55121

SAGS
AUDIO/VIE',

Vdll even design a piece (Siexact
specifications!" Our CUSTOM design department

is fast and affordable. We also offer over

100 stock designs of unequaled quality

PRO1000 Holds 1000 CDs

SODS Component Center

1300 Wm Hock

PR034

The Wave

The Audio Duster
A Must

Now only 519.95

Call us today for yo I r Iota' rimier and a copy
about detailed Newsletter with product photos

and specifications...

4147-A Transport St.  Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
Fax: 805/644-0434  E-mail: billy@billybags.com

http:thombillybags.com

Imagine 270 CDs in one drawer.
Then, imcgine modular media cabinetry.

Now, let your imagination run wild...
1,,,E7p, =,..-  - '

Please call to receire a cataiog on
storage cabinets you can't outgrow.

41111112' rj 7-9751(l
Fax: 9N5-475-1154 www.can-am.ca



AUTHORIZED FOR SALE
PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes. Jackets,
sleeves, etc. CABCO-641, BOX 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201.
(614) 267-8468. JProtol@A01.com

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES 8 Betts-Expert Consuttahons, All Major
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

500,000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS-LPs/45s.
Fifties thru Eighties. All categories. Catalogs
available...state your interests. Want lists wel-
come. Craig Moerer, Box 42546 -SR, Portland,
OR 97242. www.records-by-mail.com

AUTHORIZED

Authorized Dealer For:

 ADCOM

.aas

 AMC

 APATURE

 ALTIAIRC 1E0143SY

 AUDIODONTRa

 CARVER

 CELESTION

 CWD FURNITURE

 GRADO LABS

 HARMAN KARDON

 POLK AUDIO

 ProAc

 P93 SPEAKERS

 SANUS FURNITURE

 SUNFIRE

 SONY ES

 SOUND ANCHORS

 TARGET STANDS

 THORENS

 VELODYNE

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette. WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

 JAMO

 KEF

 LEXICON

 MONSTER CABLE

 NAD

 NAKAMICHI

 NILES AUDIO

 NITTY GRITTY

 OMNIMaNT

 ONKYO

 PANAMA

1-800-826-0520

FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS, KINERGET1CS,
NAD, PARASOUND, KEF, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER, JOLIDA,
STRAJGH1WIRE, CARVER, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593-B KING,
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROUNA 29403. (803)723-7276.

 ARCHITECURAL 1U$.0

RAMC

 WORLD BAND REOIO

 PRO WUHAN

 CAKES

the
Happy

Medium

.FILD RECORDERS

.05$

'SCSI DST

 CUSTOITAISTALIATION

MOUE THEATER

 ACCESS:R ES

www.HappyMedium.com

 ADS
 AMC
 ATLANDC TECHNOLOGY
 BANG 8 OLUFSEN
 CARVER
 CELESTION
 GRADO
 HARMAN KARDON

 JVC
 KEF
 LEXICON
 MONSTER CABLE

 NAD
 NAKAMICHI
 NILES AUDIO
 ONKYO
 PANAMAX
 POLK AUDIO
 PSB SPEAKERS
 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SUNFIRE
 SONY ES
 TARGET
 THORENS

430 State Street  Madion WI 53703  FAX 1!606) 2554425

1/4 1-800-906 HI -Fl (4434),

CALL STEREO WORLD for GREAT deals on all your Car Stereo
needs! Many quality brands at DISCOUNT prices! Free UPS
shipping! Call or write for FREE sales Byer! (914) 782-6044. P.0 B
596, Monroe, NY 10950. OUR 10TH YEAR!

Straight Talk...for 38 Years

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of Audio/Vide, and Car

Stereo,. only a few stores in America can
make this statement and virtually
all of us arc located in college

towns adjacent to,
hi -tech I Iniversitics.

-1 ,ni versity of Kan.,

Acurus Nakartitchi
A dcom Niles Audio
a/din/ Onkyo
Akin (Ankyo Intent -A
Alpine Panes
Aragon Pioneer Ellis
Atlantic 'Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
Audi it Techinica Rock Solid
FA/44K Salim
Hell'oggetti Sennheiner
'B&W *Sharp Vi -

Cal Audio lab Snell
Carver Sonic Froni,.
Celestion
CWI)
I) -non
Ilunlavy
Forte
Haller
harman/kandon
Infinity Comp
Kim her Kahle
KEF
Klipseh
I ..exieon
Magnum -Dynes
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
N FAR

Sony
Sony FS
Sound Aneh .
Straight Win -
'Tara labs
"target
Threshold
"Velodyne
VII More

store demo
required at

K 1
25th Lie Iowa St
Lawrence, KS W046

12 Shownneil.
ACTW.T 10anT ..4nu

10arn6pm

http://www.kiefsay.corn/

UllICl/V11)Et
9 13-842- 181 1

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3023 E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1-800-283-4644.

"POWER TO THE PEOPLE" UMBRA 120 -200W 1-80x536-3691
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP, 4669 S Division Ave . Wyoming,
MI 49548 meniscus,Aisery net

OUR 22ND YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0521 *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER * KEF *
HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * ADCOM * NA-
KAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO * SUNFIRE *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROAC * TARGET *
VELODYNE * PSB * PANAMAX * MON ;TER
CABLE * JAMO * GRADO * AUDIOCONTR X*
a/d/s * THORENS * SANUS SYSTEMS * MILES
AUDIO * OMNIMOUNT * SOUNDSTREANI *
ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND SEL _ER,
BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE WI
54143-0224.

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

(800) 451-5851
ENTERPRISES
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Components that
define the

PRESENT

Systems that
anticipate the

Future

-dewtiimrence
(800) 947 - 4434

(310) 517- 1700 so. cal.
(310) 517-1732 fax

EXPERT ADVICE

COURTEOUS SERVICE
COMPETITIVE PRICES

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. SR
Gardena. CA 90248

e-mail: rav2000@aol.com

visit our web site: www.reference-ay.corn
AUTNORMO DEALER los the finest brands:

ADA CITATION

ATLANTIC TECH. MEN
AUDIDEASE CKM

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS DENON

AUDIO CONTROL FANFARE

AUDIO POWER GRADO

AUDICIOUEST HAILER

BAG END HARMAN KARDON

BALANCED AUDIO INFINITY

BRYSTON 3AMO

CAL AUDIO LABS 7BL SYNTHESIS

CARITAS KEF

CARVER RIMER KABLE

CARY LINN

CELESTION LUTRON

MAGNUM DYNALAB

MERIDIAN

MIRAGE

MITSUBISHI

RAD

NESTOROVIC

NILES

RIMY GRITTY

ONICEO

PIONEER ELITE

PROAC

/MB

ROONTUNE

SHARP

SME

SONANCE

SONY

SPECTRON

STRAIGHTWIRE

TARGET

THORENS

TICE

TOSHIBA

TOWNSHEND

TRIAD

VON SENWEIBERT

UPI

WIREWORLD

RIO

. . and rnom



FOR SALE

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, and THE LOWEST PRICES!

1-1011.1 %I FIJI SPE(l LIST% S

L

American Buyer's Club International

1-8110-354-1324
130 Highway 33  Englishtown, NJ 07726

THX - AC -3 Consultants
For irfo & customer

service call
732-780-6600

Fax orders
732-294-7480

W OUR LIEDSITE

WWW.STEREIDAB:LCOM
1-0:1ABALIDLIM [-MIAMMAMMI 1-4:11=10 1-4131:=M

YAMAHA
RX-V992 AC -3 749

RX-V2092 CALL
HARMANIKARDON

AVR85 CALL
AVR25 MK II 439

DENON
AVR2600 CALL
AVR3200 AC -3

AVR5600 THX
PIONEER

VSX-D906 899
VSX-D606 CALL

1-41MMIMAAMI
CINEPRO

3K6 CALL
NAD

216THX AMP

PARASOUND
INSP-1000 PRO -LOGIC
HCA 1206 AMP

ADCOM
GTP 600 PRE AMP

GFA7000 AMP

KEF
Q70 CALL
MODEL THREE CALL

PSB
STRATUS GOLD CALL
STRATUS MINI NEW

WHARFDALE
DIAMOND 7.2 CALL

ATLANTIC
TECHNOLOGY

350.1 THX
250.1 AC -3

BOSE
AM 10 ..NEW LOW PRICE
AM 7 II ....LOWEST PRICE

AUDES
GOLD025 ..TOWER 1799

KRIX
EQUINOX Award Winner
APEX TOWER

KLIPSCH
KLF20 CALL

Plige, Vile
TOSHIBA

SD3I07 CALL

PIONEER
DVL700 DVD/LD/CD

SONY
DVP-S5000 CALL

YAMAHA
DVD 1 000 AC -3

PANASONIC
DVD-A300 AC -3

DENON
DVD-2000 CALL

1-41M1121111108111111

LOWEST PRICES!
VELODYNE FSR-I2
M&K .MX -125
KLIPSCH KSW-200
YAMAHA .YST-SW150 .299
BIC 1200R
AUDES SWI01

DYNACO
CDV-2 TOP RATED

DENON
DCM460 339

NAKAMICHI
ALL MODES CALL

YAMAHA
CDC665 239

r-IEBEMECIMM
HITACHI AUTHORIZED
TOSHIBA DEALER

SONY CALL
MITSUBISHI CALL

__BOSE
dutvaro

(I,0 PIONEER

SONY
YAMAHA

Velodyne

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
S YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

All product are new LISA merchandise covered by the manufacturers warranty or
ABC exclualve lonned warrant MEMBER OF THE BETTER BUSINESi BUREAU

IIISIN9ERS:17122,1
unlimited w Cost, Instanth, Available

Background Music from Original Standard
RecondinAs! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gives you the
Thom_pson V« al Eliminator"
Free ffrochure & Demo Tape.
LT Sound Dept SR -15
7980 LT Parkway,Lithonia,GA 30 dot
Internet-http:// Itsou nd.com
24 Hour Demo/Into Request Une (770)482.2488-Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

0

VIDEO PLUS AUDIO
65.13 Roosevelt Philadelphia, PA l (NW

If you dou 't see what you're
looking for, please eall

SPEtKERS & SUBS AUDIO COMPONENTS

VIDEO

EQUIPMENT

How TUNER PHI(MES
Acoustic Research
Atlantic Technology

Bose. Canon
harmon/kardon

Jamo. JBL.
JVC. Kenwood.

Monster Cable. NAD
Sony. Toshiba. Infinity

and much more!

nr call us for door to door delitert'

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplusaudio.com

email. DTLVPACaol com

r

Receivers
CD Players
Mini Disc
Tape Decks
Oat Recorders
Mini Systems

AUDIO XpressVISUAL
800-419-2323

Audio HOMD
speakers
Su woofers
Center Channels
Car Stereo
Car Amplifiers
Radar Detectors

Videc
DVD
DSS
VCR
Camcoriers
TV's
Laser D scs

1

All Brands from A to 7. and More
Audio Xptessac5raril'slls°nNBli'vV157211

We accept MC. Visa. Amex. Discover 8 COO 1-800-419-2323

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 Page Catalog with a
huge selection o name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs 8 Musiciar s all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-672-4268

Moil Order (enter 1 711 Monordi SI,

Gorden Grove. (A 92841

Retail Super Store NUsic To The Max
14700 Beoch Blvd., We tmonier, (A 92683

17141 3751994

piPRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTING'.

OUR 20th
YEIR!

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
To order call:1-800-226-2800

www.wholesaleconnection.com
42E13

JVC
00662 CALL 00882
08992 CALL

TECHNICS
SAAXTrO CALL SAAX910
SHAC300 CALL

PIONEER
VSX49 ..CALL VSXD506
VSX59 . CALL VSXD606
VSX 79 CALL VSXD906

KENW000
1070VR CALL 1080VR
109000 CALL KRV9900

HARMAN/KAROON
AVR40 CALL AVR55.
AVR75. ..... .CAL L #9085

ONKYO
TXSV535.. .CALL TXDS838
TXSV636.. CALL 7%05939

CARVER
H19880 CALL AV705X

INIME13717=1
PIONEER

ROE 79 _.CALL 101906
PDF 59 CALL 101606

XENWOOD
1070CD CALL 1060CD

ONKYO
OXC330 ... .CALL DXC530

HARMAN/KARDON
FL8300 .CALL f LB450

TECHNICS
51.P0687.. CALL SL MC400.

SONY
COPCX00 CALL CDPCX250 CAll

1111=1.71A11:
JVC

HARMANMAROON...DCS20 CALL

PIONEER ... CTW616

TECHNIOl.. RSTR575.
SONY TCVdE605

SONY . TCWE805

ONNYO____TARV/909

11111===1
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or NWA warranty



FOR SALE WANTED TO BUY LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIO VIDEO CENTER

The Best Audio & Video Equipment
From All Major Manufacturers

DENON NAKAMACHI NAD

ONKYO SONY ES  BOSE

YAMAHA CARVER  POLK

A.R. PSB JBL  INFINITY
AND MORE!

Specialists in Home Theatre
Systems & High -End Audio

490 Second Street l'ike, Southampton, PA 18900

800-220-6510
FM STEREO BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS. Cover 30 feet to 20
miles. Starting at 535. Free information. SILVER STAR ELECTRON-
ICS, Dept. SR, Box 5595, Redwood City. CA 94063.
(650) 367-1660.

M.S10.11Sun11.7 est.

1100.513.15564

1234 Shelmire Ave

2nd Floor

Philadelphia. PA 19111

Our Name Says It All

polp0\[Rs PRE -Amps

ttettt0
r% d t s OP)
.#1 Projection TVs Soakel cale

INTERCONNECTS
CD PlayersAnd So Much More..'

HiFi4Less@aol.com
Returns m

Shipping charges are non-refundable

WALKMANS AM/FM radio. stereo cassette payer with head-
phone & Bass Boost system $12 75 ea includes shipping &
U.S.A. warranty. 1-888-718-9123: Visa/MC. M -Th
8:30am-6:30pm: Fr. 8:30am-1:00pm; Sun. 10:30am-5:30pm EST.

COMPACT DISCS

DISC RESCUE. Repcir scratched CD's yoursetf. Excellent g -
Free information-write: Pappas. Dept. 117S, 71 VVhangfown
Road. Carmel NY 10512.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-6000
heat any r 5 95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT

SONY
DAT 120 5.99
DAT-124 NN: 8 99
T -120V 1 69
L-7506THG 4 49
ST -160 799
MDW-71 5.99
TORDVC60 10.99

MAXELL
X.o.90 1 59
XLII-S 90 1 99
T 120 HGX 2 49
ST In 6 99
DAT.121 NN: 7.99
U035-90
LIR-90

TON
CDR -74 3 99
D-90 79
SA -90 1 49
SAX -90 1.99
SAX.100 249

'27

FUJI
SY.IS 7,20 i, 49
HI 8 120 599
814M-120 349
DR -I-90 G9

JVCST120 599

TAPE WORLD 220 SMIRCH A. SUTLER M ION TAX INNT-322-6213
EG .5.X.) DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M -F 8.5

OPEN REEL TAPE-NEW & USED, AS LOW AS $2.95 EACH. FREE
CATALOG. AUDIO TAPES, BOX 9584-M, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304.
(703)370-5555.

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT& SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audiophile,
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tukdne St.. Prirceton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881. http://www.prex.com

WANTED TUBE HI Fl. CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Attec, Jensen
Marantz, Leak, Quad. McIntosh. Western Electric, EV. JBL
Tannoy ETC. Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 1355.

CASH for USED AUDIO &VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELUNG by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Ext. SR. Since
1984 The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkin-
town. PA 19046 WEB SITE Catalog: www.tsto.corn

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi: and old JBL. Attec,
Tannoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David:
' am 156,4434

LASER VIDEO

WIDE SCREEN
MOVIES On LASERDISC

800-893-0390 215-721-8688
LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS

50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD www. laserdisc.com
KULPSVILLE, PA 19443 FREE CATALOG

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31. Pelham,
NY 10803. (803) 233-CMLS.

LOUDSPEAKERS

ROTTEN FOAM'
 Simply Speakers - Factor)

Authorized Service - All Brands
JBL, Bose, Advent. EPI, CV. AR.
Infinity 8 More

 Worldwide Service - Reconmg
Reloaming.

 Huge selection 0101.Y. Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily

 roam Rot Preventative Kits

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1 -888 -FOAM ROT (1-888-362-6768) SIMPLY SPEAKERS, 11203
49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL 33762. www.simply-
speakers.com. WE CAN SOLVE YOUR SPEAKER PROBLEMS. SAT-
ISFACTION GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/AMEX.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
YOURSELF!

 Save 5$S with original kit.
 Kits to lit any speaker-Advent. AR, JBL.

Bose. Infinity. EV. elc
 Surrounds. adhesive 8 instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
 Call with make 8 model for best price
 Phone 24 hr.. 704-697-9001

or Toll Free 800-747-3692
00 I! Rock NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

the !amour NEW -FOAM Repair process in 'Stereo Review
June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEW -FOAM Kits

NEW -FOAM
,,iiislaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Worldwide Service Since 1970
Speaker Repair ex_ Replacement woofers
...-1 recommend the company highly."

David Adler. Audio Ma.azine. Februar 1997

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-487-2349
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS,
AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker
problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.
www.NEWFOAM.com

0

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory direct
horn Ohm Acoustics. 241 Tootle Place. Brooklyn NY 11205
(718) 783-1555: FAX (718) 857-2472. email
OhmSpeakenAOLcom

MIA PATL(52
The Parts Express catalog is a must
for the serious speaker enthusiast! We
are a nationally known electronics dis-
tributor that takes pride in our huge
selection of products and our first rate
customer service. We stock a dizzy-
ing array of audio related components
including raw loudspeaker drivers for
home and car, home theatre products,
connectors, wire, test equipment, plus
numerous accessories. So what are
you waiting for ... call for your FREE
244 page catalog today!

Paris Express
340 E Fast Street. Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 937/222-0173  Fax 937/222-4644
E-mail sales Oparts-express corn

Source
Code: SRM

1-800-338-0531

HOME THEATER

INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20 page Elec-
tronic Catalog- htip://www.AVHTS.COM/ALLBRANDS or call
TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check our Monthly Specials!

LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS - GIANT 5' - 25' ULTRA -BRIGHT HIGH
RESOLUTION PICTURES!!! SEAMLESS SCREENS TO 25'!!!
"DEPIXELATION PROCESSORS". UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! FREE
CATALOG!!! POU-VISION (717) 489-3292

AUDIO/VIDEO STORAGE

SPEAKER STANDS AND COMPONENT RACKS UNLIMITED! We
have the best selection of quality products. Buy direct and
save! Call 803-887-8834 for FREE catalog. Or see our website
www.studiotech.com

CABLE TV

VISA MC AMEX C.O.D.

CABLE TV]
CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT

* 30 day money back
guarantee

 Quantity discount
1 -year warranty
Dealers welcome!

TEJKVIEW FIKTRONICI

(800)739-2253
Interactive catalog:WWW.tekview.com

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $14.95! See all premium and
pay -per -view channels. Why pay hundreds more? For more
information, call 1-800-752-1389.

WHOLESALE PRICING RFTS SILVERS GOLDS WIRELESS AND ALL
CABLE BOXES. MEGA 800-676-6342

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES. 30 DAY
MONEY-BACK/LOW PRICE GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US!
THE CABLE STORE 1-803-390-1899.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS.
ALL BRANDS. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE YOUR BEST
DEA1 WTI -ILLS, GATEWAY F!FCTPONIXS 1.888422-2533

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment
Lowest prices guaranteed!

30-113t %Ione!, Back
Guarantee

warrant

PLEASE RAVE NAME &
MODEL NUMBER READY..

VISA, MC, C.O.D.
VEGA ELECTRONICS

(800) 888-5585

DEALERS
WELCOME!

,

\J



CABLE TV CABLE TV

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. MONEY-BACKGUARANTEE. DEAL-

ERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/

C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT. WE WON'T BE

UNDERSOLD!!!

"FREE BULLET PROTECTOR
WITH EVERY CONVERTER"

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAMBLERS

CALL CABLE 1 Year Warranty
VISA -MC -COD

1-800-390-2304
CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. FREE 30 DAY TRIAL
FREE ONE-YEAR WARRANTY, QUALITY EQUIPMENT. VISA/MC/
AMEX/COD. PC ELECTRONICS: 1-800-675-7125.

Cable
Converters/Descramblers
6uy direct from the wholesaler

I We will beat any advertised price I
DEALERS 30 Day Mony

I DEALERS 06o<14 y aaaaa I

1 - 8 0 0 - 8 4 2 - 9 6 70
hUplwww.cdelectronics.conelcd

TEST CHIPS FOR ALL CABLE BOXES' From $30 to $40. Guaran-
teed Quality. Quantity Discounts. Dealers Welcome. Call
1ELECHIP 1-800-793-7567.

Ock\Ne§ Increase Your
xe

0. ON\, KO)
;,t Vision

-' with your own
CABLE BOX

SES

1-800-715-6789
Free Catalog  Repair Service

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

13492 Research Blvd  Suite 120-232  Austin, TX 78750

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30 DAY
TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW EQUIP-
MENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS & C.O.D. CALL
NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

VISA

8AM 7PM
SA,0S801,-C.Aii..t(80:J 40i :4 03)
TOLL FREE TECH. SUPPORT 1.888.5 9 -TECH

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS INC. EST. 1976

I CABLE CONVERTER +vat
MON FR 'DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIPS 2s pA ur

EST.lOAM -

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACEMENTS FOR ALL
MAJOR BRANDS. BEST PRICES! MONEYBACK GUARANTEE!
FREE CATALOG. ALLSTAR: 1-800-782-7214.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAMBLERS
TK

ELECTROANICS

Visit us
tkaelectronics com

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL

800-729-1776
Crazy Don's Price Nar1 CABLE BOXES PRICES SO LOW YOU
WON'T BEUEVE IT. Don The Cableman 1-888-429-436C

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great Price and
Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EAGLE ELECTRON-
ICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/Amex/Disc accepted.

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS

INTELESTAR

Best Buys
Best Service
Full IA'arrarty

800-835-2330

CABLE T.V.
Converters & Equipment

WISE PRODUCTS
30-da mono hack

1 -Weir arrant

Dealers
Welcome!

k
1

MC Amex, COD

-(800) 434-2269

SATELLITE TV

FREE DSS TEST CAFD information package. Warta with new
system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711 tuford Rd., Suite 180,
Richmond, VA 23235.

Don't Buy a
Cable TV Descrambler
Until You Talk To Us!

We offer 16
Premium Channels

for only $25.00 per month

CALL TODAY

1-800-269-8601
6 ch's of HBO, 3 ch's of Cinemax.
3 ch's of Showtime, 2 ch's of The

Movie Channel, Flix & The
Sundance Channel

digital concepts, inc.
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THE HIGH END
COREY GREENBERG

Ich Bin ein Funkaustellunger
I'm e -mailing this column from

Berlin, having spent the better part of
a week here for the International
Funkaustellung, or IFA for short.

Funkaustellung is kind of like our yearly
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) held
in the U.S., except that they hold it every
other year and the humble bratwurst re-
places the Dove bar as the most popular
concession item. It's also longer than
CES, running a whopping nine days,
from August 30 to September 7. The IFA
is far and away Europe's largest con-
sumer -electronics show, with more than
half a million consumers attending. It's a
good thing. The show runs nine days!

This was an interesting show for me
because I'm used to trade shows being
primarily for, well, the trade - dealers,
distributors, and the press. But even
though over 5,000 members of the inter-
national press were expected to attend
IFA this year, the show really isn't about
the trade hobnobbing with itself. I attend-
ed the opening day, which was billed as
"Press Day," and found that it was pretty
much "We're Still Setting Up Our Booth
but Feel Free to Gawk and Be Largely Ig-
nored Day." Unlike CES or the CEDIA
(Custom Electronic Design and Installa-
tion Association) home-theater/custom-
install expo, Funkaustellung is all about
consumers. And specifically European
consumers, who are very different from
you and me, and I don't just mean in
terms of hygiene and funny -sounding
words for "hot dog."

See, the European hi-fi market is about
five years behind America in terms of
evolution and trends, and in some ways I
think it's always going to be different
from the U.S. market. For instance, I got
the impression that a component's looks
are far more important over here than its
sound quality, which would explain the
proliferation of truly gorgeous yet soni-
cally hideous European speakers that the
people over here seem to go for. I didn't
hear a lot of good sound, but I sure did
see a lot of shiny chrome woofer -mount-
ing rings set against beautiful blond
wood. And, in keeping with long-time
German loudspeaker tradition, they seem
to like enough treble over here to sear a
tuna steak.

But the biggest difference between

where we're at and where the European
market is at is home theater. We're proba-
bly in Year 5 of the U.S. home -theater
boom, and, as a result, the concept is no
longer a strange and new alternative to
the old stereo hi-fi scenario but rather the
accepted norm among audiophiles and the
general public alike. But in Europe, home
theater and surround sound are very new
and very small. Of the half -dozen halls
devoted to audio at Funkaustellung, only
one small adjoining hall was given over
to home theater, and even then the dem-
onstrations were more about large PA -
style speakers set in each corner of the
demo theater than about the concept of
using multiple, conventional -size speak-
ers to reproduce movie soundtracks in a
typical living room.

It's not just the Germans - I've read
the British home -theater mags, like What

(including an exceptionally impressive
model from Thomson) or LCD projectors.
What the Euros seem to be much more
interested in is the color of their TV sets
- the big thing at Funkaustellung was
brightly colored TVs in candy -apple reds,
greens, blues, and yellows. A few compa-
nies took the color thing a step further and
had custom air -brushed finishes that
looked like something out of East L.A.,
while Grundig showed a floor -standing
all -in -one hi-fi system that looked for all
the world like a robot butler and featured a
rainbow of colored finishes all the way up
to a flashback -inducing spin -art finish.
"Would Master Leary like me to play
Quicksilver while I draw his bath?"

Still, I have to hand it to the Germans.
Getting so many people to come out to a
consumer -electronics show that doesn't
feature an appearance by David Hassel-
hoff is no mean feat. How do they do it? A
clue might be found in Grundig's choice
of an entertainment event to draw people
to its hall. Determined to dispel any re-
maining notions that all it does is build
shortwave radios in a factory somewhere
deep in the Black Forest, Grundig set up a
small stage in the center of the hall with
a bluesy Hammond organist, a drummer, a
couple of horn players, a gangsta rapper
(and you haven't lived a full and varied
life until you've seen a blond German kid
doing LL Cool J and sounding like MC
Colonel Klink), a unicyclist, a juggler on

The biggest difference between where we're at

and where the European A/V market is at is

home theater. Home theater and surround sound

in Europe are very new and very small.

Home Cinema? and Spam Spam Home
Theater and Spam, and they don't get it,
either. Just as the U.S. market went
through an initial period of total confu-
sion about the best way to do home the-
ater, the demos at IFA indicated a state of
home -theater infancy that made me feel
like a time traveler come to help steer the
Euros past the mistakes we've already
made. People of Europe, I have come
from the future to warn you: If an Ameri-
can comes over and starts talking about
how passive surround processors are bet-
ter than active ones, shoot. Shoot to kill.
Trust me on this one.

Surprisingly, big -screen TVs were
AWOL at IFA. I didn't know that big -
screen TV was a peculiarly American
thing, but I guess it is - although there
were many widescreen 16:9 sets scattered
all over the show, I didn't see a single
rear -projection TV anywhere. The few
displays larger than 27 inches were either
prototype wall -mounted plasma displays

stilts, and a pair of mouth-watering go-go
dancers in orange hot pants. I never
dreamed that you could combine organ -
trio jazz with circus juggling, go-go danc-
ing, and gangsta rappenstruedel, but I'm
telling you, those Germans pulled it off,
and how!

Did this jazz -rap -circus -a -go-go
have anything to do with Grun-
dig, its products, or the state of
European consumer electronics?

Not in the slightest. But I do know that
half a million Germans packed the huge
Messe Berlin convention center for over a
week, and that only a few more than two
thousand Americans saw fit to attend a re-
cent open -to -all hi-fi show in San Francis-
co. Why can't the U.S. consumer -elec-
tronics industry get more than a handful
of American consumers to come to a hi-fi
show? As the Germans would probably
tell us, we need to put a little more funk
in our stellung.
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"...by a wide and clearly
audible margin, the Micro9Ot
is the best small -satellite
home theater speaker system
I have ever reviewed."

-David Ranada, Stereo Review, February 1997

This Mi.:ro9Ot home theater system includes:

Two Micro90 satellites, sonically matched

center .:hannel, powered subwoofer, and a

pair of VRS Micro diffuse -field surrounds

(available separately).

Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Micro Reference
Big theater sound from small,
sculpted satellites.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR"
Audiophile sound with the full
impact of Dolby' Digital.

Boston Acoustics THX
Dubbing -studio -quality sound.

The experts at Stereo Review listen to literally hundreds of home theater speakers each year.
So i stands to reason that the Micro9Ot must be pretty special to warrant such praise.

The reason for this enthusiasm? Good old-fashioned eng neering know-how.

Take the Micro90 satellites, for example. They feature a die-cast aluminum housing of
incredible strength and rigidity. So the drivers' energy is projected as pure, clean acoustic
output instead of being wasted as cabinet vibration. The result: a satellite that can fit in the
palm of your hand, and still fill a room with astonishing sound.

Its anodized aluminum tweeter with AMD handles lots of power, yet reproduces highs with
virtually zero distortion. And its swivel -mount pedestals make for simple shelf or wall
mounting. The Micro90 powered subwoofer, with its clean 75 -watt amp and 8- nch DCDTM
bass unit, produces ample amounts of deep, tight, powerful bass.

Add the tonally matched Micro90 center channel and either direct or diffuse -field surrounds
and you've got a system that beats all other satellite home theaters "by a wide and clearly
audible margin." You can test -listen the Micro9Ot at your local Boston dealer. But rest
assured, you won't be the first to listen with a critical ear.

BostonAcoustics
300 Jubilee Drive, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 538-5000. www.bostonacoustics.com/boston

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. THX is a egistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
Lynnfield VR and DCC' are t-ademarks of Boston Acoustics, Inc.



Before high-performance how, heater can fit in your life,
it has to fit in your home.

11194mgotwitlikilmmlio

Viptation Some movie enthusiasts consider a towering rack of

audio/video components the epitome of home decor.

You, on the other hand, may prefer to experience the awesome

sensation of Dolby Pro Logic surround sound from a system that

blends unobtrusively with the curios on your bookshelf.

In which case you will appreciate the Yamaha AV -1

CinemaStation.'

Its audio/video center complements your TV and VCR

with a full -featured CD player and FM/AM tuner. Plus the

uncanny ability to outperform other compact home

theater systems that cost significantly more.

In addition to Cinema DSP. six HiFi
DSP programer give your listening

environment toe ambiance of actual
performance venues.

All in a case no larger than a hardcover history of Hollywood.

CINEMA DSP
Cinema LW' recreates the acoustic

spaciousness of a grand movie
palace by combining Yamaha DSP

and Dolby Pro Logic.

That's because the real muscle behind

CinemaStation resides in the small, deep -

bass subwoofer that sits inconspicuously

under a table or behind your couch.

Two hundred watts of amplification drive the

subwoofer and five satellite speakers. Dolby Pro

Logic positions dialogue and effects naturally

around your room-while exclusive Five full -range satellite speakers
available in a choice of black or

Yamaha Cinema DSP (Digital Sound Field white complement your decor.

Processing) recreates the sensation of a spacious theater.

Plus, six different Yamaha Hi-Fi DSP programs can give

your room the acoustics of actual performance venues

when you listen to your favorite music.

Yet for all its advanced capabilities, CinemaStation is

easy to set up, and simple to control with on -screen

menus and a remote that glows in the dark.

Call 1-800-4YAMAHA for the dealer nearest you, and try

CinemaStation on for size.
YAMAHA'No matter how large your expectations,

WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES.
you'll find it's a perfect fit. www.yamaha.com
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